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Constructivism as an architectural credo and as enunciated by 
Aleksei Gan in 1922 held itself in unremitting opposition to 
"art." Taking the machine as its heuristic, the constructivists 
planned literally to construct the forms for the new communist 
life. Dependent on the material conditions of society, 
constructivism aimed to create out of these conditions a plan for 
the realization of the new communist city and the development of 
the varied and ordinary objects of daily life. These forms 
necessarily rejected the forms of the past, just as the new 
social-political structure had presumably destroyed the old. 
But just how free from the past were these new ideas? Apart 
from the legacy of avant-garde art which formed an undeniable 
base for the earliest constructivist experiments, in its 
architectural projects for such propaganda devices as reading 
kiosks and speakers' tribunes, as well as in its stage designs, 
constructivism contained unmistakable vestiges of primitive, folk 
forms. But whereas architects had merely a few years earlier 
remarked on the need to observe native wood architecture for its 
ability to respond to the climatic, economic and material 
conditions of Russian life, and dramatists had acknowledged the 
importance of folk theater in rejuvenating the existing one, by 
the 1920s observers and creators alike did not necessarily refer 
to the presence of these primitive forms, the most tenacious of 
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which were the direct descendants of the fairground structures of 
the nineteenth-century gulian'e, or carnival, and the iarmarka or 
trade fair. 
Although Gan and the constructivists initially rejected the 
theater as another fine art form, stage design eventually proved 
to be one of the most fertile arenas for developing and testing 
ideas for the new life. This experimentation took a variety of 
forms, influenced by the changing social-economic conditions, the 
particular play in question, the director's style, and the 
talents and proclivities of the individual artist. Thus, at 
times observers encountered a stage shorn of decoration with a 
wooden, machine-like structure as the site of action, collapsible 
chairs and trick cages, a structure complex enough to connote an 
entire city, or even something perilously close to the realism of 
Stanislavskii's productions—in short, diverse forms seemingly 
linked only in their commitment to urbanism, technology, and the 
machine as necessary components of the restructured life. In 
fact, more profound, ideological links united these 
formalistically varying sets. 
One such link, which was not always acknowledged, was the 
continuing but perhaps contradictory presence of the carnival. 
Such awareness as did exist of the influence of popular cultural 
forms like the carnival, or its close kin the circus, did not 
apparently extend to a recognition of the sometimes overt 
borrowing of structural (architectural) and other visual devices 
from the fairground. Artists and critics alike appeared all too 
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ready to view the constructivist contribution to stage design in 
terms of urban, machine-derived forms; yet, the extent to which 
nonurban images from the world of the fairground penetrated the 
stage, the visual language and the ideology of constructivism 
suggests that not just the humor and motion but also the visual 
environment of the carnival held an underlying appeal for 
artists. These evocations of the forms of the gulian'e and the 
fairground theater or balagan, which become more trenchant once 
one accepts their presence, must not only shift or broaden the 
context surrounding our understanding of constructivist stage 
design, but also modify the meaning previously attached to the 
language of constructivism. 
In addition to the gulian'e and balagan, a variety of folk-
derived forms had undeniable appeal as a means of reaching the 
people and making art accessible to the masses. The interest in 
popular culture stemmed in part from a nationalist revival of 
traditional art forms and in part from a late nineteenth century 
goal of democratizing the arts. This process involved not just 
making various arts more accessible to the broader public, but 
also using folk arts, especially folk theater, as models of an 
artform with a more interactive relationship between spectator 
and performer. Thus, posters for the Russian Telegraph Agency 
(ROSTA) revived the style and spirit of the lubok print; the 
structure of the ancient religious puppet theater known as vertep 
influenced the shape of Maiakovskii's Mystery-Buff; Petrushka 
puppet shows reappeared to serve agitational purposes; and 
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Georgii Iakulov, wanting to evoke the atmosphere of the iarmarka 
in his design for the Kafe Pittoresk, included dancing figures 
arrayed on the top of a cupola over the stage like the puppets on 
top of a fairground booth. Finally the circus, in the form of 
acrobatics, tricks, and clowns themselves, made an appearance in 
Sergei Radlov's People's Comedy Theater (Teatr narodnoi komedii) 
productions as well as Iurii Annenkov's staging of Tolstoi's The 
First Distiller (Pervyi Vinokur). 
Indeed, the use of folk art forms to reach the people may 
have seemed particularly apt in the theater which was not only 
struggling to find a way out of a self-perceived crisis of 
ineffectuality but had also become virtually the centerpiece of 
propagandistic efforts by the Bolsheviks, a position most vividly 
expressed in an often-quoted passage from Lunacharskii: 
"The revolution said to the theater: "Theater, I need you. I 
need you not so that after the many labors and battles, I, the 
revolution, can rest in comfortable armchairs in beautiful halls 
and be amused by performances. I need you not just so that I can 
freshly laugh and unburden my soul. I need you as a helper, a 
projector, an advisor. I want to see on your stage my friends 
and enemies....I want to see them with my own eyes. I want your 
methods as well and I want to study them."1 
Lunacharskii's position, however, merely illuminated a 
movement that had started in the nineteenth century and 
essentially reached its pinnacle with the revolution. The 
people's theater movement, another beneficiary of the emphasis on 
democratizing the arts, contained among its not always unified 
strands a segment that believed that workers and peasants 
iQtd. in A. Iufit, Revoliutsiia i Teatr (Leningrad, 1977), 
p. 79. 
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particularly valued the theater for its ability to teach them 
about life. Working class members who participated in people's 
theater productions even viewed rehearsals as classes, saying 
about them that "we learn how to be better," "how to live more 
honestly."2 
Until the early 1920s, theorists and critics readily 
acknowledged the presence of carnival in the theater, defending 
and praising it as the means of revitalizing a deadened art, of 
attracting the working classes to the theater, and as the basis 
for developing a new form of spectacle that would fuse high and 
low art as well as audience and performer. Such diverse 
individuals as Platon Kerzhentzev, the theorist of proletarian 
culture, and Vsevolod Meierkhol'd, the avant-garde producer, 
wrote positively about the need to turn to the fairground, to the 
spontaneous celebrations of popular culture, in Kerzhentsev's 
model in order to create a true proletarian theater, and in 
Meierkhol'd's, to "retheatricalize" the theater. 
Yet by 1922, artists and critics were superimposing the 
language of the machine on references to the fairground. For 
certain compelling reasons, presented in subsequent chapters, 
Popova's constructivist stage set for Meierkhol'd's production of 
The Magnanimous Cuckold (Velikodushnyi rogonosets) along with 
Meierkhol'd's use of biomechanics and its resonation with 
acrobatics in the actors' movements suggest that this play could 
2Khaichenko, "Narodnyi Teatr," Russkaia Khudozhestvennaia 
Kul'tura Kontsa XIX Veka - Nachala XX Veka (Moscow, 1968), p. 
231; and Russkii Narodnyi Teatr (Moscow, 1975), p. 315. 
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have been seen as an evocation of the circus, of the balagan 
theater, of the slides of the holiday gulian'e, and of rural 
windmills, rather than as a mechanized and Taylorized paragon of 
efficiency. In contrast, the unavoidable presence of fairground 
"attractions" in the set for The Forest (Les) did not pass 
unremarked—but the tenor of comments was such as to see in this 
production a turning away from constructivism and towards an 
innately Russian folk theater. But this, too, was not 
necessarily positive; for some, it signified a rejection of the 
socialist state. 
Consequently, the embracing of folk or "primitive" sources 
was laced with contradictions—for one, a conflict between an 
aesthetic ideology based on primitivism and a society committed 
to an urban future. As Richard Stites has observed, the image of 
the machine-city representing the dominance of reason and 
technology over the primeval backwardness of the country was 
matched by a peasant/rural intense distrust of the urban 
environment and its inhabitants. Socially, this conflict was 
manifested in the policy of smychka. This policy, on one level, 
attempted to induct the peasant into a workers' culture; in the 
process, it also attempted to transform traditional rituals into 
"manufactured" celebrations of technology and industrialization.3 
3Stites, Revolutionary Dreams (New York, 1989); Rosalinde 
Sartori, "Stalinism and Carnival: Organization and Aesthetics of 
Political Holidays," The Culture of the Stalin Period, ed. Hans 
Giinther (New York, 1990), pp. 41-77; and Helmut Altrichter, 
"Insoluble Conflicts: Village Life between Revolution and 
Collectivization," Russia in the Era of NEP. ed. S. Fitzpatrick, 
A. Rabinowich, and R. Stites (Bloomington, 1991), pp. 192-209. 
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On another level, however, smychka was an explicit 
acknowledgement of the need for coexistence between peasant 
culture and workers' culture; an acknowledgement that peasant 
production, however mistrusted by the state, was nonetheless 
essential to its survival. Artists and policy makers thus turned 
to rural forms for a similar reason—as a means of broadening the 
reach of their creations—but they also strove to adapt such 
forms to urban life. In both social and artistic instances, 
however, this was a risky policy which could result in a 
transitional product criticized for a too-ready embrace of either 
ruralism or urbanism. For example, and almost predictably, in 
the 1930s A. Gvozdev and A. Piotrovskii criticized the presence 
of both primitivism and urbanism in Sergei Radlov's People's 
Comedy Theater (1918-21), which they felt had resulted in 
ideological ambiguity." 
An additional explanation for not acknowledging the 
representation of rural forms derives from the constructivists' 
attempts to reformulate the nature of art. The defining 
arguments of constructivism, the 1921 debates carried out at 
Inkhuk (Institute of Artistic Culture), concerned the differences 
between a composition and a construction. From these debates, 
despite individual differences in resulting definitions, a 
general consensus emerged that a construction did not represent 
something else; it was something real in itself, organized 
4
"Petrogradskie teatry v epokhu voennogo kommunizma," 
Istoriia sovetskogo teatra. ed. V.E. Rafalovich (Leningrad, 
1933), pp. 196-204. 
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according to principles of technology and the efficient use of 
materials.5 Although not developed with stage design in mind, 
the construction as applied to the stage would ideally result in 
a structure that served to enhance the actors' playing and that 
carried no symbolic or representational meaning because it 
represented only itself. Yet, fundamental to constructivist 
approaches to design were conceptualizations of the 
constructivist process and resulting set or building as a 
metaphor for building a new world. 
My increasing awareness of these ideological and aesthetic 
conflicts and contradictions, and the fact that they were not 
always noticed or addressed by writers, led me originally to 
postulate two major dynamics in constructivist stage design—one 
animated by a conflict between ruralism/primitivism and 
urbanism/industrialism, and a second by a conflict between the 
real, non-representational object and the created representation. 
In the course of my research, however, I began to understand a 
third dynamic, and one which actually could subsume the above 
two—order and disorder. 
What also struck me as I read was that the positions of 
order and disorder were not stagnant—for example, the past could 
be a source of either. Tor El Lisitskii, the new city would be a 
form of order. But in the debate on Aleksandr Tairov's 
production of Mashinal'. one speaker referred to the western city 
^Further discussion of these debates and references for them 
will be given in chapter 3. 
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as disorder—not all cities were equal. Further, the value of 
Americanisms in art was not constant. Meanwhile, as the subject 
or "idea-ness" in a play or artwork became increasingly 
important, the "word" began to seem a form of order, while art 
that challenged the predominance of the word (such as 
improvisation or abstraction) seemed to threaten and undermine 
this type of order. I also at this time came across a document 
in which the author suggested that contemporary life was so 
frenetic and chaotic that it could only be "represented" by the 
devices of the balagan. This statement seemed to unite 
primitive, popular culture with contemporary urban, industrial 
life. Further, it simultaneously provided a justification for an 
artistic incorporation of balaganic devices, at the same time 
that it (unintentionally, I think) identified the exact type of 
city—and by extension, stage set—that would eventually be 
rejected by the communists—because it was disorderly. 
I then read some theoretical statements, written by Boris 
Arvatov in the 1920s, about the relationship of art to a 
"disorganized" society. Arvatov suggested that bourgeois art 
offered a pseudo-reality, a harmonious image that did not 
correspond to the existence of real disorder. But art, he wrote, 
should organize life, and so there was no justification for an 
art that was isolated from reality. I also at this point came 
across materials debating the aesthetic and social relevance of 
recently constructed workers' clubs. What was striking about 
these debates was the extent to which the architectural forms 
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were evaluated in terms of an ongoing debate about appropriate 
club activities, rather than about architectural and aesthetic 
merit. So I began to think that ultimately, the reception of 
constructivist stage design rested on its relationship to 
acceptable visions of "order" in the new world. 
This supposition and concomitant analysis differ 
substantially from other analyses of the success or failure of 
constructivist stage design in promoting a Utopian schema for the 
post-revolutionary society and postulates regarding its presumed, 
eventual rejection. Historians of constructivist scenography 
have generally proposed that constructivism did not succeed in 
its Utopian goal, but the reasons given for this failure are 
unclear and vary. Western researchers often emphasize political 
reasons, presenting a picture of a group of avant-garde artists 
whom the government eventually betrayed.6 Not fully sharing this 
point of view, John Bowlt and others7 have asserted that 
constructivism was a dry genre, unable to satisfy the public's 
craving for (and habituation to) decoration. Recent Russian 
researchers usually do not turn their attention to these factors, 
finding instead a natural evolution of art in which 
6Paul Wood, "Art and Politics in a Worker's State," Art 
History. 8, 1985: 105-124. 
7See, for example, the recent collection of articles in the 
exhibition catalogue, Theatre in Revolution, curated by Nancy Van 
Norman Baer (New York, 1991); also, conversation with Prof. 
Anatoly Senkevitch, spring 1993. 
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constructivism formed only one stage.8 
In this dissertation I examine the failure and success of 
constructivist stage design in terms of the extent to which it 
was perceived as creating an impression of disorder. By disorder 
I do not necessarily mean that the forms in and of themselves 
were chaotic, but that they either contradicted social ideas 
through the selection of devices and thematic material, or that 
they expressed unresolved social contradictions or, more damaging 
perhaps, resolved these in a way that ultimately did not satisfy 
the public. The nature of this theme and the defining 
characteristics of the style of constructivist stage design 
necessitate an organizational framework that deviates from more 
traditional art historical approaches such as a monographic and 
chronological study of a movement, artist or artworks. 
An underlying premise of this dissertation is that the style 
of constructivist stage design is erroneously defined in terms of 
formal similarities and characteristics. As Susan Sontag has 
argued, in opposition to a formalist approach, style can 
sometimes more correctly be understood in terms of governing 
principles, or an ideological sensitivity and theoretical 
structure.9 The identification of principles does not dictate 
8V.I. Berezkin, Sovetskaia Stsenographiia, 1917-1941 
(Moscow, 1990), provides an example of stage theory; Vigdaria 
Khazanova and Margarita Davydova (in conversation, Moscow, winter 
1993) relate a bit to the craving idea since they see "taste" as 
a key issue. 
9Sontag, "On Style," Against Interpretation (New York, 
1966), pp. 15-36. 
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the final form, because the step from theory to practice can be 
taken in a variety of ways. 
With constructivist stage design, this ideological 
sensitivity comprises a constellation of ideas and visual sources 
from which the complexity of the constructivist phenomenon 
emerges. This constellation includes theories of avant-garde art 
and architecture, folk arts and spectacle arts, contemporary 
theatrical theory, and cinema. In most studies of constructivist 
stage design, it is architectural theory and the industrial 
metaphor that have received the most stress; and architectural 
parallels are indeed significant and essential to an 
understanding of the stage set. The theater is envisioned during 
this period as a place to experiment with architectural 
possibilities; and further, the conceptualization of 
architectural function in terms of movement patterns creates an 
innate correspondence between the design of buildings and the 
stage. But as important as these ideas are, they constitute only 
a partial model for understanding the constructivist stage, and 
to analyze the stage in terms of this model alone is to deny and 
distort the complexity of its meaning. 
The design of this dissertation parallels and reflects the 
theory of architectural deconstruction, as exemplified in the 
work and writings of the New York architect Peter Eisenman.10 
Deconstruction challenges the idea of a unitary and inerrant 
10For discussion of Eisenman and deconstruction, see my 
article "Peter Eisenman and the Erosion of Truth," Twenty/One. 
(spring, 1990), pp. 20-37. 
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meaning in an architectural creation. For Eisenman, the goal of 
this challenge is to impel an encounter with an architectural 
environment, as if for the first time, and the strategies he uses 
to achieve this goal include a revelation of syntax, a redundant 
subversion of syntactical elements, multiple beginnings and 
endings (or a decentering of origins), and the dislocation and 
decomposition of architectural structure and reality in order to 
create a new one. 
In comparable fashion, my goal in this dissertation is to 
impel the reader to discard preconceptions and encounter 
constructivist stage design as if for the first time. To this end 
I have tried to situate constructivist stage design in a social, 
political, and artistic context with which the art work interacts 
in a proactive and reactive manner. Further, I argue that the 
critical and popular reception of constructivist stage design 
must be examined as part of this interaction—in fact, the 
cultural criticism of the 1920s is so laden with political and 
social commentary that it seems almost to seive as a forum for 
political, as opposed to artistic, debate. 
My strategies for situating constructivist stage design in 
this way include the decomposition and redundant examination of 
its structure in order to reject the traditional depiction of its 
reality. The key "syntactical" elements of my deconstruction, 
elements which are presented in fluctuating combinations, are the 
meaning of chaos in social and artistic terms, as well as in 
terms of visions for the ideal, unrealized socialist state; the 
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idea of constructivist stage design as an art form with a new and 
multiplicitous artistic language; following from this language, 
the presence of independent meaning in the stage sets; and 
ultimately, the existence of a complex critical reception, 
arising from an interaction between artistic intention and 
political exigencies. 
I will now concretize this model with a brief overview of 
the chapters and their content. I begin with a discussion of 
social and artistic order and disorder in the period leading up 
to the revolution, and then in terms of goals for the future. 
Because the vision of artistic order included a goal of using 
art, and in particular, the theater, to build the new world, a 
goal predicated on a belief in bringing art to the people, my 
second chapter examines the meaning of this slogan, and its 
implications for art. Bringing art to the people, it seemed, 
concerned the idea of an art in which the masses could 
participate as creators, as well as an art which would be 
understood by and acceptable to the masses. The two issues which 
emerge as most critical to this last goal are the subject matter 
or theme of the art, and the language used to express it. 
My third chapter establishes and explicates a "language" of 
constructivist stage design. This language departs from other 
artistic languages, not merely in its being avant-garde but more 
critically, perhaps, in that it is a language derived from many 
sources or components. Each source shapes the meaning as well as 
the form of constructivism, and the varying forms result from the 
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fact that particular works ultimately rely more exclusively on 
one particular source than another. But no work can really be 
understood without understanding the entire constellation of 
visual and ideological ideas; consequently, I have tried to 
present, in the context of examples of stage sets, the whole 
spectrum of models and ideas forming the background against which 
constructivist stage design defined itself. 
In chapter four I develop the idea that the stage set had a 
subject. This is important because a prevailing approach to 
discussion has been to see these sets as examples of non-
representational or non-objective art, but this is contradictory 
to the stated aims of the constructivists. Important to my 
thesis, however, is the idea that the subject of the set may have 
contradicted the subject of the play or it may have raised 
uncomfortable questions about social goals. 
In the last chapter I show how the complexity of 
constructivist stage design generated a complexity of responses. 
It is in the terms of these responses, the reception of 
constructivist stage design, that chaos is associated with the 
stage set. That is, chaos can exist apart from the artist's 
intention; the set can be conceived rationally and logically, but 
still evoke a perception of chaos. 
On the other hand, artists can deliberately choose to invoke 
chaos by calling attention to social contradictions through an 
artistic language that replicates them. Calling attention to 
these contradictions can be a social policy as well, but what may 
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be pragmatic as a social policy may be subversive artistically. 
A comparable and informative example is provided by T.J. Clark, 
in reference to Courbet's narratively disunified paintings. 
Courbet, he observes, "devised...a structure which deliberately 
refused to unite the elements of rural society; he represented 
their disunity, rather than merely reproducing it."11 Thus, 
Courbet's strategy exceeds imagery—it is a compositional process 
which incorporates the content in the method. This may have been 
equally true in the artistic synthesis of forms from popular 
culture (eg., the carnival) and industry by the constructivists. 
The use of popular culture in high art is a strategy which has 
long been perceived by artists and theorists as a means of 
expressing opposition to a dominant culture.12 In the case of 
constructivism, the opposition may have been double-edged— 
opposition to the petrified forms of the old official culture as 
well as to emerging aspects of the new society; and recognition 
of this opposition would culminate in the perception of chaos. 
My examination of the reception of constructivist stage 
design reveals that its language, imagery, metaphors, complexity 
and compositional strategies are interpreted by the critical and 
official public as representing disorder and chaos, a 
representation which ultimately calls forth a variety of 
"T.J. Clark, Image of the People (Greenwich, 1973), p. 120. 
"For example, see Peter Jelavich, introduction to Munich 
and Theatrical Modernism (Cambridge, 1985); and Mikhail Bakhtin, 
Rabelais and His World, trans. Helene Iswolsky (Bloomington, 
1984). 
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strategies aimed at the control and reduction of chaos—or the 
assertion of order. 
Finally, I want to turn to a quotation from Heinrich Klotz 
about the role of architectural "fictions" and use it to suggest 
that the creation of narrative, of fictions, in architecture and 
in history, is, as Hayden White has proposed, the essence of the 
historical enterprise. Klotz writes that architectural fictions 
"are aesthetic fictions which do not remain abstract 'pure forms' 
but which emerge into view as concrete objectivizations to be 
multisensorially apperceived."13 
13H. Klotz, The History of Postmodern Architecture, trans. 
R. Donnell (Cambridge, 1988), p. 5. On narrative in history, see 
H. White, The Content of the Form (Baltimore, 1987). 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
CHAOS AND ILLUSION IN LIFE AND ART 
"A work of art may have ideology (in other words, those 
ideas, images, and values which are generally accepted, 
dominant) as its material, but it works that material; 
it gives it a new form and at certain moments that new 
form is in itself a subversion of ideology."1 
The suggestion of T.J. Clark, an art historian addressing 
controversy in French 19th century painting, that the very form 
of an artwork can serve to undermine its ideological goals, 
raises an issue that was certainly not unknown to Russian artists 
(or their public) in the newly Communist, post-revolutionary 
Soviet Union. But there is another implication to be drawn from 
Clark's statement, one which may not always have been clear to 
the artists themselves. The work's form could be subversive in a 
way that not only challenged the issues raised in the work, but 
in a way that also provoked reconsideration or acknowledgement of 
unresolved social issues. Whether intentional or unintentional, 
such a subversiveness can either be misunderstood by creator and 
audience, or it can become intertwined with the understanding of 
the original work and thus ultimately serve as a source of 
further provocation and irritation, to the extent that the work 
may be rejected, even as it overtly supports shared and valued 
social goals. 
Consequently, the formation of a historical relationship to 
'T.J. Clark, Image of the People (Greenwich, CT: 1973), p. 
13. Italics in orig. 
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these works necessitates an examination of how they were embedded 
in the social conditions which gave rise to them, as well as how 
this embeddedness influenced and perhaps changed their reception 
over time.- This demand is perhaps especially true of 
constructivism—particularly in its manifestations in the 
theater. This is because, despite the constructivist theorist 
Aleksei Can's critique of theater and stage design as a 
perversion of constructivist premises, committed constructivists 
such as Liubov' Popova and Varvara Stepanova, along with other 
art writers and theorists, such as Boris Arvatov and Nikolai 
Tarabukin, all perceived the stage as a testing ground and 
laboratory for the application of constructivist theory to real 
life. 
Although A. Tairov later claimed that constructivism began 
on his stage (in 1917, before the premises had even been 
formulated), it was in 1922 that constructivism truly and 
tumultuously entered theatrical life in the form of Liubov' 
Popova's set for Vsevolod Meierkhol'd's production of the French 
farce The Magnanimous Cuckold (Velikodushnyi Rogonosets). As one 
writer noted two years later, this play marked the beginning of 
the real history of constructivism in the theater: "Rogonosets 
right away solved the problem and asserted constructivism not 
only as a new mode of staging the theatrical spectacle, but also 
-See chapter 5 for a discussion of reception theory. 
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as a new artistic ideology."1 
Despite the playwright Crommelink's elaborate descriptions 
of the locale of the play and the accoutrements of the mill in 
which most of the action occurs, observers generally agreed that 
the set was a "transparent, abstracted composition,"4 containing 
only those elements direct.1 y needed for the action—windowframes, 
stairs, doors, and turning wheels which punctuated the dialogue 
and gestures of the actors. In contrast to the painted backdrops 
of the past, this was not a "drawing which everyone contemplates. 
It is, rather, a type of machine, becoming an animate, living 
essence in the process of the action."^ 
This fairly recent assessment, that the stage set, 
abstracted from reality, was actually a machine, echoes the 
prevalent response (both contemporary and current) to Popova and 
Meierkhol'd's work: "Rogonosets revealed to us a machine for the 
actor's playing, a machine with a narrowly-professional, special 
^'Rogonosets srazu rechil zadachu i utverdil konstruktivizm 
ne tol'ko kak novyi sposob oformleniia teatral'nogo zelishcha, no 
i kak novyiu khudozhestvennyiu ideologiiu." V. Fedorov, 
"Konstruktivizm na teatre," Novyi Zritel', 8 (1924), p. 4. 
Volkov, 1926, qtd. in Elena Rakitina, Novye Printsipy 
Stsenicheskogo Oformleniia v Sovetskoi Teatral'noi Dekoratsii 
20kh godov, dissertation, (Moscow: Institut Istorii Iskusstva), 
1970, p. 85. 
^Rakitina, "Liubov' Popova: Iskusstvo i Manifesty," 
Khudozhnik, Stsena, Ekran (Moscow, 1975), p. 155, compares 
Popova's set to the written description and calls it a machine: 
"Ona ne kartina, kotoruiu sozertsaiut. Eto, skoree, svoego roda 
mashina, stanoviashchaiasia odushevlennym zhivym sushchestvom v 
protsesse deistviia." 
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intention."6 The consistency of the observation in no way 
signified a consistently positive or negative assessment, 
however. Boris Alpers, for example, believed that the theatrical 
artist-constructor had replaced the illusionistic decorations 
that provided an unmoving background with a machine which not 
only actively defined the action but also conjured up the 
industrial era and its "healthy relationships" to things and 
materials.7 Others, in contrast, saw the set as a "soulless" 
machine and an attempt to murder the theater/ 
Although a few writers eventually did refer to the balagan9 
or fair-like characteristics of the production, the prevailing 
interpretation of the set as a machine and an embodiment of ideas 
about the role of the machine and industry in society did not 
demonstrate any awareness of the set's relationship to rural and 
primitive architectural forms, or of an even more blatant 
allusion to a poster for a play performed at B. Berg's popular 
pantomime theater in the 1870s.10 [Figures 1-2] Where Popova's 
6Ark. Pozdnev, "Material'noe Oformlenie Spektaklia," 
Zrelishche, No. 9, 1922, p. 9: "Rogonosets iavil nam mashinu 
dlia igry aktera, mashinu s uzko-professional'nym, spetsial'nym 
naznacheniem." 
7B. Alpers, Teatr revoliutsii (Moscow, 1928), p. 36. 
"Reviews in Fevral'skii's fond, 2437-2-125, and the GOSTIM 
fond, 963-1-315. 
"A theater on the gulian'ie; described in further detail in 
chapter 3. 
10I will give support for this in a later chapter. The 
poster is shown as an unpaginated illustration in Alekseev-
Iakovlev, Russkie Narodnye Gulian'ia (Len./Mos., 1948). 
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construction consisted of a ramp and stairs leading up to a 
multilevel horizontal platform representing a barn-like structure 
embraced by three wheels of varying sizes, the poster for the 
pantomime similarly had a staircase leading to a higher 
horizontal surface with three interlocking wheels and pistons on 
the opposite side. The pistons led to a central structure that 
consisted primarily of a large basin into which old ladies were 
being submerged. They would then walk out, now as young girls, 
through a doorway on the bottom floor. In fact, the title of the 
pantomime was "The magic mill where the old are turned into the 
young." 
If Popova's set is indeed connected to this image, and to 
folk theater, then its meaning must be revised. It is not merely 
a machine, representing the new technology and the goal of 
coordinating action between humans and machines, but a folk or 
primitive machine in which native sources and images are wedded 
to higher technology and myths; the social condenser that was to 
be the paradigm of constructivist buildings here is actually a 
transformer that changes outdated individuals into younger and 
presumably more flexible ones. Popova's set, rather than solely 
serving the needs of the play for which it was designed, or 
simply illustrating the text, illustrates instead a new idea 
about society: the set itself thus becomes a parable for the 
transformation not merely of old people but also of an old 
society. In fact, the union of a bourgeois farce with a 
revolutionary staging was in itself another parable for the 
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transformation of culture,11 a parable which some believed could 
not have been possible with a more realist art but required 
instead a folkloric fantasy version of life deliberately derived 
from the balagan.1- The industrial world of high technology, 
interwoven with this fantasy, thereby became an enchanting fairy 
tale itself. 
In addition to this revised meaning, upon closer examination 
of the critical response a subliminal theme emerges. 
Paradoxically, perhaps, just as cubism was fundamentally a 
realist art, constructivism, too, never lost its concern for the 
real object. But this real object was not to be an imitation of 
existing reality; it was an invented constellation of forces, 
emitting a symbolic meaning and simultaneously functioning in the 
plane of daily life, participating in a way not usually granted 
to paintings—as a parable which could concomitantly double as a 
utilitarian object such as a chair. Because of this double 
nature, daily life, with its chaos, contradictions, and dreams, 
is inscribed in constructivism, but the inscription becomes a 
vital force seeking to effect change in that very life. In this 
sense constructivism is heir to the idealistic realism of such 
19th century aesthetic theorists as Chernyshevskii, even as it 
"This is implied in an article by A.A. Gvozdev, "Etika 
novogo teatra," Teatral'naia Kritika (Len., 1987), pp. 30-32. 
The parable idea in general arose in conversation with A. 
Senkevich. 
12A. Zvonak in 1934 proposed this explanation of 
Meierkhol'd's use of folk theater devices (in Zograf fond, 2723-
1-482, pp. 10-14.) 
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stands so starkly outlined in the harsh tones of opposition and 
otherness. It is also in this sense that constructivist stage 
design compels a focus on the problems—and definition—of order 
and disorder in the social and environmental context which 
spawned it. 
The perception that society was disordered—and the form of 
disorder identified—generated goals and ideals for the future. 
These calls for change or restructuring extended to culture, and 
consequently to the artwork, as a reflection of order or 
disorder, and the artist's role as a forger of social change or 
promoter of disorder. Because artists were reconceptualizing 
their role at a time when science and machine technology occupied 
a critical place in goals for the future, definition of the 
artist's role frequently drew on machine and engineering 
analogies. Yet, ambivalence towards the machine, along with a 
plethora of forms of disorder and chaos, prevented the artist 
from focusing on only one such analogy. But when the 
perspicacious artist tried to unite disparate imagery drawn from 
folk and rural traditions with urban and technological imagery, 
the resulting "folk machine" could be perceived or misunderstood 
as an inept juxtaposition of contradictory forms and ideology. 
Although contradiction can be a deliberate artistic strategy, 
critics and other spectators can either perceive the work as an 
undesirable contradiction in terms; they can interpret it in such 
a way as to eliminate or ignore the contradiction (e.g., seeing 
the set for Magnanimous Cuckold as a machine image without rural 
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or folk overtones); or finally they can reject the work (as did 
the critics who called the set a "soulless machine") either 
because contradiction makes them uneasy or because it offers a 
vision of order that competes with their preferred vision. 
Indeed, disparities between the vision of order embodied by the 
artwork and society's own vision and ideals strongly influenced 
public, critical, and government responses to art. But all these 
visions—those of the artist and those of society—emerged in 
response to the disorderly and chaotic conditions of life in 
post-revolutionary Russia, to the contradictions created by the 
imperfect interface between past and present, or present and 
future. The remainder of this chapter will examine the various 
forms and sources of disorder identified in post-revolutionary 
Russia, with the intent of establishing a broad-based spectrum of 
chaotic forces, a spectrum resulting in inevitable calls for 
change by the government, the public, and artists.13 
Chaos 
In 1918 Lenin began an article by referring to, in his words, the 
capitalists' critique of the revolution. They are saying, he 
noted, that "the Bolsheviks have now been in power for two 
months, but instead of a socialist paradise we find the hell of 
13To some extent, treating these as separate categories is 
arbitrary, and despite my attempt to keep them separate, there 
are instances in which overlap is unavoidable. 
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chaos, civil war and even greater dislocation."14 
Although, for Lenin, the attribution of this criticism to 
capitalists served to invalidate it, the criticism was widespread 
and not limited to the immediate post-revolutionary period, or to 
capitalists. For many of the new communists, capitalism was at 
least one source of chaos and/or anarchy, but capitalism aside, 
chaos should perhaps have been expected, and its absence might 
have been even greater cause for alarm. That is, as Greek 
philosophers had already observed in the pre-Socratic era, chaos 
was the incipient state of an emerging world.1' Another factor 
enhancing the likelihood of chaos was that this was not only an 
emerging society, but a society in a "liminal" or threshhold 
period, or a period which, in seeking to define a new life style, 
was striving to recategorize and reevaluate already existing 
facets of social life and blend the attributes that previously 
marked accepted and unaccepted positions. "Liminal entities are 
neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the 
positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and 
ceremonial."16 Liminality, or contradictions and ambiguities, 
especially characterized the period of the New Economic Policy 
(NEP), which seemed to lack the clearcut heroes and villains of 
the period of war communism. As M. Reisner wrote in 1922, "It is 
""Fright at the Fall of the Old and the Fight for the New," 
in The Lenin Anthology, ed. Robert C. Tucker (NY, 1975), p. 424. 
15P. Diamandopoulos, "Chaos and Cosmos," Encyclopedia of 
Philosophy, v. 2, p. 80. 
16V.W. Turner, The Ritual Process, (England, 1974), p. 81. 
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difficult for thinkers today to understand this. The two enemy 
camps have reformed and intermingled one into the other just like 
two saw-toothed wheels. The contradictions grow....Who is friend 
and enemy?" It was not only the war camps that had changed, he 
went on, but everything was now being redefined: production, 
trade, culture, ethics, and science.17 
A range of writers freely applied the words chaos and 
anarchy to many facets of Soviet life, and even without the use 
of those particular words, the implication was often present. 
Overall, the sources of disorder and chaos were many: in addition 
to NEP, they included bourgeois and capitalist culture and 
institutions, daily life, rural life and popular culture, housing 
and architecture, the intelligentsia, newly created institutions 
such as Proletkult, and urbanism. 
As an example of the perception of chaos in urbanism, A. 
Toporkov observed that the existence of the contemporary city was 
largely the result of contemporary technology. But to the extent 
that this fact was not reconciled with the forms of the city and 
the objects of daily life, chaos resulted. The experience of 
chaos was especially exacerbated for those individuals who had 
not directly experienced or did not remember the disintegration 
of the old order. Still, this perception had some basis in 
reality: "This chaos in the contemporary city exists in both the 
details and in the whole." Due to the mixture of old 
17Qtd. in A.I. Mazaev, Kontseptsiia "Proizvodstvennoao" 
Iskustva 20-kh qodov (Moscow, 1975), p. 70. 
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architectural styles with skyscrapers, monuments left from 
earlier eras, and the clash between blinding electric night 
lights and dark streets, "the exterior form of the city is 
chaotic."18 Ten years earlier, a professor G. Dubelir expressed 
a nearly identical assessment: "Everything [in the city] is mixed 
with the most disorderly and chancy form....But chaos is not only 
external; it goes considerably deeper."19 In the forward to a 
1926 book on the problems of contemporary cities, V. Belousov 
explicitly linked urban anarchy to capitalist influence in the 
form of competitions, speculation, and a lack of systematic 
planning: 
Complex city life demands the quick reshuffling of 
human streams from one place to another. This is 
especially felt thanks to the housing crisis, and also 
to the fact that our cities were built 
unsystematically, spontaneously, under the influence of 
capitalist competitions. Speculation with urban 
building sites, the introduction of skycrapers in the 
interests of maximizing profits with a minimal loss of 
assets—all this is the harshest appearance of the 
capitalist beginning, which is rejecting the task of a 
rational solution, in the interests of the workers, to 
the housing crisis....This legacy of capitalist non-
planning gives birth to the already existing crowds, 
hurly-burly commotion, and the anarchy of urban 
18A. Toporkov, Tekhnicheskii Byt i Sovremennoe Iskusstva 
(Moscow-Leningrad, 1928), p. 57: "Etot khaos v sovremennom gorode 
sushchestvuet kak v detaliakh, tak i v tselom. Khaotichen 
prezhde vcego vneshnii vid goroda." 
"Document #5, in Khazanova, V.E., and Afanas'ev, K.N., 
compiler and editor, Iz Istorii Sovestskoi Arkhitektury, 1917-
1925, (Moscow, 1963), p. 16: "Vse smeshano samym besporiadochnym 
i sluchainym obrazom....No khaos etot ne tol'ko vneshnii,—on 
idet gorazdo glubzhe." 
movement. -
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In fact, the chaos of urbanism extended to developing soviet 
perspectives on urban planning and, in part, to their attempt to 
override the legacy of capitalist planning. Soviet urbanists 
looked to a variety of European and American theories, but in 
their eclectic adaptation of them, the primary mechanism toward 
which these other theories were directed was superseded by the 
premises of communism—that is, strategies of market regulation 
and the development of new revenue producing methods underlay 
most of the early twentieth century urban theories from America 
and Europe. Further, urban planners were using these theories to 
hypothesize and envision a new "socialist city" before socialism 
had been fully realized, and finally, western urban models were 
being used in the Soviet Union by an avant-garde with ambivalent 
attitudes toward urbanism. Thus, they were essentially using 
urban ideals to promote a world in which peasant ideals would 
20V. Belousov, "Predislovie," Problemy Sovremennykh Gorodov 
(Moscow, 1926), p. 6: "Slozhnaia gorodskaia zhizn' trebuet 
bystroi perebroski liudskikh potokov iz odnogo mesta v drugoe. 
Eto osobenno oshchushchaetsia blagodaria zhilishchnomu krizisu, a 
takzhe blagodaria tomy, chto nashi goroda stroilis' bessistemno, 
stikhiino, pod vliianiem kapitalisticheskoi konkurentsii. 
Spekulatsiia s gorodskimi uchastkami, vozvedenie neboskrebov v 
interesakh maksimal'nogo izvlecheniia pribylei, pri minimal'noi 
zatrate sredstv—vse eto naibolee rezkie proiavleniia 
kapitalisticheskogo nachala, otritsaiushchego zadachi 
ratsional'nogo, v interesakh trudiashchikhsia, razresheniia 
zhilishchnogo krizisa....Eto nasledie kapitalisticheskoi 
besplanovosti porozhdaet uzhe seichas tesnotu, sutoloku, 
anarkhiiu gorodskogo dvizheniia." 
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merge with mechanization.21 
In addition to the disorder of urban planning, urban housing 
was another marked source of disorder. Although the communist 
government had quickly propagated the belief that everyone was 
entitled to a place to live, "deterioration, lack of repairs, 
poor or no management at all, and no system of control led to a 
state of supreme chaos."22 A report in Pravda in 1921 further 
noted the deteriorating economy of cities (which was contributing 
to delays in repairs of buildings), the inadequate water supply 
system, and the likewise "deplorable state" of power stations, 
and sanitary and fire brigades. The author concluded that "in a 
few years, nothing will be left of many cities except ruins."23 
Another recent researcher confirms the existence and longterm 
continuation of these problems, adding that one reason for the 
deterioration of housing and subsequent inadequate speed of 
repair was the fact that with municipalization, houses were taken 
away from their former owners, but an organized public management 
system had not been installed in their place.24 
Apart from problems relating to the inadequate process of 
municipalization, as well as many years of extremely poor housing 
21Manfredo Tafuri, "Toward the 'Socialist City,'" The Sphere 
and the Labyrinth (Cambridge, 1990), pp. 150-54. 
-Alfred John DiMaio, Jr., Soviet Urban Housing (NY, 1974), 
p. 11. 
23qtd. in DiMaio, p. 11 
24Alexander Block, "Soviet Housing—I," Soviet Studies, III, 
July 1951, p. 11. 
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conditions,21 other sources of housing chaos were the disparity 
between workers' incomes and the rentals of apartments which 
corresponded to the desired apartment size of a particular 
family, subsequent poor ventilation due to the typical 
overcrowding, inadequate refrigeration (preventing families from 
setting aside reasonable supplies of food for the future), and 
inadequate and irrational furnishings.26 On the latter, a 
crusader against alcoholism claimed that poor housing conditions 
drove the worker away from home and into drink, and part of the 
reason for this flight was that apartments were furnished with 
revolting objects designed to match a perverse notion of 
coziness. Taken together, the effect was scarcely more than a 
sad imitation of a bourgeois apartment, and thus "irrational, 
foreign, and harmful to the worker."27 
Domestic architecture was not the only setting furnished in 
a manner incompatible with new social needs. Workers' clubs, a 
new building type envisioned for the new social world, were 
apparently being built by completely unqualified and 
inexperienced individuals. As a result, at times they lacked 
ventilation, running water, adequate ceiling heights, or even 
equal wall heights, and they were also furnished in dubious 
25For examples, see William Chase, Workers, Society and the 
Soviet State: Labor and Life in Moscow, 1918-1928 (Urbana, 1987). 
2fiE.O. Kabo, Ocherki rabochego byta, v. 1 (M., 1928), 175-76. 
27N. Semenova, "Ocherednaia zadacha," Sovetskoe iskusstvo, 
1926 (March), 18: "...neratsional'noe, chuzhdoe i vrednoe 
rabochemu..." 
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taste. Some, complained one writer, looked more like a 
restaurant or as though theater props had been used to create the 
decor. Consequently, warned the author, "On questions of 
culture, clubs underestimate bourgeois tendencies and 
propagandize the coziness and comfort of an outlived way of 
life."28 A struggle against the prevalence of old styles of 
furnishing and outfitting daily life continued, apparently with 
little success, throughout the 1920s. For example, another 
writer about workers' clubs in 1927 called attention to the 
"socially disorganizing role" of old objects, such as dishes and 
furniture, which carried the imprint of their former way of life 
in their external appearance.29 
Architectural disorder, as has been previously noted, was 
not confined to interior furnishings. The hodge-podge of 
architectural forms presented a source of urban anarchy that had 
already existed prior to the revolution, in part because 
architecture and engineering had become divorced from one 
another, leaving the architect to fill the role of decorator.™ 
28,1
 V voprosakh kul'tury kluby nedootsenivaiut burzhuaznye 
tendentsii i propagandiruet uiut i komfort otzhivshego byta." E. 
Savel'eva, "0 novykh klubakh," Klub i Revoliutsiia, No. 2, 1929, 
quotation p. 52; see also 49-50. 
29Khvoinik, qtd. in V.E. Khazanova, Sovetskaia Arkhitektura 
Pervoi Piatiletki, p. 203. 
30N. Lukhmanov, Arkhitektura Kluba (Moscow, 1930), p. 6; V.A. 
Vesnin and M.Ia. Ginzberg, "Sovremennaia Arkhitektura," (1927) in 
V. Vesnin fond, 2772-1-3, p. 7. See also: E.A. Borisova, A.I. 
Venediktov, and T.P. Kazhdan, "Arkhitektura i Arkhitekturnaia 
Zhizn'," Russkaia Khudestvennaia Kul'tura Kontsa XIX-Nachala XX 
Veka, v. 4, (Moscow, 1980), pp. 297-364. 
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The eclecticism of those years, referred to variously as a 
masquerade or a costume in stone, created according to the 
individual architect's ability and personal library of styles, 
must inevitably have been divorced from an understanding of 
social life. As Ilia Golosov, a leading constructivist 
architect, pointed out, architecture without such an 
understanding was yet another legacy of capitalism and resulted 
in outdated, anachronistic or even dead forms, foreign to the 
spirit of contemporary life.31 
Aesthetically worse, perhaps, was the impossible attempt to 
make a vinaigrette out of the old and the new.32 Others felt 
that succumbing to eclecticism and the allure of the past or of 
imagery that did not correspond to the facts of Russian life 
(e.g. Italian castles, American skyscrapers, and iron skeletons 
with glass walls) was an artistic form of irrationalism.33 
Finally, bourgeois vulgarity, individualism, and distrust of 
technology were accused of culminating in construction of poor 
quality, excessive costs, and organizational anarchy.34 
31I. Golosov, "Arkhitektura—Vazhneishii Organizuiushchii 
Faktor Novoi Zhizni," in Mastera Sovetskoi Arkhitektury ob 
Arkhitekture (Moscow, 1975), p. 418. 
32Il'in, Trudy Pervogo Vsesoiuznogo S''ezda po Grazhdanskomu 
i Inzhenernomy Stroitel'stvu (May 6-15, 1926) (Moscow, 1928), p. 
188. 
33Ia. G. Gevirts, "Sushchnosf Ratsionalizma v Arkhitekture," 
also presented at the previously referred to Congress on 
Building, p. 191. 
34Pavel Novitskii, "Ctroitel'stvo Sotsializma i Stil' 
Sovremennoi Arkhitektury," Pechat' i Revoliutsiia, V. 15, No. 2, 
1928, pp. 56-57. 
34 
Although the chaos of urban life and form was a considerable 
source of alarm, the marketplace certainly inspired its own 
share, to the extent that some Soviet and nonSoviet writers tried 
to justify retrospectively the policies of war communism by 
arguing that they had been guided by "an ideological 
determination to overcome the anarchic capitalistic 
marketplace. "3S 
Clearly, many social critics traced the existence of 
disorder, in any of its manifestations, back to the differences 
between proletarian and bourgeois ideals and the extent to which 
society enabled bourgeois and capitalist culture to continue to 
exert an influence. For some this route often ended in 
condemnation of NEP. Thus, A.A. Solts noted in a 1922 lecture on 
communist ethics that not only did proletarian and bourgeois 
forms of beauty differ, but people were beginning to confuse the 
two because NEP was bringing party members into increasing 
contact with "alien elements—with class enemies, with those who 
are building their lives outside of soviet construction, acting 
only from personal interests....Such a comrade ceases to be a 
fighter; from the point of view of 'fashion,' he interferes with 
our leading such a form of life which corresponds to our new 
construct, our new aesthetics, our beauty."36 The capitalist or 
35Kritsman, in 1924, and the Hungarian Szamuely, cited in 
Thomas F. Remington, Building Socialism in Bolshevik Russia 
(Pittsburgh, 1984), p.8. 
36A.A. Solts, "Communist Ethics," (1922), in William G. 
Rosenberg, ed., Bolshevik Visions (Ann Arbor, 1984), p. 36. 
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bourgeois aesthetic system, whether it was to be totally rejected 
or examined for re-useable remnants, was recognized as anarchic 
and dualistic, and incapable of providing the unitary and organic 
base considered necessary to a proletarian culture.'7 
Despite rejection of capitalist/bourgeois aesthetics, the 
newly emerging native forms of avant-garde art were not always 
perceived as an acceptable alternative and form of aesthetic 
order. In part, contemporary avant-garde art assumed the 
appellation of disorder because it was associated (correctly or 
not) with bourgeois approaches to art and because the artists 
were often linked to the non-proletarian intelligentsia. The 
artists themselves shared the more general social belief that an 
unthinking embrace of the art of the past was a form of lying and 
disorder, but unfortunately for their acceptance, this belief was 
expressed in their art not through language but by abstract 
means, through the materials used and an emphasis on process and 
action which often carried an ideological meaning.38 The 
futurists, for example, released the word and the letters of the 
alphabet into space, as a metaphor for freedom and the chaos of 
life: "The chaos of life must directly be reflected in chaotic 
37P.I. Lebedev-Polyansky, "Revolution and the Cultural Tasks 
of the Proletariat" (1918), in Rosenberg, Bolshevik Visions: 
"Capitalist culture, as an anarchistic one, is not able to 
produce strictly monistic new forms," p. 52 
38Iakub Vuek, Mify i Utopii Arkhitektury XX Veka , trans. 
from Polish by M.V. Predtechenskii (Moscow, 1990), pp. 16-18. 
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form."39 Ultimately, this type of act and approach to art 
contributed to a weakening of the relationship between language 
and the things represented by words. This instability and 
unrecognizability of hitherto stable relationships is an artistic 
form of disorder.40 
But overall, any evocation of the bourgeois past tended to 
arouse feelings of contempt and confusion. Indeed, many of the 
cultural behaviors that flourished during NEP were considered 
decadent and "labeled 'bourgeois,' 'meshchanskie,' 'Nepovskie.'" 
Such behaviors included western-style dances, certain forms of 
theater, movies, and even excessive drinking.41 In his memoirs 
of the era, Serge added to these behaviors gambling, drug use 
(cocaine), thievery, excessive suicide rates, and corrupt trade 
practices.42 Perhaps more disheartening than the actual list of 
behaviors was the cumulative sensation that the sacrifices and 
trauma of the period of war communism now seemed to have been in 
vain. This perception, along with the confused feelings directed 
toward the bourgeois past, reflected disordered feeling-states, 
or a choas of emotions. 
39A. Toporkov, Tekhnicheskii Byt i Sovremennoe Iskusstvo 
(Moscow-Leningrad, 1928), p. 61: "Khaos zhizni neposredstvenno 
dolzhen byl otrazhat'cia v khaoticheskoi forme." 
40Michel Foucault, The Order of Things, a translation of Les 
Mots et Les Choses (1966) (New York, 1973), pp. 42-43. 
41D.P. Koenker, "Class and Consciousness in a Socialist 
Society," Russia in the Era of NEP, ed. S. Fitzpatrick and A. 
Rabinowich and R. Stites (Bloomington, 1991), pp 50-51. 
42Victor Serge, Memoirs of a Revolutionary, 1901-1941, trans. 
Peter Sedgwick (London, 1963), pp. 198-201. 
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Other sources of cultural incongruity occasionally either 
replaced or supplemented capitalist and bourgeois culture as the 
culprit. From at least the nineteenth century on, astute 
observers had regarded Russia as a dualistic society in which 
conflict existed between social systems differing not only 
economically but also culturally and in their preferred methods 
for bringing order to life.43 Although the predominant split 
cited was that between the aristocracy and the peasantry, after 
the revolution many felt that the peasantry also formed an 
oppositional culture to the workers and the emergence of a 
communist society: "In the eyes of the Bolsheviks, rural Russia 
was a stronghold of conservatism. They regarded the peasant 
economy as primitive and undeveloped, the peasant as retarded and 
uneducated, and peasant behavior as rough, stupid, and slow."44 
In addition to dissatisfaction with the peasant lifestyle 
and a deeply abiding mistrust of the peasant commitment to 
agricultural production, urban workers and Bolsheviks resented 
the migration of many peasants to cities, believing it led to the 
infiltration of conservative attitudes in the urban setting, as 
well as further exacerbation of the housing crisis.45 But even 
43Teodor Shanin, The Awkward Class: Political Sociology of 
Peasantry in a Developing Society, Russ, 1910-1925 (Oxford, 
1972), pp. 25-26. 
44H. Altrichter, "Insoluble Conflicts: Village Life between 
Revolution and Collectivization," in Sheila Fitzpatrick, 
Alexander Rabinovich, and Richard Stites, eds., Russia in the Era 
of NEP (Bloomington, IA, 1991), p. 192. 
45William Chase, Workers, Society and the Soviet State: Labor 
and Life in Moscow, 1918-1928 (Urbana, 1987), pp. 81-96. 
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those newly-arrived peasants who attempted to merge with 
proletarian workers in factory settings were accused of 
possessing an incorrect ideology—i.e., a peasant ideology which 
then posed a great danger to the city. Lacking the war 
experiences and factory education of other workers, the peasant's 
approach to the factory was deemed comparable to that of a 
slave's. Further, whereas in self-composed poems, "old" workers 
viewed the machine and factory as a life-giving source and 
friend, "new" (peasant) workers expressed incomprehension and 
fear, and described the machine as noisy, unpleasant, and a form 
of hell.46 
The urban/rural or peasant/worker dichotomy permeated 
attitudes about culture and art. In 1922, for example, El 
Lisitskii, lecturing on "New Russian Art," described it as 
expressing two opposed forces—the village, which, he noted, is 
characterized by color, contemplation, and enclosure; and the 
city, characterized by expansion and Americanisms. The first 
type of art therefore had the hues of a more native, abstract and 
almost religious form, while the second turned to western and 
alien influences.47 
Although writers such as El Lisitskii recognized the 
contradictions produced by these opposing forces, neither force 
460. Tsekhnovitser, "Gorod i derevnia," Sovetskoe iskusstvo, 
1926, No. 5, 50-54. 
47E1 Lisitskii, "New Russian Art," (1922) in Sophie 
Lissitsky-Kuppers, ed., El Lissitsky: Life, Letters, Texts 
(London, 1968), p. 332. 
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was consistently appraised as positive or negative. Thus, in the 
rural/urban opposition, peasant and/or folk culture, sometimes 
paired with popular culture, played the role of either a positive 
or negative alternative to an urban, western, and overly 
intellectualized culture—in its negative capacity it functioned 
as another source of cultural disorder, although sometimes, urban 
culture was identified as the disorderly form and accused of 
having lowered or debased the quality of folk art. This, for 
example, lay behind a proposal for a "women's university of 
folklore," the underlying mission of which was to save the 
natural art of the countryside from destruction by the urban, 
factory-influenced, depersonalized culture.48 In a similar vein, 
one of the position statements issued by the Fine Arts section of 
Narkompros called for the establishment of a journal which would 
develop, among other themes, the decline of folk creativity 
resulting from its dependence on urban sources.49 
Others identified the desire of upper class citizens to buy 
peasant-made objects as another negative urban influence on 
peasant art. This had resulted in a form of art which partially 
imitated city arts, and which was made especially for the market, 
rather than the soul.50 
48A. Benua, "Shkola Narodnago Iskusstva," 1915 article 
included in his fond, 938-2-36." 
49Izo Otdel, Narkompros fond, 2306-23-7: Polozheniia, 1918-
20, p. 1 
30Neradov, "Krest'ianskoe iskusstvo b raboche-krest'ianskom 
gosudarstve," Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, No. 2, 1925, p. 26. 
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Further ambivalence about the unsullied nature of peasant 
art related to attitudes toward and conceptualizations of 
primitivism. Thus, a debate on non-professional art, held at the 
State Academy of Artistic Sciences, attempted to distinguish 
between the primitivism of the untrained dilettante—considered 
to be a bourgeois manifestation—and that of the true primitive 
(or child). In fact, in this debate the "provincial" primitive 
was labeled as much of a fraud as the dilettante, because these 
both were self-taught artists who lacked the skill to perpetrate 
convincing work/1 The "unconvincing" aspect of their work 
relegated it to a category of dishonest hybridization—one not 
truly primitive, not expert, not innately Slavic, and not 
emphatically socialist. 
Nevertheless, peasant culture, as an example of true 
primitivism, could be threatening as a form of "the world upside 
down" and as a sanctioning of taboo behaviors, or at least, taboo 
values.52 This belief, that folk arts—music, stories, and 
luboks (engravings, combining pictures and text)—glorified 
undesirable aspects of peasant culture, made them initially 
repugnant to groups seeking the development of a true proletarian 
culture.53 Even if not perceived as morally repugnant, peasant 
51GAKhN fond, 941-3-173 (1930), pp 47-50. 
52Peter Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe (NY, 
1978), pp. 186-213. 
"Felix J. Oinas, "The Political Uses and Themes of Folklore 
in the Soviet Union," in Oinas, ed., Folklore, Nationalism and 
Politics (Columbus, 1978), pp. 77-95 and R. Stites, Russian 
Popular Culture (Cambridge, 1992). As these authors note, this 
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art could be rejected for an apparently spontaneous conservatism 
which appeared in the form of an overly lyrical style that was 
far from the revolutionary monumentality so necessary in art. 
This lyricism left certain works closer to the mood of paintings 
by artists of the Barbizon school, and also left the impression 
that the artist was standing outside of life.54 
Finally, peasants were occasionally viewed as a debasing 
influence on the development of a workers' culture because they 
presumably had lower standards and lacked education in such 
important facets of life as labor productivity and communism— 
hence the need for a movement which would bring a culture of art 
and labor to the people. But whether peasant-derived or not, 
popular tastes and culture, if allowed to flourish, could 
potentially promote local and subcultural interests over those of 
the state and party." In this respect, the mere existence of an 
unsupervised popular culture was almost guaranteed to create 
social anarchy/6 Another contradiction, in a more artistically 
limited sense, is that if bourgeois and western arts were to be 
attitude did not last, however; it was true in the beginning of 
the 1920s. 
^This was raised in a discussion of Konchalovskii's work and 
the nature of the "peasant" qualities in it, during a debate at 
GAKhN, 941-3-173 (1930). 
55John Hatch, "The Formation of Working Class Culture during 
NEP: the Workers' Club Movement in Moscow, 1921-23," The Carl 
Beck Papers (1990). 
56Related to this hypothesis is M. deCerteau's discussion of 
popular culture as an attempt to turn an existing "order" to its 
own purposes. It is thus a "trick" played on culture through 
art. The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley, 1984), p. 26. 
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rejected for their non-proletarian, non-Slavic foreignness, but 
peasant arts could be embraced no more readily, then the artist 
wanting to promote a new Slavic art almost had no alternative but 
to turn inwardly, away from the collective and toward an 
idiosyncracy which would surely be misunderstood. 
Another form of cultural dualism, one which more broadly 
captures the peasant/worker, slavic/western dualisms, existed 
between two deeply engrained and dichotomous clusters of 
attitudes towards cultural creation, labeled as Culture One and 
Culture Two by a recent writer/7 In this dichotomy, Culture One 
is oriented to the future and wants to destroy the past and 
consign it to a funeral pyre, and further considers all cultural 
creations to be impermanent. Adherents to the Culture One 
position see the present as the beginning of all that is new, and 
they believe that culture should embrace movement and 
instability. Culture Two, in contrast, views everything as 
eternal, and not only will not part with anything, but also turns 
everything, including the present, into a historical monument. 
Culture Two is thus an ending point in cultural development, and 
as a result this position wants to limit movement or at least 
attach it to the earth. It also fosters ethnocentrism, viewing 
everything from abroad with suspicion (and including Culture One 
in this assessment). Culture One is a non-hierarchical culture 
and wants to establish links, not only between East and West but 
also between male and female, art and life, and country and city. 
"Vladimir Papernyi, Kul'tura Dva (Ann Arbor, 1985). 
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Culture Two favors a hierarchy that extends beyond geographical 
value judgements to include design values as well (in 
architecture, for example, a preference for verticality over 
horizontality, and an emphasis on the facade over the plan). 
These dichotomous positions, argues Papernyi, have long 
characterized Russian art and architecture, and although he 
believes that one position—Culture Two—eventually prevailed, 
the discrepancies between them are stark enough to suggest that 
the dominance of either position would be perceived as a source 
of disorder by adherents to the other. Further, most proposals 
for the new forms of art and architecture would inevitably 
continue the sense of cultural confusion since, as will be 
apparent, they noticeably showed allegiance to one or the other 
position in this dualism. 
In addition to this rather innate form of cultural dualism 
and chaos, another social group also contributed to the sense of 
Russia as a dualistic culture and to the creation of chaos in 
terms of their role in society and others' attitude toward them— 
the intelligentsia. Just as peasant culture was not uniform, the 
intelligentsia also did not all adhere to the same points of 
view. Not only did they vary in their educational backgrounds, 
but they also diverged politically and philosophically/8 
Without examining these divergences in detail, it is relevant to 
the notion of social chaos to note that the intelligentsia 
18Christopher Read, Culture and Power in Revolutionary Russia 
(New York, 1990), ch. 1. 
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splintered into four groups in their attitudes toward Bolshevism 
and the revolution—some opposed it and emigrated; some were 
neutral and favored the preservation of traditional culture and 
institutions; some sympathized with the government; and others 
themselves were Bolsheviks. These last two groups came into 
conflict, with the latter considering the former to be bourgeois 
representatives in disguise, an opinion resulting in an anti-
intellectual category of iconoclastic acts (that is, the large-
scale destruction of the previously existing cultural world) /9 
Even without iconoclasm, society and the state regarded the 
role of intellectuals ambivalently, and this ambivalence often 
resulted in chaos or confusion within organizations in which they 
were considered valuable members. In Proletkult, for example, 
some members distrusted any form of intelligentsia, even an 
innate worker-intelligentsia group, but others recognized the 
need to use the skills and experience of intellectuals in 
developing a new proletarian culture.60 But in addition to 
organizations such as this one, the Party also propagated an 
ambivalent attitude toward the intelligentsia. That is, while 
considering them to be bourgeois, it did not deprive them of the 
vote (as it did others labeled bourgeois) and continued to regard 
l90n the divisions, see Read, p. 56 and 81; on iconoclasm, 
Stites, "Iconoclastic Currents," in A. Gleason, P. Kenez, and R. 
Stites, eds., Bolshevik Culture (Bloomington, 1985), pp. 1-24. 
60Lynn Malley, The Culture of the Future (Berkeley, 1990), 
pp. 96-97. 
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their skills as essential.61 
As a source of chaos, the intelligentsia is relevant to a 
discussion of constructivism and scenography to the extent that 
artists were frequently associated with the intelligentsia and 
thus, as will be seen in subsequent chapters, controversy over 
who should or could create the new workers' culture directly 
affected the artists and the reception of their products. It is 
also relevant in that attitudes toward new technology, which 
seemed to necessitate a special group of intellectuals to 
coordinate and facilitate its use, could be made more complex and 
less straightforward by the ambiguous position of the 
intelligentsia. 
But perhaps the most immediately relevant source of chaos, 
and the one most universally experienced, was everyday life. 
Because of the introduction of machine technology, contemporary 
life now consisted of a mixture of new routines, resulting from 
technological demands and influences, and old ones, the residue 
of the former, non-technological lifestyle/2 These old and new 
routines were not compatible, and the battle between them 
contributed to social anarchy to the extent that commentators 
considered daily life to be as disorganized as bourgeois society 
and to be controlling people rather than the other way around: 
61Sheila Fitzpatrick, "Cultural Revolution as Class War," in 
S. Fitzpatrick, ed., Cultural Revolution in Russia, 1928-31 
(Bloomington, 1978), pp. 18-19. 
62A. Toporkov, Tekhnicheskii Byt i Sovremennoe Iskusstvo 
(Moscow-Leningrad, 1928), pp. 44-46. 
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"Chance, personal mood and the full absence of qualification— 
here is what characterizes the contemporary social form of daily 
life....We are living in some kind of disharmonious world of 
stenciled objects without realizing it; emotions which we do not 
believe in; movements which are not able to be directed."63 
Writers such as Toporkov and Arvatov believed that the problem 
reflected bourgeois attitudes toward technology and art, thereby 
depriving art of playing a role in alleviating the chaos of daily 
life. In a vein more critical of native artists, El Lissitsky 
observed that Russian artists had responded to the machine 
romantically, changing it from a utilitarian object to a 
symbol,64 and David Arkin deplored artists' tendency to 
contemplate and copy the machine, passively bowing before it as 
well as the cultural forms of old/5 Nevertheless, these writers 
united around a belief that out of technology and the chaos of 
daily life, a direction for proletarian art would emerge—a 
direction imbued with the need to reconcile and harmonize the 
disharmonies of a socially and technologically chaotic everyday 
63B. Arvatov, "Ot Rezhissury teatra k Montazhu Byta," 
Ermitazh, No. 11, 1922, p. 3: "Sluchainost', lichnoe nastroenie 
i polnoe otsutstvie kvalifikatsii,—bot shto kharakteruzuet 
sovremmennyi sotsial'nyi byt....My zhivem v kakom-to 
disgarmonichkom mire shtampvannykh veshchei, kotorykh ne 
oshchushchaem; emotsii, kotorym ne verim; dvizhenii, kotorymi ne 
sposobny upravliat'." 
64E1 Lissitsky, "New Russian Art," (1922) in Lissitsky-
Kuppers, El Lissitsky: Life, Letters, Texts (London, 1968), p. 
333. 
65Arkin, "Iskusstvo Veshchi na Zapade i u Nas, " in GAKhN 
fond, 941-2-26 (1929), p. 76. 
life. 
Before turning to these future ideals and goals, it is 
necessary to emphasize that newly-created forms, institutions, 
and products could easily become sources of disorder as society 
changed, intensifying the very chaos they were supposed to 
alleviate. Even a goal for the future could be a source of 
disorder, or at the very least, it could suggest irritants that 
were not always discussed as forms of chaos. Nevertheless, the 
key sources of chaos and disorder that have been identified in 
the discussion so far include: inconsistency between lifestyle 
and the influence and demands of modern technology; stylistic 
mixtures, especially of the old and new; diverging attitudes 
towards the past and the future; an approach to planning 
dominated by chance and spontaneity; the lack of a system for 
alleviating problems in daily life; poor housing conditions; 
bourgeois and meshchanstvo cultural remnants; art, architecture, 
and objects created in forms deemed unresponsive to the new 
social life; a multiplicity of themes and styles in cultural 
products; the weakening of meanings through artistic processes 
that debased or enervated language; western-derived behaviors; 
peasant behaviors; and an artificial primitivism. The 
intertwining of these and other forms of chaos with strategies 
for chaos reduction will now be examined. 
Visions and Goals for the Future 
The world promised by the leaders of the October 
Revolution was not merely supposed to be a more just 
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one or one that would provide greater economic 
security, but it was also and in perhaps even greater 
measure meant to be beautiful. The unordered, chaotic 
life of past ages was to be replaced by a life that was 
harmonious and organized according to a unitary 
artistic plan.66 
The leaders of the revolution acknowledged the existence of 
disorder in many facets of life and consequently foresaw the need 
for change and transition not only in the economic sphere but 
also in industrial, organizational, and cultural spheres. These 
changes were not only broadly imagined; they also drew on a 
multiplicity of strategies: "the transitional elements of NEP did 
not have to do only with Soviet Russia's transformation from an 
essentially preindustrial order to a powerful autonomous state, 
but also with creating in the course of that change the 
fundamental elements of a new Soviet social order, culture, and 
national identity, and selecting the most appropriate methods to 
do so."67 In many ways this was necessarily an experimental and 
chaotically unstable process, in that ideas and plans promoted 
early in the period often later lost their currency and were 
replaced, and debates over the proper course of action and the 
effects of previously implemented routes were frequent and 
integral to the process. 
The promoted plans ranged from specific housing goals, to 
visions of a new workers' culture with a new role for art and 
66Boris Groys, The Total Art of Stalinism, trans. Charles 
Rougle (Princeton, 1992) p. 3. 
67W.G. Rosenberg, "Introduction: NEP Russia as a Transitional 
Society," in Fitzpatrick, Rabinowitch, and Stites, Russia in the 
Era of NEP, (Bloomington, 1991), p. 4. 
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artists, to a new definition of the peasant's place in society, 
and to more broadly Utopian dreams. Each sphere of change 
generally had implications or explicit strategies for others. 
Thus, the idea of a workers' culture envisioned a leading role 
for the workers' clubs and a concomitant reduction of the 
influence of peasant and bourgeois tastes in the formation of 
culture and the "new person."68 Further, the three primary 
strands of Utopian thought evoked specific and even conflicting 
images of rural life, the role of urban culture, and the 
importance of machines and technology in the new society. That 
is, a rural Utopia, dominated by a peasant/rural mistrust of 
urban life, was both tempered by plans to replace peasant and 
religious rituals with "revolutionary" ones and efforts to 
"uplift" peasants and eliminate their "backward" ways, and 
countered by the vision of an urban, technological Utopia in 
which the machine-city triumphed over nature and rural 
backwardness. This Utopian vision tended to merge with the idea 
of an administrative Utopia that shared much of the machine 
imagery and metaphors of the urban Utopia, and consequently gave 
added weight to both/9 Yet, as already noted, this urban vision 
did not reject outright a nostalgia for rural primitivism, for 
the nature of urban Utopian visions was such that they did not 
68Hatch, "Formation of Working Class Institutions." 
690n Utopian visions, see R. Stites, Revolutionary Dreams 
(NY, 1989), especially chapters 1 and 2; on peasant "uplift," see 
Altrichter, "Insoluble Conflicts: Village Life between Revolution 
and Collectivization," Russia in the Era of NEP. 
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ignore the countryside, and many were actually dominated by the 
belief that rejection of the capitalist city type, a "stone 
prison," and the creation of a new urban form could overcome the 
opposition between country and city and also result in a 
healthier and more joyous life for workers.7" 
The urban-machine vision received extensive suppport from 
Lenin's (and then Stalin's) conception of the importance of 
electrification and efficiency to the attainment of the new 
communist state, and machine imagery and metaphors quickly 
permeated society and literature.71 Lenin's position rested on 
the conviction that science and technology, as well as 
individuals trained in these areas, were essential to the 
building of the new society, and in his public statements and 
writings he urged support for a technical policy that would 
promote the training and the employment of trained individuals in 
scientific fields. In 1918, for example, he observed that, 
The war taught us much, not only that people suffered, 
but especially the fact that those who have the best 
technology, organization, discipline and the best 
machines emerge on top; it is this the war has taught 
us, and it is a good thing it has taught us. It is 
essential to learn that without machines, without 
discipline, it is impossible to live in modern society. 
It is necessary to master the highest technology or be 
70Bela Uitts, "0 Sinteze u Nas i v Kapitalisticheskie 
Stranakh i o Freskovoi Tekhnike," from a 1930s conference on the 
synthesis of the arts in the "Iskusstvo" publishing fond 652-4-
22, p. 109. 
71Katerina Clark, in "Little Heroes and Big Deeds," notes 
that novelists described Soviet society as a factory in which the 
Party was the "driving axle" and the workers were the nuts and 
bolts, p. 190 in S. Fitzpatrick, ed., Cultural Revolution in 
Russia, 1928-31 (Bloomington, 1978). 
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crushed/2 
The threat inherent in this position to adherents of Culture 
Two, and the chaos it must surely have engendered, could only 
have been compounded by the existence of contradictory attitudes 
towards technology and the urban-machine Utopia. This additional 
source of disorder existed in part because of the associations of 
higher technology with western Europe and America, and in part 
because of confusion over the way the machine impacted the lives 
of humans. "The American Connection" had both positive and 
negative implications for attitudes towards technology. In an 
article of this name, Kendall Bailes observes that America served 
as a positive model in the area of technology for the Soviet 
Union. A prerevolutionary interest in the American example was 
motivated by the desire to avoid dependence on any European 
countries; still, this interest was tempered by the difficulty of 
developing trade relations with the U.S. and distrust of its 
capitalistic policies. In the 1920s, however, Soviet leaders 
perceived that the U.S. had achieved technological superiority, 
especially in industry, with the development of Taylorism and 
Fordism. As late as 1930, the commissar of trade, Anastas I. 
Mikoyan, confirmed the appeal of America in its approaches to 
production and its technological achievements. The interest in 
borrowing American technological ideas did not extend, however, 
to American approaches to industrial management, where 
72Qtd. in Kendall E. Bailes, Technology and Society under 
Lenin and Stalin (Princeton, 1978), p. 49. 
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capitalistic ideas were likely to prevail.73 
The second source of ambivalence was the perception that the 
contemporary machine potentially had more power than the human, 
and instead of serving the person, the person was subordinated to 
the machine.74 In its idealized version, the factory and the 
industrial city were considered to be a "great bridge to the 
liberation and creation of the person." The very same city, 
however, was often depicted as a senseless and smoke-filled 
landscape in which humans could not live, unless they assumed the 
form of "machine-people."75 Ultimately, such dehumanization of 
the person created an apparent conflict for art and literature, 
and the reception of them, since the hero often had to be 
replaced by the machine, and this in turn became a more 
generalized conflict between work and art, with work taking the 
place of the machine and art of the person.76 Rationalism, too, 
and its subsequent suggestion that progress resulted from the 
application of reason, rather than human imagination and faith, 
could be taken as an anti-humanist and anti-idealist position, 
and was one which left portions of the intelligentsia in a 
73
"The American Connection: Ideology and the Transfer of 
American Technology to the Soviet Union, 1917-1941," Comparative 
Studies in Society and History, 23 (1981), 421-448. 
74Toporkov, Tekhnicheskii Byt, p. 44. 
75V. Kirillov on the city as bridge ("la liubliu tebia, 
gorod, za to, chto ty velikii most k osvobozhdeniiu i tvorchestvu 
cheloveka"); Maiakovskii on machine-people; both quoted in A.I. 
Mazaev, Kontseptsia "Proizvodstvennogo" Iskusstva 20-kh Godov, 
(Moscow, 1975), p. 55. 
76Mazaev, Kontseptsiia, p. 57. 
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controversial position/7 
Some technology supporters, however, embraced the machine as 
a model for the person. This was especially true of Aleksei 
Gastev, who concomitantly came to distrust art as a separate 
sphere of activity. Gastev's vision of an organic machine-city, 
and a lifestyle in which the rhythms of work and daily life were 
dominated by machines, evoked parodies and fear even as his 
Central Institute of Labor played a leading role in formulating 
images of an efficient, electrified, and rationalized society in 
which labor processes, physical culture and gymnastics, and the 
theater would utilize his principles of productivity and time 
management.78 
In addition to Gastev's model, industrialism underlay 
"Lenin's vision of society," a vision in which chaos was replaced 
by "a unity of will and clocklike coordination." Science would 
bring order to society, not only through its impact on human 
behavior, but also through the replacement of isolated power 
77Frederick C. Copleston, Philosophy in Russia, (Notre Dame, 
IN: 1986), 45-76; and Richard Pipes, "The Historical Evolution of 
the Russian Intelligentsia," Pipes, ed., The Russian 
Intelligentsia (NY: 1961), 55-56. 
780n Gastev, see R. Stites, Revolutionary Dreams, ch. 7; 
Bailes, "Aleksei Gastev and the Soviet Controversy over 
Taylorism, 1918-24," Soviet Studies, 29, (July 1977), 373-94; 
Kurt Johansson, Aleksej Gastev: Proletarian Bard of the Machine 
Age (Stockholm, 1983), pp. 62-114; and E.V. Sidorina, 
Kontseptsiia Proizvodstvennogo Iskusstva i "Teatral'nyi 
Oktiabr'", Tekhnicheskaia Estetika (Vyp. 21) (Moscow 1979), p. 
19. 
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stations with a unified grid covering the entire country.79 This 
vision of a Russia covered by "a dense network of electric power 
stations and powerful technical installations," was also one of a 
Russia in which every power station would be converted into "a 
stronghold of enlightenment to be used to make the masses 
electricity conscious, so to speak." Not for nothing did Lenin 
consider electrification "the second program of our Party." For, 
as he intoned on several occasions, 'Communism is Soviet power 
plus the electrification of the whole country.'" 80 
The benefits of science and technology would also extend to 
organizational life, literacy, and culture. Bogdanov, for 
instance, proposed the development of a science of organization 
(tektology) which would combine "the abstract symbolism of 
mathematics with the experimental character of natural sciences," 
and would enable disparate activities in a system to be seen as 
parts of a whole and potentially able to be combined into 
"organized complexes." Literacy would be affected because Lenin 
wanted "the fruits of bourgeois science and technology" to be 
available to and understood by a wider range of the population. 
Finally, he considered electrification of the countryside a key 
part of his agenda for cultural change, and Bogdanov, too, 
believed that a new set of norms, based on an industrial or 
technological understanding of expediency, would permeate 
79Thomas F. Remington, Building Socialism in Bolshevik Russia 
(Pittsburgh, 1984), pp. 19, 117, 136. 
80Lewis H. Siegelbaum, Soviet State and Society between 
Revolutions (Cambridge, 1992), p. 72. 
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cultural creation/1 
Although science and machines were taken by some as models 
for the new proletarian culture to emulate, this, as with other 
ideals, was not unambiguous or uniformly accepted. At times, 
science provided a model of bourgeois disorganization to be fully 
avoided by the makers of the proletarian culture. Lebedev-
Polyanski, for example, in calling for a critical examination of 
bourgeois culture in order to accept what was valuable in it and 
reject what was alien, used science as an example of the latter, 
pointing to the deleterious effects of specialization in 
contemporary science and its consequence, the organizational and 
ideological detachment of scientific specialists from one another 
(for him, science was apparently anti-tektological)/2 In other 
cases an embrace of science and technology was seen as a 
rejection of innately Slavic values—and thus a critical and 
chaotic contradiction for the proponents of a new, socialist 
culture—while art was believed to be a more potent source of 
providing meaning in life and a more efficacious means of 
realizing Utopia. This latter position especially characterized 
the Scythians, a group of peasant writers and urban 
intelligentsia who considered the city to be the undesirable 
product of western influence, and it was shared by other anti-
81Bogdanov, p. 44, Lenin, p. 106 and 119, and Bogdanov on 
expedience, p. 196-197, all quoted in Zenovia A. Sochor, 
Revolution and Culture: The Bogdanov-Lenin Controversy (Ithaca, 
1988) . 
82Lebedev-Polyansky, "Revolution and the Cultural Tasks," p. 
53. 
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urbanists, and even by some urbanists, as well/3 
Perhaps the most damaging anti-science position was the 
belief that science was unnecessary because all knowledge was 
already fixed. This belief identified one cultural position in 
the previously discussed dualism between Culture One and Culture 
Two. Culture One inconsistently valued both spontaneity and the 
scientific organization of life, believing that both could be 
used to arrive at unknown solutions to problems. But Culture Two 
rejected both, believing instead that all solutions were known in 
advance because knowledge is eternal and unchanging/4 
Despite the existence of these contradictory attitudes 
towards science, the idealization of science and technology was 
harnessed to one of the most prevailing visions of the new role 
of art and the artist in society, that of the artist as a shaper 
of the new life. In this vision, one with fundamental 
implications for the importance, forms, and reception of art, the 
new art would reject or alter congealed forms of bourgeois life 
and become instead a true proletarian art. Because the actions 
of the working class were now believed to be pervading all 
spheres of life, it was further believed that they would also 
reform the shapes of daily life. The artist, as a worker, would 
therefore have to give up the role of decorating or representing 
83K. Clark, "The City versus the Countryside in Soviet 
Literature," in Gleason, Kenez, and Stites, eds., Bolshevik 
Culture (Bloomington, 1985). 
84Papernyi, Kul'tura Ova, pp. 187-190. 
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life, and instead construct it/5 
The resulting new forms of art, contradictorily emerging 
from the disorganized old life as well as from the chaotic "ocean 
of new thoughts," were to be directly utilitarian/6 Because 
usefulness was to be a new standard for art—a standard absorbed 
by creators, critics, and the state—the machine and technology 
thereby assumed extra importance. This also had ideological and 
propaganda value, since technology and the machine were viewed by 
the proletariat as a prerequisite for liberation from capitalist 
exploitation/7 
The implications of this new understanding of art were 
several. Not only did the artist now have to merge in some form 
with industry, but the form of the art work had to be 
inextricably linked to its purpose. The old forms would no 
longer suffice to serve new needs; and art, like science, was to 
be valued as a process and a way of thinking, rather than as a 
craft that created inert objects for display in museums/8 
Indeed, in the market conditions of bourgeois society, the 
objects and routines of daily life (byt) had become synonomous 
with form, but in the conditions of socialist life, they would 
85Boris Arvatov, Iskusstvo i proizvodstvo (Moscow, 1926), pp. 
114-17. 
86Vladimir Mass, "0 Formalizme Levykh," Zrelishcha, 1923, No. 
28, p. 4. 
87Vladimir Vol'kenshtein, Opyt Sovremennoi Estetiki (Moscow-
Leningrad, 1931; facsimile edition, Ann Arbor, 1978), p. 57. 
88N. Chuzhak, "Iskusstvo Byta," Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, 
1927, No. 1, pp. 21-23. 
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now be paired with function and the methods of construction. 
Things would now be dynamic, and production would become a tool 
for the transformation and surmounting of nature, and the 
attainment of the future/9 These conditions further dictated a 
subject and style. In anticipation of later discussion of these 
calls for change, we will note here that the new art was not 
anti-subject; contemporary social life was to form its content. 
Stylistically, it would be necessary to reverse the bourgeois, 
contemporary impulse towards making art into a private and 
intimate act, and create in its place an outdoor art of 
monumentality/° Further, a unified style would have to 
penetrate all forms of art, giving them the (tektological) 
potential to merge into a whole.91 
Artists and government organizations widely acknowledged the 
importance of the union of art with industry in order to 
transform life. The Fine Arts Section of Narkompros issued 
several protocols and declarations in the period from 1918-1920 
calling for the transformation of art into an activity that would 
contribute to the building of the new socialist life by changing 
the existing forms of daily routines and objects and consequently 
improving the life of the worker, and also proposing new models 
89B. Arvatov, "Byt i Kul'tura Veshchi," Al'manakh 
Proletkul'ta (Moscow, 1925), pp. 75-82; and Vuek, Mify i utopii 
XX Veka, pp. 16-22. 
90V. Friche, "V Poiskakh novoi Krasoty," Tvorchestvo, (1918), 
No. 2, 5-6. 
91Valentin Rotitsyn, "Stil' Novogo Iskusstva," tezisy dlia 
doklada, 1919, Narkompros fond, 2306-26-25. 
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of art education which would facilitate the interaction of 
artists with industry.92 This uncompromising belief in the 
responsibility of art to work as an instrument of social change 
permeated other state agencies as well: 
Art is one of the powerful levers of socialist 
construction and culture. Reflecting individual social 
relationships, penetrating into the habits of daily 
life, it influences not only the feelings and thoughts 
of the wide masses by propagandizing the problems of 
socialist construction and serving as a tool of class 
battle, but also with native form it can change the 
very character of daily life. 
The statement continued by enumerating the problems of art as 
being the conduct of a battle with bourgeois-meshchanstvo 
traditions through industrial production of the objects of daily 
life and through agitation and propaganda for the idea of the 
reconstruction of social life. Art, in this alliance with 
industry, would thus be of exceptional value and counteract the 
reactionary works that catered to the taste of the bourgeois.93 
Artists, too, rejected the idea of art as a pure form, 
isolated from life. In their rejection they compared the work of 
art to the machine in which every element was essential and none 
could be arbitrarily removed, and the artist, as a creator of 
92Nark. fond, 2306-23-14, 1918-20; and 2306-23-40, 1919. 
93Glaviskusstvo fond, 645-1-451, "Polozhenie o 
khudezhestvenno-politicheskikh sovetakh pri promyshlennykh 
predpriiatiiakh," pp. 105-108: "Iskusstvo iavliaetsia odnim iz 
moguchikh rychagov sotsialisticheskogo stroitel'stva i kul'tury. 
Otrazhaia otdel'nye sotsial'nye otnosheniia, pronikaia v byt, ono 
vozdeistvuet ne tol'ko na chuvstva i mysli shirokikh mass 
propaganduia zadachi sotsialisticheskoi stroitel'stva, sluzha 
orudiem klassovoi bor'by, no i korennym obrazom mozhet meniat' 
samyi kharakter byta." 
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dynamic, organizing and forceful objects which would exert 
pschological and physiological effects on the human 
consciousness, was likened to the engineer.94 Lunacharskii also 
shared this view, observing that art and life were the same, and 
that as a result, "Art stands next to science. Art studies life, 
and gives people a deep understanding of actuality."95 Going 
further perhaps, Arvatov, the production-art theorist, defined 
art as comparable to and part of science and politics. Art, he 
said, was characterized by the attempt to achieve a harmonic 
synthesis and new organism out of disparate parts, and this was 
likewise the goal of science, engineering, and politics.96 
For Lenin and others, what was of overriding importance 
about the new culture was in fact less its relationship to 
science than its relationship to the people: it was to be derived 
from and to call out to the masses.97 In this respect, folk and 
peasant art assumed particular importance, and perhaps 
ironically, a mutually beneficial link was somewhat forged 
between them and attitudes towards science and machines. For 
94See artists' credos, reproduced and translated in Art into 
Life: Russian Constructivism 1914-1932 (Seattle and New York, 
1990), pp. 61-82. 
95A. Lunacharskii, "Sotsializm i Iskusstva," Teatra i 
Revoliutsiia (Moscow, 1924), p. 191: "Iskusstvo stanovitsia 
riadorn s naukoi. Iskusstvo isuchaet zhizn', daet liudiam 
glubokoe poznanie deistvitel'nosti." 
96An. Tarasenkov, review of B. Arbatov's book, Ob Agit i 
Proziskusstve, Pechat' i Revoliutsiia, No. 3, 1930, p. 80. 
97Mazaev, Kontseptsiia, pp. 18-19. The theme of developing 
an art that calls to the masses will be developed more completely 
in Chapter 2. 
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example, despite earlier negative reactions to folklore, by the 
end of the 1920s there were attempts to "reeducate" folklorists 
so that folklore—traditional and native forms of art—could be 
used to praise science and technology, and also contribute to 
support for the new life and thereby serve "the cause of 
socialist construction."98 Folklore was valuable for this goal 
because it was not obligated to present reality as it was, and in 
its role of presenting a new and yet unrealized life as real, it 
could be a model for other forms of art. 
There was perhaps an even more significant way in which 
peasant and folk art could promote social change and the 
acceptance of science and technology. As artists began to 
formulate a role for themselves as part of the production 
process, and to call for an art that amounted to the production 
of daily life objects, individuals who did not necessarily 
dispute the need for such a role criticized the path of 
production art for being too attracted to urbanism and rejecting 
not only "pure" art but also people's art. But, asked these 
critics, how can an urbanistic, production art satisfy a country 
with such a large peasant population? They thus urged the 
promoters of such an art form to reconsider seriously the words 
of Lunacharskii about the need for including masses of elements 
of folk art in what was to be called a proletarian art.99 In 
98Zhdanov, qtd. in Frank J. Miller, Folklore for Stalin (NY, 
1990), p. 13. 
"GAKhN fond, 941-2-23: V.A. Nikol'skii, "Problema 
Proizvodstvennogo Iskusstva v Russkoi Literature." 
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fact, the belief that peasant art, in its dependence on the 
conditions of life, and with its forms and ornament that 
responded to the structure of rural life, was really the true 
production art, characterized some influential art theorists, 
resulted in the establishment of commissions for the study of 
peasant arts and architecture,100 and exacerbated the dynamic of 
rural/urban contradiction inherent to much of the avant-garde. 
An unexpected connection between primitivism and science in 
art emerged, however. Avant-garde artists such as the 
suprematist Kasimir Malevich initially sought a subconsciously-
driven art that would exist in opposition to art and science— 
that is, a purified and reduced art, in which the criteria for 
reception would emerge from within the person, and which would 
propagate a new and universal visual language. But in the search 
for universals that were not derived from existing fine art 
languages, these artists turned to primitive or folk forms. This 
seemingly anti-technological aspect of the artistic thinking of 
avant-gardists such as Malevich, however, later merged easily 
with technology and engineering, and in addition to leading to 
Utopian architectural studies, engineering for artists such as 
Malevich ultimately became a metaphor for the artist's will to 
organize the world.101 
Visions of the new role for architecture reiterated many of 
100GAKhN fond, 941-2-3, theses of reports presented in 1925-
26. 
101B. Groys, The Total Art of Stalinism, pp. 18-19. 
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the calls for change heard in the art world in general. For some 
observers, the very fact that architecture had succeeded in 
losing its role as a useful object, directly responsive to 
social, daily life and the needs of the growing industrialization 
of the country, provided an alarming lesson for the other 
arts.102 But in the new conditions of art and culture, 
architecture, it was believed, could lead the way in the creation 
of a monumental and synthetic art, truly contributing to the 
shaping of the new world. 
This vision was motivated by the belief that in the past, a 
convincing synthesis of the arts had failed due to a poverty of 
subject matter. In contrast, the present attempt would succeed 
precisely because it was motivated by the gigantic themes of the 
epoch and thus had access to a general and shared ideological 
source of subject matter. That is, to achieve a true synthesis 
of the arts, each art had to be resonant with subject matter, and 
each also had to be connected to the material conditions of 
society. Thus, a further demand in the search for synthesis was 
that, despite the power, monumentality, and rhythm of the great 
architectural ensembles of the past, the new forms could not 
imitate the old. The factors which writers believed should 
influence the new architecture included climate, national 
traditions, and the materials of Soviet life—its holidays, 
102Chuzhak, "Iskusstvo Byta," Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, 
1927, No. 1, p. 22. 
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parades, work processes, sport, and so on/'" Finally, a 
synthesis of the arts with architecture at its base could 
introduce order and harmony into the streets, turning them into 
outdoor art galleries, beautiful carpets, and improvisational 
theaters of wandering troupes capable of performing on any street 
corner.104 
Still, in this new capacity as the foundation for a 
synthesis of the arts, architecture was not to be confused with 
painting. As the architect A.V. Shchusev pointed out, 
architecture was in fact the union of an image and form which 
responded to the requirements of the building as formulated in 
economic, technical, and sanitational terms. Further, he 
observed, the basis for this new union could not be civilian 
architecture, but had to be industrial, because only in this way 
would architecture be infused with collective thinking, rather 
than individualism/05 
Many others also developed the connection of the new 
architecture to industry and technology. One argument for this 
connection was based on the role of science in the revolution and 
the growth of the proletarian culture, warning that if the 
inseparability of science from the revolution were forgotten, 
""Papers by D.E. Arkin, K. Iuon, and G.P. Gol'ts, at the 
1930s conference on the synthesis of the arts, in fond 652-4-22. 
104P. Kerzhentsev, "Iskusstvo na Ulitse," Tvorchestvo, No 3, 
1918, pp. 12-13. 
105Shchusev, "Ekonomika, Tekhnika i Arkhitektura," Trudy 
Pervogo VseSoiuznogo S''ezda po Grazhdanskomu i Inzhenernomy 
Stroitel'stvu, (6-15 May 1926) (Moscow, 1928), pp. 185-186. 
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reform in general would be doomed. Another writer added: 
Moscow is not a museum of the old, a city of tourists, 
a Venice, or Pompei. Moscow is not the cemetery of a 
civilization that was, but a cradle of a growing new, 
proletarian culture, based on work and knowledge. With 
these great principles the revolution was led; these 
principles should be reflected also in the external 
apppearances of our life, in our tastes, creation, 
style and in our architecture. Our architecture, it is 
the style of labor, freedom and knowledge, but it is 
not luxury, oppression, and superstition.106 
The use of the new technology, materials, and machine 
methods, along with a form of functional thinking based on an 
examination of the patterns of movement required by daily life, 
was also proposed as a means to the eradication of eclecticism. 
Also in this way the architect or artist would succeed in 
creating new things that could enter the world as active forces 
capable of organizing the consciousness of humans and arousing in 
them a fundamental respect for the machine.107 
Another argument in favor of an increased role for 
technology in architecture claimed that the enemies of 
contemporary architecture were those who rejected technology, and 
106The quotation is from N.F. Popov, "Novaia Moskva—ne Muzei 
Stariny," Izvestiia (1925), reprinted in K.N Afanas'ev and V.E. 
Khazanova, eds., Iz Istorii Sovetskoi Arkhitektury, 1917-1925 gg. 
(Moscow, 1963), p. 50: "Moskva—ne muzei stariny, ne gorod 
turistov, ne Venetsiia i ne Pompeia. Moskva—ne kladbishche 
byloi tsivilizatsii, a kolybel' narastaiushchei, novoi, 
proletarskoi kul'tury, osnovannoi na trude i znanii...Nasha 
arkhitektura, eto—stil' truda, svobody i znanii, a neroskoshi, 
ugneteniia i sueverii." On the importance of science: Narkompros 
document from 1919, also reprinted in this book, pp. 24-26. 
107V.A. Vesnin and M.Ia. Ginzburg, "Sovremennaia 
Arkhitektura," 1927, Viktor Vesnin fond, 2772-1-3; A. Vesnin, 
"Zapis' v Al'bom o Sovremennykh Zadachakh Khudozhnika," 1922, 
Fond 218, No. 136—No. 23. 
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this, in fact, was a bourgeois and conservative position. Thus, 
the question of a new architectural style was not really a 
legitimate issue or concern, because such a style would naturally 
emerge from the new technology, the new materials, and the new 
types of buildings and their relationships to society.108 
In addition to functional and technological thinking, 
rationalism was to provide a further new basis for architecture 
and objects in general. The emphasis on rationalism reflected a 
major break with past attitudes about the person's relationship 
to his or her surroundings. A life now dominated, it was hoped, 
by efficiency, consisted of daily routines that had been 
rationalized, and the performance of such routines could occur 
only in an environment that had been constructed on a rational 
basis.109 This is similar to Toporkov's argument that the 
patterns of contemporary urban life were supported by and 
disciplined by technology, and consequently, there was no longer 
any place for city planning dominated by the aesthetic values of 
romantic art, an art of the past which proclaimed chaos as an 
aesthetic value. The only type of art which could satisfy the 
demands of the city was now an industrial art of straight lines— 
an art derived from the conditions of contemporary technology.110 
108Novitskii, "Ctroitel'stvo Sotsializma i Stil' Sovremennoi 
Arkhitektury," Pechat' i Revoliutsiia, V. 15, No. 2, 1928. 
109V.E. Khazanova, Sovetskaia Arkhitektura Pervoi Piatiletki 
(Moscow, 1980), pp. 200-201. 
110Toporkov, Tekhnicheskii Byt i Sovremennoe Iskusstvo, p. 
70-82. 
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Urban planning goals for the future reflected many of the 
same demands. Two, seemingly opposed, schools of Utopian thought 
about cities existed: an urbanist one and a disurbanist one. Yet 
both were united in their call for the destruction of large 
cities and isolated farmsteads, and in the centrality of 
electrification and new transportation modes to the achievement 
of their goals.111 Others argued—with good reason—that both 
visions were derived from a western, capitalist understanding of 
the city, and therefore irrelevant to the creation of a socialist 
city. Production, and not trade, had to be the basis of this 
city, and the intermingling of housing, social buildings, and 
industry needed to be guided by systematic and rational thinking, 
such as the kind of planning that underlay electric stations.112 
Indeed, the city planning of the past, dominated by 
spontaneity and chance, was considered a significant source of 
urban chaos. A solution to the previous disorderly mix of 
buildings in cities would only be found if the city plan became 
more than a plan for the disposition of streets. It had to be a 
rational and efficacious program for the organization of city 
life and a tool in the task of social creation.113 One other 
application of contemporary science to urban planning was put 
1US. Frederick Starr, "Visionary Town Planning during the 
Cultural Revolution," in Fitzpatrick, ed., Cultural Revolution in 
Russia, 1928-31 (Bloomington, 1978), pp. 207-240. 
112M.A. Miliutin, Sotsgorod: Problema Stroitelstva 
Sotsialisticheskikh Gorodov (Moscow-Leningrad, 1930). 
113Dubelir, Document #5, in Iz Istorii Sovestskoi 
Arkhitektury, 1917-1925, p. 16. 
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forth by a writer who observed that science now compared the city 
to a living organism, and as an organism, it possessed three 
interrelated functions which had to be addressed: circulation, 
social hygiene, and aesthetics."4 
Another solution to urban chaos was offered by Kerzhentsev. 
If art bursts out into the streets, he suggested, it will be 
admired by all the people. The combination of art in the streets 
and outdoor entertainment would bring integrity and harmony to 
discordant lay-outs, characterized by garish colors, drab crowds, 
and disharmonious sounds.115 
Ultimately, the most critical problem facing the new 
architecture was the demand that it provide new social types of 
buildings. This, above all, divided the new architecture from 
the old, because the architect's role now went considerably 
beyond the exterior decoration of already worked-out forms and 
dramatically entered the construction and formulation of the new 
life style. Beyond the acknowledgement of the need for more 
housing and improved hygienic conditions, the builder was called 
upon to create settings that would promote the creation of a 
collective and social type of life rather than an individualistic 
one.116 Government decrees from 1918 and programs written for 
U4Dikanskii, in Problemy Sovremennykh Gorodov, (Moscow, 
1926), pp. 13-14. 
115Kerzhentsev, "Iskusstvo na Ulitse," tvorchestvo, No. 3, 
1918, pp. 12-13. 
U6For ex., see Dokuchaev, "Arkhitektura Rabochego Zhilishcha 
i Byt," Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, 1926 (March), pp. 20-24. 
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congresses in the period from 1919 to 1924, demonstrate an early 
concern on the part of the Soviet government with both these 
issues. In addition to calls for the elimination of unsanitary 
and overcrowded living conditions, these programs also sought the 
construction of apartments that would respond to the new and 
presumably rationalized lifestyles of the workers.117 
Finally, architecture, as a utilitarian, life-shaping 
process, and as an art, was to play an undoubtedly significant 
role in the elimination of chaos. As an artistic work, the 
building was an organized and rhythmic system of masses, and such 
a system would counteract the aesthetic chaos born of the 
artistic contradictions of life. Further, as an appearance of 
the social order, architecture did not just create efficient, 
utilitarian spaces. Rather, it organized social life, improved 
the conditions of living, and ultimately attested to the freedom 
and joy of life, thereby eliminating the chaos born of the 
contradictions of social life/18 
Chaos and Illusion in Life and Art: A Summary 
In the introduction I suggested that the complexity of 
constructivist stage design rests on the nature of its language 
and the language's derivation from a spectrum of visual and 
u7Khazanova, introduction to Iz Istorii Sovetskoi 
Arkhitektury, 1917-1925 gg., p. 7. 
U8I. Golosov, "0 Sovremennykh Techeniiakh v Arkhitekture," 
and "Arkhitektura—vazhneishii Organizuiushchii Faktor Novoi 
Zhizni," reprinted in M. Barkhin, ed., Mastera Sovetskoi 
Arkhitektury ob Arkhitekture (Moscow, 1975), pp. 415-420. 
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ideological sources. Further, to emphasize only one of these 
sources in an analysis not only denies the complexity of the 
phenomenon but distorts the artist's intentions and the work's 
meaning. A similar claim can be made for the necessity of 
examining the spectrum of social, political and cultural chaos of 
the environment which gave rise to constructivist stage design. 
Thus, more important than an indepth examination of a single 
facet of this chaos is recognition of the entire chaotic 
complexity which shaped the expectations of art and theater, 
influenced its forms, and created a milieu for the acceptance or 
rejection of certain of these forms. 
As this chapter has shown, chaos is inherent to a period of 
redefinition, to the in-betweenness or liminality that 
characterizes a society in which congealed values and culture 
struggle against and impede the innate expansiveness of a 
revolutionary society seeking new modes and justifications for 
culture and the habits of daily life. This search was such a 
pervasive part of the new communist society that virtually no 
aspect of life was left untouched or free of turmoil. Chaos was 
therefore found in existing urban forms as well as plans for new 
ones, in housing conditions, architecture, and the remnants of 
bourgeois culture, and in conflicts or unresolved contradictions 
between cultural values and attitudes derived from peasant life 
and those derived from the workers, between native and western-
derived cultural sources, and between a cultural system that 
looked toward the future and one that codified the past. 
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Further, attitudes towards technology and machines, rationalism 
and spontanteity, individualism and collectivity, and desired 
forms of an art for the new world all contributed to chaos. 
Finally, disorder and chaos existed in official organizations, 
attitudes towawrd social groups, and in the interface between 
different groups' definitions of the ideal. 
Given the extent to which society was permeated with chaos, 
it was inevitable that the state would attempt to assert control, 
to diminish chaos and bring order; yet, these expressions of 
control at times succeeded only in intensifying the existing 
chaos. One area of agreement, however, in terms of visions for 
the future, was the level of responsibility given to art as a 
means for bringing order. This responsibility had both general 
and specific implications. Thus, in general terms, art was to 
serve the people much as science and technology would; it would 
not only shape the new life but merge with it and take life as 
its subject. In more specific terms, theater would be a means of 
creating bonds between the culture of the workers and that of the 
peasants; it would teach the peasant to imitate the worker and 
teach both to reject the bourgeois lifestyle; and it would depict 
models of the new forms and new behaviors of socialist life. But 
these expectations went beyond the stage of creation of the 
artwork; as will be seen in later chapters, they dominated the 
reception of new and old works of art. 
To conclude this chapter, I want to return to the production 
and stage set introduced at its beginning—The Magnanimous 
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Cuckold. One plot line in the play concerns the creation of 
"reality"—the miller, believing in a betrayal that did not 
actually occur, creates a situation which ensures that it will 
take place. The stage set, with its allusions to the 
constructivist transformer and the balaganic magic mill, in 
comparable fashion creates a new theatrical reality. Like the 
miller's reality, however, this one "betrays" traditional 
expectations of the theater, and this betrayal is further 




THE MEANING AND CREATION OF AN ART FOR THE PEOPLE 
The belief in art as the creation of a new reality, and in 
this way as an act that gives meaning to life and conveys a 
social or political message, while significant to post-
revolutionary developments, is nonetheless perhaps the most 
enduring and deeply engrained characteristic of the Russian 
philosophy of art. Historically, this belief originated in or at 
least derived from Russia's tradition of religious art, in which 
the icon, or pictorial representation of a saint or religious 
figure, embodied a spiritual truth and ideal form of reality that 
exceeded the historical reality depicted in the image. The 
belief that the painting fused two realities, a more perceptible 
and factual one with an ideal one that could be gleaned only by 
deciphering the symbolic imagery, continued to shape Russian 
attitudes towards art well into the twentieth century, although 
the nature of the ideal truth or message did not remain 
permanently linked to religion/ 
Such a utilitarian view of art tends to negate the idea of 
an artwork that exists only for the sake of art, and instead 
invests all art with the potential to educate, agitate, or 
enlighten the people, and to explain or even change life as it 
models and induces new ways of interacting. In this respect, the 
'Ulf Abel, "Icons and Soviet Art," in C. Arvidsson and L.E. 
Blomqvist, eds., Symbols of Power (Stockholm, 1987), pp. 142-43. 
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notion of an art for the people, or an art that truly derived 
from and called out to the masses, was inextricably linked to the 
conviction that art should address the demands of and contribute 
to the creation of the structures of life in a society in which 
the proletariat had hegemony. 
This notion of an art for the people, or a utilitarian art 
which weds historical truth with Utopian images in a format that 
is accessible to the masses thus underlay the post-revolutionary 
philosophy of art from Lenin to the artists themselves. For 
Lenin, the motivation behind this position was dualistic: a 
conceptualization of art as akin to science and the goal of 
finding a usable past. Thus, Lenin's assertion that the science 
of the past had to be used in the construction of a socialist 
science found a parallel assertion in the domain of art and 
culture. At the 8th Party Congress in 1919, one point decreed 
the necessity of making the "treasures of art" available to and 
accessible to the masses/ The implications were several: first, 
that the past should not be uncritically discarded, and second, 
that all forms of artwork, old and new, should be in locations 
easily penetrated by the workers and in forms relevant to and 
understood by them. Related to this last implication was the 
belief that efforts would have to be expended to raise the 
people's cultural level so that they would be able to appreciate 
and understand art. Conversely, if their cultural level were 
2A.A. Gvozdev and Adr. Piotrovskii, Istoria Sovetskogo 
Teatra (Leningrad, 1933), V.l, p. 84. 
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really to be raised, the forms of art would have to be native to 
and understandable to the masses.3 
Not a new call, it had been made by nineteenth century 
aestheticians as well as by Lunacharskii in the process of 
evolving a model of proletarian culture in the years 1907-09. In 
contrast to the pessimism of bourgeois culture, Lunacharskii had 
called for a proletarian culture that would be "positive, 
optimistic, and comprehensible to the masses."4 Such a call 
likewise infused the aesthetic theory of the nineteenth century 
writer Chernyshevskii, the pedagogical uses of folk art made by 
the nineteenth-century group of painters known as the Wanderers, 
as well as the previously mentioned belief of Lenin that the new 
culture should be derived from and call out to the people: "It 
[Art] must be understandable to the masses and loved by them. It 
must unite feeling to the thought and will of these masses, to 
uplift them."5 
Although not identical in their goals or motivations, calls 
for an "art for the people" clearly resounded in all areas of 
art. Particularly potent in the domain of theater, this theme 
fed the belief that even such a seemingly specialized application 
3Petrenko, speaker, Soiuz Rabotnikov Iskusstvo, 
Postanovleniia: Vll-i Vsesoiuznyi S''ezd Rabotnikov Iskusstv 
(Moscow, 1929), p. 80. 
4Qtd. in R.C. Williams, Artists in Revolution (Bloomington, 
1977), p.46. 
5Qtd. in Mazaev, Kontseptsiia, pp. 18-19: "Ono dolzhno byt' 
poniatno etim massam i liubimo imi. Ono dolzhno ob"edinaiat' 
chuvstvo,k mysi' i voliu etikh mass, podumat' ikh." 
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of art as the stage set could—and should—present a workable and 
improved vision of the future. Ultimately, the conviction that 
art had a significant role to play in envisioning and engendering 
an alternative future was a generative force for avant-garde art, 
endowing it with exceptional meaning and vitality, but 
simultaneously with an almost non-aesthetic vulnerability. As 
already noted in chapter one, this vulnerability existed in the 
chaotic separation of art from life and the conviction that they 
could reunite in a form which would contribute to the 
construction of an ordered, communist society. To this end, 
another resolution passed at the 8th congress spoke to the 
imperative of connecting art to communist ideas: "There are no 
such forms of science and art which would not be connected to the 
great ideas of communism and endlessly with the varied work of 
creating a communist economy."6 
This utilitarian and ideological conviction clearly 
conditioned expectations for the form, language, and content of 
the work of art, appropriate sources and inspirations, locations 
for its display and reception, characteristics of its creators 
and its audience, and finally, the criteria used by critics, 
artists, and society to evaluate the success or failure of newly 
produced artworks. The implications for the function and nature 
of the artwork, artist, and audience will be examined in this 
6Pel'she, Nasha Teatral'naia Politika (Mos.-Len., 1929), pp. 
28-29; "Net takikh form nauki i iskusstva, kotorye ne byli by 
sviazany s velikimi ideiami kommunizma i beskonecch.no 




The New Role of Art 
Although the utilitarian view of art (as described in chapter 
one) posited art as a means of bringing order to chaos, it 
envisioned this relationship in substantially broader terms. 
Indeed, Lenin's goal of unifying feeling, thought, and will for 
an uplifting purpose abstractly reflects the range of goals 
associated with democratizing the arts. This goal endowed art 
with the power to generate a collective whole out of isolated 
individuals, to serve as an educational, explanatory, or 
agitational tool for the inculcation of new ways of thought and 
action, and to become the very means itself of changing life. 
Finally, as a cultural "treasure," bringing art to the people 
also symbolized their empowerment. Some of these goals tended to 
be associated with particular forms of art, rather then all art 
in general, while others were more likely to be proclaimed by 
certain types of groups (state organizations or artists' groups, 
for example) than others. 
Perhaps the epitome of the call to use art as an agitational 
means emanated from above, in Lenin's 1918 project for monumental 
propaganda. Referring to the Italian writer Campanella's book 
Solnechnoe gosudarstvo (A Sunny State) and its idea of decorating 
the walls of a fantastic socialist city with frescos that would 
be visual lessons for the youth about natural knowledge and 
history, and would awaken a civil spirit in the new generation, 
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Lenin added that this was not a naive idea but was something to 
master and realize. In a less tendentious vein, perhaps, K. 
Zalevskii, writing in 1918 about art and the proletariat, 
observed that art, as the product of human feeling, could not 
help but be penetrated by various great ideas. Consequently it 
could be a powerful tool in the organization of the masses.7 The 
moderation of Zaleskii's statement was not typical, however. 
With the Revolution, artists, artistic organizations, and 
political conferences all joined in the call for the 
democratization of art, sometimes motivated by the desire to use 
culture as a tool in the propagation of communist ideas, and 
sometimes motivated by the iconoclastic tendencies of the 
revolutionary era. An example of the latter connection emerged 
after the February revolution, when rumors about the destruction 
of monuments and artworks were rampant. Demonstrating the belief 
that all art was invested with propaganda powers—not just 
revolutionary art—these rumors nonetheless incited an unexpected 
response—a desire to preserve the legacy of the imperialist 
past. That is, a group of artists and people in the arts, 
alarmed by these rumors of impending destruction, convened early 
in March at Gor'kii's apartment where Benua spoke to the crowd 
and proclaimed that the monuments were the people's art and the 
country's bounty, and it was therefore necessary for this group 
to do everything possible in order to have the people realize 
that these works belonged to them. The very idea that all art 
7K. Zalevskii, Iskusstvo i Proletariat, (Moscow, 1918). 
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was the possession of the people was one that should live with 
special strength, he added; Gor'kii, therefore, followed the 
meeting with a published announcement in two Petrograd 
newspapers, calling for the preservation of the people's legacy 
of art/ 
Other calls for the democratization of art were less 
concerned with the preservation of past "treasures" and more 
directed toward the production and reception of new ones. In 
1918, for example, futurist artists, led by the writers 
Maiakovskii and Kamenskii, and the painter Burliuk, issued a 
decree urging the abolishment of the consignment of art to such 
esoteric and isolated places as palaces, salons, galleries, and 
theaters. In place of such a system would be the recognition of 
the equality of every free word by painting them in the 
intersections of house walls, roofs, and streets: "Let the 
streets be a holiday of art for everyone," they proclaimed.9 
With this decree, these futurists expanded the definition and 
boundaries of art and transformed it into a creation presumably 
fully accessible to all people. 
State organizations, such as Glavpolitprovsvet and 
Narkompros, couched their positions more explicitly in terms of 
the political uses that could be made of a democratized art. 
8V.P. Lapshin, Khudozhestvennaia Zhizn' Moskvy i Petrograda 
v 1917 godu (Moscow, 1984), pp. 74-78. 
9
"Pust' ulitsy budet prazdnikom iskusstva dlia vsekh." 
"Dekret No. 1: 0 Demokratizatsii iskusstv," in V 
politekhnicheskom 'vecher novoi poezii' (Moscow 1987), p. 316. 
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Glavpolitprovsvet art department's position statement, for 
instance, announced as its chief task the cultivation of the 
communist spirit in the masses by means of the development of 
their esthetic taste along with their creative independence, the 
development and intensification of artistic agitation and 
propaganda, and the introduction of content, methods, and forms 
answering to communist ideology in all spheres of art. 
Narkompros and the artists' organization RABIS (Workers in the 
Arts) jointly issued a similar statement of intent under the 
names of Lunacharskii and Slavinskii in 1920. All spheres of 
art, they wrote, must be used to illustrate political and 
revolutionary agitational-propaganda work. These forms of art 
could provide weekly, daily, and continual blows or strikes which 
would powerfully infect workers with ideas, sensations, and 
moods. Finally, they observed, "Agitation and propaganda obtain 
a special sharpness and efficacy when they are clothed in the 
attractive and powerful forms of artistic quality."10 There are 
two implications here: first, that art can enhance the 
effectiveness or reception of propaganda, and second, that the 
role of art should be precisely that—to deliver propagandistic 
messages. 
The recognition of culture as an important propaganda tool 
10
"Agitatsiia i propaganda priobretaiut osobuiu ostrotu i 
deistvennost', kogda oni odevaiutsia v privlekatel'nye i moguchie 
formy khudozhestvennosti." "Tezisy khudozhestvennogo sektora KNP 
i TsK RABIS ob osnovakh politiki v oblasti iskusstva," Iskusstvo, 
No. 1, 1921, p. 20. Reprinted in Sovetskoe iskusstvo za 15 let, 
pp. 57-58. 
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continued throughout the 1920s, as evidenced in a 1929 report 
from Proletkul't regarding a resolution passsed at the 15th Party 
Congress. This resolution observed the continuing presence of 
capitalist elements in the city and country and their efforts to 
op'-ose the working class and influence the intelligentsia, the 
workers, and the peasants in the spheres of culture, politics, 
and ideology. This capitalist influence necessitated greater 
proletarian counteractivity, especially, noted Proletkul't, on 
the cultural front, and in this battle, the theater could be a 
particularly vital tool. According to this report, the path of 
the proletarian theater should be based on Leninism and 
dialectical materialism; and its core of workers should be the 
proletariat, which would then take responsibility for the 
reeducation of the peasants and the assimilation of the 
intelligentsia. Further, this theater, through the creation of a 
new style, must propagandize for the smychka of the workers and 
the peasantry, and it must inspire in the spectators an active 
relationship to the practical problems and demands of the 
socialist construction of a new life.11 
Although stated in 1929, these ideas were not new. Art, in 
general, and theater, in particular, had been recognized as 
critical means of non-school education by a 1919 congress on 
external forms of education. Published results from this 
conference described art as a reliable tool in the organization 
n
"Kul'tura revoliutsiia i Zadachi Teatra Proletkul'ta," 
(Moscow, 1929), brochure included in the Proletkul't fond, 1230-
2-28. 
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of feelings and the direction of the collective's will, and 
called for the extensive use of theater, which was a form uniting 
elements of all the arts and hence able to be a powerful factor 
in the matter of organizing the masses.12 Indeed, the 
Glavpolitprovsvet's statement also referred especially to the 
theater, which, the department stated, should become a form of 
propaganda for the new way of life to be created and led by the 
new person—there is no such thing as theater which is solely 
entertainment; theater is a school, a tribune, and the clearest, 
artistic trumpet of the ideology and will of the workers.13 A 
congress of theatrical directors echoed this belief that theater 
should first of all serve the masses in the same way as all other 
kinds of art. "In order to serve these masses, art as a whole 
and theater in particular should be accessible and understandable 
from the point of view of content, as well as the point of view 
of the production and the external stage setting of a given 
play."14 
Indeed, the call for the democratization of art had long 
identified the theater as a vital focus for these efforts. The 
12
"Itogi s"ezda po vneshkol'nomy obrazovaniiu," Vestnik 
Teatra, No. 29, 1919, 2-3. 
13Glavpolitprosvet, Khudozhestvennyi Otdel, Polozheniia 
(Jan.-May 1921), Glavpol. fond 2313-6-14, pp. 57-58. 
14Pel'she, "Rol' i Zadachi sovremennogo teatra," 
Politprosvetrabota i Teatr, (also includes articles by 
Lunacharskii and Semenova), (Mos.-Len., 1927), pp. 16-17: "Dlia 
togo, chtoby sluzhit' etim massam, iskusstvo v tselom i teatr v 
chastnosti dolzhny byt' dostupnymi i poniatnymi, kak s tochki 
zreniia soderzhaniia, tak i s tochki zreniia postanovki, s tochki 
zreniia vneshnogo oformleniia dannoi p'esy." 
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people's theater movement endowed theater with its own pre-
history of developing forms that would be accessible to and 
uplifting for the masses, and the nature of theater, as a 
synthetic art form concomitantly uniting large groups of people, 
made it seem especially potent as a means of inspiration and a 
model of new ways of life. Drama theorist Viacheslav Ivanov and 
the symbolists alike looked on the theater as akin to a church in 
its ability to unite people with a set of shared emotional ties 
and beliefs. For Ivanov, the crux of the scenic art was the 
transformation of an original dualism—a separated hero and 
audience-collective—into a new, monolithic community of a merged 
hero and collective.13 Such a transformation, which allows 
everyone to see him or herself as a potential hero, would 
eventually be fundamental to the philosophy of socialist realism. 
Ultimately, however, theatrical activists envisioned an even 
more extensive and potent role for the theater. In 1919, 
preparing materials for the first All-Russian Congress on a 
worker-peasant theater, the theatrical section of Narkompros 
issued a call to comrades to participate in the enormous task of 
recreating life on a new foundation. Theater, it proclaimed, 
would be a powerful force in recognizing the problem and in 
15V. Ivanov, "Norma Teatra," in Borozdy i Mezhi (Moscow, 
1916), pp. 261-64; Lars Kleberg, "Viacheslav Ivanov and the Idea 
of Theater," in Kleberg and Nils Ake Nilsson, eds., Theater and 
Literature in Russia 1900-1930, (Stockholm, 1984), pp. 57-70; B. 
Rosenthal, "Theatre as Church: The Vision of the Mystical 
Anarchists," Russian History, v. 4, pt. 2 (1977), pp. 125-6. 
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organizing spiritual strength for its accomplishment/6 
Theoreticians more explicitly averred the need for a theater that 
could proclaim and build the new life, organize life and provide 
models of what the new life should be, and become a factory and 
laboratory for the crystallization of new ways of life, and a 
gigantic telescope enabling thousands of people to see this 
future.17 The theater as a factory, laboratory, and telescope— 
all are scientific-industrial metaphors for the theater as a tool 
for the reduction of chaos and the envisioning of a new order. 
The view of culture and art, as a means of organizing life 
and producing change, was not limited in application to theater. 
Other types of artistic groups, and especially architects and 
avant-garde artists, also declared their allegiance to such 
goals, and continued to do so throughout the 1920s. The first 
Ail-Russian conference of organizations involved in cultural 
enlightenment simply proclaimed that art can organize social 
knowledge, experience, and strivings. Consequently, it could be 
a most powerful tool for organizing collective forces/8 Several 
years later, the new group "October" proclaimed in its platform 
the goal of uniting progressive artists of various types in the 
16Materials relating to the Pervyi S''ezd po Raboche-
Krest'ianskomu teatru, 1919, in Narkompros fond, Teatralnyi 
Otdel, 2306-24-546. 
17P.S. Kogan, V Preddveri Griadushchego Teatra (Moscow, 
1921), p. 16; V. Arvatov, "Teatr kak proizvodstvo," pp. 113-122, 
and Sokolov, "Revolutsiia Byta," p. 4, both in the collection O 
Teatre (Tver', 1922). 
'""Proletariat i Iskusstvo," Proletarskaia Kul' tura, 1918, 
No. 5, p. 32. 
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subordination of their creative activities to the task of meeting 
the concrete needs of the proletariat in the sphere of 
propaganda, production, and the formation of new life-forms, and 
in lifting the cultural level of the masses to that of the avant-
garde creative, industrial proletariat.19 
In a statement more specifically directed at the peasantry, 
a speaker at a dispute on art elaborated on Lenin's dictum that 
the peasants should be given concrete examples demonstrating the 
superiority of the commune as a way of life. Expounding the 
belief that art, as an ideological tool, could be used to control 
chaos, a belief that would soon dictate the premises of socialist 
realism, the speaker proclaimed that the peasant must see in art 
the new way of life, in order to follow it; such concrete and 
visual paragons would be more convincing than mere 
conversation.20 
More directly addressing new functions and understandings of 
art in a tract about workers' clubs, the writer Ignatii Khvoinik 
noted that the issue of the external formulation of the new 
social life significantly depended on the issue of the connection 
of art with life. For Khvoinik, the intensity of this connection 
would affect the extent to which artistic organizations 
identified their goals with the creation of the forms of daily 
19
"Novoe ob'edinenie khudezhestvennogo truda v moskve," 
Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, 1928, No. 3, p. 73. 
20A. Ostretsov, "0 Lozunge 'Iskusstvo massam," kak 
ideologicheskom lozunge," Iskusstvo v SSSR. disput, (Moscow, 
1928), pp. 31-32. 
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life, and ultimately this would affect the success of the attempt 
to liquidate the objectionable appearances of the old life.21 
And not for Khvoinik alone, but for architects, constructivists, 
and production artists in particular, the meaning of the slogan 
"art to the people" lay in finding and establishing an 
unseverable link between art and life. In the most Utopian 
sense, this link was the creation of a new world. 
Architects were especially perspicacious when it came to 
recognizing their own role in formulating the new world. The 
constructivist theorist Aleksei Gan wrote that the forms of 
constructivism would cement the new society, and another 
constructivist architect-theorist, M. la. Ginzburg, defined 
constructivism as a life-building activity because it would 
crystallize—through forms that responded to the needs of daily 
life, the new materials, and production—the new social 
relationships.22 Urban theorists meanwhile declared the need to 
build for the interests of the worker23, while other 
architectural theorists envisioned buildings and cities with the 
potential to change the worker's life. In addition to "enormous 
houses" in which every worker would have no less than one 
21Khvoinik, Vneshnee Oformlenie Obshchestvennogo Byta, 
(Moscow, 1927), p. 14. 
22Gan, "Konstruktivizm," Zrelishcha, 1923, No. 55, p. 12; 
Ginzburg, "Konstruktivizm kak metod laboratornoi i 
pedagogicheskoi raboty," Sovremennaia arkhitektura, 1927, No. 6, 
160-66. 
23N. Meshcheriakov, preface to N.A. Miliutin, Sotsgorod: 
Problema Stroitel'stva Sotsialisticheskikh Gorodov, (Moscow-
Leningrad, 1930), p. 5. 
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furnished room for him or herself, another plan, promoted by the 
disurbanist Okhitovich, rested on the novel idea of 
"unstationary" production settings. Since production would not 
be tied to one place, workers also would not have firm ties to a 
set habitat. Not only would a worker's object-world be portable, 
but the worker's neighborhood would now be the whole world/4 
The paradox, here, is that inherent to this strategy for the 
control of existing chaos, architecture is creating a new form of 
chaos. By envisioning the role of architecture in domestic and 
practical—albeit unrooted—terms, architects were rejecting a 
monumental, hero-worshipping architecture of the sort that would 
be aggrandized by the new order of the 1930s. 
Finally, in an even more radical reconceptualization of art 
and architecture, and perhaps more symbolically, the architect 
Aleksandr Vesnin, in a statement on the tasks of the contemporary 
artist, wrote that the artist had to create new things which 
could enter the world as active forces that would organize the 
consciousness of the person and arouse him or her to energetic 
activity. The artwork would thus affect the person like a 
dynamo, he wrote.25 This statement, in fact, encroaches on yet 
another view of the new role of art—art as a means to the 
intensification of the experience of life. 
This latter goal was the crux of the formalist theory of the 
24V.E. Khazanova, Sovetskaia Arkhitektura Pervoi Piatiletki 
(Moscow, 1980), p. 47 and 58. 
25
"Zapis' v al'bom o sovremennykh zadachakh khudozhnika," 
1922, Lenin Library fond 218, No. 136, No. 23. 
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writer Viktor Shklovskii, who wrote that the value of art lay in 
its ability to move an object from one's ordinary and automatic 
experience of it to a new plane/6 Gor'kii, more concretely, 
shared the belief that some forms of art could do this, and that 
it was necessary at times for just this experience. In an essay 
on melodrama in the theater, he decried the masses' old 
psychological habits, and asserted the need for inculcating in 
them a new will and new feelings, feelings of greater clarity and 
primitivism, if the latter referred to great sensations.27 
Similarly, the Inkhuk sculptor Babichev wrote in his personal 
credo that art must not remain abstracted from life; as the 
concretization of understanding and knowledge, art could organize 
the consciousness and psychology of the masses.28 
Although calls for the democratization of art increasingly 
focused on methods which would control the creation and reception 
of art, more generalized and idealized calls can still be heard 
in 1930. A call of this type, for example, was emitted by the 
organization responsible for the direction of artistic literature 
and art, Glaviskusstvo. This statement asserted the group's 
goals of bringing art closer to the masses, making it more useful 
to them, and stimulating the independent creation of art in the 
26V.B. Shklovskii, "Iskusstvo kak Priem," in Gamburgskii 
Schet: Stat'i—Vospominaniia—Esse (1914-1933) (Moscow, 1990), 
pp. 58-72. 
27Daniel Gerould, "Gorky, Melodrama, and the Development of 
Early Soviet Theatre," Yale/Theater, Vol. 7, Winter 1976, p. 35. 
28D.V. Sarab"ianov, Khudozhnik A.V. Babichev (Moscow, 1974), 
p. 105. 
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New Sources, Forms and Language of the Art Work 
The goal of "bringing art closer to the masses," as Urosov, a 
speaker at a pre-revolutionary conference on people's theaters, 
once observed, implied two forms of accessibility: external and 
internal. The first derived from the location, the cost, and the 
availability of seats.30 Artists such as Babichev, developing 
proposals for moveable theaters to be made of standardized parts 
that could be easily assembled and disassembled, actually 
anticipated projects for bringing the theater to spectators 
living far from cultural centers. "The country," he wrote, 
"needs the theater no less than the city. Perhaps, even, the 
peasant, who stands, in comparison with the city inhabitant, at a 
lower level of development, experiences the greatest need for a 
clear and concrete type of model."31 Mixed feelings about the 
peasantry, the belief that they had to be brought into the 
proletarian culture but at the same time that they were purveyors 
of incorrect ideology and would exacerbate current social 
29Glaviskusstvo, "Tezisy dokladov sektora iskusstva na 
kollegii narkomprosa," 645-1-106, 1930-31. 
30Urosov, "O Narodnom Teatre," Trudy Vserossiiskogo S''ezda 
Deiatelei Narodnogo Teatra, 27 dek. 1915—5 ianv. 1916 (Petro., 
1919), p. 197. 
31Qtd. in S.O. Khan-Magomedov, "Vspomnite ob etom proekte!", 
Teatr, No. 3, 1969, p. 68. "Derevnia,—pisal Babichev,— 
nuzhdaetsia v teatre nichut' ne men'she, chem gorod. Mozhet 
byt', dazhe krestianin, stoiashchii po sravneniiu s gorodskim 
zhitelem na bolee nizkom urovne razvitiia, ispytyvaet bol'shuiu 
potrebnost' v iarkoi konkretizatsii obrazov." 
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problems, fueled the desire to create moveable theaters but left 
them as potential repositories of chaotic goals and attitudes. 
Internal accessibility, a more elusive factor with far 
greater implications for the work of art, treated the idea of 
accessibility and closeness in a more figurative sense. 
According to Urosov, the plays staged by a people's theater had 
to enable spectators to understand fully the human spirit, as it 
rests on the idea of love for other people, through the play's 
aesthetic effects/2 Most other cultural activists treated the 
idea of internal accessibility in a more general way. That is, 
they called for an art that would be understandable and 
acceptable to the masses through its content, forms and language. 
Proposals for how to create such an artwork were not 
uniform, however. Just as attitudes towards primitive and rural 
art were ambivalent, reflecting and contributing to cultural 
chaos, recommendations for the sources and inspirations of this 
new, democratic art tended to express the very same ambivalence. 
They clustered around the beliefs that an art for the people 
should either start from existing forms of folk art or that it 
should find its forms in the demands of the not yet fully formed 
lifestyle of the new proletariat. Further, the same source could 
be promoted for heterogeneous reasons. Folk sources, for 
example, could be advocated for the belief that they embodied a 
purity or naivete of form, unsullied by western influences, for 
their symbolic meaning as products of the people, or because 
32Urosov, "O Narodnom Teatre," pp. 197-98. 
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certain folk forms appeared to epitomize models of collectivity. 
The emerging political and social life was advocated as a source 
to the extent that it was believed to reflect the real concerns 
and needs of the people, while industry, another aspect of the 
new life, was a source that generally became a metaphor for the 
conduct of that life. Thus, creating an art for the people by 
turning to the people to find accessible forms did not mean only 
turning to folk art. It could mean the advocacy of industrial 
forms as readily as the forms of the carnival; and finally it 
could mean the creation of unknown forms that would respond to 
the new demands of the people's life. 
As demonstrated in chapters three and four, the source has 
an immediate implication for the form, content, and language of 
the artwork. Source and content were not equivalent, however, 
and for some cultural theorists, content was the key to 
accessibility. This position especially characterized more 
overtly political cultural activists and the development of 
strategies aimed more directly at the control of audience 
responses (reception), but the belief that the source, content, 
and form of an artwork were inextricably linked had a venerable 
history and could be found in the work of influential nineteenth-
century aesthetic theorists such as Leo Tolstoy, who claimed that 
the communication of religious and moral values made an artwork 
accessible, and Chernyshevskii, who wrote that the work should 
use the concrete details of life and that its problems must be of 
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interest to the ordinary person.33 For these writers, the 
source—religion or daily life—implied the content and vice 
versa. 
Whereas one might expect that certain functions of art were 
associated with a particular source, this again does not yield a 
consistent relationship. Nevertheless, at times there were 
compelling reasons for the proponents or agents of one sphere of 
art to turn, even if not exclusively, to one type of source. 
But, as we saw in chapter one, just as strategies proposed for 
the reduction of chaos were likely to result in the 
intensification of existing or the development of new chaos, 
positively advocated sources for the creation of an art for the 
people could eventually become negative sources, sometimes 
rejected almost for the very reasons which had led to their 
advocacy. Theatrical theorists, for example, while never ruling 
out contemporary life as a source, were overwhelmingly likely to 
advocate the use of folk and ancient theatrical traditions for 
three prevailing reasons. First, the already-existing people's 
theater, with its origins in the mid-nineteenth century, had 
consistently turned to the traditions of the folk theater, 
although its emphasis on conditionality or convention in acting 
and costume styles, as opposed to truth to life, was later 
rejected when the composition of people's theaters included 
larger numbers of workers, who, it was believed, sought in 
33L.N. Tolstoy, What is Art?, trans. Aylmer Maude (NY, 1960); 
N.G. Chernyshevskii, "The Aesthetic Relation of Art to Reality," 
(1855; 1888), in Selected Philosophical Essays (Westport, 1981). 
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theater a greater understanding of life. In this case, then, the 
source was eventually associated with objectionable forms and 
artistic language/4 A second reason for turning to folk 
traditions, however, was the continuing strong influence of non-
Russian drama theorists, such as Wagner, Rolland, and Fuchs 
(along with that of the Russian Kerzhentsev), all of whose books 
were available in Russian versions by the early 1900s, but all of 
whom could be seen as representatives of non-Slavic, westernized 
ideology/1 Perhaps most compelling of all was the conviction 
that proletarian culture, in contrast to bourgeois, would be 
characterized in its creation and reception by an emphasis on the 
collective interest, and the most vibrant models of a collective 
alternative to the individualism of bourgeois art were believed 
to exist in folk and ancient theater traditions/6 While V. 
Ivanov and the symbolists had before the revolution tried to 
establish an understanding of theater as providing a genuine 
collective moment in life, Platon Kerzhentsev, an influential 
promoter of mass spectacles, more directly sought to connect this 
idea to the emergence of a socialist culture/7 He theorized 
34G. A. Khaichenko, Russkii Narodnyi Teatr kontsa XIX—nachala 
XX veka (Moscow, 1975). 
35Lars Kleberg, "'People's Theater' and the Revolution," in 
N.A. Nilsson, ed., Art, Society, Revlution: Russia 1917-1921 
(Stockholm, 1979), pp. 179-197. 
36The meaning of folk spectacle to Meierkhol'd is discussed 
in chapter three. Although it relates to the goal of 
democratizing art, its implications are more extensive. 
37P.M. Kerzhentsev, K Novoi Kul'ture (Petersburg, 1921); and 
Tvorcheskii Teatr, 2nd. ed., (Petersburg, 1918). 
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that whereas bourgeois theater, through its emphasis on 
individual interests had resulted in the separation of song and 
dance from drama, the socialist theater, with its roots in folk 
festivals and pageants, would reunite these isolated arts, as 
well as the audience and performers. In fact, he added, the 
people's festival, a synthesis of an entire complex of arts and 
activities, from painting to the balagan theater to the meeting, 
and comprising song, painting, dance, acrobatics, acting and 
declamation, represented an organic unity of people and forms, 
and in its scope and variegations, it deserved to—and inevitably 
did—exist outside the walls of the theater. Theater, too, he 
noted, would one day exist in the street. And once again, the 
innate characteristics of the model—the vitality and chaotic 
complexity of the festival—would threaten attempts to control 
the communication and reception of ideology. 
But Kerzhentsev was not alone in advocating a turn to folk 
theatrical forms for the creation of the new socialist theater. 
The critic Gvozdev similarly proclaimed that the mass festival, 
because it overcame the gap separating the masses from art, would 
be the basis of the theater of the future/8 The mass festival 
was not the only form of folk spectacle advocated as a source for 
the new people's theater, however. As a recent writer has 
observed, preserving the culture of the past did not have to mean 
only the culture of the upper classes—folk traditions such as 
38A.A. Gvozdev, "Massovye Prasdnestva na Zapade," Massovye 
Prasdnestva (Leningrad, 1926), pp. 7-9. 
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the puppet theater, the minstrels and wandering comedians 
(skomorokhi) and fairground entertainments were believed to be 
viable means of attracting the masses to theater and forging an 
indivisible relationship between the people and art/9 These 
traditions also inspired the development of smaller theatrical 
forms, cabarets, for example, such as Georgii Iakulov's Kafe 
Pittoresk, which he described as a "fair-type, street, folk 
festival." For Iakulov, the choice of this source dictated the 
language and content of the project and the source thereby 
signified a form of control by the artist. People's creations, 
he wrote, seek the rhythmic essences of things, and recognize in 
art only emotional or decorative forms. Revolutionary art would 
likewise have to be found in the sources and style of folk art, 
and consequently, the Kafe Pittoresk, to meet its stated goal of 
transforming the city into a creation of proletarian culture, in 
addition to its puppet-theater-inspired decor, would include in 
its planned entertainments peasant songs and proletarian 
poetry.40 Ultimately, then, the Kafe Pittoresk was a novel form 
of rural-urban or peasant-worker smychka. 
Somewhat in contrast to Iakulov's vision of changing the 
city into a folk festival, in some cases the enthusiasm of 
39N. I. Smirnova, Sovetskii Teatr Kukol 1918-1932 (Moscow, 
1963), pp. 63-67. 
40
"Iamamrochnoe, ulichnoe, narodnoe prazdnestvo," Iakulov, in 
materials about the Kafe Pittoresk included in the Narkompros 
Teatralnyi Otdel fond 2306-24-54 (1918). On the decor, see 
Lapshin, "Iz Tvorcheskogo Naslediia G.V. lakulova," Voprosy 
Sovetskogo izobrazitel'nogo iskusstva i arkhitektury (Moscow, 
1975), 275-303. 
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artists for street and folk performance arts transmogrified into 
an enthusiasm for the city itself as a theatrical and festive 
world. Futurist artists such as Mikhail Larionov and other 
members of the Target (Mishen') group perceived the city as a 
monumental and synthetic art form in which the colorful 
architecture, non-professional examples of painting (store 
signs), and the elemental, folk holiday spirit of the market 
place existed and united—in yet another artistic smychka—to 
provide the seeds for the people's theater of the future/1 
The call for a turn to folk sources at times underlay other 
forms of cultural creation as well. The forms of creation 
generally called primitive and archaic were characterized, it was 
believed, by two primary qualities—they had no artist's name 
associated with them, and they reflected the application of 
artistic form to utilitarian objects. Consequently, the sphere 
of art really did not exist apart from the sphere of ordinary 
life, and it was therefore accessible to, and satisfied the needs 
of, all members of the community. These forms of creation thus 
represented models of collective production, not through being 
made by more than one person, but because they satisfied a 
collective system of convictions and arose under social 
conditions in which art and life were not separate. Further, 
because they flowed from the community, rather than the 
individual, they represented a form of monumentality unrelated to 
41G.G. Pospelov, Bubnovyi Valet (Moscow, 1990), pp. 3-23. 
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size/2 But some protested the tendency to turn to folk sources 
for the creation of a democratic art. Merezhkovsky, for example, 
wrote that this was an act which unnecessarily lowered or debased 
art, for the true democratization of art would come from its goal 
of transforming life/3 
This latter conviction especially characterized architects 
and constructivists following the revolution. For the 
constructivists, the incorporation of real materials, utilitarian 
functions, and movement symbolized and concretized the 
incorporation of real life into the work and its subsequent 
transformation.44 In architecture, even as some advocated 
attention to folk architecture for its adaptations to the 
conditions of the land and climate45, as well as for its union of 
decoration with a constructive simplicity, theorists were 
increasingly asserting the need for architectural forms to 
respond to the new forms of social life. For Ginzburg, every 
building was now to be a unique solution to the demands of 
contemporary and future life, and a response to the needs of the 
42L.A. Nikitin, "Proizvodstvennyi Kharakter Kollektivnogo 
Tvorchestva," 13 Dec. 1921, article included in the Proletkul't 
fond, 1230-1-455. 
43B.G. Rosenthal, D.S. Merezhkovsky and the Silver Age: The 
Development of a Revolutionary Personality (Hague, 1975), pp. 52-
53. 
44Iakub Vuek, Mify i utopii Arkhitektury XX Veka, trans, from 
Polish, M.V. Predtechenskii (Moscow, 1990), p. 134. 
45Khazanova, Sovetskaia Arkhitektura Pervykh Let Oktiabria, 
1917-25 (Moscow, 1970), p. 11; I.L. Matsa, "Narodnye nachala i 
natsional'nye cherty russkoi arkhitektury," notes in the fond of 
David Efrimovich Arkin, 2606-1-135, (1930). 
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workers46—needs ultimately defined and confirmed by the state. 
Golosov similarly expressed the belief that "there can not be an 
architectural construction which does not reflect in itself all 
of the beginnings of contemporary social life."47 Progressing 
even further in their thinking, the writer Ilia Erenburg and 
Ginzburg both believed that not only would architecture reflect 
new social forms, but it would shape and organize them.48 This 
belief was therefore more than an expression of where the new 
sources for creation were to be found; it was also a call for new 
content and new forms, as the following statement jointly issued 
by Ginzburg and Viktor Vesnin (the architect-brother of Aleksandr 
Vesnin) demonstrates: an important problem facing architects, 
they wrote, is "the creation of a new type of workers' habitat, a 
new habitat which would differ from the old rental homes not only 
in its exterior covering but also in the internal essence of its 
organization."49 And here again, a new conceptualization of the 
form of an art, emerging as a response to the need to bring 
order, carried with it its own form of disorder—the disorder 
already noted in the set for The Magnanimous Cuckold, that of a 
46M. Ginzburg, "Novye Metody Arkhitekturnogo Myshleniia," 
Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, No. 1, 1926, pp. 1-4. 
47
"...ne mozhet byt' arkhitekturnogo sooruzheniia, ne 
otrazhaiushchego v sebe vsekh nachal sovremennoi obshchestvennoi 
zhizni." In Khazanova, Sovetskaia Arkhitektura Pervykh Let, p. 
15. 
48Khazanova, Sovestkaia Arkhitektura Pervykh Let, p. 16. 
49,1
 Sovremennaia arkhitektura," (1927), fond of V.A. Vesnin 
2772-1-3, p. 8. 
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union of new and "old" (folk) sources. But social issues 
increasingly underlay the content and forms of architecture in 
the early twentieth century. Projects for people's houses, 
reading rooms, book kiosks, workers' palaces, and health resorts 
not only multiplied; they also frequently included in the working 
drawings crowd scenes depicting the masses as an actor and user, 
rather than a single human to indicate scale50—a graphic 
symbolization of the democratization of art. 
Proposals for the forms of the new, democratic art work 
sometimes paralleled those of folk arts or the industrial 
process, but at other times, as in the case of architecture, they 
depicted new, hitherto non-existent forms. The call for 
industrial and engineering derived-forms affected architecture as 
well as other domains of art, and it served, at times, as a means 
of justifying presumably outdated modes of art. Whereas 
productivist theorists such as B. Arvatov called for the 
replacement of easel painting, an individualistic form, with 
mass-produced, mechanized forms, other writers and artists found 
ways to justify the existence of easel art. It did not have to 
be rejected, they argued, if, first of all, it served to document 
the history and style of the proletariat, and second, it used a 
method that corresponded to society's technical advances; thus, 
the formal attainments of a presumably dated art were to be 
30Khazanova, Sovetskaia Arkhitektura Pervykh Let, 115-126; 
E.A. Borisova, A.I. Venekiktov, T.P. Kazhdan, "Arkhitektura i 
Arkhitekturnaia Zhizn'," in Russkaia Khudozhestvennaia Kul'tura 
Kontsa XIX—Nachala XX Veka, kn. 4 (Moscow, 1980), pp. 297-302. 
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rejected, without rejecting the form itself, since it would now 
arise from new technology,51 and, more important, it would 
communicate a specified message. This justification for easel 
painting was therefore rooted in the content of painting as well 
as in the technology; the argument that painting was the best 
means for expressing a profound working-out of a subject, and 
thereby activating the education of the viewer, thus found the 
content of painting to be the primary force in justifying its 
revolutionary relevance/2 Since this content was all but 
specified by the state, the conditions for the cotinuation of 
fine art forms like easel painting lay in the control of content, 
or the specification of what messages would be communicated. 
Thus, the selection of artistic forms in general, argued 
Khvoinik, the writer on clubs, should be guided by their ability 
to influence the workers. This ability lay in their dynamism, 
their degree of saturation with the pathos of contemporary life, 
and their connection with the issues of the day.53 
For Erenburg, the source of the new art could only be 
industry. Erenburg believed that labor, clarity, and 
organization epitomized the values of the post-war era; 
51Arvatov, Iskusstvo i Klassy (Moscow, 1923), pp. 40-41; 
Matsa, "Polozhenie," in Iskusstvo v SSSR i Zadachi Khudozhnikov, 
(Moscow, 1928), pp. 9-29. 
52Pel'she, preface to Khvoinik, Vneshnee Oformlenie 
Obshchestvennogo Byta, (Moscow, 1927), p. 8; and N.P., "O Forme i 
Soderzhanii," Iskusstvo Kommuna, No. 18 (April 1919), p. 1. 
53I. Khvoinik, Vneshnee Oformlenie Obshchestvennogo Byta 
(Moscow, 1927), p. 20. 
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therefore, this triad had to be the basis for a new artistic 
style and language. The new art, in any of its media, had to 
reflect industry, brevity, urban rhythms, factories, speed, and 
electronic communications; as a result, the new arts should 
likewise be mechanized, telescopic, collective, and synthetic in 
form/4 Architecture, too, especially in its new building types, 
had to reflect the mechanization and dynamism of contemporary 
life. Workers' clubs in particular were invested with the goal 
of reflecting the new life and its ideology. To this end, the 
Moscow State Division of the Workers' Communal Economy developed 
a standardized program for new clubs which emphasized that the 
club had to show how to build the new life; the environment was 
to speak to the power of creativity; and finally, because 
industry was the basis of socialism, several moments in the 
architectural creation should willingly unite with 
industrialization; standardization here is being advocated as a 
means of control rather than a means of economic efficiency. 
Mel'nikov, one of the leading architects of clubs, developed a 
solution that evaded this standardization but suggested a new 
understanding of architecture—instead of conceiving of the 
building as a container with immobile walls, he designed moveable 
interior divisions, creating a "mechanical architecture."55 
The call for taking forms from engineering was clearly not a 
54I. Erenburg, A Vse-Taki Ona Vertitsia (Moscow-Berlin, 
1922). 
55N. Lukhmanov, Arkhitektura Kluba (Moscow, 1930), p. 18. 
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complete rejection of contemporary life forms, and theatrical 
theorists, who so persistently preached the turn to folk sources, 
also advocated the influence of both engineeering and 
contemporary life on the forms and content of the theater. For 
Arvatov, the alternative to a bourgeois theater, which merely 
sweetened life, would be a theater that organized life and built 
models for the future. This proletarian theater, a factory for 
the production of the "qualified person," was virtually identical 
to a work of architecture in the sense that both were defined as 
"a constructive formulation of the real dynamics of materials in 
agreement every time anew with the posed problem."56 Aleksei 
Gan, the constructivist who initially opposed their involvement 
in theater, claimed that the theater of real life, or real 
actions such as trials, meetings, and living newspapers, should 
become the "materials" for the proletarian theater. In this way, 
the transition from a contemplative culture to a culture derived 
from the actions of workers would be achieved.17 Proponents of 
the workers' club as a nodal point in the creation of proletarian 
culture similarly advocated in club theaters the use of forms 
such as the living newspaper and the trial as being responsive to 
issues of politics and daily life as well as to the need for the 
56Qtd. in E.V. Sidorina, "Kontseptsiia Proizvostvennogo 
Iskusstva i 'Teatral'nyi Oktiabr''," Tekhnicheskaia Estetika 
(vyp. 21, Moscow, 1979), p. 25; "On est' konstruktivnoe 
oformlenie real'noi dinaiki materialov soglasno kazhdyi raz anovo 
postavlennoi zadache..." See also, Arvatov, "Teatr kak 
Proizvodstvo," O Teatre (Tver', 1922), pp. 113-122. 
57Aleksei Gan, "Bor'ba za Massovoe Deistvo," O Teatre, 
(Tver', 1922), p. 76. 
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development of club creative independence/8 Thus, under the 
guise of a creative responsiveness to the workers' culture, all 
these models promoted in essence a theater of control, a theater 
which would convey an image of life occurring within the 
boundaries of the new ideological and cultural order. 
Other calls for the influence of contemporary life on the 
theater focused more exclusively on repertoire—really, the 
ultimate form of ideological control. VI. Bogushevskii, for 
example, writing for the journal Proletarskaia Kul'tura in 1918, 
observed that the growth of factory and regional theaters had 
resulted in a new public which could not be reconciled with the 
bourgeois ideology of the old repertoire. An entirely new one 
was needed, and these plays, without being tendentious, he added, 
would have to arouse a revolutionary spirit through the struggles 
lying at their basis/9 Resolutions taken at a 1919 worker-
peasant theater conference more explicitly called for a 
repertoire that, fully corresponding to the basic principles of 
socialism, would have at its basis themes of collective labor, 
struggle, and the "ideal" social person.60 
Another theater writer, Khersonskii, asserted that the new 
theater had to replace the passive spectacle with one 
58
"Khudozhestvennaia Rabota v Klube," (Tezisy, Priniatye na 
Plenume TsK Proletkul'ta v Fevrale 1925) Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, No. 
1, 1925 (April), p. 47. 
59V.L. Bogushevskii, "0 Repertuare Rabochego Teatra," 
Proletarskaia Kul'tura, No. 1, July 1918, pp. 23-24. 
60Narkompros fond, Teatralnyi Otdel 2306-24-207, resolutions 
re: documents at the workers-peasant theater conference, 1919. 
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corresponding to the intensity and rhythms of the new life—the 
folk melodrama, satiated with revolutionary pathos, and the folk 
balagan, satiated with eccentricism, were the forms he pointed 
to. Yet, even so, these plays, he believed, would have to 
recognize the world view of the proletariat—its monolithic 
quality and its location in the mundanities of daily life.61 
Although the combination of melodrama, balagan, and revolutionary 
pathos was not unanimously advocated, this intriguing new 
organism highlighted the qualities that others believed should 
characterize theater. Going beyond the idealization of the 
person to the idealization of revolutionary struggle and culture, 
critic and theorist Beskin, for example, described theater as the 
"tragic and monumental transformation" of the struggle of the 
social person into joyful and victorious movement,62 while 
Pel'she, comparing plays to architecture, stated that the 
dramatic equivalent of the skyscraper, a synthetic and monumental 
form, should be sought for the plays of the future/3 
Gaideburov, a developer of moving theaters, identified the 
desirable qualities for plays as being emotionality, clarity, a 
general human psychology, and absence of pessimism/4 Finally, 
61Kh. Khersonskii, "Opyty Revoliutsionnogo Teatra, Novye 
Stsenicheskie Metoda," in Borisov, S.B., ed. Sovetskaia Kul'tura 
(Moscow, 1924), pp. 311-313. 
"Beskin, "Na Novykh Putiakh," 0 Teatre (Tver', 1922), p. 25. 
63R.A. Pel'she, Nasha Teatralnaia Politika (Moscow-Leningrad, 
1929), p. 55. 
64P. Gaideburov, "Teatr Narognago Doma," Narodnye Doma (Pet., 
1918), p. 192. 
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Lunacharskii considered the melodrama to be a placard, suitable 
for elementary agitation but not the inculcation of great ideas 
and feelings, the presence of which would be the basis for the 
subsequent positive or negative reception of theatrical 
productions. At the same time, like Gaideburov, he emphasized 
the need for a theater of clarity, conviction, and simplicity,61 
or qualities that were ultimately believed to be essential for 
the people's comprehension of art. And in a non-theatrical 
sphere, the painter Iuon wrote, the people demand an art that is 
formally clear, thematically not foggy, simple, laconic, and well 
enunciated/6 
Although this discussion has been directed towards the 
larger forms of art, the issues were relevant to the smaller 
forms, such as clothing design. As one writer for an article on 
costume noted, the revolution affected not just the internal 
content of life; it also demanded new external forms to express 
the new ideas. Chief among the factors influencing these new 
forms were work and the conditions of living—in this respect, 
then, clothing should be an efficient and economical solution to 
hygienic and psychological needs, incorporating rhythms that 
respond to the tempos of activity/7 In this formulation, an 
65Lunacharskii, "Teatri i Revoliutsia," Sobranie Sochinenii, 
T. 3 (Moscow, 1964), pp. 80-105. 
66K. Iuon, "Kakim dolzhno byt' iskusstvo dlia narodnykh 
mass," Pechat' i Revoliutsiia, kn. 4, 1925, pp. 130-146. 
67V. Fon-Mekk, "Kostium i Revoliutsia," Atel'e, 31-32, and A. 
Ekster, "V Konstruktivnoi Odezhde," Atel'e, 4-5. 
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article of clothing assumes a definition and dimension that is 
comparable to theater and architecture. The significance of this 
equation is the realization that all forms of artistic production 
were for a time conceptualized as direct responses to the demands 
of life. This conceptualization, without necessarily dictating 
form and language, did finally have tremendous implications for 
the nature and definition of the artist as well as for the role 
of the audience. 
The New Audience and Artist 
The vision of bringing art to the people included a view of the 
audience or spectator as an active participant in both the 
reception and creation of the artwork. Further, just as the 
audience was redefined as a potential co-creator, the definition 
of who the artist was, and the meaning of this role in society, 
underwent substantial change. And finally, conceptualizing the 
audience as contributing to the creation of the artwork induced a 
heightened need to control reception, so as to ensure the 
creation of appropriate works. 
A significant component of the rejection of the bourgeois 
theater, and an equally persuasive reason for emphasizing the 
role of theater as a tool for social change, lay in the model of 
the active spectator provided by folk theatrical forms. As 
Kerzhentsev and other writers on theater observed, the bourgeois 
theater not only had become an entrepreneurial activity; it had 
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reduced the spectator's role to one of passive reception.68 
Kerzhentsev went on (not necessarily with justification) to 
criticize contemporary theatrical reforms because they had, in 
his opinion, inadequately addressed the division between the 
performers and spectators.69 
Suggestions for changing the spectator role abounded, and 
went significantly beyond the advocacy of the folk festival as a 
theatrical model. The most straightforward and potentially the 
least controversial of these suggestions stressed, first of all, 
the need for a repertoire that addressed issues deemed important 
by the workers and understandable to them. Lunacharskii, for 
instance, hypothesized that the proletariat preferred traditional 
theater to experimental because they wanted to see plays that 
presented a slice of a large and interesting life, in a form they 
understood.70 Central to this formulation was the belief that, 
through empathy with and understanding of the characters in the 
play, the viewer's attitudes toward life would change. Such a 
belief had already been confirmed by people's theater attendees, 
as the following theatergoer expressed in 1898: "Experiencing 
with the artist the whole gallery of characters created by him 
from life, we better understand what is going on around us, get 
68V. Kerzhentsev, Tvorcheskii Teatr (2nd. ed., Pet., 1918), 
p. 16; E.F. Gollerbakh, "Teatr kak Zrelishche," Teatral'noe-
Dekoratsionnoe Iskusstvo v SSSR, 1917-1927, Katalog Vystavki 
(Len. 1927), pp. 38-39. 
69Tvor. Teatr, p. 25 
70Lunacharskii, "Teatr RSFSR," Sobranie Sochinenii, T. 3 
(Moscow, 1964), pp. 115-128. 
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acquainted with different points of view, become more tolerant. 
By virtue of partial participation in such sufferings and joys of 
others we become more receptive, [and] respond more sensitively 
to these and other things in life..."71 The irony in this 
spectator's statement is the expression of greater tolerance, as 
post-revolutionary goals will seek to inculcate values and 
emotions reflective of increasing intolerance. Other cultural 
theorists, either less optimistic about the inevitability of this 
process or more sensitive to the necessity for controlling 
reception in a desired direction, posited a need to acclimate the 
people to the theater. This could be accomplished by following 
performances with a question-and-answer discussion connected to 
the audience's impressions and reactions,72 with explanatory 
librettos accompanying productions, and with extensive audience 
surveys which revealed areas of success and failure in these 
goals and thereby indicated areas where change was necessary. 
As the goal of using theater to change society became more 
potent, some theater activists began to conceptualize the 
spectator in terms that extended the audience role beyond 
understanding and empathy. Meierkhol'd, for example, cast the 
spectator as a "model of Soviet Russia"; if the spectator could 
be changed, then, this change could be taken as symbolic of a 
71Qtd. and trans, in Gary Thurston, "The Impact of Russian 
Popular Theater, 1886-1915," Journal of Modern History, 55 (June 
1983), p. 250. 
72Shteinberg, A.Z., "Teatr, kak narodnoe cobranie," 1919, 
Narkompros Teatralnyi Otdel fond 3206-24-190. 
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profound effect on the country as a whole. Sergei Eizenshtein, 
working in the Proletkult theater in 1923, constructivistically 
conceptualized the spectator as the "material of the theater"— 
material to be molded and shocked into assuming a desired 
ideological position.73 In Eizenshtein's model, control of form 
was more critical than control of content, as the assumption of 
the desired ideology would result from the impact of the form of 
the artwork—a montaged and rhythmic design which would impart a 
repetitive shock effect. 
Not all conceptualizations of the new spectator role were 
limited to theater. Here, again, Chernyshevskii provides a 
nineteenth-century example. In his novel What is to be Done? he 
paired characters who represented ideal behaviors with characters 
representing the other end of the spectrum, and the members of 
each pair were shown to be transformable into each other. This 
notion of transformation was intended as a metaphor for the 
reader's ability to, similarly, turn into the ideal characters of 
the book. In this respect the reader became a "participant" in 
the novel and was expected to apply the lessons of the novelistic 
experience to his or her own life.74 But this literary, 
nineteenth-century example can be taken as a model for the post-
revolutionary reconceptualization of the spectator. The 
implication in both cases is that the reader or spectator is not 
73Both ideas are discussed in Lars Kleberg, "The Audience as 
Myth and Reality," Russian History 9, Pts. 2-3, 1982, 228-29. 
74Irina Paperno, Chernyshevsky and the Age of Realism 
(Stanford, 1988), pp. 173-187. 
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yet the character desired by the book or by the state, but 
through the act of participation, in the book or theatrical 
production, the recipient of the art work and its message will 
change. Thus, just as character transformation within the 
Chernyshevskii novel was a metaphor for the reader's eventual 
transformation, the theatrical goal of changing the spectator 
role was likewise a metaphor for changing the person in the more 
global context of real life. 
This perspective anticipates the avantgardist philosophy of 
LEF artists following the revolution. These artists were 
significantly influenced by Bogdanov's theory of "organizational 
effect," a theory which emphasized the organizational principles 
of a work of art, rather than its content. The LEF artists 
believed that if these principles were revealed to the audience, 
the audience would subsequently understand and adopt these 
principles. Thus, by being able to reconstruct, mentally and 
psychologically, the process of constructing the artwork, the 
spectator would also be able to—and motivated to—apply a more 
rational and organized approach to the construction of life. The 
implications of this formulation were the approximation of art to 
science, the necessity for and belief in drawing the audience 
into the artwork, and the focus on the work's structure, or the 
equivalence of structure and process with content. 
Because of the emphasis on structure, in both the creation 
and reception of artwork, the roles of audience and artist begin 
here to approximate one another. This approximation especially 
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characterized the attempt to see the artist as a worker, an 
attempt that united the artist with the proletariat rather than 
the intelligentsia, and which also cast the role of worker and 
the nature of work in a more creative and culturally important 
light. That is, the artist, as a worker, organically entered the 
process of production, and here, not only created things 
according to the laws of efficiency and construction, but also 
modeled a new relationship of the worker to production/1 
This relationship was fundamental to the premises of 
production art and this theory's postulation of labor as the art 
of the proletariat. This position rejected an isolated or 
fetishized art, and in its linkage of the utilitarian object to 
artistic creation, it provided a justification for leftist art— 
the endowment of the artwork with a vital function in daily life-
-and it glorified the field of mechanized labor and its 
participants: "We want the worker to stop being a mechanical 
executor of some plan that is not conveyed to him. He must 
become a conscious, active participant in the creative process of 
the creation of an object..."76 
For the artist, this new role in the production and 
75N. Tarabukin, Ot Mol'berta k Mashine, (Moscow, 1923), pp. 
20-23; Sidorina, "Kontseptsiia Proizvostvennogo Iskusstva i 
'Teatral'nyi Oktiabr''," Tekhnicheskaia Estetika (vyp. 21, 
Moscow, 1979), p. 20. 
76O.Brik, qtd. in Mazaev, Kontseptsiia "Proizvodstvennogo" 
Iskusstva 20-kh Godov, (Moscow, 1975), pp. 144-5; see also, pp. 
77-78 and 122. "My khotim, chtoby rabochii perestal byt' 
mekhanicheskim ispolnitelem kakogo-to nevedomogo emu plana. On 
dolzhen stat' soznatel'nym, aktivnym uchastnikom tvorcheskogo 
protsessa sozdaniia veshchi..." 
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industrial process meant that he or she had to respond to 
society's mandate, as opposed to his or her own personal, 
creative muse. The idea of a social mandate, however, would be 
necessary only until the artist became a true member of the 
proletariat. The proletarian artist, rather than the 
intelligentsia artist, would innately express the voice of the 
proletariat in that voice; this artist would no longer exist in 
the role of a craftsperson who had to create a non-existent 
connection to the working class.77 Until the artist was a 
legitimate proletarian, however, the connection to the production 
process and the reconceptualization of art and architecture as 
utilitarian creations facilitated a definition of the artist as a 
transformer of society or a revolutionary life builder, and 
helped counter the belief that only the proletariat can create a 
proletarian art. 
The emphasis on a social mandate was but one shortterm 
approach to the longterm problem of the artist's "incorrect" 
class membership. While artists themselves expressed the need 
for the artist to demonstrate a political and psychological 
empathy with the masses and their strivings,78 cultural theorists 
and agencies either flatly rejected the idea that a proletarian 
77V.P. Polonskii, "Khudozhnik i Obshchestvennye klassy," Iz 
istorii Sovetskoi Esteticheskoi Mysli, 1917-1932, ed. G.A. Belaia 
(Moscow, 1980), pp. 206-215. 
78Examples of this expression can be found in K. Iuon, "Kakim 
dolzhno byt' iskusstvo dlia narodnykh mass," Pechat' i 
Revoliutsiia, kn. 4, 1925, p. 135; and Saenko, speaker, Trudy 
Pervogo Vsesoiuznogo S''ezda po Grazhdanskomu i Inzhenernomy 
stroitel'stvu (Moscow, 1928), p. 187. 
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culture could emerge from non-proletariat creators, or else 
called for remedial measures such as the education of the artist 
in political realities.79 The first point of view was held by 
Bogdanov and Lunacharskii, both of whom to some extent believed 
that a proletarian intelligentsia would have to arise before a 
true proletarian culture would emerge/" Zalevskii more 
forcefully argued that a proletarian art could be created only by 
workers—specifically, factory workers: "For only such workers 
possess the proletarian class psyche, and are able to be 
penetrated with proletarian strivings and ideals. For only in the 
creative work of such workers are this psyche and these ideals 
embodied in the production of art."81 The intelligentsia, he 
proclaimed, did not share the psychology of the proletariat, and 
such artists were accustomed to working alone, rather than united 
with a collective. For these reasons, art created by artists who 
were uneducated in political realities stood little chance of 
finding a positive reception, and for as long as the control of 
art remained in the hands of such artists, the nature and role of 
the creator would be a source of chaos. 
79E. Kheronskaia, "Kak Uviazat'. . . , " Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, No. 
3, 1925, p. 8. 
80C. Read, Culture and Power in Revolutionary Russia (New 
York, 1990), pp. 98-124. 
81K. Zalevskii, Iskusstvo i Proletariat, (Moscow, 1918), p. 
27: "Ibo tol'ko takie rabochie obladaiut proletarskoi klassovoi 
psikhikoi, sposobny proniknut'cia proletarskimi stremleniiami i 
idealiami. Ibo tol'ko v tvorchestve takikh rabochikh 
voploshchaetsia i eta psikhika i eti idealy v proizvedeniia 
iskusstva." 
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The second perspective, responding to this chaos and 
attempting to control it, subjected artists to some form of 
oversight. This approach, increasingly dominant as the 1920s 
progressed, characterized the government agency Glaviskusstvo, 
which, in 1930-31, proposed assigning artists defined themes for 
execution, and called for the political activization of art 
workers, as well as the stimulation of independent 
(samodeiatel'noe) art in the city and country/2 In fact, the 
notion of an "independent" art was central not just to 
Glaviskusstvo and organizations such as Narkompros and 
Proletkult, but also to some theater theorists. The 
architecture-artistic division of Narkompros, by 1919, had 
developed a project regarding the need for providing all peasants 
and workers with education in the areas of construction and 
architecture, since every citizen, it noted, in some way was the 
builder of his or her habitat/3 Kerzhentsev, along with 
participants in the conference on a worker-peasant theater, 
iterated the belief that the socialist theater would be born from 
the new, independent theater of the workers and peasants, with 
the stipulation that the working class would guide the peasantry. 
This guiding relationship was necessary because the peasantry, it 
was believed, represented a conglomerate of classes and therefore 
wavered between the bourgeois world and the communist one, and 
82Glaviskusstvo fond, Upravleniia, 645-1-106, 1930-31. 
83
"Ob ob"iasnitel'noi zapiski k proektu polozheniia ob 
Arkhitekturno-Khudozhestvennom otdele Narkomprosa," in Iz Istorii 
Sovetskoi Arkhitektury, 1917-1925 (Moscow, 1963), pp. 24-25. 
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only when freed from the legacy of its past could the peasantry 
be a fruitful influence on the new culture/4 Even so, continued 
ambivalence about native peasant culture complicated the 
reception of a people's art which truly derived from rural and 
folk people's sources. 
As these final points suggest, the creator of the 
independent art was not necessarily anyone, despite the call of 
art for everyone. Such wavering was protested by the avant-garde 
playwright Tretiakov, who wrote that the slogan "art for all" 
should mean not just the accessibility of art, but also the 
rejection of the idea of the artist as a magician or genius. 
Instead, just as all people were natural creators in childhood, 
they should remain involved in creation throughout their 
lifespans/5 
The Underlying Meaning of an Art for the People 
Clearly, the fervent belief that art could replace social 
disorder with harmonious, life-enhancing structures implied and 
reflected far more than the rejection of bourgeois art and its 
believed responsiveness only to the demands of the salon and 
84Kerzhentsev, "Bor'ba za Sotsialisticheskii Teatr," 
Proletarskaia Kul'tura, No. 13-14, 1920, pp. 77-80; Narkompros, 
materials for the conference on a worker-peasant theater, 2306-
24-545, (1919) (1-i Vserossiiskii S"ezd po Raboche-krestianinu 
teatru, rezoliutsii s"ezda). 
85S. Tretiakov, "Iskusstvo v Revoliutsii i Revoliutsiia v 
Iskusstve," Corn, Kn. 8, 1923, p. 116. 
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market. An art that truly derived from and called out to the 
masses was almost by default to be a building block in the 
construction of the socialist lifestyle. The theme of this 
prescription for art has recurring relevance to the present work. 
Therefore, instead of encountering a detailed, summarizing 
exposition of its ideas here, the reader will find them more 
extensively developed in varying contexts and locations 
throughout the work. At this point in the text, the importance 
of introducing and delineating the theme of the democratization 
of art was located primarily in the establishment of a foundation 
for understanding the role of art, architecture and theater in 
controlling social chaos. 
All forms of art were conceptualized as playing a vital role 
in the control of this chaos as well as in the creation and 
imposition of a new order. Consequently, political-culture 
theorists and artists reconceptualized the entire nature of art, 
from its creators to its structure, and ultimately, to its ideal 
reception. This reconceptualization at times emphasized process 
over form—for example, the analogy of architecture and art to a 
dynamo that energizes the person. Flowing from this metaphor, 
the spectator is subsequently reenvisioned as an active 
participant-creator in the artistic process. Nevertheless, the 
form of the artwork is not ignored, and as content becomes 
increasingly prescribed and specified, form is as well, because 
only certain forms are believed to be capable of conveying 
certain content. The reconceptualization further specifies 
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content in that it centralizes the role of art as a 
propagandistic, educational tool, and not all content is 
legitimate for propagandizing. 
In this respect, the theme of "art for the people" 
prescribes in advance the reception of this art, because only art 
which contributes to the delineation of the ideal socialized 
person and state is believed to be "internally accessible" to the 
people. Nevertheless, the notion of an ideal reception betrays 
the true and potentially hidden meaning of the slogan, art to the 
people, for the goal of bringing art to the people was to devise 
and ensure that art would be a form of control, of bringing 
order. Thus, the model of the theater as a factory for the 
production of the "qualified person" is a model less of an art 
form than it is of the type of person desired as a citizen of 
this socialist state. 
But when audience reception cannot be perfectly controlled, 
control then devolves onto the artwork and the artist. Thus, if 
the artist is not a true proletarian, political reeducation or 
supervision is specified, and, again, only certain forms and 
content are deemed acceptable. Yet, just as the strategies cited 
in the first chapter for producing order often created new forms 
of disorder, strategies for democratizing art had the same 
adverse effect. Many of the goals of production art and 
constructivism, for example, consonant with the goal of bringing 
art to the people in their turn to the people's needs as their 
starting point, resulted in forms that were later considered 
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unable to represent the monumental and profound ideals of the 
socialist revolution. Thus, strategies for the democratization 
of art lead increasingly to the specification of a particular 
style of art—socialist realism—hints of which were observed in 
this chapter and the prefiguration of which will infuse the 
reception of constructivist stage design. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
THE LANGUAGE OF CONSTRUCTIVIST STAGE DESIGN 
Part One: The Sources and Devices of the Language 
The call for the democratization of art placed art in an 
unprecedentedly important position in terms of the creation of 
the new society and the new person. At the same time, it also 
subjected art to a hitherto, non-existing degree of external 
scrutiny. The tension between using art in novel ways for novel 
purposes and, given the desired availability and accessibility of 
this new art, the need to monitor its impact created a continual 
dynamic beteen internal creativity and external control, or 
between creation and reception as independent and governed 
processes. Thus, a democratized art, or an art for the people, 
was an art which had not only to be understood but also to 
communicate certain messages. These messages, the forms and 
processes of life in the new world, shaped the new art; an art 
dedicated to the description of a future and unknown reality was 
an art which necessitated a break with traditional methods— 
methods rooted in describing the already known. In this sense, 
then, the new art emerged from the process itself of envisioning 
the new world. The goals and formation of this new art therefore 
implied the need for and creation of a new language of art, a 
language which would re-dynamicize the relationship between 
language and the world. Nevertheless, if these envisioned 
idealizations of the future were to become reality, they had to 
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be communicated in an understandable language and a language 
which could be subjected to state control, requirements which 
defied the idea of new language. 
These conflicts, affecting all the arts, were perhaps 
intensified for the theater, an art form perceived to be central 
to the propagandizing functions of the state. Thus, a 1920 
debate on the problems of the contemporary theater noted that the 
role of the theater was to exert pressure on life: to enter into 
life and reformulate it by creating the rituals of, if not today, 
then tomorrow or the day after tomorrow. For this reason, 
observed the stage artist Georgii Iakulov, we now find on the 
stage people who are dressed in the clothing of real life, rather 
than fantastical costumes, and these people of real life must be 
encircled by the conditions or materials of real life. To this 
end, then, architecture, as the material environment of real 
life, was the true material of the theater.1 Architecture had 
additional relevance for the new theater in that post-
revolutionary artists viewed architecture not only as an art of 
real life but as an art freed from the domination of the word, 
and therefore as a model for all the non-verbal arts. Further, 
because the constructivists conceptualized architectural form as 
an expression of the movement of life processes, architecture was 
virtually another type of theater. But if architecture were 
truly free of the word, then a theater conceptualized as 
'Stenogramma disputa o zadachakh sovremennogo teatra, Jan. 
1920, GOSTiM fond, 963-1-15. 
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architecture would be inherently oppositional to the goal of 
controlled reception of a controlled message. 
Architecture was not, however, to be the only source for the 
new language of theater. Painting, even as the one-dimensional 
painted flat was being rejected, was still considered a 
significant source, in part because it was believed that painting 
had always led the arts in responding to social movements and 
change. Further, the multitude of goals generated by the 
overarching goal of bringing art to the people—using art to 
envision a new order, creating a collective art, changing the 
relationship of the audience to the artwork, and changing the 
relationship of art to life—suggested a multitude of sources, 
and these sources themselves often implied additional ones. 
Thus, architecture as a source connoted a turn to folk 
architectural roots as well as modern industry and technology; 
painting looked to avant-garde western developments, to the east, 
and to primitive arts; and theater, as an artistic discipline, 
turned not only to theatrical theory but also to folk spectacles 
and mass celebrations. Thus, the theatrical depiction of the new 
world was to be conveyed in a language derived from a spectrum of 
sources; an incipiently chaotic phenomenon, the existence of this 
new language would lead inevitably to the need for strategies of 
language control. But did such a language emerge? 
The stage set designer Viktor Alekseevich Shestakov, in the 
introduction to a catalogue of his works, observed that the 
Theater of the Revolution had indeed worked out new forms for the 
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stage and created a new "grammar" of the stage.2 Berkovskii, a 
present-day literary and theater critic has more generally 
observed that this development of a new grammar, or more 
precisely, a new language, characterized all theaters in the 
period following the revolution. Ultimately, he notes, this was 
a search for the primary elements from which a production could 
be built, but without hiding the "phrases" and "words" of which 
it was composed: "In the language of art there arose analogies to 
the laws of language as such—a language, in which people speak 
and write."3 The implication of Berkovskii's statement is that 
the strategies selected by artists for use in the new language of 
the stage retained a certain identity which transcended or 
prevented a full dissolution of the parts into a new whole. It 
is this individuation which thwarted the synthesis sought for by 
proponents of the new order and which enhanced the sense of 
contradiction and liminality inherent to the new art of stage 
design. 
In addition to the emerging new beliefs about the roles and 
forms of theater and art in a socialist society, the search for a 
new language was conditioned by earlier and concurrent 
developments in the theatrical arts, among them a rejection of 
2Shestakov was one of the chief designers for this Theater, 
and Meierkhol'd a primary producer, in the 1920s. The catalogue 
article is undated but was included in an album covering his 
career from 1920-1935 and in RGALI, fond 2343, op.l, delo 286-7. 
3N. Berkovskii, "Tairov i Kamernyi Teatr," Literatura i 
Teatr (Moscow, 1969), p. 330. "V iazyke iskusstva voznikli 
analogii zakonam iazyka kak takogo—iazyka, na kotorom liudi 
govoriat i pishut." 
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the naturalism long associated with Stanislavskii's Moscow Art 
Theater and the painterly backdrops of traditional theater. 
Thus, Meierkhol'd, well before the revolution, had criticized the 
Art Theater's naturalistic approach because it denied the 
spectator the right to imagine. By filling in all the mystery, 
he wrote, the theater "silences" the imagination; and this 
silencing was additionally detrimental because it prevented the 
viewer from emotionally and ideologically engaging with the 
play.4 Meierkhol'd's near-complete rejection of naturalism 
anticipates a later goal of the revolutionary theater—the 
spectator's ideological engagement with the play—even as it 
unites it with a condition which will be deemed undesirable by 
the state—not filling in the mystery. 
Other theorists were motivated by more aesthetic concerns, 
in particular, the interaction between a three-dimensional human 
being and a flat stage set. Thus, Tairov, lecturing in 1931 on 
the development of the creative methods used in his Kamernyi 
Theater, observed that the essence of theater, in contrast to 
other art forms, was that it embodied a series of changing 
relationships of human beings existing, or acting, in space and 
time. Because these interrelationships were contingent upon 
human, three-dimensional material, the stage required three-
dimensional decorations which answered to the rhythms of the 
4
"The Naturalistic Theatre and the Theatre of Mood," written 
in 1906, published in 1908 and 1913, reprinted in Meyerhold on 
Theatre, trans. E. Braun (NY, 1969), pp. 23-34. 
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play/ 
Although expressed in 1931, Tairov's ideas had a long 
history and were shared by others. For example, in 1921, the 
artist and producer Iurii Annenkov had described a theatrical 
presentation as the "artistic organization of movement," and 
criticized the hitherto existing theater in which a moving actor 
was juxtaposed against a static, painted backdrop, leading to an 
effect that was "disharmonious" with the essence of theater.6 
Shestakov, too, writing in defense of the constructivist stage 
set somewhat after the beginning of his collaboration with 
Meierkhol'd, noted that the task of the set lay less in the 
illustration of the surroundings of the play than it did in the 
efficacious organization of the scenic action in all its 
complexity.7 Finally, and in a similar vein, Pavel Novitskii, 
elaborating the needs of the proletariat theater, commented that 
because theater is an art which produces its effect in time and 
space through the material of living bodies, the most important 
task facing the artist of the theater was the organization of 
space. The artist's role was not to illustrate the play, or 
decorate the stage, but to create forms which would work with the 
5
"Lektsii o tvorcheskom metode Kamernogo teatra," 2-1-31—7-
1-31, Kamernyi Theater fond 2030-2-68; Tezisy i doklad v Gakhn o 
roli khudoznhika v Kamernom teatre, 5-1-1929, Tairov fond 2328-1-
54. 
6
"Teatr bez prikladnichestva," Vestnik Teatra, No. 93-94, 
1921, pp. 4-5. 
7From an article in Rabis, 1927, No. 10, included in a 
notebook of manuscripts in Shestakov's fond, 2343-1-294, p. 1. 
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production as a whole to reveal the dynamics of the action and 
the movements of the actor.8 
Nonetheless, scenography was a decorative art form, and as 
such, it retained the goal of describing or creating a place of 
action, either concretely or in a generalized manner. Thus, as a 
recent theater historian suggests, two tendencies dominated in 
the theatrical searches of the 1920s—the creation of a set that 
specified a locale, and the creation of a set that served the 
action and playing needs of the actors.9 Both tendencies co-
existed in the previously described set by Liubov' Popova for The 
Magnanimous Cuckold. Vladimir Stenberg, one of the designers of 
the first sketch for this set, explicitly referred to the 
presence of doors, slides, and a water mill in his version of the 
design. These elements remained in Popova's version, although 
she strove to increase the "playing" value of the set, to make it 
more similar to a circus apparatus which exists to fulfill the 
needs of its users.10 But whereas Popova developed a unitary 
apparatus or framework for this play, Varvara Stepanova, in her 
work for Smert' Tarelkina (Death of Tarelkin) (also produced by 
Meierkhol'd, 1922) separated the elements and made each into an 
8Pavel Novitskii, "Khudozhnik proletarskogo teatra," "Kakim 
dolzhno byt' nashe tea-oformlenie," Brigada Khudozhnikov, No. 7, 
1931, p. 6. 
'V.I. Berezkin, Sovetskaia stsenographiia, 1917-1941 
(Moscow, 1990), especially chapters 1 and 2. 
10Berezkin includes Stenberg's reminiscence, p. 26-27. It is 
also printed in A. Law, "A Conversation with Vladimir Stenberg," 
Art Journal, v. 41, (Fall, 1981), 225-26. 
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active object, capable of performing tricks and interacting with 
the actors' behaviors. By breaking apart the set in this manner, 
she emphasized the set as a device for playing and movement, to 
the detriment of the goal of describing a place, and, as the 
examination of reception will show, ultimately created a chaotic 
solution. 
With increased emphasis on the set as a device for playing, 
and decreased emphasis on description, the stage set ceased 
presumably to be an illusion of something else and became instead 
a real object or construction—a real acting machine or the real 
future transported into the present. To the extent, however, 
that it did remain a representation of something, the stage set 
became a metaphor for the process of constructing a new world, 
and to the extent that disagreement remained about this process 
as well as about the forms of the new world, a diversity of forms 
characterized the stage sets. 
Despite the diversity, two perceptions have generally 
dominated discussions of constructivist stage design—that these 
forms broke decisively with the past and that they broke with 
representational art. But evidence exists to reject both these 
assumptions. As this chapter will demonstrate, the rationalism 
of constructivism is ultimately subverted by the almost 
irreconcileable and chaotic presence of primitive and folk forms 
of art. Further, as will be argued in this chapter, the search 
for a new language of stage design was predicated on a search for 
new means of representation, consonant with a newly-emerging 
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reality. 
Because this language strove to accommodate new artistic 
thinking and new ways of depicting and influencing reality with 
the goal of accessibility to the people, what emerged was a 
language dominated by transformative and destabilizing 
strategies, as well as the intermingling of folk or low art 
traditions with high art and innovative conceptualizations of the 
means and goals of artistic expression. Not only an artistic 
language of chaos, in all its forms it was also a language of 
opposition, and as such it included devices that evoked 
opposition to previous artistic and social norms: montage and 
assemblage, the absence of hierarchy, dispersion, anti-
monolithicism, anti-classical composition, materiality or 
objectness, realism without the imitation of reality, metaphor, 
the invention of new forms and the transformation or 
reinterpretation of old ones, eccentrism, dissonance, chance, and 
reduction. Yet, the extent to which constructivist stage design 
was perceived as a non-objective, subjectless form of art 
suggests that at least the goal of accessibility or 
understandability may well not have been achieved. 
Part One of this chapter will, first, arbitrarily break 
apart the leading sources for the language, in order to arrive at 
an identification of the influential forms and key ideas inherent 
in them, and to clarify the reasons for the choice of these 
elements. Due to the tendency of these elements to remain 
individuated, the reasons for their selection become almost 
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extra-sensory presences within the sources and strategies, 
presences which further amplify the meaning of the source. 
Knowledge of a source thus provides an additional context for 
understanding the subject or meaning (see chapter 4) of a 
particular construction. The goals and devices and potential 
meanings of the new language—as it exists in raw form—will then 
be elaborated. This discussion will also anticipate the 
perception of some of the chaos inherent in the new sources. In 
Part Two, examples of the language in use will be provided, and 
the nature of changes in the language over the decade of the 
twenties will be explored. Finally, chapter four will provide an 
interpretation of the language in use. 
The Sources: Their Forms and Meanings 
In addition to the multiplicitous formal nature of the language, 
the forms themselves derived from a multiplicity of visual and 
conceptual sources—folk spectacles, such as the balagan, the 
fairground, folk theater, and revolutionary mass holidays; 
"small" theatrical forms, such as the cabaret and the estrada; 
the cinema; architecture, especially constructivist; avant-garde 
art theory (constructivism, futurism, cubism, and suprematism); 
and symbolist and theatrical theory. The diversity of sources is 
misleading in one respect—similar forms could at times be (and 
were) identified in varying sources; it was, in its essence, a 
search for forms that would yield the same or at least 
overlapping meanings. Nevertheless, different artistic, social 
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and political reasons were present in the choice or 
acknowledgement of one source over another; consequently an 
analysis of constructivist stage design must acknowledge and 
address the entire constellation of potential sources since the 
meaning resides in part in the decision to stress some and 
minimize the presence of others. 
The general goal which unified and motivated the search for 
a new language was the creation and description of a new reality-
-in both art and life. Because this goal was to be achieved 
within the context of an art for the people, sources that evoked 
or denoted a people's art assumed particular valency. Folk art 
traditions had a general appeal in this respect, and the folk 
arts which could most immediately and vibrantly serve as a model 
for the sphere of theater were holidays, folk and balagan 
theaters, and the gulian'e as a synthetic spectacle. At the same 
time, the rejection of traditional realism impelled a turn to 
sources which could assist in the redefinition of art and the 
reformulation of its devices, and finally, the belief that 
theater could model the new environment welded a reciprocal and 
vital connection between architecture and stage design. 
Spectacle Forms of Art. As already noted in the second 
chapter, part of the appeal of folk spectacles was that they 
provided a more interactive model of the relationship between the 
spectator and the performer or artwork. This relationship was 
perceived in virtually all forms of folk art. The folklore 
tradition, for example, expected the audience to interact and 
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respond, in opposition to a written literary text, which 
generally expected the reader to assume a passive role. 
Sculpture and dolls demonstrated the same difference, with the 
first being essentially a "monologue" to which one does not 
respond, while the text of the second arises only in the process 
of play. Artists practicing in almost all genres of art, caught 
up in the desire to democratize art, looked with interest on this 
aspect of folk art—the involvement of the audience.11 Drama 
theorists and critics assessed this aspect of folk art in more 
explicit and relevant terms: Gvozdev and Kerzhentsev, for 
example, saw festivals in general and the mass holiday of the 
revolutionary years in particular as containing the seeds for the 
theater of the future, because in them the gap separating the 
masses from art was overcome. As Gvozdev wrote, "It is namely 
here, in the mass holidays, that that rift with the peoples' 
masses is overcome, [the rift] which defined the aristocratic 
character of the art of bourgeois society and led it into the 
dead-end of aestheticism and an unfruitful formalism."12 
An additional, and politically-motivated, part of the appeal 
of folk arts such as the lubok and balagan plays was that they 
emphasized visual effects and movement, over the written or 
nIurii Lotman, "Blok i Narodnaia Kul'tura Goroda," Nasledie 
A. Bloka i Aktual'nye Problemy Poetiki: Blokovskii Sbornik IV, 
No. 535 (Tartu, 1981), 7-12. 
l2A.A. Gvozdev, Massovye Prazdnestva, (Leningrad, 1926), p. 
9: "Imenno zdes', na massovykh prazdnestvakh, preodelevalcia tot 
razryv s narodnymi massami, kotoryi opredelil aristokraticheskii 
kharakter iskusstva burzhuaznogo obshestva i zavel ego v tupik 
estetizma i besplodnogo formalizma." 
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spoken text. In this way they could reach illiterate masses, 
elude the nets of censorship, and overtly communicate subversive 
and anti-establishment positions.13 A desired goal during the 
imperialist era, this potential evasion of control would be a 
liability after the revolution when the communication of a given 
ideology, a prescribed text, became paramount in the reception of 
a work of art. 
Another aspect of folk traditions, which perhaps united the 
previous two appeals, was the seemingly primitive and elemental 
nature of these forms of culture. The raw, abased, lower forms 
of culture were believed to contain a life and "secret" meanings 
which challenged the effetism and aestheticism of bourgeois 
individualism and western art traditions. This certainly 
underlay at least part of the appeal of primitive art forms to 
the futurist painters Larionov and Goncharova, with the latter 
explicitly associating all forms of primitive art with a new dawn 
and the ascent of art in general.14 In her artistic credo she 
asserted that the tasks of art were to find new forms, and 
through them, new forms of life. These new forms would reject 
the individualism of bourgeois art, but they would incorporate or 
derive from a crude and earthly liveliness found in primitive art 
13N.I. Savushkina, Russkaia Narodnaia Drama: Khudozhestvennoe 
Svoeobrazie (Moscow, 1988), p. 32. 
"Natalia Sergeevna Goncharova, Vystavka Kartin 1900-1913 
(Moscow, 1913). 
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forms.11 A positive value to the goal of overturning the 
remnants of bourgeois culture, a chaotic risk was also present in 
the turn to primitivism because it could signal a turn to the 
very traits of primitivism mistrusted and scorned by the state. 
Nevertheless, the crudeness and rawness of peasant art forms 
not only helped to fuel their association with urban 
"primitivism," so that the city came to seem a fair or festival, 
as well as a paradigm for the peasant-worker union, or smychka, 
advocated by the government;16 they also helped to reinforce a 
link between theater and folk art traditions, or more generally, 
between high and low (or primitive) cultural traditions. This 
link, as expressed by the symbolist theatrical theorist Evreinov, 
existed in the instinctual nature of theater. Theater, according 
to Evreinov, was a pre-aesthetic and primitive drive to transform 
oneself; as such, theater permeated everyone's lives and 
implicitly rested on a tacit agreement to honor conventions 
oriented to the portrayal of otherness or difference.17 Folk art 
itself was predicated on just such an orientation. Folk art 
painting tended either to assimilate, in a distorted fashion— 
with distortion being the mark of creation—artistic culture as 
its subject matter, or to portray holiday scenes of real life— 
15
"Credo," reprinted in "Russkie Khudozhniki v Parizhe, " 
Vstrechi s proshlym, v. 5 (Moscow, 1984), p. 173. 
16G. Pospelov, Bubnovyi Valet (Moscow, 1991); A.M. Konechnyi, 
"Peterburgskie Balagany," Panorama Iskusstva, 8 (1985), 383-395. 
17N.N. Evreinov, The Theatre in Life, ed. and trans. 
Alexander I. Nazaroff (London, 1927); Teatr kak Takovo (1912; 
Berlin, 1923). 
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but in non-truthful or conventionalized representational forms/8 
But either of these manifestations of difference, if manifested 
outside the boundaries of prescribed order, would be potentially 
chaotic. 
Ultimately, however, perhaps the most convincing reasons for 
looking to folk festivals as a model for the theater came from 
the interest of politicians and state organizations. 
Lunacharskii called for the creation of a politically useful 
stage to be built on the basis of interaction with the 
progressive elements of past traditions—those of the skomorokhi 
(a wandering minstrel-comedian), the gulian'e, and the circus, 
while Lenin himself had recognized the gulian'e as a fertile 
source for the appearance of independent, artistic activities of 
the people. Thus, in his 1919 decree about the nationalization 
of the theaters, he allotted a separate paragraph to the 
gulian'e, allowing it to arise without the direct supervision of 
Soviet organs.19 Also in 1919, the circus section of the theater 
division of Narkompros arranged for a Mayday political carousel, 
at the basis of which would be a series of pantomimes symbolizing 
war with imperialistic countries and the Russian revolution. 
Yet, by 1929, an article on the revolution in art proclaimed that 
insufficient attention had been given to mass holidays; but, 
18A.I. Nekrasov, Russkoe Narodnoe Iskusstvo (Moscow, 1924). 
l9Evgenii Mikhailovich Kuznetsov, Iz Proshlogo Russkio 
Estrady, (Moscow, 1958), 354-55; Lunacharskii, "0 Narodnykh 
Prazdnestvakh," Stat'i o Teatre i Dramaturgi (Moscow-Leningrad, 
1938), 166-69. 
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observed the author, they were still deserving of attention 
because they possessed the potential for becoming a powerful tool 
for the political education of the masses as well as for the 
surmounting of individualistic psychology.20 Thus, one of the 
most prevalent and long-standing forms of mass holiday with 
recognized relevance to the creation of the new theater was the 
gulian'e, but its essence, that of an independently arising 
artistic activity, increasingly conflicted with the state goal of 
using it as a tool for political education. 
Although its origins substantially predate the nineteenth 
century, by around the 1820s the gulian'e had achieved such size 
and definition that magazines had begun to review the varieties 
of entertainment, and guidebooks to list their locations.21 
Typically associated with the week before Easter (Paskhal'naia 
week) and Shrovetide or Maslianitsa, the gulian'e was a holiday 
carnival, the major attraction of which, in smaller towns, was 
specially constructed slides extending from one end of the 
village to the other. But in St. Petersburg, Moscow, and other 
cities, it was a mixture of festival theaters, dancing evenings, 
masquerades, spectacles, swings, and carousels, along with the 
"ice" or wood "mountains."22 
20Both documents are reprinted in Oformlenie Prazdnestv. 
Materialy i Dokumenty, ed. V.P. Tolstoi (Moscow, 1984); doc. no. 
33 and 101. 
21Kuznetsov, Iz Proshlogo Russkoi Estrady, pp. 35-36. 
22N.P. Volkov, Russkaia Maslianitsa i Istoricheskiia Dannyia 
o Nei (Vladikavkaz, 1897). 
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Actually somewhat like a roller coaster, the slides were 
made out of demountable wooden parts, erected by contractors 
before the holiday and taken down after it had ended [Figure 3]. 
Turrets or towers, connected to huts decorated in a generalized 
oriental style, stood at two ends of the gulian'e, or in the case 
of rural villages, at the town limits, and a parabolic slide 
extended between them. In the winter the surface was covered 
with ice and people would coast down the hill in sleds and other 
contraptions; in the spring they went in carriages and carts 
until the end of the century when the slides were mechanized with 
rails and wagons operated by electric devices (and called 
"American mountains").23 
The gulian'e, as a place for fun, laughter and merriment, 
evolved out of rituals that had symbolic meanings and functions— 
for example, ritual constructions of snow cities and the 
enactment of battles to destroy them, as well as celebrations of 
spring bounty and ritual offerings to the god-protector of 
livestock and property.24 Further, one nineteenth-century 
scholar proposed that the centrality of the solar cycle to 
primitive life underlay most holiday formations, and even the 
"snow city" battles signified the battle between winter and 
spring.25 
^Alekseev-Iakovlev, (with Evg. Kuznetsov), Russkie Narodnye 
Gulian'ia (Leningrad-Moscow, 1948), 28-29. 
24Volkov, Russkai Maslianitsa, pp. 6-10 
25Vsevolod Miller, "Russkaia Maslianitsa i Zapadno-
Evropeiskii Karnaval," (manuscript for a speech) (Moscow, 1884). 
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As the gulian'es evolved, objects which originally served 
ritualistic purposes became "props" in a theatrical sense. The 
holiday sleds, for example, rigged with decorations, assumed the 
role of moveable stages. But whereas the original gulian'e props 
and stages were made from ordinary objects and materials to which 
symbolic meaning was ascribed, as the gulian'e evolved into a 
true "theatrical" event, the situation reversed—props were 
specially made but intended to denote ordinary things.26 
Several days before the holiday, construction of additional 
gulian'e attractions would begin. The larger gulian'es were 
dominated by a striated lay-out. On the first "line," farthest 
from the slides, three to five large balagan theaters were 
constructed, all in the same way—as large, clumsy barns, with 
decorated entrances and exits on the sides [Figure 4]. The 
second and third lines, parallel to the first, consisted of 
smaller theaters made of a more primitive architecture with a 
simple exterior, and in which a more modest repertoire was 
performed. In between these balagans stood carousels, 
ceaselessly moving swings, horses, stalls, food stands, sleds, 
panoramas and the especially popular raek.27 Essentially a box 
with peep holes for one or two spectators, inside the raek a 
panoramic picture, often a travelogue-type of illustration, 
26A.G. LeVinson, Razvitie Fol'klornykh Traditsii Russkoqo 
Iskusstva na Narodnykh Gulianiakh, diss., Art History Institute 
in Moscow, 1980, 21-24. 
27A.V. Leifert, Balagany (Petrograd, 1922); L. Ivanov, 
"Balagany," Stolitsa i Usad'ba, No. 48, 1915, 3-6. 
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unrolled before the viewer's eyes. While the viewer watched the 
unfolding scenes, the operator, or raeshnik, improvised a 
narrative that often enough had little to do with the pictures 
and far more to do with attracting further customers. Another 
device for wooing customers was puppets attached to the roof of 
the box and animated by the raeshnik. Eventually the popular 
travelogue subjects of the early raek years were crowded out by 
subjects pertaining to daily life, and the raek assumed the role 
of an "oral people's newspaper."28 
Like the slides, the balagans were temporary structures, set 
up for the winter holiday, taken down, and then reconstructed six 
and a half weeks later. But each time they had to look new and 
surprising, an effect achieved by colorful, lubok-type posters 
and painted architectural decorations attached to the exterior 
(truly applied ornamentation!)/9 The balagans generally were 
built in the most varied forms and dimensions. Some were 
grandiose constructions, decorated from inside to outside with 
colored materials, posters, and signs in bright colors.30 Some 
were made of planks with sail-shaped roofs/1 In most cases a 
necessary feature was a special balcony or gallery, on which 
28A.M. Konechnyi, "Raek v Sisteme Peterburgskoi Narodnoi 
Kul'tury," Russkii Fol'klor, 25, (Leningrad, 1989), 134; 
Alekseev-Iakovlev 
2 9 Lei fe r t , Balagany, pp . 31-32. 
30V.N. Vsevelodskii-Gerngross, Istoriia Russkogo Teatra 
(Leningrad-Moscow, 1929), p. 319. 
31F. Bogorodskii, Vospominaniia Khudozhnika (1959), 37-38. 
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would appear clowns or actors, embodying living advertisements 
for the productions within. 
As with the gulian'e as a whole, the origins of the balagan 
were believed to be based in magic and ritual—sources ultimately 
antithetical to the self-image of the new state. This connection 
was suggested by certain insistent attributes—a wheel with 
ribbons, turning on a shelf, which appeared to represent a solar 
cycle, as well as other balagan "wonders," such as spinning 
gates/2 This connection was perhaps enhanced by the "wonders" 
within, on the stage, as well as the wonders outside, but seen 
from within. Inside, on stage, human-operated stage machinery 
created unimagineable scenic illusions before the viewers' eyes, 
without lowered curtains/3 One popular effect was that of 
Arlequin being shot from a cannon and disintegrating into pieces. 
Then, before everyone's eyes, he would be sewn together and 
return to life/4 At Berg's balagan theater there were sparkling 
wheels on which stood fairies—lady-puppets, which, on falling, 
proved to be hollow inside/5 Berg's theater's pantomimes used a 
great deal of illusionism—people turned into objects and vice 
versa, and "invisible" assistants dressed in black helped carry 
out the tricks. This type of illusionary transformative process 
32I.P. Uvarova, Traditsii Starinnogo Teatra i Russkie 
Stsenicheskie Iskaniia Nachala XX Veka, diss., (Moscow, 1980), 
85. 
33Leifert, Balagany, p. 13. 
34Alekseev-Iakovlev, Russkaia Narodnye Gulian'ia, p. 69. 
35Leifert, Balagany, p. 13. 
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characterized Berg's pantomimes, one of which was the "Magic Mill 
which Turns Old People into Young."36 Applied to humans, 
instability and transformation would threaten one of the supreme 
tenets of the socialist state—the belief in a perfectible, 
socialist hero. 
Sometimes within the balagan, but more often without, was 
the carousel—a circle machine decorated with lubok-type wild or 
exotic animals, and with interior and exterior galleries for 
performances by clowns and musicians. The carousel, with its 
panoply of exotic figures and balagan-like performances, 
expressed the "synthesis of attraction and theatricalized 
spectacle that characterized the gulian'e in its entirety/7 
This sense of attraction and spectacle also derived from the 
capacity of the outdoor "wonders" to evoke other forms and 
associations—swings, for example, which reminded one of 
watermills and cradles/8 
The structure of plays produced in balagan theaters also 
connoted fusion and the indefiniteness or elision of boundaries 
associated with liminal phenomena. In contrast to the bourgeois 
theaters and their increasingly specialized repertoires, the 
balagan theaters strove to synthesize and unify a variety of 
36A.M. Konechnyi, "Peterburgskie Narodnye Gulian'ia na 
Maslianoi i Pashkal'noi Nedeliakh," Peterburg i Guberniia: 
Istoriko-Etnograficheskie Issledovaniia, ed. N.V. Iukhnev 
(Leningrad, 1989), 38-39. 
37Konechnyi, "Peterburgskie Narodnye Gulian'ia," p. 43. 
38Iu. Dmitriev, Russkii Tsirk (Moscow, 1953), 27. 
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genres. Pantomime, however, was among the most popular, and 
plays with a predominance of movement and action crowded out 
plays which emphasized words/9 Another feature of the 
theatrical "synthesis" was a tendency to stage foreign plays with 
typical Russian characters, taken from lubok literature, acting 
alongside those of the original script. Both of these tendencies 
challenged repertoire control. 
The balagans were not allowed to put on plays about Russian 
life until the mid-1860s, and then they could not be plays with a 
lot of dialogue. One of the more popular theaters, Malafeev's, 
spcialized in numbers of a military nature—war stories with 
songs and dances. These shows followed a pattern consisting of 
five set types of pictures or scenarios. Another popular 
performance type consisted of "living pictures," satirical 
scenarios directed against those in power. The pictures were 
accompanied by heralds carrying wooden signs which clarified the 
meaning of the set, thereby allowing each scene to convey a 
double dose of the message and thereby constituting a double 
threat to the forces in power.40 
In addition to a new spectator-interaction model which 
challenged that of the bourgeois arts, folk spectacles such as 
the gulian'e and balagan offered a compellingly deviant aesthetic 
attraction to revolutionary theater reformers. An observation of 
39Vsevelodskii-Gerngross, Istoriia Russkogo Teatra, p. 348. 
40Iu. Dmitriev, "Gulian'ia i Drugie Formy Massovykh 
Zrelishch," Russkaia Khudozhestvennaia Kul'tura Kontsa XIX-
Nachala XX Veka (1895-1907), Kn. 1, (Moscow, 1968), 255. 
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Mikhail Bakhtin's made in the context of carnival forms, 
penetrates to the core of this attraction—the carnival, he 
wrote, "belongs to the borderline between art and life."41 
Indeed, the entire nature of the festival, holiday, or carnival 
was that of a liminal, nether zone—a site where oppositions— 
artistic, social, political, and personal—were transformed into 
amalgams. Amalgamation and transformation characterized these 
folk forms of celebration in their activities, rituals, and 
physical forms, an effect captured by one writer in her 
description of the gulian'e as a "beautiful chaos, not only from 
the side of its subject and execution, but also from the side of 
its acoustic and exterior formulation."42 The experience of a 
"beautiful chaos" further typified the individual forms of the 
entertainment comprised by the gulian'e in its entirety. 
The infusion of the aesthetic structure and forms of the 
balagan and gulian'e with a sense of amalgamation was believed to 
extend to the philosophical and symbolic meanings of the balagan. 
Thus, one cultural writer, G. Kryzhitskii, in a book entitled The 
Philosophical Balagan, called the balagan a model for the 
contemporary theater because it united mystery with discovery, 
wisdom with action, and comedy and senselessness with mystery and 
tragedy. Finally, he said, the balagan was a world outside of 
41M. Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, trans. Helene Iswolsky 
(Bloomington, Indiana, 1984), p. 7. 
42A.F. Nekrylova, Russkie Narognye Gorodskie Prazdniki, 
Uveseleniia i Zrelishcha (Leningrad, 1984), p. 32: "Krasochnyi 
khaos ne tol'ko so storony soderzhaniia, ispolneniia, no i so 
storony zvukovogo i vneshnego oformleniia." 
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logic, and it would force spectators to understand life not 
through their heads but through their entire being/3 
This view of the balagan was close to those held by both 
Tairov and Meierkhol'd. Tairov, for example, believed that the 
balagan should be one model for the theater because genuine 
theater strove toward two moments or poles—the harlequinade and 
the mystery. Whereas the first derived from the joy of laughter, 
and the second from the joy of transformation, the theatrical 
production should, he felt, produce in the viewer the joy and 
delight that comes of transforming the unknown and threatening 
into a caprice and fantasy/4 
Whereas Tairov turned to the balagan to overcome chaos—the 
unknown is intrinsic, and therefore not threatening, to the world 
of fantasy—Meierkhol'd turned to the balagan for the deliberate 
creation of chaos. To Meierkhol'd the predominant device of the 
balagan was the "grotesque," or the use of schematization and 
stylization to disrupt the oppositions of life and create a 
unique new mixture, a picture of the unreal and the unknown, a 
picture which "leads the spectator to an attempt to guess at the 
mystery of the unknown."45 In addition to the chaos of this 
liminal mystery, the parameters of reception would be so 
43Kryzhitskii, Filosofskii Balagan (Petersburg, 1922). The 
author was an associate of the FEKS artists Kozintsev, Iutkevich 
and Trauberg. 
44Tairov, manuscript in his fond 2328-1-375 (May 31, 1920). 
45Meierkhol'd, "Balagan," "...privodit zritelia k popytke 
otgadat' zagadku nepostizhimogo," in Stat'i. Pis'ma, Rechi, 
Besedy (Moscow, 1968), p. 226. 
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undefined that ideological control would be thwarted. 
Meierkhol'd's attraction to the balagan and the grotesque 
was fundamental to his own efforts at revitalizing the theater 
and enabling it to convey a level of meaning that transcended 
reality—and transcended constrained interpretations—and that 
was carried as much by the form of the production as by the 
content. The extent for him of this attraction is indicated by 
the fact that in addition to two published articles on the 
balagan, he and his assistant, V. la. Stepanov, compiled an 
extensive bibliography with hand-copied extracts, samples and 
sources of balagan plays and raek speeches, and publications from 
the eightteenth to the early twentieth century on people's 
theater, the gulian'e, mass celebrations, and the balagan, for 
the purpose of writing an apparently unexecuted history of the 
Russian balagan/6 
And finally, Evreinov, whose notion of theater as a 
primitive drive to transform oneself has already been alluded to, 
proclaimed the balagan "genuine theater" because it addressed not 
artistic feelings in the spectator, but feelings of anarchy. To 
Evreinov, this true—and primitive—theatricality could be 
achieved in the formal theater only by "conventionalized" design-
-forms that did not imitate reality but expressly connoted an 
46Meierkhol'd and Bondi, 0. , "Balagan," Liubov' k trem 
apel'sinam. No. 2, 1914, 24-33; and Meierkhol'd fond 998-1-854/5, 
Russian State Archive of Literature and Art. 
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"other" plane of existence.47 Again, this was a use of the 
balagan for the deliberate creation of artistic chaos. 
By the late nineteenth century, a new type of theatrical 
art, one which was compatible with many of the peformance 
strategies of the balagan, emerged—the estrada, the cabaret, the 
music-hall, and other "small forms" theaters. The term estrada 
originally denoted a raised platform for public presentations, 
usually of music, but eventually it came to include the arts 
performed. "Estrada arts" thus referred to varied genres, all of 
which shared the ability to facilitate public demonstration in 
the form of short-term actions using concentrated artistic means 
of expression. In particular, the estrada arts were connected to 
the "living word" through the emphasis on themes of a 
contemporary, political, and sharp nature, expressed using 
elements of humor and satire/8 Other types of numbers included 
in estrada performances were "doll operas" and "living 
sculptures." In the first, tiny dolls were painted without 
heads; the heads of real actors, enormous in contrast to the 
dolls' proportions, appeared instead. Living sculptures 
similarly had the heads of humans and impeccably white bodies, 
like marble, placed against black velvet backgrounds.49 
Related to and partly emerging from the estrada was the 
47N. Evreinov, "Teatralizatsiia zhizni," Teatr kak Takovoi 
(Berlin, 1923), 32-73; and The Theatre in Life. 
48Kuznetsov, Iz Proshlogo Russkoi Estrady, pp. 18-19. 
49Kuznetsov, Iz Proshlogo Russkoi Estrady, p. 128. 
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cabaret, a "small-form" art consonant with the prevalence of 
other artistic small forms in the early 1900s. The emphasis on 
smallness and brevity, at the heart of the cabaret performance, 
was accomplished by ephemerality and transience, and the eschewal 
of lasting import—and all these qualities would prove to be 
antithetical to the artistic forms of the proposed new aesthetic 
order. In their place arose a commitment to play. Russia's 
first cabaret theater, the Bat (founded in 1908), found its claim 
to fame in "living-doll numbers" which relied heavily on visual 
props to create a tableau setting. Other cabarets leaned towards 
more theatrical collections of parodies, satires, pantomimes, 
burlesques, and caricatures/° The mixture of farce and clownish 
acts, with the occasional juggler and magician thrown in, gave 
the cabaret a kinship with the balagans, while the small stage, 
integrated into the setting, made the distance between performer 
and audience negligible/1 These small form spectacles 
ultimately intrigued the theatrical innovators of the 1920s 
because they captured the compression, tempo, variety, eccentrism 
and absurdity of contemporary life, qualities demanded by the 
contemporary theater,52 and once again, to be rejected by new 
order. 
'"Harold B. Segel, Turn-of-the-Century Cabaret (New York, 
1987), chapter 6 (cabaret in russia). 
31Anthony G. Pearson, "The Cabaret Comes to Russia," Theatre 
Quarterly, 9 (Winter 1980): 32. 
"Nikolai Foregger, "Avangardnoe iskusstvo i muzyk-kholl," 
Ermitazh, No. 6 and No. 7, 1922: 5-6; 6. 
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The circus was another entertainment spectacle which caught 
the eye of theatrical reformers. Part of its appeal was 
psychological. Not only did acrobatic and athletic skills 
require an extraordinary concentration of attention; they also 
de-emphasized the "lie" inherent in theatricality, because the 
risks faced by circus performers were real, not imagined. But 
this emphasis on physical skill went beyond psychological truth, 
and it made the circus an attractive source for the creation of a 
theater whose goal would be the provision of models for the 
"qualified" person capable of leading the new life. Arvatov, 
calling for such a form of the theater, wrote that it could only 
become so by banishing the old esthetic devices and asserting in 
their place real materials, or in other words, the "acting 
person." With this assertion, physical culture would replace the 
old subject matter of the theater, and the devices which would 
enable this assertion to succeed would come from biomechanics, 
the cabaret, and the circus/3 
An aesthetic "truth" of the circus existed also—circus was 
pure spectacle in the way that non-objective painting is purely 
visual painting. As spectacle, the circus was a synthesis of the 
arts, although less in the Wagnerian sense than in the sense of a 
pluralistic unity in which each art maintains its individuality. 
The final appeal of the circus was that it offered a model of 
stage/audience interaction in which the spectators surrounded the 
B. Arvatov, "Teatr kak Proizvodstvo," 0 Teatre, 113-122. 
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action.14 
Laden with borrowings from other forms of folk spectacle, 
the newer revolutionary holidays and mass festivals were also 
seized as paradigms for the proletarian theater, in part because 
of the interaction model they offered. In addition to the large-
scale, ensemble form of participation they proposed, festivals 
and holidays also offered dynamic and innovative models of 
spatial use, time, and interactions between art and life. 
Mass spectacles had a particular social function—to make 
political ideas visual and accessible to the illiterate person, 
and to be an artistic expression of the Revolution. The 
Revolution awakened an intense interest in real-life events, an 
interest unable to be satisfied by the written word. A prevalent 
means of satisfying it, however, was through the "living word"— 
meetings, theater performances, circuses, clubs—and then through 
the mass festivals/5 Generated by this revolutionary way of 
life, the form of the mass spectacle borrowed the expansive 
gestures and collective structure of meetings and demonstrations 
but not their logical organization. Chance, spontaneity, and 
immediate effect were sought, and to this end the spectacle 
turned to the lighting, decorative effects and tricks of the 
circus and estrada. At the same time, the goal of heightening 
54Savely Senderovich, "The Roman Legacy: The Circus and the 
Avant-Garde Theater," Canadian-American Slavic Studies 19 (Winter 
1985), pp. 464-9; Lunacharskii, "0 Tsirkakh," Stat'i o Teatre i 
Dramaturgi, pp. 170-72. 
55A. I. Mazaev, Prazdnik kak Sotsial'no-Khudozhestvennoe 
Iavlenie (Moscow, 1978), 241-2. 
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the impact led to a tendency to simplify solutions to artistic 
problems. The emphasis on communication between spectator and 
spectacle likewise emphasized expansive and dynamic forms of 
expression, rather than the psychological development of 
action/6 The mass spectacle thus mixed the potentially chaotic-
-chance and spontaneity—with the potentially accessible and 
controllable—simplistic expressive means—but in so doing 
created a mixture which in and of itself could promote chaos. 
According to Gvozdev, the origins of the mass festival could 
be traced to fifth and sixth century church festivals, a chief 
part of which was the mystery play. Connected to both church 
ideology and the new urban guilds, these became a mix of 
capitalist and religious ideas. Performances of mystery plays 
were accomplished and disseminated by moving theaters in which 
each guild took it upon itself to outfit a four-wheeled cart on 
which would be executed one episode from the entire play. By the 
sixteenth century mass festivals were more similar to Maslianitsa 
celebrations in the mixture of arts dispersed among four-wheeled 
chariots, gardens, windmills, horses, and water wells. In one 
festival described by Gvozdev, the central chariot represented 
hell in the form of a tower. This "hell" seemed to be the 
remnant of a medieval mystery play, and it served as the setting 
for the comic appearances of a farcical character, often executed 
56Ia. V. Ratner, Esteticheskie Problemy Zrelishchnykh 
Iskusstv (Moscow, 1980), ch. 1. 
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by professional acrobats and minstrels.57 
The format of holiday celebrations related to other types of 
open-air theaters as well; the principles of ancient theater 
appeared particularly relevant to some. Tsekhnovitser, for 
example, wrote that since outside, make-up is impossible and 
facial expressions not easily seen, the masks used in Greek 
theater should be adapted for the present. Further, actors' 
costumes should be easily recognizable from the distance and made 
in colors denoting the role. Finally, he observed, everything 
should be done on a large scale and in broad, simplified 
strokes/8 
Tsekhnovitser then described a March 1919 demonstration 
(Sverzhenie) (the Overthrow) which he saw as providing principles 
for future work. This demonstration took place on two stages 
arranged at opposite ends of an enormous room and joined by a 
bridge, or "road of manifestations." Action either alternated 
between the stages or occurred on both at once, with one stage 
representing the old regime and its supporters, and the other, 
the revolution. Finally, Tsekhnovitser went on to relate the 
mass action to street theater and the carnival, suggesting that 
around the square where a demonstration was staged, there should 
be arranged carousels, devil's wheels, American swings, and so 
on. He found another parallel to the carnival in the use of real 
l7Gvozdev, Massovye Prazdnestva, pp. 13; 27. 
580rest Tsekhnovitser, Demonstratsiia i Karnaval. K Desiatoi 
Godovshchine Oktiabr'skoi Revoliutsii (Moscow, 1927), 34-35. 
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objects—they might be used to represent the products of 
factories, to create a background for scenic action, or be 
directly used as part of the scenic actions/9 
Tsekhnovitser's advocacy of both ancient theater and folk 
traditions as at least a partial model for the revolutionary 
celebration was not unique. An article in Pravda in July 1923 
called for the strengthening of these celebrations by using the 
experiences of antique and medieval theaters, along with that of 
the balagan and circus.60 
One of the most compelling reasons for the revolutionary 
holiday or celebration to turn to folk spectacle forms such as 
the gulian'e or carnival was that both were a time and space set 
apart from daily life, and invoking in its place a world of 
ideals. Striving towards sociality and fraternity, the holiday 
served positively as a symbolic expression of collectivity. It 
also expressed freedom, because it was an occasion when the norms 
of daily life were temporarily suspended and forms of social 
control were weakened—potentially a negative feature of the 
holiday. Yet, this inversion of daily routine was accomplished 
using the language of real or daily life, sometimes mixed with 
simplified borrowings from artistic culture. Another feature of 
holiday construction was repetition—repetition of past 
enactments, and repetition of events within the present one. 
59Tsekhnovitser, Demonstratsiia i Karnaval, pp. 41; 70; 126. 
60V. Dubovskaia, "Literatura i iskusstva," in N. L'vov fond 
150, d.17: Assotsiatsia Desitvennikov i Kluby, 1923-25; 
Bakhrushin Museum. 
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These last two characteristics strengthened the holiday as a 
positive form for political education and propaganda because they 
were likely to reinforce learning—control of content was 
therefore crucial. 
A bond also existed between the holiday and theater in that 
both provided an opportunity for the person either to observe or 
try on new models of behavior. This feature, contrary to real 
life, linked a utilitarian act with a conditional or playing one, 
and it further linked the real and practical to the ideal and 
imaginary. In this union of a real and imagined life, the 
holiday potentially superceded art, because the latter implicitly 
was a sphere apart from life, no matter how much it imitated 
life. The holiday merging of real and ideal, or present and 
future, was not a rejection of either, however. Rather, it was 
"the assertion of the world in its movement and becoming."61 But 
although both the revolutionary holiday and the carnival could 
model a "new outlook on the world," the carnival generally 
offered a more Utopian alternative than the official celebration, 
because the latter had to sanction the existing order/2 The 
carnival, not encumbered by conformance to this sanctioning of 
the existing order, would consequently necessitate a greater 
degree of external control. 
Just as the concept of reality was stretched to include non-
61Mazaev, Prazdnik kak Sotsial'no-Khudozhnestvennoe Iavlenie, 
p. 257: "utverzhedenie mira v ego dvizhenii i stanovlenii." 
62Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, pp. 34; 9. 
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existent possibilities, the concepts of holiday space and holiday 
time were also stretched. The playing stage for the scenic 
action multiplied to two or three stages, and the sense of space 
as a tonal or variegated structure suggested an interpretation of 
place as reality, rather than an illusional or conditional scenic 
space. In another sense, the idea of the setting as an 
illusional space was destroyed by the holiday, because the 
"fictive" space of the stage and the "real" space of the holiday 
tended to merge. Further, whereas the stage in a theater was a 
neutral setting whose meaning depended on the produced play, "the 
place of action in the holiday has its own absolute, independent 
and unchanging meaning—it is sanctified."63 Movement in space 
also combined the real and the fictive—the movements and sounds 
of the holiday crowd formed the movement and sounds of the 
festival action. Finally, the sense of time also became closer 
to real time than to play time, because of the use of episodes 
comprising complete actions and running together without 
intermissions between them. Fusion, transformation, liminality 
and instability were thus all intrinsic to the holiday. 
Although the carnival/gulian'e spirit and form accounted in 
part for the growth and form of mass revolutionary holidays, the 
gulian'e and the balagan theaters had been coming under 
increasing scrutiny since the close of the nineteenth century. 
63A. Piotrovskii, "Prazdnestva 1920 goda," Za Sovetskii Teatr 
(1925), p. 13: "mesto deistviia v prazdnestve imeet svoe 
absoliutnoe, nezavisimoe i neizmennoe znachenie,ono— 
sviashchenno." 
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Critical forces condemned balagan and gulian'e entertainments for 
their vulgarity (chaos, in other terms) and for not being 
sufficiently morally uplifting/4 A variety of forces, including 
more rigid government censorship, a movement for sobriety, and 
the growth of a people's theater movement which was more easily 
subject to government control, resulted in St. Petersburg and 
Moscow in the exile of the gulian'e to unsuitable parts of the 
cities where crime was rampant and holiday strollers unlikely to 
wander. Yet, despite its disreputability, the gulian'e did not 
completely die out, and the link between revolutionary 
demonstrations and carnival, while not consistently desired, was 
eventually encouraged so that the former would correspond more 
fully to the "genuine strivings" of the proletariat/5 
Cinema. While Lunacharskii called the folk 
holiday/demonstration the "main artistic product of the 
revolution," Lenin considered cinema to be "of all arts...the 
most important."66 Written propaganda had limited value in a 
country where illiteracy was so prevalent; the theater had 
limited value, in part because the preexisting repertoire was 
64Kuznetsov, Iz Proshlogo Russkio Estrady, pp. 202-3; 
Dmitriev, "Gulian'ia i Drugie Formy Massovykh Zrelishch," Russkai 
Khudozhestvennaia Kul'tura Kontsa XIX—Nachala XX Veka (1895-
1907) , Kn. 1, pp. 218-50; Konechnyi, "Peterburgskie Balagany," 
p. 393. 
65Tsekhnovitser, Demonstratsiia i Karnaval, p. 6. 
66Lunacharskii, "O narodnykh prazdnestvakh," Stat'i o Teatre 
i Dramaturgii, p. 166; Lenin, qtd. in Richard Taylor, The 
Politics of the Soviet Cinema, 1917-1929, (Cambridge, Eng., 
1979), p. 30. 
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deemed inappropriate to revolutionary needs, and in part because 
each presentation could deviate from a prescribed "best" 
standard, and thereby evade control; and finally even the poster, 
so well suited to propaganda needs, had the limitation of being a 
static form. Cinema, which had already emerged as a popular 
entertainment form, was believed to possess the capacity of 
overcoming the difficulties associated with other propaganda 
formats, and, it was hoped by some, would even lead to the demise 
of the theater/7 Contrary to this expectation, theater instead 
tried to emulate filmic techniques, and some of the newer 
political forms of theater—the Living Newspaper and the Blue 
Blouse—successfully merged theatrical and cinematic strategies 
into a hybrid form that overcame the perceived disadvantages of 
the other two media. But it was cinema that epitomized the art 
of the future, because it was truly a machine art. To Aleksei 
Gan, in an editorial for the first issue of Kino-Fot in 1922, 
cinema, as the art of the machine age, in contrast to the 
passivity of bourgeois theater, would be dynamic, not static, and 
deal with real life/8 The key techniques for achieving these 
ends were montage, episodic or frame construction, and new uses 
of light and perspective. 
In film, montage had to do with the total effect derived 
from the elements of an episode over time. The accumulated 
67Taylor, The Politics of the Soviet Cinema, pp. 30-33. 
68Denise Youngblood, Soviet Cinema in the Silent Era, 1918-
1935, (Ann Arbor, 1985), 4. 
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elements were not merely content or subject matter, but could be 
the length or time of a shot, the rhythm of movements within a 
frame or frames, lighting effects or tonal quality, the emotional 
tone, and intellectual or ideological components/9 In 
Eizenshtein's formulation, time was not only an element of 
montage—it was almost the key factor differentiating the concept 
of montage from that of a collection or composition of elements, 
because the perception and comprehension of the montage effect 
resulted only after all the elements have been "juxtaposed into a 
sequential image."70 This process of juxtaposition was compared 
by Sergei Tretiakov to "reading"—the sequence of elements in the 
montage required the active involvement of the viewer—an active 
spectator role—in an attempt to make sense of what was 
presented.71 This sense-making action was necessary because, 
according to Tretiakov, the combination of fragments or media in 
the montage altered the most obvious meaning of the images 
included. Even presumably realistic fragments were subject to 
this alteration, so the ultimate effect of the montage was the 
creation of a new reality, or the fusion of the real and known 
with fantasy or the unreal. Further, the montage, as Eizenshtein 
formulated it, would elicit a heightened psychological effect. 
69Thomas Denyer, "Montage and Political Consciousness," 
Soviet Union 7, Pts. 1-2 (1980), 98-99. 
70Eisenstein, qtd. in Y.-A. Bois, "Eisenstein: Montage and 
Architecture," Assemblage No. 10 (1989), 115. 
71C. Phillips, Introduction to Montage and Modern Life, 1993, 
p. 28. 
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Repetition and rhythm in the montage would produce an effect that 
bypassed the person's consciousness, preventing internal 
censoring of the message, and through the contribution of each 
element to the overall theme, the message would be delivered in a 
heightened form/2 
The episodic construction of films endowed the entire film 
with a montage-like character. While events or characters 
representing conflicting ideologies might appear within a single 
episode, sequences of episodes could also juxtapose conflicting 
symbolic actions or individuals. Such a strategy required a 
method of clearly demarcating one episode from another, of 
finding a way to make the borders of each "frame" distinct. In 
addition to scenic construction, the alternation of lighting 
effects was to prove an effective means of accomplishing this. 
Another feature of film-making which related to the montage 
device was the shifting of scenes in time and place. The moving 
picture was able to run forward or backwards in time freely, and 
could also string together incidents representing dreams, memory 
and reality. This ability to shift in time, combined with the 
ability to shift in points of view, allowed the film to seize a 
wider range of life. Finally, the movie camera enabled radical 
shifts in perspective—in a symbolic sense, events in the 
background could become as significant or demanding of attention 
as those in the foreground, and in a more literal sense, small, 
72E. Basin, "S.M. Eizenshtein o psikhologicheskikh 
mekhanizmakh vozdeistviia iskusstva," Khudozhniki 
Sotsialisticheskoi Kul'tury (Moscow, 1981), 167-199. 
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insignificant details, potentially unnoticed by the human eye, 
could be magnified and shown in even more detail than usual. The 
result, as Gvozdev observed, was that the "screen taught us to 
examine people and objects completely differently.... It showed us 
them in great exaggeration, so that the faintest details, 
unnoticed by the unaided eye, became accessible for 
observation....Habitually remote objects seemed close to the 
spectator and became carriers of feelings and thoughts....These 
impressions ... taught them [spectators] to see the world of 
nature in a new way."73 
These fantastical effects, with their potential for inducing 
chaos, actually made the movie seem closer to the balagan and 
gulian'e as an enchanting, sensory experience and encouraged 
their union in the creation of a genuinely revolutionary art. 
Khristos Khrisanf, for example, identifying the forms of 
theatrical art with the most success in holiday settings and 
therefore the most relevant to the creation of proletarian 
festivals, pointed to the balagan and the movie sequentially: 
"The great balagan with its wonders and amusements, with its 
clowns, witticists, jugglers, petrushkas, marionettes, magicians, 
73Gvozdev, "Kino v teatre, " Khudozhnik v Teatre, (Moscow-
Leningrad, 1931), p. 66 for quotation, and chapter for the 
discussion of cinematic effects. "Ekran priuchil nas 
rassmatrivat' liudei i predmety soverwhenno inache...On pokazal 
nam ikh v gromadnom uvelichenii, tak chto mel'chaishie detail, 
nezametnymi dlia nevooruzhennogo glaza, stall dostupnymi dlia 
nabliudeniia. Obychno otdalennye predmety okazalis' 
priblizhennymi k zriteliu i sdelalis' nositeliami chubstv i 
myslei Eti vpechatleniia...nauchili ego videt' mir prirody 
po-novomy." 
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ventriloquists, acrobats, masks, wild beasts and its own 
unimitatable music! And even the "American machine," the fever 
of contemporary art—the film—with success develops its wondrous 
fantasy in the evening on the screens in the middle of the 
squares."74 But because of the potential for chaotic fantasies, 
both the balagan and the movie inspired multiple forms of 
control. 
New Theatrical Theory. The goal of creating a new reality 
or fantasy world was not foreign to certain theatrical theorists 
who would prove influential to the shaping of the constructivist 
stage set and whose ideas were clearly compatible with the 
(previously noted) rejection of naturalism in the theater. The 
ideas of these theorists, the non-Russians Georg Fuchs, E. Gordon 
Craig, and Adolph Appia, had a further affinity with cinematic 
and folk spectacle strategies in their emphasis on rhythm, 
movement, and lighting. Overall, their ideas promoted the 
development of a non-specific setting which responded to the 
kineticism of the human body and which could reveal "a new life 
far richer than everyday reality."75 
For Appia, music and lighting were the keys to this vision. 
74Khrisanf, "Narodnye prazdnestva," Vestnik teatra, 1919, No. 
34, p. 4: Velikolepnyi balagan s ego chudesami i zabavami, s ego 
klounami, ostriakami, zhonglerami, petrushkami, marionetkami, 
fokusnikami, chrevoveshchateliami, akrobatami, maskami, zveriami 
i sobstvennoi nepodrazhaemoi muzykoi! I dazhe 'amerikanskaia 
machinka,' likhoradka sovremennogo iskusstva—kino,—s uspekhom 
razvernet svoiu chudesnuiu fantastiku vecherom na ekranakh sredi 
ploshchadei." 
75A. Appia, Music and the Art of the Theatre, trans. R.W. 
Corrigan and M.S. Dirks (Coral Gables, 1962), p. 34. 
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Music would sweep along the audience, uniting it with the rhythm 
and inner life of the drama, while light would create an 
enveloping atmosphere of colors alive in space.76 For Fuchs, the 
movement of the actor's body defined the rhythm of the drama, and 
the creation of a rhythm—a current of primitive excitment—was 
the essence of the production.77 Craig, also emphasizing rhythm 
as the essence of theater, saw the stage more architectonically. 
Looking to Japanese No drama as well as the ancient Greek stage, 
he called for a simplified stage of moveable screens, steep 
staircases, and columns, all transfused with changing light.78 
Tairov and a number of artists who worked for the stage 
expressed ideas consonant with these. One of Tairov's 
documentarians identified rhythm as the factor unifying time and 
space and making the theatrical performance into a composition in 
which all parts cohered.79 To Annenkov, theater implied 
something perceived by the eye and something in movement. With 
movement as the "essence" of theatrical art, the task for the 
creator of a theatrical spectacle became the coordination and 
collision of rhythms arising from the juxtaposition of the 
76Appia, "Ideas on a Reform of Our Mise en Scene," (publ. in 
1904), Essays, Scenarios, and Designs, trans. Walther R. Volbach 
(Ann Arbor, 1989), 101-107. 
77G. Fuchs, Theater of the Future, (1908) adapted from the 
German by C.C. Kuhn (Ithaca, 1959). 
78Christopher Innes, Edward Gordon Craig (Cambridge, Eng. , 
1983). 
79L. Sabaneev, "O Probleme Bremenno-Prostranstvennoi 
Ritmazatsii Teatral'noi Kompozitsii," Masterstvo Teatra, No. 1, 
1922, 15-22, in Kamernyi Theater fond 2030-2-51. 
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dynamic human body against an equally dynamic construction of 
light and color/0 
Annenkov was also responding to another source of theatrical 
theory, one that was relevant first to the evolution of the 
small-forms theaters, and subsequently to the emergence of the 
revolutionary theater of producers such as Annenkov, as well as 
others. In 1914 Italian futurist manifestoes, including 
Marinetti's Variety Theater Manifesto, were published in 
translation in Russia. And in 1915 Enrico Prampolini wrote the 
Futurist Scenography Manifesto, which was also read by key 
Russian theatrical activists/1 
The Variety Theater, in Marinetti's conceptualization, was a 
theater of the "Futurist marvelous"—enriched by cinematic 
visions, primitivism, irony and hilarity, and uniting new, 
simultaneous, and unorthodox uses of sound, light, language, 
color and forms, the Variety Theater was to be a "synthesis of 
speed and transformations" which would destroy preconceptions of 
"perspective,...proportion, time, and space."82 Prampolino, 
influenced by Craig, called for the "abolition of the painted 
stage" and the use of illuminated, moving settings which would 
80Iurii Annenkov, "Teatr Bez Prikladnichestva," Vestnik 
Teatra, No. 93-94, 1921, 3-6. 
81Frantisek Deak, "Two Manifestoes: The Influence of Italian 
Futurism in Russia," The Drama Review, 19 (Dec. 1975), pp. 88; 
91. 
82
"The Variety Theater," (1913), in Marinetti: Selected 
Writings, ed. R.W. Flint and trans. R.W. Flint and Arthur A. 
Coppotelli (New York: 1972), 120-121. 
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be, in essence, an architecture of light: "With the luminous 
irradiations of these beams, of these planes of colored lights, 
the dynamic combinations will give marvelous results of mutual 
permeation, of intersection of lights and shadows. From these 
will arise vacant abandonments, exultant luminous 
coporalities."83 Apart from its repugnant Futurist derivations, 
an architecture of light and color—an architecture devoid of 
interpretable forms—would be anathema to a theater dominated by 
ideological and textual control. 
Art and Architectural Theory. The search for a means of 
creating and depicting a new life or a new plane of existence was 
not limited to the arts of spectacle. Avant-garde art and 
architectural theory, from productivism and constructivism to 
suprematism and rationalism, coalesced around this goal—the 
transformation of real life through the search for new forms and 
through the organization of thinking and psychology. 
The depiction of a new reality called for a new artistic 
language, or at the very least, a correction to the language of 
realism. Because realism is a language based on known 
conventions, it tends to suffer from excessive familiarity—as 
its symbols and forms become stock phrases, they also become 
invisible. A further effect of the conventions of realism is 
that an existing realist language is ineffably linked to an 
existing reality. Thus, the portrayal of a non-existent reality, 
83Prampolino, qtd. in Deak, "Two Manifestoes," p. 91; see 
also, E.T. Kirby, ed., Total Theatre (NY, 1969), p. 76, and pp. 
203-206. 
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and in such a way as to inspire a non-habitual response, requires 
"deformation" or "disordering" of the known language.8' 
Just as the creators of a new theater looked to the forms of 
folk art traditions for renovation, the creators of a new 
artistic language looked to primitive, popular, and Eastern forms 
of visual art. Primitivism, to these artists, had a dual 
significance: on the one hand, it related back to the Slavophile-
Westernizer debate, and on the other, because it was a trend 
being taken up by the Western avant-garde artists, it served as a 
means of establishing the Russian artists' position in the avant-
garde. The two-sidedness of this, however, mitigated against the 
acknowledgement of certain primitive sources, and led to an 
emphasis on establishing Russian folk forms and Eastern primitive 
sources as predominant. 
The early key figures in this turn to primitivism were David 
Burliuk, Mikhail Larionov and Natalia Goncharova. Burliuk was 
interested in ancient Scythian sculpture and contemporary 
signboards, Goncharova in icons, luboks, and folk ornament, and 
Larionov in luboks and sign painting/5 
In March 1913, an "Exhibition of Original Icon Paintings and 
Lubki" included icons, lubki, Chinese and Japanese prints, 
84Roman Jakobson, "On Realism in Art," trans. Karol Magassy, 
Readings in Russian Poetics: Formalist and Structuralist Views, 
eds. L. Matejka and K. Pomorska (Cambridge, MA: 1971), 38-46. 
85Vladimir Markov, Russian Futurism: A History (Berkeley, 
1968); p. 35. On the relationship of primitivism to the 
slavophile-westernizer debate, see Andrzej Walicki, The 
Slavophile Controversy, (Oxford, 1975), p. 74. 
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Persian miniatures and archeological items. Next door, a 
concurrent exhibition of the Target group (organized by Larionov 
and Goncharova; other exhibitors included Malevich and Chagall, 
along with 20 unknown painters and an artel of sign painters) 
included with their work children's drawings, signboards, and the 
work of a naive painter named Niko Pirosmanishvili. Larionov, 
who had a personal collection of 170 lubki, wrote a 6-page 
introduction to the lubki exhibition, detailing the nature and 
history of this form, and stating that "We are striving toward 
the East and we turn our attention to national art. We protest 
against a slavish subordination to the West, to the returning to 
us of our eastern forms in a debased format, and to all 
leveling."86 The lubok influence manifested itself in the works 
of these artists in the incorporation of words or text, a 
distorted perspective or even a rejection of perspective, and a 
near-theatrical approach to the visual work of art so that it 
became virtually a spectacle in and of itself/7 
For the suprematist Kasimir Malevich, deformation of the 
known language eventually took him past primitivism and his 
equally early interest in cubism and led to his conception of an 
artistic construction as a work that would emerge not from an 
interrelationship of form and color, and not on the basis of 
esthetic tastes, but on the basis of "weight, speed, and the 
^Introduction to Ikonopisnye Podlinniki Lubki, exhibition 
catalog, (Moscow, 1913), p. 6. 
870n the relationship of spectacle to these artists, see 
Pospelov, Bubnovyi Valet (Moscow, 1990). 
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direction of movement."88 Further, any suprematist form, a plane 
of color manifesting weight, speed, and movement, was "a whole 
new world, " in and of itself.89 To El Lisitskii, whose own work 
was substantially influenced by Malevich's, the suprematist form 
was a new way of depicting and understanding space: the 
suprematist plane, and El Lisitskii's prouns, essentially became 
ground plans for an indefineable extension into space, and 
metaphorically, an extension to and creation of utopia.90 This 
Utopia, however, was one likely to be incomprehensible to the 
public. A utopia of abstract forms, it either contained no 
ideology or communicated it in such a highly symbolized way that 
not only would the public not understand it, but it would seem to 
lie outside the domain of ideological control. 
Malevich's assertion of the dynamic plane as a new world was 
accompanied by an insistence on the abandonment of logic. 
Alogicality, or the freedom from prior restrictions on meaning, 
allowed art to transcend three-dimensional reality and reach a 
higher, hitherto unknown, one/1 The goal of alogicality or 
transrationalism in art was shared by Vladimir Tatlin, the 
88Malevich, qtd. in A. Nakov, Russkii Avantgarde, trans, from 
French into Russian by E.M. Titarenko, (Moscow, 1991), p. 10. 
89Nakov, Russkii Avantgarde, p. 24. 
90E1 Lissitzky, "Suprematism in World Reconstruction," 
(1920), in Sophie Lissitzky-Kuppers, El Lissitzky, trans, from 
German by Helene Aldwinckle (Greenwich, CT: 1968), p. 327; also, 
Al'manakh Unovis, in the El Lisitskii fond 76, delo 9, Tretiakov 
manuscript division. 
91W. Sherwin Simmons, "Kasimir Malevich's 'Black Square'," 
Part One, Arts Magazine, 53 (Oct. 1978), 117. 
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constructivists, and LEF artists as they strove to find means of 
using art to inspire and create non-familiar understandings of 
life and to concretize new and unfamiliar social ideas. 
According to Chuzhak, one of LEF's goals was the creation of a 
shift (sdvig) in the concept of planarity. By creating in 
essence an immaterial painting, or one in which the surface had 
been physically interrupted, the art object would break 
irrevocably with representation, an act that was necessary if the 
unknown were to become the content of art.92 Anti-planarity was 
embodied by Tatlin's counter-reliefs of the World War One era, 
three-dimensional structures intended as an "energetic attack" on 
space/3 In addition to the attack on planarity, Tatlin's 
reliefs related to the assemblage tradition of the Russian icon, 
and through this lineage, to his goal of wanting to unite ancient 
Russian tradition with technological innovation.94 Further, in 
his assemblage or structural recombination of the usual elements 
of art, Tatlin suggested a visual analogue to the idea of a 
"transrational" language which would lead to a new unity of 
92N. Chuzhak, "Iskusstvo v nashi dni," Zhizn' Iskusstva, No. 
23, 1925, p. 3. 
93Anatolii Strigalev, "0 Proekte 'Pamiatnika III 
Internatsionala' Khudozhnika V. Tatlina," Voprosy Sovetskogo 
Izobrazitel'noqo Iskusstva i Arkhitektury (Moscow, 1973), p. 412. 
94This connection is suggested by Margit Rowel1, "Vladimir 
Tatlin: Form/Faktura," October 7 (Winter 1978), p. 94; by N. 
Punin, Pamiatnik III Internatsionala (Petrograd, 1920); and by 
Strigalev, "0 Proekte," 410, and 425. 
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humans—a unity believed unattainable under rational 
conditions/5 
The act of recombination, as manifested in the work of 
Tatlin, paralleled the montage of cinema and photography, and in 
this parallel, it strengthened the connection between both 
strategies as a means of devising new realities. Writing of the 
photomontage, Khvoinik claimed that it "uses the photograph and 
mechanical reproduction in the position of separated 
compositional parts for the independent composition, for the 
construction from them of a new graphic whole."96 
The dual belief that the roles and forms of artistic 
activity had to respond to the new socialist life, and that 
theater, rather than illustrating a world imagined by the 
playwright, could not only "create the new way of life,"97 but 
could also convincingly demonstrate it in such a way that "the 
spectator will...with his own eyes become convinced of the 
efficiency of the new formulation of daily life,"98 made avant-
garde art a natural source for the new language of stage design. 
As an artistic goal, this belief in art's ability to transform 
95G.H. Roman, "Vladimir Tatlin and Zangezi," Russian History 
8, Pts. 1-2 (1981): 108-39. 
96I. Khvoinik, Vneshnee Oformlenie Obshchestvennogo Byta, 
(Moscow, 1927), p. 54: "Fotomontazh ispol'zuet fotographiiu i 
mekhanicheskuiu reproduktsiiu v kachestve otdel'nykh sostavnykh 
chastei dlia samostoiatel'noi kompozitsii, dlia konstrurovaniia 
iz nikh novogo izobrazitel'nogo tselogo." 
97I. Sokolov, "Revoliutsiia Byta," Ermitazh, No. 13, 1922, 4. 
98I. Berezark, "Veshch' na Stsene," Novyi Zritel', Nos. 32-
33, 1929, 10. 
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life led not merely to the deformation or reform of the language 
of realism; it led to a revised understanding of realism as the 
creation of "genuine" objects, or "things which are not 
reproducing the objects of the actual world, but which are 
constructed from beginning to end by the artist outside of 
projected lines which were able to be extended to it from 
actuality."99 The art writer Chuzhak similarly observed that 
"art only in our time obtains the right to speak not about the 
similarity-illusion of the object, but about the very thing 
itself, as a tool of construction."1"" To Chuzhak, the concept 
of an "art of everyday life" gave two directions to artistic 
practice: a striving to exert influence, arouse an action, on the 
part of the audience; and the actual equipping of the user with 
the objects or means for implementing the action/01 
Chuzhak's summation goes to the heart of the difference 
between the two dominant avant-garde directions in art— 
constructivism and productivism. Whereas the first defined 
itself as an intellectual force, a process of organization, the 
second was committed to the production of real things in 
"N. Tarabukin, Ot Mol'berta k Mashine (Moscow, 1923), p. 8: 
"veshchi, ne reprodutsiruiushchei predmetov deistvitel'nogo mire, 
a konstruiremoi ot nachala do kontsa khudozhnikom vne 
proektsionnykh linii, kotorye mogli by byt' protianuty k nei ot 
deistvitel'nosti. " 
100Chuzhak, "Iskusstvo Byta," Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, No. 4-5, 
1925, p.? "Iskusstvo tol'ko v nashi dni priobretaet pravo 
govorit' ne o podobii-illiuzii predmeta, a o samoi veshchi, kak 
orudii stroitel'stva."(italics in orig.) 
101Chuzhak, "Iskusstvo v Nashi Dni," Zhizn' Iskusstva, No. 
25, 1925, p. 5. 
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collaboration with industry. 
The constructivist ideology, with its point of departure in 
Tatlin's experiments with reliefs, was fully crystallized in a 
series cf discussions at Inkhuk (the Institute of Artistic 
Culture) in the winter and spring of 1921. Although nominally 
given over to an attempt at defining the relationship between a 
construction and a composition, of most interest to the artists 
and architects involved was an elaboration of the meaning anJ 
role of a construction. The concepts of "organization" and 
"goal" emerged as critical. Rodchenko, for example, quite 
succinctly stated that "a construction is a goal" and it is 
preceded by organization. Babichev, in contradistinction, 
emphasized the presence of function: "A construction is an 
organic unity of material forms, attained through the revelation 
of their functions." Others stressed the absence of extraneous 
elements and materials, in conjunction with the efficient use of 
the necessary materials, as the hallmark of a construction/02 
Despite lack of consensus, there was substantial agreement 
that a construction above all manifested an organic and efficient 
solution to the organization of materials in space, and that the 
ultimate goal of this solution was a demonstration of the 
102This summary (which is not intended to be a comprehensive 
history of constructivism) is based on S.O. Khan-Magomedov, 
"Inkhuk i Rannyi Konstruktivizm," unpublished manuscript, 1993. 
Published indepth discussions of the origins of constructivism 
are available in C. Lodder, Russian Constructivism, (New Haven, 
1983), and A. Senkevitch, Jr., "The Sources and Ideals of 
Constructivism in Soviet Architecture," in Art into Life (Seattle 
and New York, 1990), 169-191. 
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principle of organization. Through the principle of 
organization, artistic activity became a metaphor for the 
creation of everyday life.10' The constructivists also coalesced 
around a rejection of self-sufficient form; form, for the 
constructivists, was to be the means and not the goal/04 This 
emphasis, according to one critic, differentiated true 
constructivism from the work of artists who called themselves 
constructivists but understood constructivism as just another 
artistic style. "In fact," wrote Fevral'skii, "constructivism is 
an exit from art." In this movement, he noted, everything is 
subordinated to the problem of building the new epoch, and for 
this purpose, the constructivist's challenge had become the 
clear, schematic and simple representation of the object in its 
organizational role.105 
According to Stepanova, the translation of these principles 
into design was manifested in an exhibition of the work of 
students in the metal faculty of Vkhutemas (the Higher Artistic 
and Technical Studios). In these works, she observed, the 
students proceeded from a search for solutions to fundamental 
problems, rather than from concerns with artistic forms. In not 
a single work did the problem of pure form predominate over the 
utilitarian sense of the object. Further, the objects were 
103See, for example, Liubov Popova's artistic credo, 
published in Art into Life, p. 69. 
104Arvatov, "Dve Gruppirovki," Zrelishcha, No. 8, 1922, p. 9. 
105A. Fevral'skii, "Pravisny v Konstruktivisme," Zrelishcha, 
No. 34, 1923, p. 4. 
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conceived not in terms of a unitary function but as possessing 
the ability to serve more than one function. Thus, the exhibited 
works demonstrated transformability and transportability.106 
For some artists, such as Liubov Popova, the next step was 
the production of real objects in alliance with industry. To 
Popova, the principle of "construction" led to the creation of a 
work that possessed its own "objecthood" and was utilitarian, and 
as such, would transform the world through the creation of a new 
reality.107 The underlying premise of production art was that 
the forms of daily life had to be changed, and art could derive 
its value by contributing to these changes: "Construction of the 
new social life cannot avoid a rooted transformation of the 
existing exterior forms of daily life; in order to realize the 
necessary conditions of the freedom of labor, to decorate and 
colorfully adorn the daily ritual of the worker, to replace in 
this ritual the uniform and daily forms and lines with pretty and 
joyous ones, it is necessary to develop in all ways the 
production of the artistic objects of life and widely disseminate 
them in the ritual of the workers."108 
106Stepanova [Varst], "O Rabotakh Konstruktivistkoi 
Molodezhi," LEF, No. 3, 1923: 53-56. 
""Documents of Popova reprinted in D. Sarabianov and N. 
Adaskina, Popova, trans. M. Schwartz, (New York, 1990), p. 349-
50. 
108
"Deklaratsiia khudozhestvenno-proizvodstvennogo soveta 
Narkomprosa," (1920), Sovetskoe Iskusstvo za 15 Let, p. 65: 
"Stroitel'stvo novoi sotsialisticheskoi zhizni ne mozhet oboitis' 
bez korennogo preobrazovaniia sushchestvuiushchikh vneshnykh form 
povsednevnogo byta; dlia togo, chtoby osushchestvit' neobkhidimoe 
uslovie osvodozhdeniia truda, chtoby ukrasit' i rastsvetit' 
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Through production art, the art work was created at the 
machine and the artist ideally became an organic part of the 
production process,109 a link which helped strengthen the 
relationship of the artist to the proletariat and to overcome the 
tendency for the rejection of intelligentsia artists. As the 
idea of production art developed, however, the sense of the 
product as a material thing was modified to include a sense of 
the product as an idea or "model for tomorrow," and finally, to 
include the process generated by the object in producing a social 
effect.110 Ultimately, therefore, production art sought or 
implied a synthesis of mechanization with conscious creation, or 
yet again, the creation of a new world in which the real is 
merged with the ideal. 
Popova elaborated the idea of production art in terms of a 
potential relationship to theater in a lecture she gave to 
theater design students. Props in the theater, she believed, had 
become unnecessary or redundant, unless they became "actors" in 
the play along with the human actors. Objects used in the play 
could participate in the complete process of influencing the 
spectator, in so far as they aided the work of the actor and in 
povsednevnyi obikhod rabochego, zamenit' v etom obikhode 
odnoobraznye i budnichnye formy i linii krasochnymi i radostnymi, 
neobkhodimo vsiacheski razvivat' proizvodstvo khudozhestvennykh 
predmetov byta i shiroko rasprostraniat' ikh v obikhode 
trudiashchikhsia." 
109Tarabukin, Ot Mol'berta k Mashine, p. 10. 
110V.A. Nikol'skii, "Problema Proizvodstvennogo iskusstva v 
russkoi literature," in GAKhN fond 941-2-23. 
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so far as they demonstrated and propagandized new ideas and 
thoughts.111 
The role of the object as a propagandizer for new ideas not 
only linked production art to architecture; it also reinforced 
the viability of these new ideas about art and architecture as 
components of the new language of stage design. This viability 
existed due to a widespread concern with the role of objects in 
shaping the socialist society. The architect N. Dokuchaev, for 
example, wrote that the need for housing had detracted attention 
from the problem of how the interior setting could enable or 
thwart the creation of a collective social life.112 An article 
by another author, devoted to the problem of alcoholism, 
suggested that one cause of drinking was the unpleasant 
environment in the worker's home, crowded with bourgeois objects, 
irrationally-designed and foreign to the worker's tastes. The 
solution? "To create things—objects of habitual use—maximally 
rational, portable, complex...and at the same time inexpensive— 
this is the task facing industry, facing artist-masters, facing 
artist-organizers."u3 
Furniture assumed particular importance in collective 
apartments where a family might live in only one room, and 
"'Popova, Notes from a lecture given on April 27, 1922, in 
the Meierkhol'd fond 998-1-2885. 
U2N. Dokuchaev, "Arkhitektura Rabochego Zhilishcha i Byt," 
Sovetskoe Iskusstvo. March 1926, 20-24. 
U3N. Semenova, "Ocherednaia Zadacha," Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, 
No. 3, 1926, 18. 
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proposals for built-in and transformable or at least foldable 
furniture abounded in journals and among student design 
projects.114 An unsigned article in Contemporary Architecture 
(Sovremennaia Arkhitektura), for example, depicted projects of 
students from VKhUTEIN (Higher Artistic and Technical Institutes) 
for standardized, collapsible furniture. The text noted that the 
problem of furnishing living spaces "demands a positive solution, 
especially now, when we are rebuilding, when the cultural level 
of workers has grown and is asking to be given for daily use not 
things of happenstance, but things which organize and enlighten 
society."111 In other words, they were asking for a new order to 
replace and reform the prevailing chaos of contemporary life. 
Writers in the early and mid-20s calling for attention to 
the new environment saw in the theater an excellent showcase for 
new ideas. The critic I. Berezark, for instance, emphasized that 
the stage must demonstrate 
models of the new habitat, furnished rationally, 
comfortably, economically and beautifully. The 
spectator will be able to compare this model living 
environment with his own, crowded with heavy, massive, 
often unnecessary, things, and with his own eyes become 
convinced of the efficiency of the new formulation of 
114For examples of such projects see S.O. Khan-Magomedov, "U 
istokov sovetskogo dizaina," Tekhnicheskaia Estetika, 1980, No. 
2, 11-16; No. 3, 16-20; No. 3, 17-22. 
115
"Diplomnye Raboty Studentov Metfaka VKhUTEINa," 
Sovremennaia Arkhitektura, No. 3, 1929, 121. 
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daily life.116 
While artists assimilated these calls into their attempts to 
dissolve the boundary between art and life, architects took them 
a step further. Architects not only asserted their position as 
the "active builder[s] of the new life, and propagandist[s] for 
the new social ideas"; they also claimed that this was the epoch 
of architecture and that the development of all the fine arts now 
depended on architecture: "It [architecture] connects art with 
the last word of industrial technology, with the basic problems 
of industry, with the worker's plan for the industrialization of 
the country."117 And in this omnnipotent role, architecture, 
along with the other arts, tried to envision and realize a world 
in which reality united with fantasy: "Architecture unites the 
most utilitarian practice with bold and unbridled innovation. 
Architecture not only is an accounting; it is also an invention, 
a Utopian plan, a stubborn work of fantasy."118 And it was the 
art form most singularly committed to creating the new 
environment which Berezark believed the theater could model. 
U6I. Berezark, "Veshch' na Stsene," Novyi Zritel', Nos. 32-
33, 1929, 10. Italics in orig. 
1I7Pavel Novitskii, "Vsia Vlast' Arkhitekture," Arkhitektura 
i Vkhutein, No. 1, 1929, p. 2: "Arkhitektor—aktivnyi stroitel' 
novoi zhizni, propagandist' novykh sotsial'nykh idei..."; "Ona 
sviazyvaet iskusstvo s poslednim slovom industrial'noi tekhniki, 
s osnovnymi zadachami promyshlennosti, s rabochim planom 
industrializatsii strany." 
I18Also from the previous article by Novitskii, p. 3: 
"Arkhitektura soediniaet samyi utilitarnyi praktitsizm s smelym 
neobuzdannym novatorstvom. arkhitektura ne tol'ko rasshet, no i 
izobretenie, utopicheskii plan, upornaia rabota fantazii." 
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Architects clearly, however, did not tread this path alone, 
and in the early days of their efforts to break away from the 
reigning neoclassical paradigm of the 1910s and to forge a new 
language of volumes in space, the leading avant-garde architects 
looked to the experiments and discoveries of avant-garde art. 
The principles of cubism and cubofuturism, in sculpture and the 
graphic arts, as exemplified in the practices of Vassily 
Kandinskii, Aleksandr Rodchenko, and the sculptor B. Korolev, 
were to be especially influential to a group of artists and 
architects who formed a commission under the auspices of the Fine 
Arts Division of Narkompros. This group, first known as 
SinSkulptArkh (Synthesis of Sculpture and Architecture) and then 
as ZhivSkulptArkh (Painting, Sculpture and Architecture) met 
throughout late 1919 and early 1920 to consider solutions to the 
problems of new building types, along with the development of 
principles of form-shaping in architecture. The artists and 
sculptors in this group, while participating in the search for 
new architectural directions, more critically played the role of 
communicating the advances in avant-garde art to the architects. 
These discussions and experiments were especially pertinent 
to the formulation of rationalism, the theory of architecture 
largely developed by Nikolai Ladovskii. Ladovskii's credo, 
written in 1920, stressed architecture as the creation of 
"wonders" in space, with the primary materials for the creation 
of these "wonders" being movement in space, the intellect, and 
sculptural form. The notion of wonders in space, much like an 
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art form derived from magic and primitive rites, would hardly 
conform to the new socialist order and is therefore another 
source of chaos. 
Nonetheless, the principle of movement in space and its 
relationship to the perception of form dominated the 
architectural sketches not only of Ladovskii but also of many of 
the group's members. Korolev, for example, executing 
architectural projects in 1919, appeared to simplify and 
translate his cubist sculptures into architectural structures by 
generalizing and dynamicizing the forms of his sculpture. His 
projects allude to anthropomorphic images—such as a figure 
striving upward and forward—in the conjunction of tautly curved 
and triangulated external forms, while the plans, dominated by 
piercing angles and star-shaped forms, likewise convey a strong 
sense of movement that stands in contradistinction to the restful 
symmetry of a classical plan. N. Istselenov, a more eclectic 
designer than Korolev, united cubist-derived forms with elements 
suggestive of the ruins of Gothic and ancient Egyptian 
architecture to create complex and dynamic compositions. 
Ladovskii, perhaps the most conceptually pure member of the 
group, focused on the interaction of elementary geometric volumes 
in arrangements dominated by tense and near improbable movement 
into space. His project for a Communal House, for example, rises 
from a massive pyramidal base, formed of a cluster of 
parallelpipeds, into an arched trajectory cantilevering upward 
and forward into space and culminating in a solitary attenuated 
pyramid. Vladimir Krinskii's projects, rather than demonstrating 
directional movement, in their unorthodox massing of dislocated 
and broken forms suggested an instant of internal combustion. 
Finally, Rodchenko's architectural designs, in their amalgamation 
of geometric and cantilevered forms suggesting movement into 
space, but with any suggestion of volume annihilated by the 
energizing presence of hatched and intersecting lines and at 
times letters, coalesced into approximations of cubist collages. 
Architecture as collage—a two-dimensional medium—defied the 
idea of a monumental architecture, and in the confusion of media 
boundaries, it becomes a chaotic formulation. 
This attempt to forge a link between art and architecture 
was not unique to the ZhivSkulptArkh group. El Lisitskii's 
UNOVIS group in Vitebsk, for example, tried to unite the 
principles of suprematism with architecture. The ZhivSkulptArkh 
group, however, was more central to the development of avant-
garde architecture, and although its members were predominantly 
the future rationalists, its design concerns and ideas extended 
to the new romanticism of I. Golosov and also to the emerging 
constructivists, even while the latter placed function above form 
as the generative design factor.119 
The belief that movement in space should be part of 
architecture, reflected in the building's form, was shared, for 
example, although for the constructivists, movement was a 
119This discussion of ZhivSkulptArkh is based on a 1993 
unpublished manuscript by Selim 0. Khan-Magomedov, and which 
includes many private archival materials in his possession. 
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metaphor for the life processes incorporated within the building, 
while for Golosov, it was analogous to rhythm. Golosov believed 
that every structure possessed movement, and that the 
architectural design had to be dominated by a rhythm expressive 
of that movement. Thus, he wrote, "the rhythm of masses—that is 
where compositional innovation in architecture finds its 
start."120 Finally, he asserted the importance of repetition as 
a means of establishing rhythm. 
Whereas Golosov spoke of the artistic beginnings of the 
architectural design,121 the constructivist Ginzburg proclaimed 
that life activities had to be analyzed as part of the structure. 
Every architectural form would be the solution to a problem in 
which a scheme of daily life movement would be graphically 
developed and analyzed to determine its environmental needs. The 
precision of this analysis, and the extent to which these 
movements reflected a new life style, would work together to 
ensure a new architectural organism/22 In a co-authored article 
with Viktor Vesnin, Ginzburg reiterated his postulate and 
emphasized its application to even the most ordinary of daily 
120Extracts from Golosov's manuscripts from the 1920s, 
published in S.O. Khan-Magomedov, Pioneers of Soviet 
Architecture, trans. Alexander Lieven (NY: 1987), p. 563. 
121Golosov, "0 Sovremennykh Techeniiakh v Arkhitekture," in 
Mastera Arkhitektury ob Arkhitekture, ed. M. Barkhin i dr., 
(Moscow, 1975), pp. 415-417. 
122M. Ginzburg, "Tselevaia Ustanovka v Sovremennom 
Arkhitekture," (1927), reprinted in Iz Istorii Sovetskoi 
Arkhitektury, compiled by V.E. Khazanova (Moscow, 1970), pp. 74-
76. 
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life movements: "A calculation of the movements of the mistress 
of the house from table to oven or of the dinner from kitchen to 
dining room, or the move from bedroom to bathroom, in the eyes of 
the new architect is exposed to such a clear accounting and also 
directs the work of design formulation as do the silos and 
machines in a mill."123 An implicit demand on this 
conceptualization of architecture is that the ordinary daily life 
movements which govern the architectural design must correspond 
to the newly envisioned order of daily life. 
A more grandiose understanding of spatial experience was 
also advocated as a design basis. Experience in space, in this 
perspective, was connected with modern forms of travel, and these 
high technology and high speed forms inevitably affected the 
contemporary person's psychology. As a result, architecture had 
to strive to be "the expression of the new understanding of 
space. "l24 
These calls for the reflection of movement—either that of 
life processes or that associated with the new means of 
experiencing space—in the interior spatial disposition and the 
exterior forms of the architectural construction—were only one 
123
"Uchet dvizhenii khoziaiki ot stola k plite ili obeda ot 
kukhni k stolovoi, ili perekhoda ot spal'ni k umyval'noi, v 
glazakh novogo arkhitektora podvergaetcia takomy zhe chetkomu 
uchetu i tak zhe rukovodit rabotoi oformleniia, kak silosy i 
machiny v mel'nitse." V.A. Vesnin and M.Ia. Ginzburg, 
"Sovremennaia Arkhitektura," (1927), in Vesnin's fond, 2772-1-3, 
p. 11. 
124Iu. Kivokurtsev, "0 Sovremennoi Arkhitekture," document 
theses included in the GAKhN fond, Jan.- Apr. 1925, 941-2-26, p. 
143. 
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facet of the more general constructivist tenet that the 
architecture of contemporary life had to be an architecture of 
industry, rationalization, and an architecture of utilitarian 
strivings: "The building must serve life, it must answer to all 
demands of comfort and economy, it must fully answer to its 
direct, goal-oriented intention."125 Further, this architecture 
of the times would be made of simple and clear constructive 
forms, with an absence of excess and a refusal of estheticism.126 
Ultimately, the interior spaces and the furnishings within were 
to facilitate the demands of the work to be conducted there. 
Objects designed for settings were to be organically connected to 
work functions, and transformable objects would succeed in 
fulfilling this goal most effectively and cheaply/27 
The emphasis on the reflection of movement as the generating 
design factor in architecture forged a natural link between 
constructivist architecture and theater, an art form presumably 
dominated above all by movement. At the same time, the demand 
for an organic connection between the objects of work and their 
125P. Novitskii, article in the catalogue of Pervoi Vystavki 
Sovremennoi Arkhitektury (1927), reprinted in Iz Istorii 
Sovetskoi Arkhitekturi, 77: "Zdanie dolzhno sluzhit' zhizni, 
dolzhno otvechat' vsem trebovaniiam komforta i ekonomii, dolzhno 
byt' nopolneno svetom i vozdukhom, dolzhno vpolne otvechat' 
svoemu priamomu tselevomu naznacheniiu." 
126Ginzburg, Tezisy k dokladu, (1925), "Tezisy dokladov, 
prochitannaia na sektskiiakh 1/1925-4/1925," GAKhN fond 941-2-2, 
p. 21. 
127Documents by V.F. Pletnev on the construction, territory 
and furnishing of workers' clubs, included in the Proletkul't 
fond 1230—1—370, (no date but published versions of these 
articles appeared in Rabochii Klub in June 1927). 
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functions easily translated into a vision of stage props as 
extensions and facilitators of the actors' roles, rather than as 
decorative clues. 
The conjoined emphasis on movement and function also 
resulted in new paradigms for architecture. The more logical of 
these, perhaps, was the machine. Ginzburg emphatically and 
clearly emphasized the centrality of the machine as a formal and 
conceptual model for architecture: "The machine can 
teach...[and] build the new life...With the extreme activeness of 
its parts, with the absolute absence of 'non-working' organs...it 
leads thus to the idea of constructivism."128 
Machine parallels existed not only in the emphasis on an 
"organized creation" with no unnessary parts. The 
constructivists embraced process and method over form; and this 
definition of their work as an action, rather than the creation 
of an object, led to a disintegration of formal unitariness—the 
dissolution of the whole into parts—and to the deformation and 
transformation of classical architectural forms. The building, 
no longer conceived as closed and centrifugal, became centripetal 
and transparent, oriented toward expansion. The epitome of the 
constructivist machine-building was the perpetual motion turbine, 
scattering people with newly-gained strengths into different 
128Ginzburg, qtd. in Khazanova, Sovetskaia Arkhitektura 
Pervykh Let Oktiabria, 1917-25 (Moscow, 1970), p. 24, from a 1923 
manifesto, "Stil' i Epokha": "Mashina...mozhet 
nauchit'...stroit'...5 krainei aktivnost'iu svoikh chastei, s 
absoliutnym otsutstviem 'nerabotaiushchikh' organov...privodit 
imenno k idee konstruktivizma." 
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directions to change the world.129 A model such as this calls 
for control of the content of these new "strengths." If this 
control is resisted, the model may well be rejected. 
Another paradigm, consistent with the general mood of 
embracing folk art and spectacle, as well as the emerging 
tendency to see the contemporary city as a new form of the 
gulian'e, was the carnivalistic marketplace. This balaganesque 
vision of the city was manifested in the interior decoration of 
Georgii Iakulov's Kafe Pittoresk of 1918. 
A cafe-estrada, the original establishment had a vaulted 
glass ceiling which became one of the driving ideas in Iakulov's 
design. But along with the pre-existing glass latticework and 
iron arches, two fundamental beliefs of the artist were to prove 
critical to the design. First, he wanted to express the problems 
of the contemporary city in his design, and to achieve this he 
turned to the forms of the street market-festival. Second, he 
felt that a contemporary theatrical establishment had to reflect 
contemporary life; hence, a theater of 1918, he reasoned, had to 
be eccentric and kinetic, and break definitively with classical 
theater architecture. Thus, Iakulov, and the artists who 
assisted him in realizing the design (including Tatlin and 
Rodchenko), suspended a triangular and circular airplane above 
the cupola, decorated the walls with marionettes containing 
1290n constructivism as a deforming, centripetal process, see 
Natal'ia Timurovna Eneeva, Arkhitekturnyi lazyk Construktivizma i 
Ego Mesto v Kul'turnoi Traditsii. dissertation, Moscow State 
University, 1993, especially chapter one. 
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lights, and used the effects of colored lights and vibration to 
create a fully kinetic environment/30 Of significance for 
subsequent architectural developments was Iakulov's belief that 
the total environmental effect would derive from the 
contributions of all forms of art—the cafe was thus a montage of 
painterly, sculptural, light, kinetic, and architectural forms, 
united through modern technology. The structure of Iakulov's 
cafe-estrada in this way became a theatrical event itself—an 
architectural carnival—and epitomized varieties of artistic 
chaos along with the liminal social chaos of an urban carnival. 
The kineticism and rhythmic space promoted by the influence 
of theatrical theorists, and the dynamism of folk spectacles, 
elided with the influence of architectural and contemporary 
artistic theories on stage designers. To the artist Isaak 
Rabinovich, who worked in several theaters during the 1920s and 
30s, space could no longer be perceived as a passive material or 
volume in which painted decorations would be hung. It was, he 
wrote, a means of influence, satiated with action and capable of 
organizing the consciousness and imagination of the viewer. This 
understanding, he said, led him to change his early painterly 
style to a volumetric, architectural, and kinetic one.131 
130V. Lapshin, "Iz Tvorcheskogo Naslediia G. V. lakulova," in 
Voprosy Sovetskogo Izobrazitel'nogo Iskusstva i Arkhitektury 
(Moscow, 1975), pp. 275-303; N. Giliarovskaia, "Iakulov i Teatr," 
document in the fond of the Izdatel'stvo "Khudozhestvennaia 
Literatura," 613-1-6002. 
131Rabinovich, "Moi Put' na Teatr," (1935) Khudozhniki Teatr 
o Svoem Tvorchestve (Moscow, 1973), 211-226. 
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Similarly, a contemporary writer on art observed, as others had 
done as well, that theater, because it involved space, was 
intimately connected with movement. As a result, the logical 
conclusion was to envision the theater of the future as continual 
movement, as a setting in which the decorations moved without 
interruption, like living essences. And if the movement was 
truly organic and independent of technology, if the stage became 
a perpetual mobile, then the ideal of a theater of movement would 
have been attained.132 
The rejection of the two-dimensional painted set, or even 
the naturalistic set, and the strivings for a three-dimensional 
set which could collaborate with the actors, ultimately made 
constructivist architectural theory an especially potent source 
for the new language of stage design. Constructivism not only 
could show the way to a volumetric and dynamic structure; its 
principles would lead to the creation of an atmosphere of 
meaningful scenic activity. Tairov, for example, retrospectively 
described how the naturalistic and painterly theater made the 
actor into a mere detail or even a lie. Thus, he came to the 
conclusion that the decorations had to be constructed according 
to the principles of three-dimensionality, and in so far as this 
was achieved, the stage should become a production tool for the 
actor, in the same way as the machine was one for the worker/33 
132V. Piast, "Teatr Slova i Teatr Dvizheniia," Iskusstvo 
staroe i Novoe, ed. Konst. Erberg (Petrograd, 1921), 75-85. 
133Tairov, "Beseda s direktorami periferiinykh teatrov," Jan. 
1930, Fond 2328-1-61, pp. 10-11. 
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Similarly, Beskin, conributing to a 1922 volume about the desired 
direction and goals of the new theater, claimed that no greater 
incongruity existed than that of the three-dimensional body 
against flat perspectival scenery. And doesn't this then 
dictate, he asked, the replacement of the stage painter with the 
construetivist-productivist who will build a platform for 
action?134 
Constructivism was also looked to as a processual paradigm 
for the communication of meaning. In this respect, the Stenberg 
brothers proclaimed that the theater must agitate for high 
technology, using the essence of its being, and the creation of 
this technical culture and atmosphere was the agitational 
significance and contribution of constructivism.135 And in a 
parallel fashion, Popova likewise asserted that the construction 
was able to bring to the production an ideological aspect: "The 
construction carries ideological work, in so far as in its forms 
it is a reflection of its times, and in the baring of the 
principles of organization, it replaces, with these principles, 
the criteria of the esthetic order."136 
134Beskin, "Na Novykh Putiakh," O Teatre (Tver', 1922), pp. 
29-30. 
135V. i. G. Stenbergi, "Kakim Dolzhno Byt' Nashe Tea-
Oformlenie?" Brigada Khudozhnikov, No. 7 (1931), p. 14. 
136Popova, "Ob'iasnenie k rabotam," (work from 1920-21), Fond 
148, Tret'iakov Gallery: "Konstruktsiia neset raboty 
ideoligicheskuiu, poskol'ku v svoikh formakh ona est' otrazhenie 
svoego vremeni, a v obnazhenii printsipi organizatsii zameniaet 
etim printsipom kriteri esteticheskogo poriadka." 
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The Language 
A quality which characterized all these sources in some way is 
the creation of a reality that stands apart from, or outside of, 
the reality of everyday life. A striving for such a 
reconstruction of reality—the fusion of the known and the 
unknown, or the transformation of the existent into the non-
existent, was the predominant force in the selection of 
strategies and forms for a new art of the theater. Thus, the 
strategies of fusion and transformation were not only sought for 
their potential to rejuvenate the language of stage design; they 
also functioned on another level as metaphor. Inherent to the 
conceptualization of this goal was the further striving to change 
the relationship of art to life. As a result, another aspect of 
fusion was the fusion of high and low art, with folk art, rural, 
and industrial/technological images assuming the position of the 
ulow and of real life. 
In folk spectacles of all sorts fusion was present in the 
treatment of time and space—the merging of symbolic time and 
space with the real time and space of the celebration or 
performance—and in the eclectic mixture of entertainments. The 
cinema even more dramatically possessed the means to create 
conglomerate times. Rising to the challenge of film as a 
competitive art form, theater adapted a number of filmic devices 
and strategies to the construction of the spectacle as well as of 
the stage set. Ultimately, the strategies of film which would 
prove most attractive to theater clustered around effects that 
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were similar to those found in folk spectacles—the potential for 
changed approaches to the treatment of time, and an amalgamation 
or fusion of differing states of existence. Finally, in art and 
architecture, the desired new reality arose from the fusion of 
the mechanization and rationalism of industrial thinking with the 
creative fantasies and Utopias of the artistic imagination. 
Transformation, or the creation of unstable objects which 
could change or be perceived as fluctuating between two 
identities, could be an even more potent metaphor for the 
transformation of life in Soviet society. In addition to the 
scenic effects of transformation found in the balagan, and the 
multi-allusory forms of the gulian'e artifacts, transformation 
dominated the multifunctional approach to the constructivist 
design of objects for daily life, and the belief that the 
transformation of real life could occur through the search for 
new forms underlay artistic revolutionary ideology. 
Transformation was also embraced in a more strictly aesthetic 
capacity by some of the theorists of an avant-garde art—by, for 
example, the suprematist belief that a geometric plane of color 
could denote a human form—or a Utopian other-world—more 
truthfully than a representational image. 
Ultimately the creation of new objects could most 
emphatically suggest a new world. The twice yearly reappearances 
of the gulian'e, literally a new world of new objects, were 
effused with new entertainment forms and the steady modification 
of older and previously familiar ones. The cinema was a new 
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media which emphatically offered visions of new and hitherto 
unportrayable images. In the search for a new form of artistic 
realism, artists who were not productionists had moved toward a 
synthesis of painting, architecture, and sculpture, changing the 
nature of art by creating non-representational, volumetric 
constructions which were made from "real" materials, rather than 
artistic ones.137 These constructions were "genuine real things" 
in the sense of form and material. But in the absence of a 
utilitarian function, they were deprived of meaning. Here, the 
machine analogy taken from constructivism—the object as an 
organizing process and as an industrial metaphor—became 
significant, as did the emphasis on utilitarianism which 
dominated both architecture and production art, the structure and 
forms of revolutionary celebrations, and the habits and artifacts 
of daily life. The coordination of daily life with form had 
ceded its place to the coordination of daily life with function 
and with the methods of construction, noted Arvatov, and 
consequently, "The thing was dynamicized. Expanding furniture, 
moving sidewalks, revolving doors, stairs with lifts, restaurant-
automats, costumes with parts that can be disassembled, etc.— 
here is the new stage in the evolution of material culture."138 
137Tarabukin, Ot Mol'berta k Mashine, p. 9 
138Arvatov, "Byt i Kul'tura Veshchi," Al'manakh Proletkul'ta 
(Moscow, 1925), p. 81: "Veshch' dinamizirovalis'. Razdvizhnaia 
mebel', dvizhushchiesia trotuary, vrashchaiiushchiesia dveri, 
lestnitsy s liftami, restorany-avtomaty, kostiumy s 
raznimaiushchimisia chastiami i t.p.—vot novaia stadiia v 
evoliutsii material'noi kul'tury." 
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Montage, or the recombination of elements into a new formal 
whole, into one, more often than not, defying or abandoning 
logic, also created a new reality, although in this case, one 
more perceptibly retaining ties with the old. In addition to 
avant-garde artistic and architectural practices, folk holidays 
and revolutionary celebrations were manifestly assemblages of 
expressive means, or montages of entertainment forms, time, 
space, and ideas, as well as being assemblages of old and new 
strategies for daily life. While the cinema itself was an entire 
art form built on the basis of montage, according to Eizenshtein 
the lessons of the montage could be taken equally emphatically 
from the theaters of small-forms and the circus: "The school of 
the montage appears to be the movie and for the most part, the 
music hall and the circus, since, essentially speaking, to make a 
good (from the formal point of view) spectacle, this is to build 
a strong music hall-circus program, emanating from the position 
of the play taken as the basis."139 For Eizenshtein, the montage 
of attractions would culminate in an aggressive, psychological, 
and ideological influence on the spectator. 
The creation of a new world, as Eizenshtein was acutely 
aware, incorporated as a preliminary or prerequisite stage, the 
reconceptualization of the familiar. To this end, strategies 
139Eisenstein, "Montazh Attraktskionov, " Izbrannye 
Proizvedeniia (Moscow, 1964), v. 2, p. 272: "Shkoloi montazhera 
iavliaetsia kino i glavnym obrazom muzik-kholl i tsirk, tak kak v 
suchshnosti govoria, sdelat' khoroshii (s formal'noi tochki 
zreniia) spektakl'—eto postroiot' krepkuiu miuzik-khollnuiu-
tsirkovuiu programmu, iskhodia ot polozhenii vziatoi v osnovu 
p'esy." 
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implying cognitive, emotional, and aesthetic reconceptualization 
were sought. Movement, dynamism and speed, process, and the 
destruction of harmony, through imbalance and the rejection of 
existing hierarchical and symmetrical relationships, were valued. 
While these strategies visibly dominated folk spectacle 
forms, the cinema and the theaters of small forms, they were also 
becoming increasingly prevalent in the new art and architecture. 
Tatlin's Monument to the Third International, the contra-relief 
as architecture, in its inclined spiral and suspended geometric 
forms intended to rotate at varying speeds, perhaps most vividly 
and memorably manifested these principles, but they were also 
present in analogous and metaphoric ways in the works of 
constructivists, rationalists, and suprematists. In addition to 
an implied parallel between a reconceptualization of aesthetics 
and one of life, there was also a symbolic parallel between the 
act of rupturing and moving between the planes of an artwork, and 
the rupturing of habitual thoughts and actions in order to shift 
into new planes of thinking and acting. Similarly, the 
constructivist belief that the movement and life intended for and 
occurring within a building should shape its form could also be 
taken as a metaphor for society as a whole—that movement and 
life in a proletarian state should shape the forms and structure 
of society. Finally, the deformation of forms also related to 
the reconceptualization of life in its ability to force attention 
to aspects of life that were usually too habitual to be noticed. 
If creating a new reality was a key impetus behind the 
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desire for a new language, a second driving goal in its 
formulation was the search for a means of depicting and 
describing this new reality. Here, strategies which emphasized 
the act, or the actualization of the new, as well as those which 
could serve as metaphors for the new, were critically important. 
These strategies of action related to methods of changing the 
spectator's relationship to the work of art—that is, the 
emphasis on collectivity in creation, performance and reception, 
as well as the elimination of architectural and psychological 
barriers between the artwork and the audience—and to the 
introduction of forms and devices which would suggest, in a non-
illusory way, the ability of the artwork to stand in for real 
life. Consequently, strategies capturing and replicating the 
complexities of the new urban and industrial life—eccentrism, 
dissonance, and even chance—were central to the creation of a 
theatrical metaphor for contemporary life. And ultimately, the 
compositional method itself, the attempt to create a new style, 
could define and model the labors of creating and actualizing the 
new world: "Style in the theater—this is the compositional 
method. The stylistic unity of the spectacle is received as the 
result of construction, according to definite signs of selected 
scenic elements, taken in an exact quantity and position."140 In 
140Sakhonovskii, from a paper read at GAKhN, May 1928, 941-2-
22, p. 19: "Stil' v teatre—eto kompozitsionnyi metod. 
Stilisticheskoe edinstvo spektaklia poluchaetcia v rezul'tate 
konstruirovaniia po opredelennym priznakam izbrannykh 
stsenicheskikh elementov, vziatykh v tochnom kolichestve i 
kachestve." 
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this compositional method, the ultimate strategy was the turn to 
sources previously ignored or underused by the theater. The turn 
to such sources as holidays and revolutionary celebrations, 
cinema, as well as folk arts, primitivism and the arts of 
different historical eras, eastern arts, and radical art and 
architectural theory, sources which above all could denote an art 
of and for the people, an art of contemporary life, an art of the 
conjunction of a new people with new machines, and an art of 
opposition to the petrified and distasteful habits and psychology 
of a western, capitalist-derived bourgeois life, became the 
overriding strategy in the creation of a metaphor for the 
composition, construction, and realization of a socialist 
society. 
Linking a trait of twentieth century science to the 
nineteenth century symbolist poetry of Stephan Mallarme, O.B. 
Hardison, Jr. not long ago suggested that, "Perhaps incorporating 
randomness is a way to reestablish a living relationship between 
language [or science] and the world."141 For the constructivists 
in post-revolutionary Russia, chaos may have been a very 
deliberate means of forging and reinvigorating a relationship 
between the language of art and life. Life in this equation was 
at times represented by science and technology, at other times by 
primitivism and the carnival, and ultimately, by a peculiar and 
chaotic amalgam of both. 
141Hardison, Jr., Disappearing through the Skylight (New 
York, 1989), p. 3. 
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Thus, chaos entered the new art not only as an outcome but 
as a strategy designed to overcome pervasive social disorder and 
replace it with a new social and aesthetic order. This goal, the 
creation and imposition of order, could not be achieved through 
art alone; consequently, the new art, whatever its forms, was 
subordinate to various and increasing methods of oversight and 
control, a situation which further induced a sort of chaos that 
emerged in the form of attempts to evade control. 
While the themes of chaos and control through reception are 
central to chapter five, the elucidation of the language of 
constructivist stage design has already alluded to some of the 
sources of chaos and points to both connected strategies for the 
evasion of control and areas where control will be needed. These 
allusions are summarized here before turning to an examination of 
the language in use. 
On the most global level, the entity of constructivist stage 
design is in itself a chaotic notion because, as already 
observed, this is a style whose exemplars are linked not by 
formal expression but by ideas and goals. Thus, implicit to the 
category of constructivist stage design is a diversity of formal 
expressive means, a diversity which emerges from the plethora of 
visual and ideological sources as well as from the strategies of 
expression inherent to these stage sets. That is, the 
transformation and mutation of known forms into new and 
unfamiliar ones, the elision of the boundaries of media, such as 
was found in balagan performances and architectural collages, and 
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the elision of art and life, which characterized the nether world 
of the carnival, are all destabilizing and potentially illogical 
actions which culminate in the creation of liminal and chaotic 
new realities. Some of the forms of transformation would be more 
troubling and potentially chaotic than others—for example, 
"machine-humans" would challenge the idea of the psychological 
person, the belief in human domination of machines, and the 
stability of the socialist hero. Artistic "wonders" and 
fantasies which derived from magic and ritual, phenomena again 
characteristic of the balagan and carnival, would similarly 
challenge basic assumptions about the socialist state. The 
fusion of real and unreal time and space, the fusion of artistic 
media, especially media representing high and low cultures, and 
strategies emphasizing chance and spontaneity connoted 
indefiniteness, lack of control, liminality and chaos, and tended 
to result in artistic forms which would ultimately defy the 
prescribed forms of the new aesthetic order—for example, small 
forms aggregated in asymmetric compositions versus monumental 
forms in classically composed and hierarchical syntheses. 
Finally, in many ways the "language" of the new stage sets 
thwarted communication of a text or ideology—an architecture of 
light and color, a utopia of abstract forms, an emphasis on 
visual effects and dynamism are but some of the ways in which the 
word lost its controlling, dominating function and the art form 
accrued the ability to evade ideological control, either through 
incomprehensibility or through a widening or loosening of the 
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parameters for interpretation. And ultimately, not just evasion 
could be achieved; the wrong message could be framed and 
communicated. The technique of montage could artificially 
connect ideas and images which the state preferred to separate, 
and the turn to primitivistic or peasant sources could 
communicate values believed to be subversive to the new 
socialist, workers' state. Constructivist stage design could 
therefore centralize a chaos of artistic intentions as it 
communicated and reflected social chaos. 
Part Two: The Language in Use 
In 1920, a member of UNOVIS, L. Zuperman, described the new 
theater in terms equally suggestive of suprematist painting and a 
film. The new theater, he asserted, will not be an illustration 
of the world created by the playwright—it will be, rather, a 
blending of all the arts, subordinated to rhythm, tempo, and a 
dynamism of light and color. The set and props in this theater 
would not "decorate" the play, but would instead be a living part 
of the development of the play's action/42 
In the evolution of this living stage set, different sources 
and strategies predominated for a time, then co-mingled with one 
another, and eventually receded as competing scenic ideologies 
emerged. Essentially, this evolution proceeded from the creation 
of three-dimensional sets in which the influences of cubism, 
142Zuperman, UNOVIS Al'manakh, May 1920, in El Lisitskii fond 
76, delo 7, Tretiakov Gallery. 
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suprematism, early constructivist theory, and innovative 
theatrical theory were strongest. As the set became more 
architectural, there was a turn to the devices of folk spectacles 
and celebrations, and constructivist architecture, with the 
overriding goal of creating a new relationship of the set to the 
actor. This new relationship extended to the role of props, as 
well as to the role of the set as an educational device which 
would introduce the public to new objects and their use. In this 
capacity, production art and cinematic devices, especially the 
montage, became more prevalent, while the set as a whole veered 
back towards the creation of a specific setting. Ultimately, the 
creation of a specific and functional setting was achieved 
through the increasing use of filmic devices, and simplification 
in the total number of and actual devices brought to bear on the 
final production. 
The following discussion of stage sets will illuminate the 
use of particular strategies as well as the mid-period tendency 
to aggregate an increasing number of them. In addition to 
recognizing that aggregation, rather than pure exemplars, was the 
rule, it is necessary to keep in mind that overlap and 
resemblance characterized the very strategies themselves. 
Consequently, this discussion will be guided by the selection of 
examples in which the primary or predominant strategy differs, in 
order to illustrate the dominating presence of a sufficient 
number. At the same time, secondary strategies, where existing 
in each example, will be revealed and explicated as well. And 
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once again, the discussion will allude to the potential for 
perceiving chaos in the language of constructivist stage design. 
Finally, the choice of stage sets will be guided by the goal 
of illuminating the diverse forms assumed by the constructivist 
stage set. In contrast with most existing literature, especially 
that in the English language, the underlying premise of this 
discussion is that the constructivist stage set as a category 
consists of exemplars linked by ideology, rather than by form. 
The assumption that formal similarity characterizes 
constructivist stage sets has emerged for two reasons, the first 
being that traditionally a very limited number of sets has been 
examined, and this select group has artificially led to the 
conclusion of formal links. The second reason has perhaps 
greater validity because an observed similarity in this case 
emerges from the tendency of more than one set to foreground 
identical devices of the artistic language, and this 
foregrounding then results in similar forms. But it is my 
contention here that the choice of device does not in and of 
itself define the constructivist stage set, and that there is no 
single device which is necessarily implied by constructivism. 
Instead, constructivism as a framework for stage design implies a 
set of convictions about the nature and role of art, and the 
choice of device then becomes a logical solution to the enactment 
of these beliefs in a given situation. 
The constructivist stage set is first and foremost a 
rejection of the stage set as an illusionary setting, and in its 
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place, it asserts a commitment to a three-dimensional 
visualization and construction of the new world, and the 
organized and efficacious use of art as a means of demonstrating 
or depicting forms of living in this new world. A critical 
aspect of this process of visualization and demonstration is the 
very process of creation itself, for under the premises of 
constructivist stage design, the stage set, its function in the 
context of the play, and even its creation can serve as a 
metaphor for life processes in the new world. It is in this 
repsect that the machine image and idea became so central to the 
constructivist stage set. 
The Influence of Cubism and the Contra-Relief 
The early attempts to create a revolutionary theater reflected 
the influence of new theatrical theory and avant-garde art— 
cubism and suprematism in particular—as a means of moving away 
from the perspectival flats and the clutter of unnecessary props 
and furniture that characterized the naturalistic set. If these 
goals existed in and of themselves, these sets would mark only an 
incipient move toward constructivism. But they were in fact 
coupled with the more encompassing goal of depicting a new 
reality. 
Cubism was believed to be especially compatible with 
theatrical theories promoting an emphasis on movement, rhythm, 
and architectonic treatments of space: "Cubism promotes a new 
perception and treatment of form. For the attainment of a higher 
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realism, form, perceived as an out-of-time appearance, cleaves 
and constructively distributes itself on the plane. Color 
influences as an expressing form, and not as an acoustic element. 
The problem of facture is moved forward."143 
Although their paths differed, both Meierkhol'd and Tairov 
staged productions in 1920 (Zori [Dawns], Meierkhol'd; 
Blagoveshchenie [The Annunciation], Tairov) in which the 
treatment of space was influenced by cubism and architecture, 
with the addition of the constructivist relief in the case of 
Meierkhol'd's production. 
Aleksandr Vesnin, the designer for Blagoveshchenie, was in 
Tairov's words, the first architect to design a set for the 
Russian theater. Prior to becoming an architect, though, Vesnin 
had studied painting, and in notes for an autobiography, he 
described his early love for Cezanne and Picasso, along with his 
desire to convey their painterly space and architectonics in his 
own non-objective compositions. Further, he saw a similar 
problem as being central to the creation of his stage sets: "The 
same problems, but connected with the real space of the stage box 
and complicated by the necessity of a true functional use of the 
scenic space for the construction of the mise-en-scene, I tried 
143Bobritskii, "K Gradushchemu Stroitel'stvu Novogo Teatra," 
Puti Tvorchestva, No. 4, 1919, p. 30: "Sovremennaia zhivopis'— 
kubizm vydvigaet novoe vospriiatie i traktovku formy. Dlia 
dostizheniia vyshego realizma, forma, vosprinimaemaia, kak 
vnevremennoe iavlenie, rassekaetsia i konstruktivno 
raspredeliaetsia na ploskosti. Tsvet deistvuet kak formo-
vyrazhaiushchee, a ne zvukovoi element. Vydvigaiutsia fakturnye 
zadachi." 
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to resolve in works on the theatrical arrangement." But the 
problem of space was not to be solved in isolation from the 
subject matter—the forms on the stage had to materialize the 
subject, he said: "The problem of form and content always stood 
before me as one of the basic tasks in each theatrical 
arrangement, since the unity of form and content is the basis of 
any work of art. For me, as an artist-architect, the most 
important problem was the organization of the three-dimensional 
scenic space for the provision of the fullest development of the 
action. At the same time with the solution of this problem went 
work on the content and the artistic concretization of the models 
of the actors "144- " 
Thus, for each play on which he worked, he searched for a 
pivot around which to unite the forms of the act. Blagoveshchenie 
was characterized by a laconic and medieval mysticism, according 
to Vesnin, and he tried to translate this into three-
dimensionality, a three-dimensionality in which the figures 
blended with and repeated the forms of the scenic space [Figures 
5-7]. The playing space consisted predominantly of two planes— 
the floor of the stage, and a higher platform approached by 
steps. The perimeter of the stage was marked by geometric 
effusions—hexagonal columns with candlesticks rising pyramidally 
atop of them, vertical posts embedded in the sides, and 
I44Vesnin, A., notes for autobiography, written in the late 
20s or early 30s, his fond at the Shchusev museum: Kn. 1673/543, 
fond 5, op. 1, d. 1. [Superscript letters refer to endnotes.] 
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statuesque figures resembling the posts and actors both, and 
evoking a gothic-church interior. The costumes, too, made of 
stiffly creased vertical folds of cloth, crisscrossed by diagonal 
bands of color, made the actors into virtual Gothic churches/45 
As Alicia Koonen (Tairov's wife and leading actress) described 
the costumes, "they precisely conveyed the sensation of the 
middle ages; in them there were no soft lines; they fell with 
heavy pleats, giving to the actors a sculptural clarity and 
monumentality. "146 Tairov, several years after the production, 
described the play as the mystery of a struggle of elemental 
roots, embodied by the titanic forms of the landowners, with the 
church—these forms, he added, demanded both monumentality and 
the suggestion of a merging of the person with the land. 
"Therefore, departing from the stained glass window, in which 
there are already embryos of cubistic construction, the theater 
arrived at the means of expression of its thought, at cubism," a 
cubism of the scenic space and of the actors/47 
In Blagoveshchenie a fusion of time and space occurs—the 
145The comparison of the actors to churches is the comment of 
Berkovskii, "Tairov i Kamernyi Teatr," Literature i Teatr 
(Moscow, 1969), p. 347. 
146Alisa Koonen, Stranitsi Zhizni (Moscow, 1975), p. 267: 
"Ochen' interesny byli kostiumy. Oni tochno peredavali 
oshchushchenie srednevokovyia, v nikh ne bylo miagkikh linii, oni 
padali tiazhelymi skladkami, pridavaia figuram akterov 
skul'pturnuiu chektost' i monumental'nost'." 
147Tairov, Thesis statements for a paper at Gakhn on the role 
of the artist in the Kamernyi theater, Jan. 1929, Fond 2328-1-61, 
p. 2: "Poetomy, otpravliaias' ot vitrazha, v kotorom est' uzhe 
zarodyshi kubisticheskogo postroeniia, teatr prishel kak k 
sredstvu vyrazheniia svoie mysli, k kubizmu." 
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gothic and the avant-garde are fused in the cubic forms of the 
stage and actors, and the real space of the stage starts to read 
as the illusionary and negative space of a cubist painting. The 
set also reconceptualizes the familiar through its anti-
planarity—the combination of platforms, recesses, and steps—and 
the lack of symmetry of the whole, along with the deformation of 
known forms in its presentation of stubby hexagonal columns and 
columnesque figures. Finally, the set turns to a montage of new 
sources—medieval/gothie architecture, religious imagery, cubism, 
and presumably Vesnin's own burgeoning interest and 
experimentations in constructivist painting. 
Many of the same devices characterized Zori. According to 
Gan, Zori was one of four steps in the development of a new 
theater. For this production, he noted, Meierkhol'd attempted to 
create a volumetric, non-objective set, not for aesthetic reasons 
(as in the Kamernyi, said Gan), but for the purposes of the 
subject, a subject which concluded in the expression of 
industrial culture, an expression which served as the background 
for the pronunciation of several words about current events.148 
According to one chronicler of Meierkhol'd' s productions, Zori 
marked the beginning of a break with the theater of the dream for 
the theater looked "squalid and cold...and made no contrast with 
the harsh and niggardly colors of the ... first year of the 
revolution." The stage, as Viktor Shklovskii observed, resembled 
148Gan, " 'Ploshchadka' Meierkhol'da, " Teatral'naia Moskva, 
No. 38, 1922, p. 7. 
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a contra-relief, with metallic, geometric forms suspended by taut 
ropes or even by other forms in which only the perimeters were 
constructed [Figures 8-9].149 Attached to a metallic sun 
suspended at the top of the stage was a triangle in outline form, 
and suspended from it an attenuated and horizontally pointing 
triangle, together evoking the suprematist forms of a Malevich 
painting or an El Lisitskii proun; and finally a conglomeration 
of cylindrical and curved quadrilaterals, vividly reminiscent of 
Tatlin's earlier contra-relief compositions. The stage floor 
supported several cubic structures, and a curving staircase led 
down to an area that seemed to extend under the stage floor, so 
that figures could emerge and straddle the floor surfaces in the 
approximation of a spiral. 
The decorations—their schematic shapes, the materials 
(iron, wood, rope), the unusual staircase leading into the front 
of the auditorium and destroying the stage footlights—according 
to a libretto given out before the performance "were created in 
order to give an impression about the very clear particularities 
of our life: an impression of the city with its iron, stone, 
airplanes."150 To some, not just an urban impression was 
149B. Alpers, Social Mask, trans. Mark Schmidt (Group 
Theater, 1934, orig. publ. in Russian, 1931), p. 23; Shklovskii, 
"Papa, eto-bydil'nik!", Gamburgskii Schet (Moscow, 1990) (orig. 
publ. in Khod Konia, in 1923), p. 86-87. 
150Libretto included in the Bakhrushin Museum Meierkhol'd 
fond, 180171/27: "Dekoratsii i vsia vneshniaia storona 
spektaklia sozdany tak, chtoby dat' vpechatlenie o samykh iarkikh 
osobonnostiakh nashego byta: vpechatlenie goroda s ego zhelezom, 
kamnem, aeroplanami." 
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created, but also the impression of a revolutionary scene/11 
Finally, Meierkhol'd justified the setting in terms of the 
theater of the future which, he averred, would be an open-air 
theater: it will not be a mistake if we "will build our theater 
in full contact with contemporaneity and we, attracting to 
ourselves the cubists, are not mistaken, because it is necessary 
for us to show the background which would remind us of the 
background against which the action will be played tomorrow. The 
contemporary theater will go out into the open air. We want our 
background to be either the iron tube, or the sea, or something 
built by the new humanity."152- b 
Vladimir Dmitriev, the designer of the set and costumes, 
wrote an earlier directorial exposition of the play for an 
assignment in a class of Meierkhol'd's. In this exposition he 
talked about the construction of the play as a "complex and 
errorless" machine, a metaphor which led him to deprive the 
characters of individualizing traits: the characters were to be 
freed from the reflections of daily life in the way that the 
parts of a machine were freed from dirt. About the stage itself 
he said the most important quality would be the possession of 
depth—there were to be places of greater depth, of lesser depth, 
of height, and places which "sometimes went under the floor." 
This observation he felt was especially important, because in his 
151Zagorskii, M., "Zori," Vestnik Teatra, No. 74, 1920, 5-6. 
152
"Beseda o 'Zoriakh, '" Vestnik Teatra, No. 75, 1920, p. 14. 
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directorial plan he conceived of the action of the play as the 
"construction of a building of action in this space."153 This 
"building of action" is seen most vividly in the setting of the 
seventh scene, "the square of the people," in which the cast 
winds from beneath the floor, up the stairs, and around the 
slightly skewed and broad cylindrical column, creating an image 
that again brings to mind a work of Tatlin's—the Monument to the 
Third International. This was undoubtedly an appropriate image 
for the play, for spontaneously included in the action was the 
reading of telegrams from the front, thereby uniting the French 
symbolist play with the war events of the current day. 
The explications of the setting and its visual allusions 
together suggest that a fusion of symbolic and real time, as well 
as of two forms of symbolic space, characterized the production 
in its entirety. The play also proposed a new conceptualization 
of architecture, in which the building became a metaphor for the 
structure of the play and the integration of the people's actions 
with the spaces in which they were to occur. As in 
Blagoveshchenie, symmetry of the set is non-existent, the overall 
effect is anti-planar, and again, as with its contemporary 
production, Zori turns to new sources for the construction of the 
set—cubism, machine and architectural imagery, and finally, 
suprematism and the constructivist contra-reliefs of Tatlin. The 
set thus becomes a montage, not merely in the collection of 
153Dmitriev, V.V., "Rezhisserskaia Ekspozitsiia p'esy 
'Zori'," 1918, in Meierkhol'd fond 998-1-2878; also in B.I. 
Berezkin, V.V. Dmitriev (Leningrad, 1981), 30-35. 
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metallic, quasi-geometric forms, but also in the mixture of 
sources to which it alludes. 
These non-classical characteristics of the set composition, 
common to both productions, and their reflection of the 
developing directions in avant-garde art—especially western 
cubism—will increasingly conflict with the desired new aesthetic 
order and are therefore potential harbingers of chaos. Other 
chaotic potentials in Zori and Blagoveshchenie can be perceived 
in the creation of new categories of entities—the architectural 
person or person-as-church of Blagoveshchenie, and the theater as 
the site of revolution, rather than solely as the retelling of 
revolution, as in Zori. 
Early Constructivist Uses of Folk Spectacle and Its Fusion with 
High Art 
A year earlier, the first post-revolutionary production to turn 
explicitly to folk spectacles was produced in Petrograd. After 
the revolution, a range of new theaters, striving to create a 
people's theater under the sign of "esthetic democratism," had 
emerged. By this was implied the use of folk and primitive art 
forms as a means of broadening the appeal of art forms which had 
previously seemed to exclude the people through their elitist 
esthetics. The intelligentsia group of artists known as the 
Scythians had already embraced the idea of "primitivism" as a 
sign of the destruction of bourgeois culture; this aspect of the 
group's philosophy had a strong influence on the theater in the 
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years of war communism/14 The primitivism of the circus, as 
well as that of Futurism, seemed especially appropriate to the 
goals of esthetic democracy and the creation of a revolutionary 
theater. One of the most striking and earliest attempts to merge 
these primitive sources with "high" theater was a production at 
the Ermitazhnyi Theater in the fall of 1919 and staged by 
Annenkov. 
Annenkov's production of Lev Tolstoi's Pervyi Vinokur (The 
First Distiller) was characterized by a number of firsts: the 
incorporation of the circus, of the idea of a balagan in the 
square, of the estrada, and the contemporization of a classic. 
Selecting a little known but classic Russian play, Annenkov added 
fantasy, tricks or "attractions," two devils played by circus 
acrobats, and clowns whose actions and grimaces provided 
nonverbal commentary on the play's text.1'1 Annenkov turned to 
acrobats, in part because he didn't think that traditional actors 
possessed the dynamism to be able to turn on stage into devils, 
and fly through the air, freed from the force of gravity, and in 
part because of his beliefs about genuineness in art: "Two years 
ago V.E. Meierkhol'd in an article about the circus asserted that 
154Gvozdev and Piotrovskii, "Differentsiatsiia 
Khudozhestvennoi Intelligentsii," and "Novye Teatry," in Istoriia 
Sovetskogo Teatra, ed. V.E. Rafalovich (Leningrad, 1933), pp. 
120-121; 189-91. 
155In addition to Gvozdev and Piotrovskii's description and 
discussion, another source is Zolotnitskii, Zori Teatral'nogo 
Oktiabria (Leningrad, 1978), pp. 234-237. Annenkov himself 
describes the play and includes comments from reviews and later 
texts in his Dnevnik, Vol. 2 (Moscow, 1991), pp. 49-55. 
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the circus spectacle arouses in the spectator a heroic 
beginning."156 This heroic beginning was the product of the 
nature of the circus artist's craft, and it was in this nature 
that the circus artist vastly differed from the actor. In the 
theater, observed Annenkov, the actor could change his 
performance every day; his art was the art of "approximation." 
In contrast, approximation would not work in the circus—with the 
smallest mistake, the acrobat would fall, and there would be no 
art; precision and perfection had to prevail. So one, the 
former, was the art of the dilettante, while the second was the 
art of the master. Annenkov further believed that the estrada 
was a true mass, urban art: "The art of the estrada in its own 
nature is genuinely a people's art, having arrived in the city 
from the depths, from the jokers and minstrels," and from the 
forms of holiday entertainment.157 
Annenkov later provided a description of the play's setting: 
The decorations were composed from variously colored 
intersecting poles and ropes, lightly masked trapezes, 
variously shaped swinging platforms which hung in 
space, and other circus apparatuses—on a background of 
colored spots, for the most part, fiery gamma rays and 
156Annenkov, qtd. in Zolotnitskii, p. 234: "Goda dva tomu 
nazad V.E. Meierkhol'd v stat'e o tsirke utverzhdal, chto 
tsirkovye zrelishcha probuzhdaiut v zritele geroicheskoe 
nachalo." 
1S7Qtd. in Zolotnitskii, p. 235: "Iskusstvo estrady po svoei 
prirode est' podlinno narodnoe iskusstvo, preshedshee v gorod s 
nizov, ot shutov i skomorokhov..." 
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not having illusionary hints. The devils flew and 
somersaulted in the air. The ropes, poles, trapezes, 
and platforms found themselves in constant movement. 
The action developed simultaneously on the stage and in 
the auditorium." 
In another discussion of this work, Annenkov mentioned the 
usefulness of the decorative forms in enabling the functions of 
the cast; from this comment one writer has recently alluded to a 
constructivist bias in the work.158 Close examination of the 
work—as well as its date—makes the idea of a conscious 
constructivist allusion unlikely; if indeed there is 
constructivism in the set, it is there as the result of the 
overall language and philosophy of the set, rather than because 
of a brief mention of function. 
A sketch [Figure 10] Annenkov made of the design reveals a 
predominance of red and orange tones with amoeboid platforms 
suspended at various heights in the air. The sketched figures 
appear almost as curvilinear as the other forms, and the maze of 
crisscrossing lines from which the forms are suspended provides 
the only contrast to the nimboid shapes. Yet, there is no real 
sense of depth created, or even of real space—despite the 
swinging figures there is virtually no orientation to top or 
bottom or to in or out. In this indeterminate space, in fact, 
the sketch makes its greatest allusion to a balagan in the 
158Mel Gordon, Program of the Minor Leftists in Soviet 
Theatre, 1919-24, Ph. D. dissertation, New York University, 1982. 
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square, or an open, outdoor theater [Figure 11] in which the 
theatrical space and the surrounding outdoor space flow together 
and the decorative elements of the theater structure become 
elements of the production. There is an additional allusion to 
the balagan in the very union of the circus with the theater, 
since the balagan theater may actually have provided a precedent 
for such a union.159 
Apart from the folk spectacle references, the sketch evokes 
other visual art sources. The spineless, fantasmagorical shapes 
are similar in quality to illustrations for folk tales, 
especially those of El Lisitskii, as well as to some of 
Lisitskii's earlier, more fanciful, and less architectonic 
sketches (for example, "Pomnite, proletarii sviazi, 1905 goda," a 
poster sketch of 1919). Other artistic parallels, perhaps even 
closer, exist between this sketch and 01ga Rozanova's non-
objective compositions of around 1916 and Kandinsky's 
compositions of the late teens with their sense of amorphous, 
free-falling movement in which forms of color can equally connote 
geometric, natural, and biological organisms. 
The device of the new language most critical to Annenkov's 
production of Pervyi Vinokur was the fusion of high and low art— 
folk spectacles such as the circus and the balagan merged with 
classical theater and avant-garde high art. This fusion was 
manifested in the visual forms of the set, as well as in the 
1S9Plate 78 in Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, Istoriia Russkogo 
Teatra, 1929, shows an artist swinging from a trapeze in a 
balagan presentation. 
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production and execution of the performance. Thus, the 
production also conveyed new ideas about the relationship of the 
producer to the text, about the presumed inviolability of a text, 
about the role of the actor, and even a new image of the stage. 
Another reconceptualization provided by this production 
concerned the idea of movement and dynamism. Annenkov's belief 
that movement was the essence of theater dominated the staging— 
not only was the production characterized by constant motion, but 
the movement filled the entire space of the performance, a 
condition later proclaimed by Annenkov as a goal of the new 
theater: "In the entire space of the stage box there is not a 
single moment of peace. Grumbling in the air are the zigzags of 
sharply angled lightnings on a worrying speck of black....A 
moving pattern of decorated rhythms, entering between themselves 
into battle, is created..."160 
Finally, the production's destruction of hierarchy, 
classical spatial relationships, and traditional theatrical forms 
flowed directly from the montage of a-traditional sources and the 
aggregation of entertainment forms from which the staging was 
envisioned and constructed. 
Annenkov was not alone in turning to the circus, and as his 
reference to Meierkhol'd's statement about the circus as a place 
160Annenkov, "Teatr bez Prikladnichestva, " Vestnik Teatra, 
No. 93-94, 1921, p. 6: "Vo vsem prostranstve stsenicheskoi 
korobki net ni odnogo mementa poloia. V vozdukhe bryzzhat 
zigzagi ostrougol'nykh molnii na volnuiushchikhsia piatnakh 
chernogo;....Sozdaetsia dvizhushchiisia uzor raskrashennykh 
ritmov, vstupaiushchikh mezhdu soboiu v bor'bu." 
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of "heroic beginnings" shows, Meierkhol'd, too, was attracted to 
this spectacle form as a means of invigorating the theater. Two 
of Meierkhol'd's productions from 1922 marked the beginning for 
him of a line of productions which explicitly merged aspects of 
circus and balagan spectacles with constructivist ideas about the 
roles and forms of art. Ultimately, the effects achieved in 
these two productions—Velikodushnyi Rogonosets (The Magnanimous 
Cuckold) and Smert' Tarelkina (The Death of Tarelkin)—were quite 
different from those attained by Annenkov, and led in two 
directions. The first was toward a more architectural set, 
alluding to a particular scenic place as part of the effect, and 
including an emphatic use of folk sources. The second placed a 
greater emphasis on the parts, rather than the whole, suggesting 
a stronger orientation toward production art, and an emphasis on 
aggregation as the design strategy. Despite the differences 
between these two paths, they often were both used in a single 
production, and even Velikodushnyi Rogonosets itself hints at 
both approaches. 
Liubov Popova's sketches [Figures 2 and 12] for the set of 
Velikodushnyi Rogonosets attest to an evolution from greater 
architectural complexity, rooted in a more realistic format, 
toward a more schematic conceptualization in which the individual 
parts seem almost to have been reoriented from a vertical 
arrangement into a horizontally attenuated disposition. The 
final construction [Figures 13-15] suggests less a coherent 
architectural structure than an assemblage of posts, beams, 
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ramps, and wheels. A strong diagonal, moving from the 
crisscrossed ladders of the windmill, through the hubs of a red 
wheel, along a ramp, and down a staircase at the opposite end of 
the structure, dominates the design. The forms are largely 
skeletal, suggesting the scaffolding of a building in progress, 
or even the easily demountable structures of the gulian'e. The 
left end, where the windmill rises, is further marked by a 
structure suggestive of a door frame and another set of stairs, 
although this time they lead into a curved ramp that bends around 
to the front of the doorway. 
A number of visual allusions are made by the sketches and 
built version of the set. Architecturally, the set hints at the 
rural wooden architecture of the Russian north [Figures 16-17]. 
These domestic and agricultual buildings were often multilevel 
structures with long sloping roofs, and outdoor balconies 
culminating in ramps or stairs. The omnipresent windmills often 
comprised a single, large wheel-like part which more closely 
resembles the wheels in Popova's construction than the actual 
windmill structure. The sketch of the set, with its network of 
crisscrossing triangular forms against a background of web-like 
wheels, evokes a design made by Popova and Aleksandr Vesnin for 
an unrealized mass celebration, "The Struggle and Victory of the 
Soviets," in 1921 [Figure 18]. In particular, Popova's set calls 
forth a comparison to the part of the project intended to 
represent the city of the future and its tensile peaked ropes 
extending to and entrapping wheels and pullies of different 
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sizes. Finally, as previously mentioned in the first chapter, 
there are parallels between Popova's set and the poster for the 
balagan pantomime, "The Magic Mill which Turns Old People into 
Young" [Figure 1]. These parallels, even stronger in the built 
version of the set than in the sketches, are reinforced by the 
presence and positions of actors on the structure. 
Both Meierkhol'd and Popova conceptualized the set in 
functional, as opposed to place-descriptive, terms. Meierkhol'd, 
in a statement released four years after the production, wrote 
that "The spectacle had to give the basis for a new technology of 
acting in a new scenic surrounding which had broken with the 
wings and portal-framed place of acting." He added that the 
fundamental principle had to be revelation of the lines of 
construction and extreme schematization. Finally, the staging 
was to provide a basis for non-illusionary decorations, a minimum 
of props, and simplicity of objects, so that workers, in their 
free time, would, with this play as a model, be able to stage and 
achieve similar productions and effects.161 
Popova, appearing at Inkhuk to defend her involvement in a 
possibly retrograde, aesthetic activity, stated that she had 
striven to change the problem of stage design from an 
aesthetically-based one into a production one, to arrive, that 
is, at a solution based exclusively on production means and 
goals. Such a solution would derive from the task of enabling 
161Meierkhol'd, "Kak Byl Postavlen 'Velikodushnyi 
Rogonosets'," (1926), Stat'i, Pis'ma, Rechi, Besedy (Moscow, 
1968), p. 47. 
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actions in the play, rather than from consideration of problems 
of color and space, except as necessary with respect to the 
materials used in the formulation.162 This explanation was quite 
consistent with earlier statements written by the artist to 
elaborate her artistic "credo" for Inkhuk debates. For example: 
"The new industrial production in which artistic creativity is 
supposed to take part will be fundamentally distinct from the 
previous aesthetic approach to the object in that attention will 
be directed chiefly not at adorning the object with artistic 
devices (applied art) but at introducing the artistic moment of 
the object's organization into the principle of creating the 
utilitarian object itself."163 
The utilitarian goal of the set, in the eyes of both 
producer and designer, was the facilitation of the actors' 
movements and the play's actions. The set, in this way, played a 
role quite similar to the role of Annenkov's grimacing clowns— 
the movements of the wheels provided nonverbal punctuation, 
emphasis, and commentary on the script. Wheel movements were so 
central to the production that in addition to notations in 
directing copies of the script, there was a special set of 
162Popova, "Vystuplenie k diskussii Inkhuka o 'Velikodushnom 
Rogonostse'," (1923), typed and incomplete manuscript in her fond 
in the Tretiakov Gallery, 148-56; additional handwritten notes 
are in 148-57. 
163Popova, (1921), in D. Sarab' 'ianov and N. Adaskina, 
Popova, trans. Marian Schwartz (NY, 1990), p. 166. 
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materials entitled "Partitura koles" (a score of the wheels)/64 
Further, the set also functioned much as circus equipment, 
becoming a virtual trampoline and trapeze with which the actors 
interacted. On another level, the set was a nonhuman metaphor 
for the new acting system, for the actors coordinated their 
movements so closely to one another, they essentially became a 
living construction of bodies, a construction which then united 
with the mobile yet stationary one of wood/61 
Critiques of the play suggest that, with the possible 
exception of avoiding an aesthetic effect, the production and 
stage set largely succeeded in these goals. The constructivist 
theorist Gan felt that the objects on stage had not been worked 
out in accordance with a scientific study of the materials; as a 
result, the construction was disturbed by the "hand of 
esthetics."166 This assessment was not shared by others, 
however. To the writer and designer Fedorov, Rogonosets set 
itself apart from old decorations by its absence of illusions, by 
its three-dimensionality, and by the absence of esthetics for the 
sake of esthetics. Further, what once would have been 
represented on canvas, here became an "object-montage" consisting 
of a windmill, a window, doors, and stairs, with everything 
mounted on the stage floor in accordance with the tasks of the 
164In the Meierkhol'd fond in the Bakhrushin Museum, 
180171/174. 
165A.V. Gvozdev, "Il'-ba-zai," Zhizn' Iskusstva, No. 26, 
1924, pp. 8-9. 
166Gan, "Ploshchadka Meierkhol'da," p. 8. 
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actors' playing.167 
The correlation of the stage set with the actors' needs was 
observed by others. Gvozdev, for example, wrote that "just as 
the trapeze of the acrobat does not have self-sufficient esthetic 
value, just as it does not matter to the circus artist if the 
trapeze is pretty to look at, so long as it efficaciously 
facilitates his work, this precisely pertains to the construction 
of 'Velikodushnyi Rogonosets'..."168 Another writer, Pozdnev, 
shared this perception: "In opposition to the decorations of the 
naturalistically-portrayed daily life theater, in opposition to 
the dominating form of the Kamernyi Theater, 'Rogonosets' gave 
the scenic surrounding a singular goal which appears to be to 
help the actor in his methods of influencing the spectator."169 
Just as the set was no longer immobile, the actors' methods 
similarly departed from the stationary, speech-giving mode of 
classical theater: "Constructivism, the machinism of the 
decorations, or more truly, the structure, in which there were 
167V. Fedorov, "Konstruktivizm na teatre, " Novyi Zritel', No. 
8, 1924, 4. 
168Gvozdev, Teatr im. Meierkhol'da (1920-26), (Len. , 1927) p. 
28: "Tak zhe kak trapetsiia akrobata ne imeet samodovleiushchei 
esteticheskoi tsennoski, kak dlia tsirkacha bezrazlichno, kraciva 
ona na vid ili net, lish' by ona byla tselesobrazno prisposoblena 
dlia ego raboty, tochno takzhe i konstruktsiia 'Velikodushnogo 
Rogonostsa'..." 
169Ark. Pozdnev, "Material'noe Oformlenie Spektaklia," 
Zrelishche, No. 9, 1922, p. 9: "V protivoves naturalisticheski 
bytovogo teatra, v protivoves dominiruiushchei forme Kamernogo 
Teatra, 'Rogonosets' dal stsenicheskuiu ustanovku, edinstvennoi 
tsel'iu kotoroi iavliaetsia—pomoch akteru v ego priemakh 
vozdeistviia na zritelia." 
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absolutely no architectural hints at the stenciled pavilion, an 
almost complete absence of chairs, armchairs, and in general, 
'sitting places' on the stage, forced the actor to be in motion 
all the time, did not give even a single moment for dead 
statuariness"; instead, the possibility of striking the viewers' 
eyes with scenic tricks and acrobatics was created.170d 
In addition to observers' comments on the dynamism of the 
production as a whole, and the relationship of the set to a 
circus apparatus, other references and allusions were found in 
the set as well. Meierkhol'd typed out an extract from a review 
by Sadko, in which this writer commented that the manner of the 
production compelled a recollection of first the puppet theater, 
and then the people's balagan. The writer Sergei Tret'iakov, who 
later worked with Meierkhol'd, located the excitement of the 
production of Velikodushnyi Rogonosets in its kinship with the 
nature of a rehearsal, bearing the scent of work—the materials 
of the set were the materials used in the construction of houses, 
and the parts and actions of the set surprised and intensified 
during the course of the play.171 To Pertsov, the development of 
action on simultaneous planes in space and the revolving of the 
170Uriel', "'Velikodushnyi Rogonosets' v Masterskikh GVTM'a," 
Isvestiia VTsIK, No. 93, 28 apr. 1922. In Meierkhol'd fond 998-
1-3351. 
171The Sadko review was "Meierkhol'd-akademik," Izvestiia 
VTsIK, No. 98, 5 Maia 1922. Tret'iakov, "Velikodushnyi 
Rogonosets," Zrelishcha, No. 8, 1922, 12-13. Both in Meierkhol'd 
fond 998-1-3351. 
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enormous wheels evoked the charged effect of cinematic 
moments.172 And, finally, the writer Zagorskii saw in the 
perpetual movement of this production the outlines of the 
moveable theaters of the future, theaters which would not only 
themselves travel, but in which everything within would also be 
in movement, and theaters which would surmount reality with a 
reality taken from the realest, and most newly constructed, 
elements/73 
Many of the devices of the new language were manifested 
jointly in the stage set and the overall production. Three forms 
of fusion were present: the fusion of high and low art spectacle 
forms (circus, balagan, traditional drama, and revolutionary 
celebrations), a fusion of rural and urban references (the rural 
architectural allusions crossed with the urban machine 
constructivism; as well as the merger of the folk balagan and 
machine art), and a fusion of spaces, as action occurred 
simultaneously on different levels of the structure, much in the 
same way that multiple playing areas were used in mass 
celebrations, and as components of the structure added their 
nonverbal commentary to the actors' playing. The set itself 
represented a new object, with connotations to previously known 
forms and equipment, but ultimately it left those connotations 
behind to become a double metaphor: a metaphor of the new 
17
-V. Pertsov, Za Novoe Iskusstvo (Moscow, 1925), p. 24. 
173M. Zagorskii, "Velikodushnyi Rogonosets," Teatral'naia 
Moskva, 1922, No. 38, p. 9. 
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relationship between things and people, and a metaphor of the 
transformation of theater as a model for the transformation of 
society through the auspices of the constructivist social 
condenser. It became this metaphor through the mixture of 
allusions to folk arts and constructivism, as well as through the 
design device of montage. As previously noted, the set was an 
"object" montage, an assemblage of architectural components and 
the components of a scenic place, relevant to the play. In 
addition to visual forms of reconceptualization, the production 
reconceptualized the role of movement in a play, and contributed 
to a reconceptualization of the overall theater as a site of 
perpetual motion. 
Smert' Tarelkina in some ways is even more of a departure 
than Velikodushnyi Rogonosets because the set is fully 
disassembled; the parts are separated. According to Stepanova, 
the designer, this separation was needed because a unified 
framework was an inefficient solution and did not follow from 
constructivist thought. The elements of a single setting, she 
felt, could not effectively serve both scenic functions and 
individualized moments of the actors' playing. Thus, she created 
and distributed the details of the set, uniting them only through 
color and the use of wood planks as the sole construction 
material [Figures 19-20].174 
Gan, more pleased with this incursion of constructivism into 
l74V. I. Berezkin, Sovetskaia Stsenographiia, 1917-41 (Moscow, 
1990), p. 30. 
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the theater than with Popova's efforts, saw Stepanova's task as 
that of connecting the "human material" of the stage with the 
non-human material environment of objects. These objects 
therefore had to be active tools for the actors; they could in no 
way be a decorative background, and because they were made out of 
the same material, there were no formal variations to distract 
the viewer.17-1 Stepanova also spoke of her goal of creating 
genuine objects—a table, chair, and so on—which would interact 
with the performers. Function, she said, was the leading motive 
in the creation of each object, while the external form was a 
product of its technical and functional requirements. It would 
seem, then, that the terms of praise she used for the exhibit of 
Vkhutemas students' work applied equally to her own efforts 
here.176 
But in reality, another factor also influenced the objects' 
forms. Stepanova used standardized wooden planks, creating 
silhouettes and skeletons, rather than solid surfaces, and she 
relied on modular, repeated components and constant angles of 
joining. As Lavrentiev has recently noted, "What Stepanova 
devised looked like furniture in the most general sense of the 
word, a skeleton stripped of all ornament and decoration. In 
other words, the look of the object was defined by its 
175Gan, "V Poriadke Ideologicheskoi Bor'by," Zrelishcha, No. 
16, 1922, 10-11. 
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Each of these seemingly ordinary objects actually concealed 
a trick—the seats of the chairs failed or the backs swiveled 
downward, the legs of the tables splayed out from pressure on the 
surface, and the stool fired a shot.178 This combination of 
trickery with deceptively mundane-looking objects, plus the 
allocation of a particular acting-related trick or function to 
separate pieces, resulted in an even more explicit reference to 
the circus in this production than in Velikodushnyi Rogonosets. 
Eizenshtein, who assisted on this production, in an article with 
Fedorov called the staging an unbelievable "clownade" in which 
the priority of the actor in the theater was fully asserted, 
while the constructions actually assumed a tertiary significance. 
Further, even more than in Rogonosets, the setting here connoted 
portability—the objects could be placed anywhere, in a town 
square or in a factory.179 
Fedorov, writing alone, further amplified the significance 
of this staging. The use of isolated objects, he noted, banished 
the montage and gave the objects a role as dynamic partners to 
the actors. To Fedorov, this principle of scenic formulation had 
177Aleksandr Lavrentiev, Varvara Stepanova, ed. J. Bowlt 
(Cambridge, 1988), p. 63. 
178A. Fevral'skii, Zapiski Revesnika Veka, (Moscow, 1976), p. 
223. 
179V.F. Fedorov i S.M. Eizenshtein, "K Postanovke 'Smert' 
Tarelkina' Masterskoi V.E. Meierkhol'da," (1922), Sovetskii 
Teatr: Dokumenty i Materialy, T.3, 1921-26, red. A.la. Trabskii 
(Len. 1975), p. 202. 
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to be seen as resulting from the influence of movies, especially 
American detective films, and signalled the emergence of a fully 
dynamic set, the only type of set, he believed, with the 
potential to express the rhythms of contemporary life.180 
As in the set for Velikodushnyi Rogonosets, here there 
existed a fusion of various spectacle forms and art forms—above 
all, the fusion of the circus, constructivism, and productivism. 
Transformation was a central device in this staging as each 
seemingly mundane object became an entrapment or trick and 
contributed to the buffoonery of the overall production. Thus, 
deformation, eccentrism, and chance assumed central roles in this 
production, largely through the nature of the stage objects. And 
further, in the use of transformations, inherent to both these 
productions, of ordinary forms into acting partners and nearly 
animate "wonders," both productions can be said to recall the 
gulian'e with its outdoor wonders and its evolution of ordinary 
objects into theatrical and celebratory props. Thus, the 
strategy of reference to atypical sources—in this case, folk and 
primitivistic spectacles—was dominant in both these works. 
Finally, Smert' Tarelkina fully rejected the traditional, unified 
stage set, reconceptualizing it as an environment of utilitarian, 
rather than scenic, space, and as objects which came to life and 
revealed their meaning only in the presence of humans. 
Although Eizenshtein assisted in the work on Smert' 
180V. Fedorov, "Konstruktivizm na teatre," Novyi Zritel', No. 
8, 1924, p. 5. 
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Tarelkina, his own early stage designs followed more closely in 
the direction laid out by Velikodushnyi Rogonosets, with the 
addition of his strong interest in the use of attractions. This 
interest did, however, link his ideas to the circusization of 
Annenkov's Pervyi Vinokur, and, minimally, to the 
conceptualization behind the production of Smert/. The two 
projects of relevance, both from 1921-22, while Eizenshtein was a 
student of Meierkhol'd's, were designs for Kot v Sapogakh and 
Pom, Gde Razbivaiutsia Serdtsa (The Cat in Boots and Heartbreak 
House). The strongest connection of these projects to Popova's 
set lay in the goal of creating a "machine" for the players' 
acting, a "playing (acting) scenography" in which everything on 
stage could simultaneously serve as an apparatus to be used by 
the actors and also express some feature of the play or its 
setting. Because of this dual role, the principle of a "playing 
scenography" appeared in essence to fuse a circus formulation 
with a constructivist plasticity/81 
For Pom, Eizenshtein wanted to construct an acting platform 
which would hint at the form of a ship, and move and change the 
actors' positions [Figure 21]. The shiplike structure ultimately 
conceived by Eizenshtein even contained resting places, so that 
the actors never had to leave the stage during the production, 
but their assumption of a nonmoving position was paradoxically a 
Berezkin, Sovetskaia Stsenografiia, pp. 41-43. 
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function of the stage's "work."182 In the design for Kot, 
similar to Pom but more elaborate, Eizenshtein constructed a 
second stage on the real stage, elevated on a platform and turned 
around, so that spectators were able to see the performance as it 
faced them as well as a version that would normally be perceived 
only from the wings or in a mirrored reflection [Figure 22]. 
Again, the work of the stage resulted in an atypical perception 
of the actors—leading, in both cases, to an enhanced 
communication of the irony inherent in the plays. 
While the idea of an acting platform on the original stage 
and the creation of a unified set which moved in response to the 
acting needs of the play were hallmarks of Velikodushnyi 
Rogonosets, the visual forms of Eizenshtein's projects shared 
relatively little with those of Popova's. Eizenshtein's work 
evokes its strongest allusions to Tatlin's contra-reliefs, to a 
design of Tatlin's for a ship mast for a production of The Flying 
Dutchman (Machta, 1915-18 ),183 and to Rodchenko' s cubist-
const ructivist kiosk projects. There is, however, one allusion 
to a work of Popova's (and Vesnin's)—the design for the 
unrealized mass spectacle, "The Struggle and Victory of the 
Soviets." 
The dominant devices used in these two projects of 
182Sergei Iutkevich, "Sergei Eizenshtein," in Kontrapunkt 
Rezhissera (Moscow, i960), p. 228; S. Margolin, "Iz Tsikla 
Neosushchestvlennykh Postanovok. Ekstsentriada," Ekho, No. 7, 
1923, p. 15. 
See plate 598 in The Great Utopia. 
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Eizenshtein's were the transformation of the scenic materials 
into a literal and metaphoric machine, which worked to aid the 
actors and facilitate the communication of meaning, a destruction 
of the traditional features and boundaries of stage space, a 
visual montage which used contemporary avant-garde art as a 
source, and a fusion of dramatic time and space (the fusion of 
offstage or usually hidden acting behavior with onstage acting). 
Finally, Eizenshtein, as did Meierkhol'd, fused high art and the 
low art of folk spectacles in his production plans, which called 
for a montage of attractions. The montage of attractions 
referred back not only to the circus, but also to the tradition 
of popular theater, with its eclectic assemblage of expressive 
means. 
A turn to folk spectacles pervaded the productions of 
directors other than Meierkhol'd and Eizenshtein, and theaters 
less avowedly revolutionary. A particularly striking use, again 
somewhat in line with the approach generated by Velikodushnyi 
Rogonosets, was the Gosudarstvennyi Evreiskii (State Hebrew) 
Theater's production of Koldun'ia (The Sorceress), also in 1922, 
with set and costumes by Isaak Rabinovich. Koldun'ia followed 
the path of Rogonosets in the use of a unified, constructivist 
setting that hinted at a scenic locale. In fact, in this respect 
the set was more architectural and more place-descriptive than 
Popova's. 
The set [Figure 23] strikes the viewer as a clutter of 
staggered vertical and horizontal forms—some skewed, some 
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precariously supported by posts that do not appear sturdy enough 
to be weight-bearing—and stairs and ladders, some of which seem 
to be extending into the stratosphere. Some of the forms are 
closed and box-like, suggestive of compact, tiered housing, and 
suspended from the top of the stage there is a roof-like 
structure, similar to the hood of a stove or fireplace, but 
unattached to any structure underneath. The costumes [Figure 24] 
also suggest a conglomeration of precariously assembled 
volumetric and structural forms. The pervasive aura of 
ricketyness and nonalignment gives the set a look of instability 
and temporariness, as though it were hastily assembled anew 
before each performance. As a whole, the construction possesses 
a plethora of playing surfaces, all of them apparently in use and 
so cluttered with people, it seems as though the people and 
structure sprouted together. 
Granovskii, the director of this theater, wanted his theater 
to offer a contrast to the other existing Hebrew theater (the 
Gabima), which he considered bookish. Granovskii's productions 
would utilize folk language, and with his selection of Rabinovich 
for Koldun'ia, he achieved a spectacle that harked back in all 
its aspects to Hebraic folk traditions. 
Rabinovich's goal for this production was to turn the stage 
into a "living microcosm." Efros, a historian of the Evreiskii 
theater, commented that Rabinovich's creations were not the 
formulae of objects or even their schema, but instead, the artist 
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had fashioned "from living things their theatrical 
equivalents."184 Only stairs and boxes were used, yet everything 
seemed to be alive, and everything on these objects lived as 
well. Further, he noted, although nothing resembled anything 
real, the forms created the impression of a small Hebraic town. 
Rabinovich later described his principle of scenic 
construction as being the creation of scenic architecture. By 
this he meant a dynamic compositional ensemble which would 
include all the elements of theatrical technology and powerfully 
reveal the ideological, stylistic, and emotional tasks of the 
production.185 Further, he considered the stage space to be the 
basic material of the stage artist's work. This material, he 
proclaimed, would organize the imagination and minds of the 
viewers and enrich their sensation of the actor, and help the 
actors with their actions. To this latter end, Rabinovich 
designed the set for Koldun'ia so as to have the actors always 
standing in the most expressive positions possible from any place 
on the stage/86 
Judging from reviews, all the production goals were 
184Efros, Abram, "Khudozhniki Teatra Granovskogo," Iskusstvo, 
Kn. 1-2, 1928, p. 67: "U nas net prava nazyvat' eti ego 
tvoreniia ni formulami predmetov, ni dazhe ikh schemami. On, tak 
skazat', vykoldovyval iz zhivykh veshchei ikh teatral'nye 
ekvivalenty." 
185Rabinovich, "V Masterskoi Khudozhnika Isaaka Rabinovicha, " 
Rabis, No. 22, 1929, in the Rabinovich folder at the library of 
the Soiuz Teatral'nykh Deiatelei (STD). 
186Rabinovich, "Moi Put' na Teatre," (1935), Khudozhniki 
Teatra o Svoem Tvorchestve, pp. 212; 214. 
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achieved. The play itself, characterized as a "primitive" fairy 
tale, was executed in the spirit of a Hebrew folk festival. The 
extraordinary movement of the production struck one writer as 
"found" movement, rather than "invented," and this abundance of 
natural dancing movement became the essence of the entire 
theater, making it seem, in fact, closer to a performance by a 
troop of wandering players on an outdoor square than a play in a 
chamber theater.187 Rabinovich's construction, according to 
another reviewer, answered to this spirit: "Rabinovich filled the 
entire volume of the stage with airy constructions, planes, and 
forms, which organically absorbed into themselves the action of 
the theater."188 Another writer also shared these perceptions, 
commenting that the structures of the stage, populated with 
dancing, moving, masked figures, together communicated one thing: 
"the ecstacy of a free creation of the folk masses."189 But 
perhaps the ultimate magic of the production lay, as Efros 
observed, in the fact that the forms and figures and objects on 
the stage assumed a constructivist, external look, while yet 
exuding the aura of a Hebrew village and ritual. Thus, the 
audience faced throughout the production an unstable, shifting 
187Micaelo, "Koldun'ia," Teatr i Muzyka, No. 11, 1923, in the 
STD Library folder. 
188A. Kushnirov, "Koldun'ia," Zrelishcha. No. 17, 1922, (STD 
Library folder): "Rabinovich zapolnil ves' ob''em stseny 
vozdushnymi postroeniiami, ploskostiami i formami, kotorye 
organisheski vpitali v sebia deistvo teatra." 
189(Unidentified author and title), review from Zvezda, 1923, 
in the GOSET fond 2307-2-363. 
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image, dynamic in the motions of the actors as well as in the 
visual material. 
In addition to strategies of reconceptualization, such as 
the disruption of symmetry, hierarchy, and classical order, and 
the strategy of reference to folk spectacles—here, the Hebrew 
holiday tradition as well as the gulian'e—the predominant 
strategy in this set's language was a linkage of fusion with 
transformation. Unlike the transformations that occurred with 
the furniture Stepanova created for Smert' Tarelkina, here the 
transformation was a subjectively visual one, occurring in the 
minds and imaginations of the viewers as they perceived the 
performance. This unstable transformation must cumulatively have 
led to a sense of fusion—the fusion of constructivist 
architecture with folk traditions, and the fusion of the indoor, 
restrained theater with the freedom and exhilaration of the 
outdoor, primitivistic performance of wandering players. 
Finally, there is an additional fusion or transformation which 
may have occurred in the minds of the viewers—a fusion of a 
primitivistic, rural setting with a futuristic urban locale. 
Such a fusion is suggested by a comparison of this set with a 
model made somewhat later [1924] by Rabinovich of a Martian city 
for the movie Aelita. Although this model is characterized by a 
plethora of spindly, tower-like structures, the construction is 
in essence an assemblage of ladders, ramps and bridges, and 
platforms of varying heights. While the set for Koldun'ia is 
simultaneously more compact and less cluttered, both models 
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suggest a striving and soaring into space, an attempt to break 
free from the gravitational forces of the earth. 
Whereas all these plays challenge traditional order—and 
thus are potentially chaotic—in the fusion of high and low art, 
each adds its own chaotic challenge to aesthetic and social 
order. Eizenshtein's sets and that of Pervyi Vinkokur challenge 
usual relationships to space—to up and down, front and back, 
inside and outside, but Pervyi Vinokur, in addition to the 
destabilizing disruption of spatial orientation, is an early 
post-revolutionary example of a production in which the director 
defies the textual authority of the play. By altering the 
script, Annenkov asserts a creative ideological freedom of a sort 
that will ultimately arouse intensive strategies for textual 
control. 
Velikodushnyi Rogonosets and Smert' Tarelkina emphatically 
challenge the traditional role of a stage set, one through the 
use of transformative, eccentric trickery, and the other through 
its myriad of conflicting architectural allusions, the use of the 
set as a concurrent commentary on the text, and ultimately, the 
demands made by the set on the actor, leading to the liminal 
creation of the machine-actor in constant motion. In Koldun'ia, 
the sense of the masses as a lively and freely creating body 
emerges, and here, the potential for chaos lies in the potential 
conflict between freely creating masses who may create in 
directions not sanctified by the Party. And finally, in all 
these productions the fusion of primitivistic or folk sources 
with technology—in the guise of constructivism—offers a chaotic 
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and inconsistent message about how to relate to the past and to 
rural traditions. 
Urbanistic and Cinematic Allusions 
Two other productions that followed more closely in the direction 
of Velikodushnyi Rogonosets and Koldun'ia, rather than that of 
Smert' Tarelkina, are Chelovek, Kotoryi byl Chetvergom (The Man 
Who was Thursday) and Ozero Liul' (Lake Liul'). Both were 
produced in 1923, the first by Tairov at his Kamernyi Theater, 
with set and costumes by Vesnin, and the second by Meierkhol'd at 
the Theater of the Revolution, with Shestakov as the designer. 
These productions, in part because of their near simultaneous 
occurrence, raised similar issues in the eyes of beholders and 
aroused comparisons in reviews, as well as a debate as to which 
design and staging actually had temporal priority. The 
particular qualities that united them, and also distinguished 
them from their predecessors, were their evocation of 
contemporary urbanism and the cinema, as opposed to references to 
folk spectacles and holidays. 
Chelovek, an English play in which a band of anarchists is 
infiltrated by police, themselves disguised as anarchists, takes 
place in a large urban setting, presumably London. As one 
theater writer observed, Vesnin wanted to create an apparatus for 
the actor, an apparatus which would also convey the essence of a 
large and cacaphonous European city.190 Vesnin himself noted 
190N. Giliarovskaia, Teatral'no-Dekoratsionnoe Iskusstvo, za 
5 Let (Kazan', 1924), p. 22. 
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that his goal was to maximize the use of space with the effect of 
quickening the pace of action. Further, he added, because 
several scene changes were going to occur before the audience, a 
mechanized construction seemed necessary/91 And mechanized it 
was: there were three elevator lifts in the construction, 
electrically illuminated and moving advertisements, and finally a 
ramped sidewalk on which people were continually moving and 
changing places [Figure 25]. The structure consists of multiple 
playing surfaces at different heights, and a tricameral 
arrangement creates the suggestion of different, isolated spaces 
for performing. With the exception of one surface, there are no 
infilled areas in the structure. 
Ozero Liul' similarly contained the potential for a dynamic 
staging and used a set with many of the same features as Vesnin's 
[Figures 26-28]. As the critic Gvozdev wrote, "Here there are no 
static, decorative canvases; instead of them there are multi-
planar and multi-tiered platforms with stairs, a lift, electric 
inscriptions, and colored, illuminated signs...."192 Whereas 
Vesnin's set suggests a tricameral building, Shestakov's has a 
sprawling appearance, connoting more the sense of an urban region 
of connected but varied buildings and paths, rather than a single 
structure of connected but varied internal spaces. The sense of 
191A. Vesnin, notes for autobiography, in fond in the 
Shchusev musuem, Kn. 1573/543, f. 5, op. 1, d.l 
192A.A. Gvozdev, (1924), Teatral'naia Kritika (Leningrad, 
1987), p. 22: "Zdes' net statichnikh dekorativnykh poloten, 
vmesto nikh—mnogoplannye i mnogoiarusnye ploshchadki s 
lestnitsami, lift, elektricheskie nadpisi, tsvetnye svetovye 
reklamy...." 
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geographic locale was enhanced by modifications to the set for 
each act. 
This critical difference between the sets emerges more 
clearly through an examination of the evolution of each from 
working drawings to final form [Figures 29-33]. An early sketch 
for Ozero indicates that Shestakov began with a very 
architectural conception. This drawing suggests an urban store, 
or series of stores unified by one facade. Stairs rise to higher 
playing levels, but everything is tightly knit and linked, 
conveying a sense of enclosure. In contrast, the final version 
has a more distended look, as if the levels and platforms have 
been pulled apart and made into separate structures linked by 
stairs—the effect is reminiscent of the set for Velikodushnyi 
Rogonosets. The rising central tower of the earlier sketch is 
maintained in the later one, giving the set a pyramidal shape; 
yet this effect is challenged by the angle of movement, from the 
lower left edge, which rises first to the right side before again 
rising to the central peak. The forms are open, like the 
framework for an unfinished building or for an outdoor theater, 
which is in fact how the structure was conceived. 
Vesnin's working drawings for Chelovek emphasize a wheel and 
pulley and a diagonal, apparently moving, ramp, with either 
runners or motor vehicles on it. The arrangement of the 
structure, in addition to its connotation of a machine, evokes 
Vesnin's designs of the interior structure of the Palace of Labor 
[Figure 34]. There is also a model predating the final version, 
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on which there is a large wheel mounted to a pyramidal tower. 
The effect created is one of an electrified windmill. In the 
back of the model there are two slender towers, giving this 
version a more complete urban atmosphere than the final version 
possesses. In the final model, the wheels and pulley are gone. 
The towers remain but are partially hidden by the curved top of 
the stage. The diagonal ramp through the center is still 
present. The earlier model, as did the early sketches, also 
evokes a relationship to the Palace of Labor in the 
conglomeration of forms, towers, and cubes, and the overall 
tautness of the structure. 
Both sets and productions were inherently dynamic, although 
not necessarily for identical reasons. What they shared was 
moving parts, chase scenes, and the creation of a cinematic 
effect as events shifted quickly from one locale to another, or 
even occurred simultaneously in different parts of the structure. 
Vesnin, we have seen, originally conceptualized his set as a 
machine, and although it became less machine-like as it evolved, 
the conceptualization of the set as a series of platforms for 
scenic movement remained. To one writer, in fact, the model of 
the set presented a mathematical plan of movement, rather than a 
scheme of bustling crowd scenes. In this way, he contended, 
Chelovek represented the city as a place of geometric order, a 
place of mechanized movement and metronomic rhythms, instead of 
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as a place of expressionist chaos.193 The sense of the set as 
the inherent locus of movement, independent of crowd scenes, is 
reinforced by Tairov's notations for the actions of the lifts. 
Often at different heights at the start of scenes, their 
positions changed, seemingly in order to create focal points of 
action, or, as the wheels did in Velikodushnyi Rogonosets, to 
provide an independent commentary on the action and dialogue of 
the play. Ultimately, these notes appear to be a score for the 
lifts.194 
In Ozero, in addition to moving parts of the stage, 
cinematic effects were created by the projection of shadows from 
dancing figures onto walls and a screen. According to 
Khersonskii, a projector's illumination of parts of the figures, 
while the overall structure remained in shadows, emphasized the 
cinematic qualities of the spectacle; further, this cinematic 
effect was enhanced by the quickly changing scenes and general 
movement of the production.195 Another source of dynamism was 
the use of movement in a vertical plane, leading one reviewer to 
declare that the spectacle was penetrated through and through by 
193K. Feldman, "Chelovek, Kotoryi byl Chetvergom," 7 Dnei, 
Dec. 18, 1923, in fond 2030-2-54. The sense of metronomic order 
in the set is felt by Derzhavin, Kniga o Kamernom Teatre 
(Leningrad, 1934), but he, in contrast to Feldman, considers this 
expressionistic. 
194Script and notes in fond 2030-1-115. 
I95Khersonskii, cited in Fevral'skii, "Kinofikatsia teatra," 
Put' k Sintezu, , p. 114. 
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the rhythms of a capitalistic city-octopus/96 
The dynamism of Ozero accrued from two other sources as 
well. Because the set did change during the play, it conveyed a 
more graphic sense of changing locales (although this led some 
reviewers, in fact., to accuse the set of concretizing place too 
much, and hence, returning to a traditional, decorative role).197 
The second source of dynamism is the structure itself. In its 
unbalanced distribution of parts, the different rhythms and 
angles of movement engendered by the asymmetric distribution of 
forms and heights, the structure carries within itself the 
evocation of urban traffic. 
In addition to the reconceptualizing strategies of dynamism, 
the disruption of a single plane of action, and the anti-
symmetric designs, both productions turned to new sources— 
cinematic evocations and western urbanism. A fusion or montage 
of space was also fundamental to both, not only in the 
simultaneous location of action on multiple planes within the 
sets, but also in the tension between references to specific 
urban locales and the use of a constructivist, generalized 
"machine" for acting, which, by its very nature, was not place-
specific. 
In Vesnin's set, the device of movement reflected a further 
196S. Mokul'skii, "Gstroli Teatr Revoliutsii," Zhizn' 
Iskusstva, No. 17, 1925, 9-10. 
1970ne writer who asserts this was Ak. Apushkin, "Karaul!" 
Teatr, No. 7, 1924, review in the STD folder for the Theater of 
the Revolution. 
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link to constructivist ideology as a design-language source. 
Initially conceptualized as a machine, the set's final structure 
derived from and grew out of the patterns of movement essential 
to the life processes embodied within the play and contained by 
the production. To this was added "an expression of the new 
understanding of space,"198 as the set facilitated and imitated 
the movements of high technology. 
For Shestakov, constructivism merged with the productivist 
goal of wanting to present objects on the stage that could 
influence the creation of new forms of useful things in real 
life: "Do not reflect, as in a mirror, the surrounding life, we 
say, but formulate this new life, this charged, not seen until 
now, communist culture."199 Shestakov further noted that for 
Ozero he had created six chairs that could, in the public's eye, 
transform themselves from scenic illustrations into models of 
furniture for the new life. 
Constructivist ideology is present in Shestakov's set in one 
further way. Constructivist theory called for the revelation of 
process as a means of engaging the viewer intellectually and 
metaphorically involving the viewer in the creation of new 
things. When Shestakov moved from the more finished 
architectural set to the more disjointed and abstracted one, he, 
198See footnote 124. 
199Shestakov, (1927), fond 2343-1-294, p. 3: "Ne otrazhat', 
kak v zerkale, okruzhaiushchuiu zhizn', govorim my, a oformliat' 
etu novuiu zhizn, zariazhennuiu, ne vidannuiu dosele 
kommunistecheskoi kul'tury." Also, see his "0 Sebe," included in 
this Album in the fond, and Pertsov, Za Novoe Iskusstvo, p. 69. 
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too, was providing a metaphor for the intellectual engagement of 
the viewer. Giving the viewer an architecturally incomplete 
structure was a means of involving the viewer perceptually and 
cognitively in the process of construction, and asking him or her 
to participate on a conceptual level in the task of its 
completion. This task, chaotic to the extent that the viewer 
lacks the tools, context, or expectation for completion, is more 
an issue of the control of reception than one of the creation of 
chaos. But the potential for varying interpretations and 
completions creates a chaotic context for the relationship of the 
production to social goals, or in other words, chaos surrounds 
and contains the production rather than existing within it. 
However, there are chaotic potentials within the production 
as well. Both Chelovek and Ozero Liul' allude to the cinema, to 
detective films, and western urbanism, but the extent to which 
these sets should be rejected as exemplars of the west is never 
fully clear. Chelovek adds chaos in that the set is mechanized 
to the point of appearing to be a building-as-machine; the 
enhanced pace of action does not give the spectator time to 
absorb and unravel the anarchy of the plot and stage set; and 
finally, in its multiple architectural allusions it elides the 
new forms of the socialist state with the western capitalist 
city. 
Real Objects and Their Transformation 
In 1923 and 1924 Meierkhol'd produced two plays which related 
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more to the direction established by Smert' Tarelkina in the turn 
largely away from the use of a unified set. What these 
productions—Les (The Forest) and Zemlia Dybom (Earth on End)— 
did not share with their predecessor, however, was the use of 
objects made specifically for them; instead, and significant for 
the subsequent course of stage design, real objects, taken from 
life, were brought onto the stage. Yet, in neither case was this 
an attempt to return to the naturalistic stagings that had been 
so denunciated by the avant-garde. Because of this trait (the 
use of real objects), however, both productions make little 
reference to production art theory, while their references to 
constructivist theory are found in the conceptualization of the 
role of the set, the interrelationship of parts of the 
production, and the tasks of the production, rather than in the 
forms of objects. Les also makes explicit references to folk 
entertainment forms. Although these are not entirely absent from 
Zemlia Dybom, its primary external reference is to agitational 
activities such as the mass action. Finally, as with the two 
previously-discussed productions, these two also use devices 
suggestive of cinema. 
For Zemlia, the earlier production, Meierkhol'd and Popova 
made the central problem of the staging the emphasis of the 
agitational meaning of the production. They wanted to achieve 
this agitational effect through the type of influence exerted by 
and received from real-life manifestations such as military 
maneuvres, parades, battles, and street demonstrations. To this 
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end, no decorative or theatrical objects were to be used—all 
objects were to be "taken from the surrounding reality and 
introduced to the stage in their natural form, insofar as the 
arrangement of the theater permits." Popova therefore saw her 
role as that of "selecting and uniting the material elements of 
the production" to achieve the greatest possible agitational 
effect.200 
The only real object that could not be used, due to the size 
of the stage, was a crane, ironically considered an inherently 
constructivist object.201 In its place a wooden crane, 
unfortunately not functional in the truest sense, was built for 
the setting [Figure 35]. Apart from this, real objects were 
indeed brought on the stage—bicycles, cars, a military kitchen, 
motorcycles, a machine gun—in short, "a real military 
inventory."202 These objects, according to the critic I. 
Aksenov, either participated in the agitational actions of the 
actors, or, by their presence alone, called attention to the 
agitational thesis of the play/03 
200Popova, "An Exposition of the Fundamental Elements of the 
Material Design for Earth on End," in Sarab''ianov, Popova, p. 
382. This is also discussed by Meierkhol'd, "Veshchestvennoe 
Oformlenie," Stat'i, Pis'ma, Rechi, Besedy, p. 52. 
201According to Tarabukin, qtd. in Konstantin Rudnitskii, 
Meyerhold the Director,trans. G. Petrov (Ann Arbor, 1981), p. 
314. Babichev shared this view: "0 Konstruktsii i Kompozitsii," 
Dekorativnoe Iskusstvo SSSR, No. 3, 1967. 
202A. Fevral'skii, "Voenagitteatr," Prayda, Feb. 1923, in the 
Meierkhol'd Theater fond 963-1-335. 
2O3I. Aksenov, "K Postanovke Nochi M. Martine," Zrelishcha, 
No. 21, 1923, p. 8. 
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In addition to these objects and the words and gestures of 
the actors, another level of agitation was created by the 
projection of slogans on a screen [Figure 36]. Even the slogans 
were not devised for the play, but corresponded to the revolution 
and contemporary life, to "our revolutionary reality," noted the 
adaptor of the French text, Sergei Tret'iakov.204 Not only were 
the slogans projected as if they were a filmed commentary, but 
graphically they were similar to the style of Popova's 
constructivist colleague Rodchenko, in particular, that of his 
titles for the films of Dziga Vertov.205 Because the use of real 
things on stage also had filmic associations, reviewers such as 
I. Turkel'taub described the play as being more cinematographic 
than theatrical.206 
Film was not the only form of spectacle to which 
associations existed in this production. The use of slogans to 
reinforce dialogic and gestural actions related the staging to 
the "living pictures" of popular theaters such as Malafeev's, 
where heralds displayed wooden signs that clarified and amplified 
the meaning of the scenario. Undoubtedly a more deliberate 
external reference was one to the unrealized mass action, planned 
in 1921 by Meierkhol'd, with a scenic formulation by Vesnin and 
204Tret'iakov, "Zemlia Dybom," Zrelishcha, No. 27, 1923, p. 
6. Aksenov (above) makes this observation. 
205This comparison is made by Fevral'skii, "Kinofikatsiia 
Teatra," Puti k Sintezu, (Moscow, 1978), p. 113. 
206Turkel'taub, "Zemlia Dybom," Proletarii, May 1923, in 
Meierkhol'd fond 998-1-3355. See also Fevral'skii, as in 
previous reference, pp. 130-131. 
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Popova. This action, "Bor'ba i Pobeda" ("Battle and Victory), 
was to have included horseback riders, infantry students, tanks, 
motorcycles, bicycles, and military paraphernalia. In addition 
to the mass scenes and the military equipment, another parallel 
to Zemlia Dybom lay in the planned use of slogans, projected on 
walls, to announce the victory and goals of the new state.207 
The set for Les also mixed a limited construction—in its 
case a long, curving ramp and bridge—with objects taken from 
real life—the "real life" of the nineteenth century and the 
Russian gulian'e [Figures 37-39]. The use of such devices caused 
some reviewers to see in this production the beginnings of an 
updated Russian folk theater tradition: "Here there are no lifts 
or moving platforms, no American devices, but instead there are 
Russian swings, 'giant steps,' [a fairground amusement].... [and 
other attractions]. The dynamics and rhythm are based on the 
play actions of folk Russian life, and thanks to this, the entire 
spectacle assumes the character of a folk spectacle."208 Gvozdev 
went on to observe that there were no decorations; the 
construction was extremely simplified; and it enabled the 
complete movement of the actors. "As a whole—folk theater, 
207S. Margolin, "Massovoe Deistvie," Ekho, No. 13, 1923, in 
fond 963-1-13; and Aleksandr Abramov, "Zemlia Dybom," Zrelishcha, 
No. 28, 1923, p. 5. 
208Gvozdev, Kritika, 1924, pp. 23-24: "Zdes' net liftov i 
dvizhushchikhsia ploshchadok, net amerikanskikh priemov, no zato 
imeiutsia russkie kacheli, 'gigantskie shagi,'....Dinamika i 
ritmika obosnovany na igrakh narognoi russkoi zhizni, i 
blagodaria etomy ves' spektakl' prinimaet kharakter narognogo 
zrelishcha." 
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clear, striking, sharp in its social approach and through this, 
deeply contemporary."2"9 
Fedorov, the designer for Les, explained that the few 
objects used in the set were selected not for their own inherent 
effects, but to enhance the expressive potentials of the actors. 
Historical recreation was not the goal—rather, agitation through 
theatrical means was the task of the staging and Meierkhol'd's 
theater. To Fedorov, the agitational purpose of this play 
related to class struggle; to other observers, it concerned the 
contrasts among and revelation of hidden emotional nuances in 
spoken words, and it also concerned the role of work—of people 
and of objects—in life.210 In this respect, the objects in the 
play were virtually living characters—but characters with a 
difference, for they lived—and had meaning—only in the presence 
of human actors. As the theater historian Boris Alpers observed, 
in Les, "the stage turned into a moveable system of things and 
objects in the center of which was the actor....The actor comes 
upon the stage as its master, establishing order and lawfulness 
in the chaos of the unorganized structural material of the 
production....[The objects] acquired meaning only with the 
arrival of the actor, and upon his leaving the stage, they again 
209Gvozdev, see above: "V tselom—narodnyi teatr, iasnyi, 
udarnyi, ostryi v svoem sotsial'nom podkhode i tern samym gluboko 
sovremennyi." 
210V.F. Fedorov, ocherk o postanovke komedii "Les," (1925), 
in fond 963-1-364. See also reviews by Slonimskii and Gusman, 
reprinted in "Les," "Bubus," "Mandat," "Rychi, Kitai" v Otsenke 
Kritikov Moskvy i Leningrada (Moscow, 1926). 
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became a slovenly storehouse of implements and furniture."211 
This sense of the objects as shifting from living to 
inanimate, the mixture of truly living actors with things that 
mimicked the sensibility of actors, and finally, the mixture of 
the constructivist ramp with props taken from real life led the 
American observer Louis Lozowick to compare Les to the Cubist 
strategy of creating surfaces from a mixture of different 
physical materials.212 A closer-to-home comparison, with its own 
ties to cubism, would have been Tatlin's contra-reliefs. 
The gulian'e and balaganic attractions were mixed not only 
with the constructivist bridge and ramp, but also with cinematic 
devices. Meierkhol'd took the well-known, nineteenth century, 
five-act play by Ostrovskii and spliced the acts and scenes into 
two parts consisting of a total of 38 episodes. The first part 
essentially alternated episodes from the first two acts, while 
the second part maintained the final three acts in close to the 
original sequence, although they were divided into numerous short 
episodes. Each episode was announced with a filmed title which 
appeared on a screen. Further, spiraling dances and processions 
introduced most scenes, as though the play had been reconceived 
as a ballet—or a ritualistic mass demonstration. Finally, the 
juxtaposed scenes often occurred simultaneously, with one group 
of actors highlighted, and a second group performing silently in 
211Alpers, Social Mask, pp. 31-33. 
212L. Lozowick, "Meyerhold's Theatre," The Hound and Horn, 
Fall 1930, in the Dana Collection of the Harvard Theater Library, 
34-11. 
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shadows/13 The use of light in this way, the montage of scenes, 
and the titles flashing on a screen, led reviewers at the time to 
compare the production to cinema, and one critic to note 
perceptively that, "the eccentric balagan lay at the base of this 
cinematized spectacle."214 
Among the devices used by both productions, although no 
longer innovative for Meierkhol'd, the turn to new sources was 
perhaps executed in a more thorough and graphic manner than in 
his earlier productions. These sources included the turn to folk 
spectacles of various sorts, as well as the film. The influence 
of film was extensive in these productions—in the use of real 
objects, the filmed slogans, the episodic montage of Les, the 
emphasis on movement, and the use of multiple means of examining 
and conveying messages. 
In addition to these, two other spectacle sources can be 
noted. Meierkhol'd had a longstanding interest in Asian theater 
traditions, particularly their expressive use of movement. 
According to Nazim Khikmet, the "plastic" expressiveness of Les— 
the declaration of love, for example, that took place on the huge 
rope swings, making the action into a metaphor of declaration and 
striving—was not the movement of a trick or attraction but an 
213Notes on Les in fond 963-1-340; also, a marked copy of the 
original text indicating the formation of episodes, in the 
Meierkhol'd fond of the Bakhrushin Museum, 305767/1026. 
214Boris Gusman, "Teatr i Muzyka," Pravda, May 1924; B. 
Romashev, "Na Teatral'nom Fronte," Krasnaia Niva, March 1924: 
"eksentricheskii balagan lezhal v osnove etogo kinofitsirovannogo 
zrelishche." Both reviews in fond 998-1-3356. 
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expressive device inherent to Chinese and Japanese theaters.215 
Finally, another external precedent can be identified for Les— 
the Kafe Pittoresk. Iakulov's montage of artistic and 
architectural media, movement, and carnivalistic allusions made 
his estrada into an architectural paradigm of the theater 
establishment as an urban and high-tech carnival. In Les, the 
juxtaposition of fairground amusements, cinematic devices, and 
constructivist thinking achieved the same effect for a theatrical 
production. The machine of Les existed not in a single, unified 
construction, but in the ensemble of parts; and this was an 
ensemble in continual motion—here, then, the dynamic, 
carnivalistic environment of the Kafe Pittoresk became a high-
tech, perpetual motion machine. 
Another key device for both productions was transformation— 
of the role of objects. The objects fulfilled several roles, 
familiar and new. For the most part, they did not play a 
descriptive role, but to the extent that they did, it was as part 
of the "facture" or visible texture of the scene. More critical, 
the objects in both productions became integral components of a 
theatrical system or "machine," either quickening the tempo 
and/or intensifying the latent or overt meanings of the dialogue. 
Thus, in addition to banishing the painted set, Meierkhol'd 
replaced props with real things, not for the purpose of imitating 
life, but because real things were the most efficacious means of 
215Khikmet, "Na Sluzhbe Revoliutsii," Vstrechy s 
Meierkhol'dom (Moscow, 1967), pp. 240-244. 
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stimulating the actors' playing and communicating the agitational 
meanings of the productions/16 This approach to objects formed 
the crux of Popova's own tenets about the use of objects. In a 
previously-mentioned lecture, she called for the use of objects 
as "actors," contributing to the total process of influencing the 
spectator. 
In addition to the fusion of objects into the facture of the 
whole production, the fusion of art forms, of styles, and of 
space characterized Les and Zemlia Dybom. The fusion of 
entertainment forms created in the eyes of many reviewers a 
cinematized theater. In Les, the fusion of space essentially 
occurred through the merging of images of nineteenth century 
feudal life with glimmers of the new—the daily patterns of the 
old, rural life with the emerging patterns of technology and 
urbanism.217 Zemlia presented a fusion of interior theatrical 
space with the anticipation of outdoor theatrical space. 
Reviewers of this production believed that the crane-like 
construction, the harsh lighting, the mass scenes, and the 
agitational objects were pushing the theater out of its box and 
into the open air, where it was in fact performed on a stage that 
216Mokul'skii, "Pereotsenka Traditsii, " Teatral'nyi Oktiabr' 
(Moscow, 1926), p. 24. 
217See, for example, review by Uriel', "Takoi Teatr Nuzhen 
Rabochemy," Rabochii Krai, March 1925, in fond 963-1-263; and the 
comments of Bogushevskii, in a dispute about Les, April 1924, in 
fond 963-1-357. 
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closely resembled the constructed crane [Figure 40] .218 
The most ambitious and unprecedented fusion was that of 
naturalism and constructivism. In a dispute about the naturalism 
of Les, one speaker argued that this was not the naturalism of 
the Art Theater, because Meierkhol'd was mixing the feel of the 
period of the play with the feel of a new period, and he was 
creating a mood that could be perceived only through conscious 
understanding. In contrast, at the Art Theater, the created mood 
existed independent of conscious understanding; its perception 
did not require or arouse the active work of the spectator.219 
Just as Meierkhol'd's naturalism deviated from the 
traditional, in these productions his use of constructivism also 
departed from previous prototypes. This was less constructivism 
as form than constructivism as intellectual organization. As 
previously discussed, the writer Chuzhak identified one goal of 
the "art of everyday life" as the arousal of an action in the 
spectators. Such a striving to exert influence was the 
underlying goal of these productions, and everything within them, 
the material, the facture, the pacing, the reorganization of the 
textual structure, was selected and organized to achieve this 
goal. In the words of one writer about Zemlia Dybom (words which 
could be equally true for Les): "Its center became the acting 
person, but the material-object surrounding was treated like a 
218Reviews from 1923 by N. Tikhonovich and an unidentified 
writer in the Fevral'skii collection of reviews: 2437-2-126. 
219Disput o Lese, fond 963-1-357, April 21, 1924. 
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condition and tool of action. Revealed in the fusion of the 
different sides of the united scenic action was the fact that the 
reality of the organization of speech, the actions, and the 
object-spatial environment formed, each from its own side, some 
kind of unity, some kind of purposeful, living situation." 
Ultimately, this was artistic activity as a metaphor for the 
creation of everyday life.220 As with the intellectual 
organizational aspects of Ozero Liul', this is less an issue for 
chaos than one for the control of the play's ideology and its 
subsequent reception. If the play is to be taken as a metaphor 
for the creation of life, the life being agitated for must 
conform to Party expectations. To the extent that it does not, 
either the play must be rejected or chaos will indeed result. 
Les also raises an issue for control. One of its chaotic 
design features was the presence of objects which seemed to 
become animate when used by actors; but when the actors left the 
stage, they left behind a disorderly environment which one critic 
described as chaotic. Given that the production was perceived as 
an agitational reinterpretation of a classical play, the non-
textual message, that human beings can bring order to chaos, 
assumes a parallel and political meaning that lives outside of 
220Sidorina, "Kontseptsia Proizvodstvennogo Iskusstva i 
'Teatrl'nyi Oktiabr''" Tekhnicheskaia Estetika, vyp. 21, 1979, p. 
27: "Tsentrom ego stal deistvuiushchii chelovek, a material'no-
predmetnoe okruzhenie bylo traktovano kak usloviia i orudiia 
deistviia. V splave razlichnykh storon edinogo stsenicheskogo 
deistviia obnazhalsia tot fakt, chto deiatel'nosti organizatsii 
rechi, deistviia, predmetno-prostranstvennoi sredy oformliaiut, 
kazhdaia so svoei storony, nekoe edinstvo, nekuiu tsel'nuiu 
zhiznennuiu situatsiiu." 
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the play—that the Bolshevik Party can bring order to the chaotic 
disorder of the pre-socialist society. If such an analogy were 
possible, then its reception becomes an issue for control. 
Other aspects of the plays' designs raise issues for chaos. 
Both Les and Zemlia fuse spatial environments—periods in time 
and geographic contexts—and both fuse real objects taken from 
real life with props made especially for the theater. In Zemlia, 
however, extenuating circumstances tended to defuse the chaotic 
potential of these fusions (this effect and influential factors 
are discussed in chapter five). Finally, with Les, Meierkhol'd 
raised a challenge to textual authority that surpassed that 
raised by Annenkov with Pervyi Vinokur; it is this challenge 
which allows the possibility of analogies between the nineteenth 
century script and 1920s politics, which destabilizes attitudes 
towards the rural nineteenth century, and which reinforces the 
need for control of ideological reception. 
The Development of Filmic Strategies 
In a subsequent production, Okno v Derevniu (A Window to the 
Country) (1927), many of these devices remained constant. What 
changed quite pointedly was the idea of artistic activity as a 
metaphor—for in this production, deliberate efforts were made to 
offer a vision of the yet unrealized future. This goal had 
particular implications for the use of cinema as a language 
source, since here what was sought was not the creation of 
cinematic effects, but instead was the actual use of filmed 
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sequences to depict the future as though it were already 
actualized. 
According to Meierkhol'd, this play concerned "the influence 
of the proletarian revolution on the peasantry," a situation 
never before depicted on stage, he said.221 The play, episodic 
in nature, was constructed as a "mechanical coupling of a range 
of pictures, penetrated by a unity of theme (the Soviet 
countryside) and a unity of mood (the joy of the construction of 
a new life)."222 Meierkhol'd went on to say that the goal of the 
staging was to use theatrical devices, rather than agitational 
methods, to influence the spectators. Ultimately, critical to 
the goal of influence, these images of country life, woven 
together in a "theatrical-montage," were, in Meierkhol'd's 
conceptualization, not to serve as a recipe but were to lead the 
viewer to a "natural" and logical solution consonant with the 
point of view of the party and of soviet power. 
To this end, a festive mood, portraying both bright and dark 
spots in the countryside, and a depiction of peasant productivity 
as a montage of rural beauty were to be at the heart of the 
staging. Further, the montage was to alternate acted scenes with 
filmed segments, in order to demonstrate by visual means the 
difference between the old order and the new mechanized one, and 
221From an unidentified review in the STD Library folder of 
reviews of this play. 
222From the same review: ".. .mekhanicheskoe stseplenie riada 
kartin, proniknutykh edinstvom temy (sovetskaia derevnia), i 
edinstvom nastroeniia (radost' stroitel'stva novoi zhizny)." 
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also in order to be able to go beyond a reflection of the past to 
the creation of an image of the future: "The spectacle 
consequently must not reflect the path passed through, but give 
an arrangement about our victory of today in the sphere of 
constructing socialism and about the sprouts of the future, which 
should be sensed in a range of episodes. From here is the joyous 
tone of the entire spectacle."223 Finally, in addition to the 
use of film in the production, the other implications for the 
staging were the use of holiday amusements taken from peasant 
life—a carousel was literally brought onto the stage, for 
example—and an attempt to relate the production to a critical 
principle of the people's theater—identified by Meierkhol'd as 
"monumental simplicity."224 
The structure of the play, written by a collective of 
authors, was similar to the structure of a living newspaper or 
Blue Blouse presentation. Episodes, reflecting old and new 
aspects of life, were in some cases written as song, and in 
others contained voices chanting slogans. Each episode included 
filmed sequences, sometimes documentary chronicles of actual 
events in the countryside, and sometimes slogans. In addition to 
the carousel, swings were brought onto the stage, and even a 
223Meierkhol'd, eksplikatsiia rezhissuri, Oct. 1927, fond 
963-1-523: "Spektakl' dolzhen ne otrazhat' posledovatel'no 
proidannyi put', a delat' ustanovku na nashi segodniashnie pobeby 
v oblasti stroitel'stva sotsializma i na rostki budushchego, 
kotorye dolzhny oshchushchat'cia v riade epizodov. Otsiuda— 
radostnyi ton vsego spektaklia." 
224Also from the director's explication (as in previous 
note). 
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tractor and automobile emerged from the depths during the 
progress of the play.225 Thus, the production was a montage of 
performance styles, of film and theater, of industrialized urban 
life and rural life and artifacts, and of the future, present and 
past. 
The stage formation itself provided a montage of visual 
references [Figure 41]. Designed by Shestakov, its predominant 
feature was bilateral curving platforms of different heights and 
construction methods, set against larger curving walls, and not 
completing an implied semicircle. Hanging above the curved walls 
and spanning the void between them was a movie screen, forming a 
focal point, the dominance of which symbolically enhanced the 
screen's significance and value. The platforms and walls all 
stood on a semicircular floor, into which, in the front center, a 
broad ramp was carved. The combination of a ramp, which seemed 
to lead down into the auditorium, and the curved platforms 
creates the effect of a stage reaching out to embrace the 
viewers. Apart from an allusion to the round circus, the curves 
of the platforms evoke the wood mountains of the gulian'e, an 
evocation which was probably strengthed when the carousel was on 
the stage. 
The curved, rising forms of the stage can also be related to 
Meierkhol'd's production of Les and its sweeping, curved bridge, 
and to a model of a stage set for a "revolutionary" or "heroic" 
225Notes on the text and staging in fond 963-1-517; also, 
Berezkin, Sovetskaia Stsenoqraphiia, pp. 104-105. 
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play, designed by Konstantin Vialov in 1923 [Figure 42]. 
Tugendkhol'd, reviewing the exhibition in which the model was 
displayed, described it as a "superb, rising platform in the form 
of a semicircular stage, creating the possibility of seeing a 
mass progression. . . "226 
This latter association, and two others (still to be 
discussed) are significant because they confirm that this set, 
although structurally unified, was less the attempt to create a 
scenic place than it was a reconceptualization of the nature and 
form of the stage. Such a reconceptualization was both an 
enduring interest of Meierkhol'd's and a logical development of 
the constructivist stage set, which began, with Popova's work for 
Velikodushnyi Rogonosets, as a "machine" for the playing of the 
actors, and evolved into an increasingly complete architectural 
evocation of place, an evocation which served at the same time to 
provide a variety of new playing areas and hinted at the set's 
independence from the old-fashioned, enclosing stage box with its 
rigid separation of actors and spectators. 
Meierkhol'd's interest in a round stage antedated his 
postrevolutionary experiments. In an early notebook of sketches 
and motifs for the production of Smert' Tarelkina, he replicated 
a diagram also used in his 1914 article on the balagan. This was 
226Tugendkhol'd, "Vystavka Teatral 'nykh maketov," 7 marta 
1923, No. 51, included in notebook in Shestakov fond 2343, 1, 
286: "prevoskhodnaia voskhodiashchaia ploshchadka v vide 
polukruglogo pomosta, daiushchaia vozmozhnost' videt' massovuiu 
progressiiu..." A sketch of the model appeared in Ekho, No. 9, 
1923, p. 16. 
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a diagram of a circular stage with four walkways, located on 
perpendicular diameters, rising and converging on a peak in the 
very center.227 
A more constructivist and fully thought-through 
manifestation of this interest was elaborated in a 1927 
discussion with El Lisitskii about the demands bearing on a new 
theater, and manifested in El Lisitskii's 1928 model of a stage 
for the unrealized production of the play Khochu Rebenka (I Want 
a Child). The demands on the new theater, noted Meierkhol'd, 
were that it should flow from the conditions of society. Every 
staged activity had to be a demonstration or display of the 
organization of life, rather than a manifestation of beauty and 
art with no use other than that of caressing the eyes. As this 
latter use was no longer the goal, it was necessary now to look 
to the machine, the factory, the steamship, the automobile, in 
order to create a new theater and theatrical art. So what should 
this new stage be, he asked. The new theater should contain a 
unified stage and hall space, and it should facilitate an 
axonometric perception of action as well as the perception of 
action in vertical and horizontal planes—for this goal, the 
model of the amphitheater was evoked. Finally, not just actors, 
but cars, trams, regiments, and demonstrations were to be able to 
enter from the street and assemble onstage.228 
227Notebook in fond 998-1-26. 
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"Proekt teatral'nogo zdaniia, " Protokol besedy 
Meierkhol'da s Lisitskim, in the Meierkhol'd fond in the 
Bakhrushin Museum, 305776/1034. Some of this material is 
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These ideas were realized in nascent form in the set for 
Okno. The descending front of the stage, its raised curved sides 
with ramped walkways leading up to their tops, and the suspended 
movie screen all suggested an axonometric space and its incipient 
merger with the auditorium. El Lisitskii, the following year, 
projected a more fully evolved model for an entirely ovoid and 
mechanized theater of curves spiraling upward to a culmination in 
a towering tribune. If Okno is seen as a preliminary step toward 
the realization of the constructivist stage as no longer an 
encompassing machine, but now an encompassing and complete 
environment, then the stage set at this point was yet again the 
metaphor for the social condenser and the transformation of 
society that it had been in Velikodushnyi Rogonosets. But it 
emphatically goes beyond the stage of metaphor here; through the 
incorporation of film and the pervasive montage-fusions of forms, 
ideas, and eras, the production as a whole allegorized the 
creation of the new world. And it is the new world which is the 
most potentially chaotic aspect of this production, because it is 
a new world in which the old emphatically coexists with the new. 
Further, it is a new world which arises from fantastical means, 
so the viewer must suspend disbelief and enter the fantasy world 
in order to accept the vision of the new. 
summarized in S.I. Pogadaeva, "Nekotorye Printsipy Stroitel'stva 
Teatral'nykh Zdanii," Iskusstvo Teatra, vyp. 1 (Sverdl. 1987), p. 
160-61. 
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Production Art, Realism, and Documentary Chronicles 
The final four productions to be discussed in this chapter, 
although still nominally constructivist, signaled a turn toward 
increasing realism and the use of documentary strategies. 
Production art as a language source was a key factor in this 
turn, culminating as it did in a focus on art as the literal 
depiction of the new objects and forms of life and their use, and 
through this, a massive reconceptualization of the familiar. 
Thus, if Okno, through its own process, allegorized the creation 
of the new world, these plays—Sirocco, Inga, Obeziannyi Sud 
(Monkey Court), and Poema o Topore (Poem about an Axe)—largely 
allegorized and actualized its very reality. 
Tairov's 1928 production of Sirocco, with the Stenberg 
brothers as the designers, fell perhaps less straightforwardly 
than the three other plays listed here into this production art-
constructivist category. Tairov and the Stenbergs labeled their 
approach constructive or concrete realism, but the production 
retains ties to constructivism to the extent that it expresses 
the Stenbergs' constructivist ideology. 
In a 1931 lecture justifying the path of the Kamernyi 
Theater, Tairov explained that theater encompassed at least two 
realities. One, an objective reality, was that of the play as 
written. But this objective reality itself embodied at least one 
subjective one—the reality of the play as interpreted through 
the actors, the artist, and the director. The interaction of at 
least two levels of reality made the theater into a dynamic 
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medium, the implication of which was that a theatrical production 
had to define a new relationship to reality, one that neither 
rejected it or imitated it. A new treatment of the stage 
resulted from and affected this new relationship by facilitating 
spatial-temporal relationships, within which the action of the 
play would be contained. To Tairov, rejecting both 
constructivism and naturalism, the former signified an abstract 
formalism. Yet his definition of "concrete realism" as a 
synthetic path which attempted to embody the general essence of a 
setting as it created a new particularity and also implied a new 
and future generality, was quite consonant with the ideology of 
constructivist stage design, especially as the latter moved away 
from an exclusive reliance on the machine metaphor and closer to 
an architectural creation of place which incorporated the machine 
within it.229 The Stenbergs, bringing their skills as the 
creators of constructivist sculpture and posters to the world of 
the stage, captured the fusion of the general, particular, and 
future ideal in their rhythmic, poster-like stage sets, which, in 
the case of Sirocco, became a work of production art. 
When first elaborating their constructivist beliefs, 
Vladimir Stenberg, in his credo for the Inkhuk debates, wrote 
that truth is to be found in engineering. Further, economy and 
efficiency in the use of material had to be the organizing 
principle of the dynamics, space, color, and other properties of 
229Tairov, "Lektsiia o Tvorcheskom Metode Kamernogo Teatra, " 
Jan. 1931, fond 2030-2-68. 
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a work. Finally, he claimed, rhythm derived from the elements of 
engineering. 23° 
Somewhat later, for an interview on their working practices, 
the brothers explained that their work was dominated by the 
principles of simplicity, movement of forms and light, and 
construction, with color playing an especially large role in 
their theater work. In this activity, they noted, they strove to 
make a machine-type of structure which would be self-satisfying 
and also convenient. The principle of movement entered their 
work in the form of a moving set or background in which the parts 
would move in coordination with the movements of the actors. The 
creation of a moving set had previously been achieved by the 
brothers in their plans for an unrealized production, Zheltaia 
Kofta (The Yellow Sweater), and was later applied in several of 
their sets for Tairov, including Sirocco. The plan of the stage 
was based on a system of jalousies, or moving doors which could 
be left in a closed position, creating the appearance of a 
smooth, continuous wall surface, or opened, allowing characters 
to enter and leave from any place on the stage and also changing 
the area and shape of the stage. Finally, they noted, in all 
their work, but particularly their posters, they did not observe 
typical proportions, either between figures and objects, or among 
the details of these, so as to be able to seize the attention of 
30V. Stenberg, reproduced in Art into Life, p. 68, (1921 or 
1922) 
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the hurrying passerby/31 
A watercolor sketch of the set [Figure 43] emphasizes its 
curved space and a multitude of panels or jalousies which project 
in a direction parallel to chairs arranged in a curving row on 
the stage floor. The elongated, curved chairs suggest human 
forms and a row of choreographed bodies. In fact, when people 
are depicted seated in the chairs, their limbs and even objects 
they are holding are so coordinated with one another, as well as 
with the chairs, that the scenes exude a pervasive aura of 
choreography [Figures 44-45]. On one side of the stage, above 
the projecting walls, there is a balcony with its own series of 
jalousies, each of which is partially covered by a nearly wall-
sized poster of some entertainer—including Charlie Chaplin. 
Finally, the watercolor of the set is washed in various pastel 
hues, suggesting the montage of light and color effects observed 
by some reviewers. 
The rhythmic curvilinear!ty of the design, the laconicism of 
its forms, and a sense almost of graphic two-dimensionality 
combine to create an allusion to both the spatial constructions 
and posters of the Stenbergs. A contemporary historian of the 
Kamernyi Theater likewise saw in Sirocco a living poster: "In 
this presentation the artists betrayed their passion for the 
poster. Both the construction and the characters in their 
'^V. Stenberg, G. Stenberg, "V Masterskoi Brat'ev Stenberg," 
Rabis, No. 49, 1928, p. 8; on the stage with moving walls, a 
description was included in 7 Dnei, from Nov. 6-13, 1923, in fond 
2030-2-54. 
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interdependence created a useful composition for a satirical 
poster."232 Like the watercolor sketch for the stage set, the 
Stenbergs' posters inevitably are dominated by rhythmically 
curving and diagonal patterns. For example, in their poster for 
the film "High Society," made in 1927, a winding staircase in its 
center creates a spiraling pattern of white, light pink, rose, 
and blue rectangles lacing around vertical blue poles. Three 
figures are seen ascending the stairs at different points, and a 
background pattern suggests the lights of a building and dark 
walls [Figure 46]. In the 1928 poster "Children's Games," four 
figures, diagonally arranged, stand with their arms and legs 
extended, all holding a ball in their outstretched right hands, 
and all dressed in striped athletic clothing/33 Thus, two 
rhythms dominate—the diagonally rising one of figures, from the 
bottom left to the upper right, and a horizontal one created by 
the stripes of the shirts, the arms, and the stripes of a 
triangular and lighter area at the bottom of the poster. 
If the Stenbergs did in fact conceive of their stage design 
in poster-like terms, what is their poster agitating for? Given 
their constructivist convictions and the forms and devices of the 
stage set, the answer must be the new life. For a later 
collection of statements and essays on the "new theater," the 
a2S. Margolin, "Oformlenie Spektaklei v Kamernon," Teatr i 
Dramturgiia, No. 1, 1935, p. 45: "V etom predstavlenii 
khudozhniki vydali svoe pristrastie k plakatu. I konstruktsiia i 
personazhi v svoem vzaimodeistvii sozdavali vygodnuiu 
kompozitsiiu dlia satiricheskogo plakata." 
233Reproduced in Art into Life, p. 152. 
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Stenbergs expressed the belief that the artist must intensify the 
ideological content of the whole play by using the machine forms 
of contemporary life as an operative part of the play. The 
agitational significance of constructivism, they claimed, lay in 
its use as the basis for the creation of an atmosphere of 
technological culture.234 Thus, through a stage set's use of 
technology, a use such as that made by the moving walls and 
lighting patterns of Sirocco, a set communicated meaning; it 
became a paradigm of the role of technology in contemporary life. 
The moving walls also symbolized the idea of continual 
expansion, itself a symbol of the dominance of process over 
finished form. The dominance of process over form was further 
communicated through the intensely rhythmic design. Not only had 
the Stenbergs proclaimed that rhythm derives from the elements of 
engineering, but Golosov, in his statements on constructivist 
architecture, called for the movements of daily life to determine 
the forms of a building, and also stated that these movements 
should serve as the basis of its rhythm. Thus, through its 
rhythm and technologically-induced movement, the set design of 
Sirocco agitated for the new forms of a technologically driven 
new life and new relationships of these forms to this life. 
Finally, the set agitated for the new forms of life in one 
further way—through its chairs [Figure 47]. The organic chair 
shapes, suggesting a form almost growing out of human actions and 
-
34The Stenbergs, "Kakim Dolzhen Byt' Nashe Tea-Of ormlenie?", 
Brigada Khudozhnikov, No. 7, (1931), p. 14. 
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positions, bear a striking, if coincidental, resemblance to the 
curving, humanoid shape of the lounge chairs of a 1926 workers' 
club design by Elena Semenova [Figure 48]. Ultimately, then, 
through the production-art emphasis on the creation of real 
objects, the montage of light and movement effects, the 
reformulation of the stage wall as a systemized process of moving 
parts, the repetition of curves and rhythms, and allusions to 
their own work as poster designers, the stage set of Sirocco 
became an agit-poster itself, agitating for and demonstrating 
features of the new life. 
A Moscow Proletkul't theater production in 1926 made the 
demonstration of features of a new life so central that the 
staging seemed to assume a value or role independent of the play. 
The play, Obeziannyi Sud, had loose associations to the Scopes 
trial. The set, by an artist named Rudi, seems to have had no 
associations to the text. An illustration accompanying a review 
of the play depicted a cabinet in several positions—closed, 
opened to reveal a bed, a closet, a chest of drawers, and a 
writing table, and then arranged in a row to form a "street" of 
bars and shops. The reviewer observed that, "The material 
formulation of the play is built on the principle of the 
demonstration of new things, which are able to be used in a real 
way in daily life. Serving as the center of the staging is a 
transforming cabinet."235 
^
5A.V., "V Moskovskom Proletkul'te," Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, 
No. 1, 1926, p. 70: "Veshchestvennoe oformlenie p'esy postroeno 
na printsipe pokaza novykh veshchei, mogushchikh byt' real'no 
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This set appears to have made use of only three of the 
devices of the new language—transformation, a turn to 
production-art as a source, and the presentation of new forms of 
old objects. In another sense, it reconceptualized the role of 
the stage set, because here the set rejected not only decoration, 
but also the role of serving as a machine for the actors. 
Instead, the set here became nothing other than a model of some 
new objects for daily life. 
The creation and documentation of the new life characterized 
the more sophisticated work of Aleksandr Rodchenko for the 1929 
production of Inga. Inga was written in 1928 by Anatolii Glebov, 
a playwright primarily associated with the Theater of the 
Revolution (Teatr Revoliutsii) where the play was staged under 
the direction of Maks Abramovich Tereshkovich. 
Inga's particular claim to fame was that of depicting the 
woman of the new era for "the first time in the history of Soviet 
theater."236 The play's settings alternated between various 
locations within a clothing factory and the apartments of two of 
the female characters. These locations, combined with the 
purpose of the factory—clothing production—allowed the 
playwright to develop a second theme, one which Glebov identified 
ispol'zovannymi v bytu. Tsentrom oformleniia sluzhit 
transformiruiushchiisia shkaf." 
36O.S. Litovskii, V Poiskakh Novogo Geroia (Moscow, 1933), 
15. 
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as "propaganda for the new forms of material culture."237 The 
director and designer shared this goal for the production, noting 
that one of the play's challenges was to "show the observable, 
colossal gap between the progressing growth of the country in the 
spheres of politics and industrialization, and the outdated forms 
of life, awakening the spectator to an active struggle for the 
new cultural and rational conditions of life."238 Related to 
this goal, Rodchenko strove for a fusion of reality and illusion 
in his set for Inga. That is, he created an idealized vision of 
the future but in a such a way as to make it seem eminently 
adaptable to life in 1929. 
On a practical level the set appears to be dominated by two 
concerns: the creation of a multipurpose, transformable 
framework, and the provision of easily replicable items of 
furniture for everyday life. Rodchenko, in fact, had to modify 
his original plan for a transformable set when the directors of 
the theater rejected it as too "futuristic," apparently finding 
it impractical to realize in their building. Subsequently, he 
relied on the use of moveable barriers and individual pieces of 
furniture, resulting in an aesthetic that is severe and almost 
Japanese in its creation of a fluid space demarcated by folding 
screens [Figure 49]. The photograph of the stage shows four such 
^Glebov, letter to S. Zubtsov, 21 August 1928, reprinted in 
A.Z. Iufit, ed. Sovetskii Teatr: Dokumenty i Materialy, t.4. 
Russkii Sovetskii Teatr 1926-1932 (Leningrad, 1982), 320. 
238M.A. Tereshkovich and N. A. Raevskii, "Osnovy 
Rezhisserskoi traktovki," Inga, Moskovskii Teatr Revolutsii 
(Moscow, 1929), 8; 10. 
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screens arranged parallel to one another along a diagonal line 
moving from the front right edge of the stage toward the center 
backstage, creating a sequence of spaces conforming to various 
places within and outside of the factory. Thus, a piano stands 
in front of the forward-most screen, denoting Inga's room, while 
on the left-hand side of the stage is an arrangement of furniture 
that seems to represent the factory office. Except for the 
piano, all the furniture is austerely simple, and all can be 
folded up when not in use. 
The placement of the office in opposition to Inga's "room" 
creates the suggestion of two receding diagonals meeting in the 
center backstage. This triangular space—implicitly half of a 
parallelogram—gives the stage a dynamic quality reminiscent of 
an axonometric architectural drawing (an impression amplified by 
Rodchenko's having photographed the scene slightly from above). 
It also creates an implicit dialogue—and another form of fusion-
-between the aesthetic of the new and that of the old. 
The set as a whole and the elements within it express 
constructivist ideas about expediency and economy in the design 
of real life [Figures 50 and 51]. But in its emphasis on 
providing individual and unitary, and practical and concrete 
examples, on demonstrating the application of these principles, 
it centralized the principles of production art. Explaining his 
role in the production, Rodchenko noted that: 
In designing the play Inga I set myself the task of 
producing collapsible wooden furniture, that is, 
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furniture for which the material is abundantly 
available in the USSR. I rejected the metallic 
furniture with glass which has been so intensively 
developed in the West, since it is too difficult to 
produce under our current conditions.239 
Rodchenko also wrote in this statement that he had focused his 
attention on the "rational—in our living conditions—folding of 
furniture" as opposed to transformable furniture, because the 
latter did not pertain to everyday life and also tended to 
interfere with the performance of an object's primary function. 
His rejection of the language of transformation is an interesting 
one, and may reflect a late 1920s move toward images of greater 
stability, a move which may in part have been reflective of the 
increasing turn towards realism and the documentation of fact. 
In addition to the direct presentation of new objects, the 
set also becomes a Utopian metaphor for the idea of process and 
change, as well as for the goal of engaging the spectator more 
actively than simply as a passive observer. This metaphor 
develops from the axonometric sense of space created by the set 
as a whole. Axonometric space differs from perspectival space in 
that there is no vanishing point. It is also anti-planar without 
being multilevel, because planes that are parallel remain 
parallel as they extend into a space which we perceive as moving 
out from the picture plane toward us. Because of this sense of 
^Rodchenko, "A Discussion of the New Clothing and 
Furniture—A Task of Design," in P. Noever, ed., The Future is 
Our Only Goal (Munich, 1991), 198. 
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unlimited extension, axonometric space tends to embrace on one 
level the idea of umlimited possibility and on another the 
spectator, thereby including him or her in these very 
possibilities; in this respect it becomes a Utopian metaphor.240 
As a metaphor for process, there is an inexorable link to an 
aspect of the ideological language of constructivism, or the 
belief that constructivism was a form of intellectual 
organization which would draw the audience into the art work in 
order to analyze and understand its structural principles. 
Subsequently, the spectator would begin to question the ways in 
which meaning accrues to images previously taken for granted, and 
generalizing from this experience, he or she would go on to 
question the validity of other social-cultural relationships that 
had hitherto been unexamined. 
Yet, despite the establishment of this metaphor through the 
entirety of the set, Rodchenko subverted it with the actual 
furniture. The furniture for Inga did not reveal the structure; 
it revealed a readily assimilable and useable idea/product. In 
this respect, as one writer noted, the material formulation of 
Inga extended from propagandizing for a new way of furnishing 
life to the actual inculcation of this new way into the habits of 
daily life.241 
240Yve-Alain Bois discusses the Utopian role of axonometric 
projections in El Lissitsky's proun paintings. "El Lissitzky: 
Radical Reversibility," Art in America 76 (April 1988), 160-181. 
It is my feeling that Rodchenko uses axonometric ideas in a 
similar way. 
241N. Maslenikov, Khudozhnik v Teatre (Moscow, 1930),p. 88. 
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Poema o Topore, without completely relinquishing the radical 
strategies of early constructivist stage design, also 
incorporated those of production art in an unambiguously central 
role, merging them with a documentary style. 
Produced at the Theater of the Revolution in 1931, Poema o 
Topore was written in 1930 and staged under the direction of A.D. 
Popov, with I. Shlepianov as the artist. The play's theme was 
the proletariat's struggle for soviet industry under the 
conditions of threat from the international bourgeoisie. This 
struggle was predicated on the basis of the reconstruction of 
production industries, a thematic factor, which, when combined 
with the playwright's experience as a newspaper reporter, made 
the style of documentation, the style of newspaper writing, the 
structural basis of the play. Ultimately, this fact-based style 
became the style of the entire production/42 
Shlepianov, whose initial theatrical work was with 
Meierkhol'd, kept at the basis of his work the idea of the set as 
a machine for the dynamic portrayal of life/43 Shlepianov's 
partial return to the set as machine was less a return to the set 
as a machine for the actors' playing than it was a set which 
became itself an acting machine, or a partner in the 
demonstration of new ideas. 
242
"Iz Tezisov A.D. Popova 'K Rezhisserskomy Dokladu o P'ese 
N.F. Pogodina Poema o Topore," (no later than Dec. 10, 1930), 
reprinted in vol. 4 of Sovetskii Teatr: Dokumenty i Materialy 
(Leningrad, 1982), pp. 321-325. 
Berezkin, Sovetskaia Stsenografiia, p. 114. 
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The framework of the set was a steeply rising platform which 
narrowed toward the center of the stage. Trees, streetlamps, and 
side paneling parallel to the floor emphasized the sense of 
perspective created in actuality by the set, and symbolically 
invited the spectator to stroll down this boulevard setting. The 
side walls also formed a second floor which provided factory 
settings for different episodes, while the combination of two 
floor areas enabled quickly changing scenes of action within the 
unitary set, and provided an elemental rhythm to the performance. 
The use of a single, transforming framework, capable of providing 
a variety of diverse settings, not only served the setting needs 
of the play; it also functioned as a metaphor for the spirit of 
factory life and the factory battle.244 But in addition to this 
metaphoric relation to industrial production, the staging also 
included real examples of factory production. Factory-produced 
objects were used in the play; the players wore genuine work 
clothes rather than reproductions; and finally, in the theater 
foyer there was an exhibit of the products of a steel factory 
related to the factory type within the play. One reviewer 
observed that the "exhibition gave special conviction to the 
occurrences on the stage, it was one of the forms of the active 
interference of the theater in life, and it carried a passionate, 
propagandistic charge." To Popov, the director, the exhibition 
244Collection of articles and reviews, by various writers, of 
Shlepianov's work, in Shlepianov, Stat'i, Zametki, Vyskazyvaniia 
(Moscow, 1969), p. 77; p. 120. 
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was an organic feature of the 'documentary' spectacle.245 
The key devices in this production were thus the idea of the 
set as a transforming machine, the use of rhythm and process to 
symbolize the reconceptualization of the familiar, and the joint 
production-art and documentary style emphasis on the literal 
creation and depiction of new objects and their use. 
The reconceptualization of the present in terms of a 
realizable future, or conversely, the reconceptualization of the 
future and of utopia in the forms of an all-too-familiar present, 
as evidenced in these last two productions, increasingly 
characterized a form of constructivism that was beginning to 
respond to the socialist realist demand for an unambiguous and 
attainable future. Devices which detracted from clarity, such as 
transformation, montage, eccentrism—the devices most redolent of 
carnivalistic folk spectacles and avant-garde art forms such as 
futurism—became correspondingly less attractive as the emphasis 
on creating new forms for the future ceded its place to one of 
depicting the future. For this goal, the devices of production 
art, along with devices which chronicled or documented the new 
forms of reality—for example, cinematic and agit-poster 
strategies—began increasingly to supercede the devices of 
fantasy and festival. 
245The first quote is from D. Tunkel', included in the 
previously cited book by Shlepianov, p. 78: "Vystavka pridavala 
osobuiu ubeditel'nost' proiskhodiashchemu na stsene, byla odnoi 
iz form aktivnogo vmeshatel'stva teatra v zhizn', nesla strastnyi 
propagandistskii zariad." The second is from the previously 
cited discussion by Popov, p. 322: "Vystavka...iavliaiutsia 
organicheskimi momentami etogo 'dokumental'nogo' spektaklia." 
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This change in favor of documenting and chronicling reality 
in some respects is a rejection of the earlier, constructivist 
centralization of the questioning process, and is consistent with 
the shift from Culture-1's prioritization of the process of 
finding solutions over the found answer toward Culture-2's belief 
that all solutions are known in advance and therefore the process 
of arriving there is virtually irrelevant. To an extent, it is 
also a rejection of chaos and an acknowledgement of the need for, 
and a willingness to accept, control of the message of art. 
Nonetheless, chaos is not entirely eliminated—the spectator must 
still confront the existence of discrepancies between what is 
portrayed as "truth" on stage and what presumably is the truth of 
real life. 
Sirocco, to a greater extent than Inga and Poema, even as it 
approaches the concrete documentation of the future through its 
agit-poster strategy, precisely because of this strategy remains 
more ambiguous and, consequently, chaotic. Because the set 
design suggests parallels to the poster design of the Stenbergs, 
the identity of the set as a set comes into question. Further, 
the use of visual means—color, lighting, expanding and 
contracting space—to deliver the message of the set is a 
strategy that resists ideological control and clarity. This 
barrier to control of communication is not fully overcome by 
Inga. The nebulous nature of the play's heroine is reflected in 
her clothing and setting, so the spectator is left to wonder, 
should she be imitated, and the unambiguously good patina of the 
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future is conveyed more through visual design parameters—the 
axonometry of the set, a characteristic of Poema as well—than 
through a close linkage of text and image. 
The language of constructivist stage design was rife with 
the potential to induce chaos, but due to the presence of 
mitigating factors, this chaos was not always perceived. Such 
factors are adumbrated in Zemlia, Inga, and Poema, and they 
become increasingly defined during the 1930s. This coordinated 
rejection of chaos and delineation of control is examined further 
in chapter five. In chapter four, we encounter the potential for 
chaos which is found not in the language but in the meaning of 
the constructivist stage set. 
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Endnotes 
a. "Te zhe zadachi, no sviazannye s real'nym prostranstvom 
stsenicheskoi korobki i oslozhnennye neobkhodimost'iu pravil'nogo 
funktsional'nogo ispol'zovaniia stsenicheskogo prostranstva dlia 
postroeniia mizanstsen, ia pytalsia razreshit' v rabotakh nad 
teatral'nymi postanovkami. 
"Problema formy i soderzhaniia vsegda stoiala peredo mnoi 
kak odna iz osnovnykh zadach v kazhdoi teatral'noi postanovke, 
tak kak edinstvo formy i soderzhaniia iavliaetsia osnovnoi 
liubogo proizvedeniia iskusstva. Dlia menia, kak khudozhnika-
arkhitektora, naibolee vazhnoi zadachei byla organizatsiia trekh-
mernogo stsenicvheskogo prostranstva dlia obespecheniia naibolee 
polnogo, razvernutogo deistviia. Odnovremenno s resheniem etoi 
zadachi shla rabota nad cozdaniem i khudozhestvennoi 
konkretizatsiei obrazov deistvuiushchikh lits..." (From Vesnin's 
autobiographical notes, see footnote no. 144) 
b. Meierkhol'd, as in footnote 152: "...postroim nash teatr v 
polnom kontakte s sovremennost'iu i my, prevlekaia k sebe 
kubistov, ne oshibaemsia, potomu chto tarn nuzhno pokazat' fon, 
kotoryi napominal by tot fon, na kotorom zavtra budet 
razygryvat'sia deistvie. Sovremennyi teatre khochet vyiti na 
otkrytyi vozdukh. My khotim, chtoby nashim fonom bylo ili 
zheleznaia truba, ili more, ili chto-to, postroennoe novym 
chelovechestvom." 
c. Annenkov, Dnevnik, (fn. 155), p. 49-50: "Dekoratsii byli 
sostavleny iz raznotsvetnykh peresekaiustshikhsia shestov i 
kanatov, slegka zamaskirovannykh trapetsii, poveshennykh v 
prostranstve raznoobraznykh kachavshikhsia platform i inykh 
tsirkovykh apparatov—na fone abstraktnykh krasochnykh platen, po 
preimushchestvu—ognennoi gammy i ne imevshikh illiustrativnykh 
namekov. Cherti letali i kuvyrkalis' v vozdukhe. Kanaty, 
shesty, trapetsii, piatformy nakhodilis' v postoiannom dvizhenii. 
Deistvie razvivalos' osnovremenno na stsene i v zritel'nom zale." 
d. (See fn. 170, review by Uriel'). "Konstruktivizm, mashinost' 
dekoratsii, vernee postroek, arkhitekturnye nameki na sovershenno 
otsutstvovavshie shablonnye pavil'ony, pochti polnoe otsutstvie 
stul'ev, kresel i voobshche 'sidiachikh mest' na stsene 
zastavlialo aktera byt vse vremia v dvizhenii, ne davalo ni odnu 
minutu mertvoi statuarnosti; neobychaino ostroymno ustroennye 
dveri, ploshchadki, lestnitsy davali ispolniteliam vozmozhnost' 
shirokogo primeneniia effektnykh teatral'no-b'iushchikh v glaza 
stsenicheskikh triukov i akrobatiki, kotorye vremenami predavali 
postanovke grotesknyi ottenok komedii del' arte." 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
PARABLES FOR A NEW WORLD: THE MEANING OR SUBJECT OF THE STAGE SET 
Traditionally, the constructivist stage set has been seen as a 
form of nonobjective art, an example of non-representational 
abstraction. In contrast, it has been my argument that 
constructivist stage design used a language that was deliberately 
devised and shaped with the goal of creating a new realism, a 
realism that could be used to communicate the ideology and 
imagery of a new, hitherto non-existent, reality. Further, this 
language and its goals were, if not identical, at least congruent 
with the goals and visions of theatrical producers and directors, 
and inevitably influenced their selection of particular artists 
to express their visions. Consequently, the constructivist stage 
set contained its own form of subject matter, a subject that was 
either blatantly representational or else symbolically so, and a 
subject which, as often as not, either departed from or deepened 
in some way the superficial content of the produced play, and 
considerably exceeded the goal of depicting the scenic place of 
action. 
It is also my argument that the extent to which this 
independent communication was understood directly affected the 
content and degree of negative and positive critical appraisals 
of the productions as entities and of the stage sets in 
particular. That is, when the subject was either partially or 
completely not understood, or when it was understood but 
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rejected, the critical tendency was to see the "form" of the set 
as competing with the inherent and proper "subject" of the play. 
Thus, it is the purpose of this chapter, first, to develop 
support for my view of the stage set as independently 
ideological, and second, to elucidate, in conjunction with the 
allusions made in the previous chapters, the subjects or meanings 
of constructivist stage sets, collectively in some cases and 
individually in others. 
One of the few writers about stage design to dispute the 
non-representational assumption is Berezkin.1 The thesis of his 
work on scenography is that constructivism always contained as a 
potential—even if it remained unrealized—the ability to define 
the place of action. He therefore asserts that the set was 
inherently dualistic, moving on the one hand toward an 
increasingly self-contained definition as an apparatus or machine 
for the playing, and on the other toward the familiar role of 
providing an external definition of place, although by place a 
generalized locale was often meant, rather than the concrete 
setting called for by the play. Ultimately, according to 
Berezkin, these tendencies joined to form a set that both 
described and embodied the essence of the play in a participatory 
and either concretized or universalized way. The primary 
limitation of Berezkin's argument is that to him, the "subject" 
or idea contained within the stage set is always a place of 
'V. Berezkin, Sovetskaia Stsenographiia, 1917-1941 (Moscow, 
1990). 
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action, thereby ruling out the role of the set in communicating 
ideas that depart from the establishment of locale. 
There are writers from the period, however, who do speak of 
avant-garde art as possessing goals and meaning, and from their 
formulations, we can infer the existence of congruent meanings 
and goals in the avant-garde stage set. Such congruency would 
certainly have been in keeping with the post-revolutionary vision 
of art, in general, and theater, in particular, as having a 
critical role to play in engendering a new order for a new world. 
Central to this vision was an image of the artist's role as 
a life-builder. As we have already seen in chapter one, this 
role called for art and life to merge in the sense that the 
artist would apply his or her skills to the creation of 
utilitarian objects and to the fulfillment of ideological 
propagandistic tasks. This view of the artist's role applied 
equally, and perhaps more emphatically, to the architect. The 
new architecture was to be technological and rational, and to 
organize, through the forms it produced, the new social life. In 
this respect, the subject of art and architecture was 
unequivocably life. 
Vladimir Mass, writing about the "formalism" of the artistic 
left, asserted that the left had been "groundlessly accused" of 
being "for form" and against content. The content which the left 
opposed was solely the old content or subject. This subject 
derived from and led to a fetishization of aesthetics. By 
rejecting the old subject, then, the left also rejected an old 
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ideology that made this fetishization acceptable. Consequently, 
in Mass's eyes, the new form, in its embrace of anti-
aestheticism, signalled the death of the old subject along with 
the old ideology. In essence, then, the new subject became the 
new ideology.2 
The most pervasive and "generalized" of these new subjects, 
particularly at this time, was real life. But this was real life 
with an edge—a reality in which ideal new human behaviors, 
beliefs, and ways of thinking were to be modeled. This goal was 
shared by artists of all persuasions; it united artists with 
politicians; and eventually, this goal of modeling and depicting 
an idealized real life may have been one of the most substantial 
links between constructivism and socialist realism. That is, 
apart from the more obvious differences in form, in both cases 
the artist ceases to perceive his or her role in terms of the 
design, decoration or imitation of the surrounding environment 
and conceptualizes it instead as the design of a new morality. 
This goal moves art from or beyond the realm of construction or 
production into the realm of moral guidance—it is a call for an 
art which holds a "social key,"3 an unambiguous moral guide to 
life. Anticipating this shift, the constructivist 01ga 
Chichacova commented, "Constructivism is not, as one might 
2Mass, "0 Formalizme Levykh," Zrelishcha, No. 28, 1923, p. 
4. 
3Youngblood, Denise J., Soviet Cinema in the Silent Era, 
1918-1935, (Ann Arbor, 1985): Youngblood uses this term in 
describing criticism made of socially ambiguous films in the late 
1920s. 
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believe, an artistic trend but an ideology born in proletarian 
Russia during the existence of the Revolution....The aim of 
constructivism is to organize communist existence by shaping 
constructive Man." This new human was to be achieved through the 
use of new methods of thinking, new inventions, and new 
technology.4 
Just as Mass was to protest the assertion that left art 
could be correctly understood as a non-objective form, the critic 
Tugendkhol'd believed that the attraction of radical avant-garde 
artists to the stage similarly mitigated against a view of the 
stage set as consisting of abstract forms, and instead affirmed 
the connection of forms mistakenly perceived as abstract to the 
service of life. Why, he asked, are artists today so drawn to 
the theater? Because, he answered, the theater creates and 
produces a whole new world and a new life, parallel to but better 
than ours: "Theater is a microcosm. The theater is the basis 
for new architectural and engineering investigations."5 These 
investigations could certainly be formal or structural 
experiments, in which case the subject per se would be 
architecture or engineering. But, to the extent that 
architecture and engineering were recognized as being in the 
service of creating a new world, their subject is a global and 
4Quoted in Szymon Bojko, "Spatial Experiments: The Stenberg 
Brothers," in From Surface to Space, Russia, 1916-24 (Cologne, 
1974), p. 29. 
'Tugendkhol'd, "Sovremennaia Zhivopis' i Teatr," Kul'tura 
Teatra, No. 1-2, 1922, p. 31: "Teatr—eto mikrokosm....Teatr—eto 
pochva dlia novykh arkhitekturnykh i inzhenernykh iskanii." 
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ideological, as well as a formal, understanding and depiction of 
this new world. 
Finally, the prevailing goal of creating an art for the 
people provides additional support for perceiving subject matter 
in the constructivist stage set. Again, as we have already seen, 
the expectations of an "art for the people" reflected beliefs 
about the ability of culture to educate or reeducate the masses. 
For such an education to occur in a desired direction, not only 
was it necessary for art to be physically and conceptually 
accessible to the masses; it also had to be connected to 
communist ideas. Further, the constructivist view of an art for 
the people went beyond the envisioning of utilitarian artistic 
products; it also likened the artwork to a dynamo. As such, art 
would energize the person, intensify the individual's experience 
of reality and emotions, and ultimately induce a desire for 
change. The fulfillment of this dynamicizing role necessitated a 
clear relationship between the work of art and life, either as it 
was currently experienced or in an idealized form. 
That these goals were indeed recognized in connection with 
the theater, and that Tugendkhol'd's hypothesis about the reason 
for the attraction of artists to the theater was astute, is 
suggested by statements made throughout the 1920s. An early one, 
from a 1920 dispute about the problems of contemporary theater, 
was made by the artist G. Iakulov, who asserted that the main 
task of art was to enter life and reform it, and that no artist 
could refuse this challenge. Later, in 1926, at a RABIS meeting 
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reviewing nine years of Soviet theater, V. Pavlov stated that 
although Tairov may have been the first to change the nature of 
the stage set, it was Meierkhol'd who imbued it with social 
meaning. Consequently, two directions had emerged in the 
formation of Soviet stage design: 1) the rule of form over 
subject, but along with this, the mastery of material culture for 
the purpose of preparing to lay within a form the new subject 
matter; and 2) from this and from the concept of the theatrical 
mask, the path of definition and accumulation of social 
typologies arising from the new themes of the present day.6 
Intervening between these statements, and in a more concrete and 
prescriptive format, statements made by the production art 
theorist Boris Arvatov repeatedly justified the theater's 
existence as a workshop or factory for the production of the 
"qualified" human and the new ways of life. Paily life, he 
argued, was disorganized and uncontrolled by humans; but the 
theater could demonstrate to audiences in terms of real life 
solutions how to control and organize the habits of living. And 
even though painting, too, as an art form could be a tool for 
shaping the new life, painting remained an individualistic art, 
while theater, like the new life, was collective and hence more 
appropriate to the role of creating the forms of a new collective 
6Iakulov, Stenogramma disputa o zadachakh sovremennogo 
teatra, 963-1-15, Jan. 1920; and paper presented by Pavlov, 
"Peviaf let Sovetskogo Teatr," published in Novyi Zritel' in 
1926 and in a collection in Meierkhol'd's fond 963-1-1196. 
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life/ 
Constructivist stage design used a language deliberately 
developed to formulate, create and describe this new or idealized 
reality, and for as long as this reality remained unactualized, 
to function as a dynamo by causing dissatisfaction with the 
present and with typical and innured ways of looking and 
thinking—in short, a language capable of reconceptualizing the 
present and inspiring further reconceptualizations in the minds 
of spectators. To this end, as shown in chapter three, the new 
language consisted of devices taken from the gulian'e and mass 
holidays, balagan and peoples' theaters, the circus, film, art 
and architecture. These devices, selected for their capacity to 
invoke certain ideas about society and social change, as well as 
for their ability to produce new visions, were dominated by 
transformation, destabilization, and the fusion or aggregation of 
the known and familiar with the unknown and unfamiliar. 
Lying at the basis of these devices and strategies was the 
idea of art as a parable, one in which the act of artistic 
creation became a metaphor for the creation of a new social life. 
In this parable or metaphor it is not the final product that is 
critical but the act or process. This distinction is necessary, 
because constructivist stage design is committed not to immutable 
meanings, or fixed relationships between a form and idea, but to 
meanings which accrue from the process and the strategies, and 
7Arvatov, "Teatr i Byt," Zrelishcha, No. 55, 1923, p. 6 and 
"Ot Rezhissury Teatra k Montazhu Byta," Ermitazh, No. 11, 1922, 
p. 3. 
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are therefore dynamic. 
In Vladimir Papernyi's discussion of the differences between 
Culture One and Culture Two,8 one which he emphasizes is the 
antipathy of Culture One to the "word." Culture One, he 
observes, is characterized by a battle against the word. In this 
battle, the word is taken as the equivalent of literariness and 
immutability in the order of things, so it is not a battle 
against meaning as such, but against a meaning driven by static, 
literary analogies. Thus, constructivist stage design (a product 
of Culture One) uses a language which delimits and defines the 
content of the art form, even as it stands in opposition to 
traditional realism and to literariness. This delimitation and 
definition did not rule out the creation of meaning, but it is a 
meaning which derives from the process and strategies of creating 
form as much as, or more than, it does from the ultimately 
created forms. Indeed, as the idea or ideological meaning 
becomes even more important, the forms used to express it become 
demoted in importance. This weakened relationship between form 
and content contributes to an inability to "read" or "perceive" 
the content, or to the finding of incongruity between form and 
presumed content. Ultimately, the meaning is lost unless it is 
understood in the context of process and creation, and it is in 
this context that the unity of meaning in constructivist stage 
design lies—for the unifying meaning is the very existence of 
8This concept of Papernyi's, developed in his book Kul'tura-
Pva, is discussed in chapter 1 of this work. 
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the parable or metaphor for the process of creating the new world 
and life style. 
Superordinate to the new world and life style would be a new 
order—of social conditions, the economy, work, daily living 
habits, and perhaps, above all, of thinking. In theatrical and 
artistic terms, the new order would be ideologically—and 
aesthetically—manifested. Refining this conceptualization for 
art, later in the decade, a speaker at a dispute on the problems 
of the contemporary artist protested the appearance of a "pseudo-
constructivism" and called for a true "constructiveness" to 
replace decorativeness in the arts and in the theater. He added 
that constructiveness was not to be understood as the "mechanical 
transfer of the principle of the construction of the machine onto 
canvas, onto wood, onto concrete, etc." Instead, it was to be 
understood as an "ideological constructiveness, having at its 
base the conscious organization of our thinking in all questions 
of life."9 In this respect, the more visible and salient 
subjects of constructivist stage sets—the smychka of the country 
and the city, or the peasant and the worker; the balagan or the 
carnivalization of life; the social condenser and the perpetual 
motion machine; the material environment and its production; and 
9Matsa, I., "Polozhenie sovremennogo iskusstvo v SSSR i 
aktual'nye zadachi khudozhnikov," Iskusstvo v SSSR i Zadachi 
Khudozhnikov, disput Sektsiia Literatury i Iskusstv, (M., 1928), 
p. 22: "...ne mekhanicheskoe perenesenie printsipa postroeniia 
mashin na kholst, na derevo, na beton i t.d. ... a ... 
ideologicheskuiu konstruktivnost', imeiushchuiu v svoei osnove 
soznatel'nuiu organizovannost' nashego myshleniia vo vsekh 
voprosakh zhizni." (ital. in orig.) 
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the ideal city of the future—implied and even modeled broader 
and more conceptual themes—the shaping of new people, their 
behaviors and intellectual processes; related to this, new ways 
of working, especially collective ways; the idea of a future 
utopia as an already realized reality; and the construction of a 
new theater which further becomes a symbol for the construction 
of a new world and for the new order itself. These themes are 
interrelated so that a dominant one may at times imply a 
subsidiary one or may subsume related themes within it; and on a 
global level, with the themes taken either individually or in 
conjunction, the ultimate subject is the new order. 
In some cases a single set can be pointed to as evidence of 
the existence of the theme; in others, however, knowledge of the 
theme results from a general awareness of artistic and 
sociocultural themes and of the impact they must surely have 
exerted on stage design. Ideally, demonstration of the existence 
of these themes would be found in artists' writings. These 
texts, particularly in relation to work on stage design, are 
generally either non-existent or non-accessible. Therefore, 
documentation of the presence of these themes and their exegesis 
must rely to an extent on the previous development of the idea of 
the language of constructivist stage design, because it is 
through a reading of this language that it is possible to arrive 
at an understanding of a set's subject matter or meaning. The 
language, in this respect, becomes partial evidence for the 
existence of meaning. Because of this evidential use of the 
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language, a certain amount of repetition of the ideas of the 
third chapter is unavoidable. But in an attempt to keep such 
repetition at a minimum, this chapter will focus on the meanings 
of the sets, and will not duplicate detailed descriptions of 
those sets previously discussed. 
The creation of meaning implies and subsumes several 
potentials for chaos. For one, the product of the goal of 
creating dissatisfaction with the present must agree with those 
aspects that key social and political groups have identified as 
targets of change. To the extent that agreement did not exist, 
viewers might perceive the stage set as communicating a wrong 
message, and to the extent that the theater appeared to have been 
sanctioned by the government, the coexistence of correct and 
incorrect messages would be chaotic. This is ultimately the crux 
of interpretative chaos, for if the meaning is not understood— 
and the new language and new formulation of how meaning is to be 
communicated and discerned would require educative strategies for 
the spectator—then chaos is a function of the language. But if 
the meaning reflects unresolved social or political issues, or 
presents them as resolved in an undesirable way, then chaos is a 
function of meaning. 
A final potential for interpretative chaos lies in the 
relationship between the themes of the play—the text—and of the 
stage set—the visualized embodiment of the text. I have already 
suggested two possible relationships: one of deepening or 
intensifying the play's meaning, and one of departure from this 
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meaning. A relationship of intensification will find parallelism 
between some or all of the play's themes and those of the stage 
set. In this situation, the set's attempt to communicate some 
aspect of the new order, a part of the vision, is likely to 
succeed. If the message is rejected, the production as a whole 
may be communicating a socially chaotic theme, but the set 
probably is not targeted as an independent expression of the 
theme or as an independent cause of the production's failure. In 
contrast, if the play's message is socially acceptable or 
tolerable, it may provide a schema for accepting the form and 
message of the stage set. Thus, plays demonstrating this type of 
interrelationship of set and text tend to indicate the direction 
of the evolution of constructivist stage design and the forms in 
which it will continue to survive in the 1930s. The second type 
of interaction, one in which the set signifies independently of 
the play, enhances the potential for the presence of 
contradictory meanings or multiple and unreconciled meanings. 
This multiplicity of meaning, an inherently chaotic factor, may 
be perceived as part of the set's meaning. Further, the 
isolation of certain meanings from those of the play may tinge 
them with a greater degree of radicalism, or, the possession of a 
greater radicalism may serve to isolate them from and contrast 
them with the play's intrinsic meaning. These are sets which 
will be seen as detracting from or obscuring the play and 
indicate grounds for the eventual rejection of constructivist 
stage design. In the remainder of this chapter, I examine stage 
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sets which exemplify these directions, and in the course of this 
examination, I illuminate and amplify the predominant themes or 
meanings of constructivist stage sets. Finally, and of critical 
importance, this discussion suggests and indicates potentials for 
interpretative chaos resulting from the sets. 
Relationships of Intensification 
The calls for the arts and the theater to shape the behaviors, 
beliefs, and thought processes of humans say little about the 
translation of such goals into stage design; nor is it 
immediately clear how these goals would become or even be 
recognized as the content of the stage set. One instinctively 
thinks of the actors' behaviors and words as the most direct 
means for achieving these goals. Further, it would seem that at 
times these goals might characterize the production as a whole 
without finding a unique reflection in the set. Yet, the stage 
set which subordinates or ignores description of place can embody 
these goals as content and enhance them in an interactive way 
with other aspects of the production. In Okno v Derevniu, for 
example, the themes of the production invade the text, style of 
presentation and set, and to an extent, this interdependence 
itself is one of the themes. 
In an explication of his direction of this play, Meierkhol'd 
stated that for the tenth anniversary of the revolution, his 
theater had taken as its theme the "influence of the proletarian 
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revolution on the peasantry. "10 He added further that since the 
Soviet theater was striving to be a theater for all aspects of 
the union, it had to be able to portray the country. But for 
this portrayal, he was rejecting the use of schematic, 
agitational devices, and attempting instead to achieve true 
political effects through genuine theatrical devices. The 
essence of this approach was, in Meierkhol'd's words, a 
"theatrical montage," or what can ultimately be seen to be a 
theatrical equivalent of dialectical thinking. To extrapolate 
from this explication, as well as from drawings of the stage set 
and the text of the play, the themes of the production, in all 
its facets, can be identified as the inducement of new ways of 
thinking (the use of dialectical methods), interdependent 
collectivity, and, underlying and objectifying these more 
abstract themes, the theme of smychka—of the city and the 
country, of the old and the new, and of artistic media. 
As a theatrical montage, the play had an episodic structure, 
with each episode concerning some retention of superstitious 
behaviors in the country, or the revelation of some new 
development which the peasantry then greeted with fear and 
astonishment. Some of the episodes were written as songs, while 
others included chanted slogans, giving the overall structure a 
format parallel to a Blue Blouse production. The text as a 
montage included anachronisms, superstitions, indicators of 
10Okno v Derevniu, Eksplikatsiia rezhissuri, Oct. 1927, in 
Meierkhol'd's fond, 963-1-523. 
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positive changes, all woven together into an interdependent 
whole. The theatrical and textual montages were reinforced by a 
cinematic montage, in which inscriptions and presumably 
documentary episodes appeared on screen.11 And finally, 
dominated by the principles of a "monumental simplicity" and the 
creation of a visual manifestation of the difference between the 
primitive old and the mechanized new orders, a scenic montage was 
created. This montage juxtaposed a rural scenic setting and 
documentary film clippings, and as Berezkin has noted: "In the 
course of action out of the depths drove a tractor and 
automobile, while in the episode of the agricultural collective 
holiday a carousel spun and swings swung. On a special screen a 
documentary film chronicle was projected, as a result of which 
the edges of the scenic representation of a new actuality were 
moved still wider, all the more since on the screen, fragments 
were showing that already were not rural life (which was the 
object of the immediate scenic representation), but were urban— 
construction of new Soviet industry."12 To his observation we 
might add that the ramped wooden platforms, reminiscent of the 
"The script is in the Meierkhol'd fond, 963-1-517. 
12Berezkin, Sovetskaia Stsenographiia, p. 104-05: "Po khodu 
deistviia iz glubiny vyezzhali traktor i avtomobil', a v epizode 
kolkhoznogo prazdnika kruzhilas' karusel' i raskachivalis' 
kacheli. Na spetsial'nyi ekran proetsirovalis' kinokadry 
dokumental'noi khroniki, v rezul'tate chego eshche shire 
razdvigalis' granitsy stsenicheskogo izobrazheniia novoi 
deistvitel'nosti, tern bolee chto na ekrane pokazyvalis' fragmenty 
uzhe ne derevenskoi zhizni (iavliavsheisia ob''ektom 
neposredstvennogo stsenicheskogo izobrazheniia), a gorodskoi— 
stroitel'stvo novoi sovetskoi industrii." 
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wood "mountains" from the gulian'e, leading to and converging on 
the large and central, suspended movie screen, similarly evoked a 
fusion of an urban, high-technology entertainment form with the 
traditional, primitivistic forms of a predominantly rural, 
people's holiday. 
The theme of smychka can be visibly observed in the 
juxtaposed imagery and media; the theme of dialectical thinking 
is presented more abstractly. In part, it emerges through the 
production's goal of not giving an answer to spectators, but 
providing a path for them, leading them to a solution as the 
result of the presented imagery and text. It further emerges in 
the encompassing arena-like effect of the stage. With its 
semicircular, rising side ramps, the stage approached the total 
set-theater designed by El Lisitskii for the unrealized Khochu 
Rebenka (I Want a Child), and through this resemblance, it also 
approached the philosophical arena which Khochu was deliberately 
intended to be. As a philosophical arena, the message of 
dialectical thinking adheres to the stage design. 
Not only does this set not appear to signify themes of 
opposition or contrast to those of the play; it even shares the 
strategies and devices of composition and communication used 
throughout the production. The potential for chaos in this 
production would appear to be minimal; if it does exist, however, 
it would be a function of the message, a message which resolves a 
socially chaotic issue in a liminal way—an industrialized 
countryside of the future, but a countryside retaining the 
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provincial backwardness of the present. 
A production which in a sense can be seen as a predecessor 
of Okno, a play with similar strategies and a similar 
interrelationship of parts, but ultimately, even less chaos 
because the meaning of the set enhanced a socially acceptable 
meaning, is Zemlia Dybom. 
The subject of Zemlia is praise for the war on imperialism 
and also for a new military organization of humanity. The play, 
divided into eight episodes and written in a percussive rhyming 
style, begins with a group of people standing and expressing 
concern about a sudden new silence—had all the soldiers been 
killed? they wonder. But then a soldier arrives to say the war 
has ended and now a new life will start and people will work 
again. The remainder of the play concerns the identification of 
leaders and enemies and traitors, struggles between the people 
and the government, agitational calls to build a new world of 
labor and truth and to strengthen urban-country connections, 
and finally a paean to the world of the future, one which will 
belong to the youth, and not to old soldiers/3 
The material formulation of this play, in a specialized and 
metaphorical way, intensifies the textual meaning. Zemlia Dybom 
was not only an example of revolutionary theater; in one 
important respect, it marked a break with the directions already 
initiated by Meierkhol'd himself—this was his groundbreaking 
13S. Tret'iakov, "Zemlia Dybom," typescript in Bakhrushin 
museum Meierkhol'd fond, 180171/164. 
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introduction of reality. The real military equipment, the 
motorcycles, phones, and even the constructed crane were 
recognized as something other than the naturalism of the Art 
Theater. This was not an attempt to create a photographic 
representation of an era and its people, wrote one reviewer, but 
was instead the striving to find an agitational equivalent in the 
forms of the production/4 Thus, the movie screen with its 
projected slogans, the percussive speech patterns, the 
motorcycles and bicycles, and the primitivistic construction 
changed the theater from a place of entertainment into a social-
political organ. Another writer, claiming that this production 
wiped away the "dust and dirt" of the bourgeois theater, saw in 
it a step toward the simultaneous destruction of old forms and 
the building of the new. A third, witnessing an open-air 
production of the play, expressed surprise at learning that this 
was its first performance outdoors. Everything, he felt, from 
the crane to the harsh illumination to the costumes, to the 
motorcycles and tanks, would appear strange indoors but received 
justification and seemed natural and understandable when the 
heavens above formed the ceiling.1' But this was more than just 
a theater under the heavens. It was a new form of people's 
theater, and everything about it spoke of a new mass theater of 
14A. Verkhoturskii, review in Proletarskaia Pravda, June 
1923, in Meierkhol'd fond, 998-1-3355. 
l3N. Tikhonovich, review in Trud, March 1923, and an unsigned 
review in the Khar'kov Kommunist, July 1923, both in 
Fevral'skii's collection of reviews, fond 2437-2-126. 
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powerful passion and social pathos. No longer a cathedral of the 
arts, this theater was a revolutionary action.16 Another writer, 
in fact, comparing the production to a revolutionary placard in 
which nothing is excessive, saw in the mass scenes of this 
spectacle, and in the introduction of military equipment onto the 
stage, a slice of the mass spectacle Meierkhol'd had wanted to 
but been unable to produce on Khodynskoe Field (Victory and 
Struggle of the Soviets).17 
Zemlia, therefore, not only signified the creation of a new 
theater; this new theater—one of agitation, of mass spectacle, 
and of a union of the real and the created and of the industrial 
and the primitive, under the aegis of the military—epitomized 
the creation of a new world of labor and truth, a world in which 
military procedures organized humanity, and ultimately, the world 
described by Tret'iakov in his adaptation of the French play The 
Night. 
Another way in which the constructivist stage set signified 
the creation of a new theater was the use of a single, unchanging 
set for the entire production. Again, this is a creation 
parable, although in this case, creation involves a glance 
backwards, to medieval theatrical models. An example from a play 
not previously mentioned in this work is Georgii Gol'ts' set for 
16Two reviews in the Meierkhol'd fond, 998-1-3355: "Iskusstvo 
i Kul'tura," Sovetskii lug, June 1923, and Mokul'skii, "Teatr i 
Iskusstvo," Leningradskaia Pravda, May 1924. 
17Aleksandr Abramov, "Zemlia Dybom," Zrelishche, No. 28, 
1923, p. 5. More on the relationship to the unrealized mass 
spectacle is provided in chapter 3. 
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the Moscow Children's Theater production of Robin Hood in 1925. 
Staged in the spirit of an old English buffoonery and using the 
devices of medieval, wandering troupes, the play was intended to 
be understood as a medieval legend about uprisings against 
feudalism. Accessories were minimal, costumes were 
"primitivized," and make-up was exaggerated. More critical to 
theatrical goals was the decision to use the stage in much the 
same way as traveling actors would use a corner, the steps of a 
building, an open square. Thus, Gol'ts designed one set for the 
entire play—a construction of spiral stairs, rising from the 
floor of the stage to the ceiling, a long platform, and the forms 
of an apparent town street [Figure 56]. Through its extension 
and rise the stage set attained an expansive, spatial character, 
and its structural attributes signified changing and different 
structures and places during the course of the play—the tower of 
a castle, a forest, and so on/8 The single setting therefore 
functioned in much the same way as an impromptu out-of-doors 
locale served the needs of wandering troupes. 
That the set was intended to connote more than the locale of 
the play, and that this connotation functioned in coordination 
with the spirit of the entire production, receives support from 
the architect-artist-designer's creative philosophy, as expressed 
in both his writings and artistic productions. As an artist, 
Gol'ts was attracted to the city street as a subject. His many 
depictions of streets twisting their way down mountainsides, with 
18N. Tretiakov, Georgii Gol'ts (Moscow, 1969), p. 24. 
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cascading buildings and bridges, magnified staircases and the 
occasional figure looming like a building, evoke medievalized and 
renaissance variants of Sant-Elia's futurist cities. Apart from 
the visual evocation of a futurist world, Gol'ts himself wrote 
about his image of the street as a continuous and unifying symbol 
of an urban world. Another way in which Gol'ts created new 
worlds was in his tendency to internalize exterior spaces and 
externalize interiors. He wrote: "It seems to me that in the 
solution to the interior of a house, the problem facing the 
architect is to create for the person with volumes that are not 
too large the illusion of a harmonic and complete 'miniature 
world. ",19 
Stage sets which physically and symbolically embodied spaces 
within spaces dominated Gol'ts' work for the theater; the 
consistency of this pattern, in conjunction with his writings, 
endows his stage set for Robin Gud with a meaning that goes 
beyond the creation of place and enhances the meaning of the play 
as produced.20 Thus, in its defiance of the traditional, 
changing mise-en-scene, the set became a pseudo-medieval mockery 
of naturalistic (feudal?) scenic design. Further, in this 
mocking role, the set effectively became a metaphor for the 
19Gol'ts, "Ob Inter'ere," (1934), reproduced in the 
previously cited monograph on Gol'ts by Tret'iakov, p. 175: "Mne 
kazhetsia, chto v reshenii inter'era zhilogo doma pered 
arkhitektorom stoit zadacha sozdaniia dlia cheloveka nebol'shimi 
ob''emami illiuzii garmonicheskogo i tselestnogo 'malogo mira.'" 
20Gol'ts' work is relatively unknown in this country. I was 
able to see many unreproduced sketches and read manuscript 
material currently in the possession of Nika Gol'ts in Moscow. 
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communist state—a state seeking idealized and perfected models 
to be infinitely replicated, or the single stage set for housing, 
economic transactions, agriculture, people. I- this respect, 
without denying a descriptive function, this stage set concretely 
and symbolically absorbed, enriched, and expanded the theme of 
the play: it became a model for the new theater and the new world 
rising up against "feudalism" (capitalism). In this case, chaos 
would be unlikely to result from the interaction of set and play; 
the only potential for chaos would lie in the extent to which 
perfectible and unitary models were believed possible and 
desirable. This would therefore be an issue of possible social 
chaos. 
Although modeling a new theater symbolized the process of 
modeling a new world, plays which centralized production of the 
material environment went beyond the stage of an abstract model— 
they actualized the new world and documented its existence as 
real and attained. This attained new world did not have to be 
desirable, however; if the context of both play and set were 
negative, the spectator would unambiguously perceive a new world 
to be rejected. But whether positive or negative, constructivism 
had changed the stage from an illusionary space into "real space, 
where the actor works on a real construction."21 The implication 
of this idea of the stage as real space, which subsequently could 
represent or symbolize real life, was critical to a view of the 
21Sergei Spasskii, "Teatr i Byt," Novyi Zritel', No. 20, 
1924, p. 5: "Eto [the stage]—real'noe prostranstvo, gde akter 
rabotaet na real'nom sooruzhenii..." 
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stage set as a manifestation of production art; and it was 
additionally critical to the use of the set to depict the future 
as a real place in the here-and-now. Such a fusion of the 
present, real life and the unrealized future was, as we have 
seen, a fundamental theme of Rodchenko's set for Inga, a set 
which departed from strictly constructivist premises as it sought 
to embody, intensify, and vivify the themes of the play. The 
potential artistic chaos from the merging of constructivism and 
socialist realism was deflected by the near synonymity of the set 
and play—a synonymity marred only by the superior skills of the 
stage designer. 
The Theater of the Revolution was firmly committed to plays 
emphasizing themes of daily social life and habits; Inga 
responded to the theater's social mandate in its goals of 
depicting the new Soviet woman. Glebov felt that while women 
were emerging as the equals of men, there nonetheless remained a 
great deal of hypocrisy in attitudes toward them: "To lay bare, 
reveal this hypocrisy, to drive the hypocrites to pure water, 
divide them from those who genuinely relate in a new way to 
women, to show all the difficulty, all the complexity of the 
woman's struggle for her rights—here was the task of the 
play."22 
Calling the play a "psychological montage," Glebov created a 
montage of five heroines, each embodying a different aspect of 
the ideal Soviet woman. The title character, the manager of a 
22A.G. Glebov, "Inga," 30 May 1929. Glebov fond, 2503-1-95. 
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clothing factory, represents the fully liberated woman committed 
to communism and the five-year plan. Inga's central conflict 
concerns the relationship between the personal side of life— 
defined entirely in romantic and aesthetic terms—and the 
social/productive side. Inga eventually dedicates herself to the 
social cause, crying out in the last act that "Everything which 
stands in the way of reconstruction...everything external, 
internal, personal, general, has to be swept away...."23 This 
ultimate rejection of her lover and choice of the social over the 
personal made her into an ambiguous role model, however. A 
second character, Glafira, initially a browbeaten housewife and 
later a dedicated shock-worker, superseded Inga for many viewers 
as the representative of the new Soviet woman and a builder of 
the new family. 
As observed in chapter three, the alternation of the play's 
settings from factory to apartments allowed the playwright to 
develop a second theme, identified by Glebov as "propaganda for 
the new forms of material culture."24 In a more general way than 
the author noted, though, the play is concerned throughout with 
the role of aesthetics in life and with the relationship of 
external appearances to internal meaning. The play opens, for 
example, with Inga making a speech to the factory workers: "This 
23A.A. Glebov, "Inga: A Play in Four Acts," trans. C. 
Malamuth. In E. Lyons, ed., Six Soviet Plays (Boston, 1934), p. 
387. 
24Glebov, letter to S. Zubtsov, 21 August 1928, reprinted in 
A.Z. Iufit, ed., Sovetskii Teatr: Dokumenty i Materialy, t.4. 
Russkii Sovetskii Teatr 1926-1932 (Leningrad, 1982), p. 320. 
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report is first of all about Man. It concerns, above all, the 
human being—that new Socialist being which, in our everyday 
struggle, we forge out of the old mutilated material that for the 
most part is alien to us."25 
With this speech, Inga encapsulated not only the theme of 
the play, in its concrete and abstract facets, but the prevailing 
theme of the artistic order forged in the 1920s. The director of 
the production, M.A. Tereshkovich, translated Inga's statement 
into a material challenge for the play: the illustration of the 
growing chasm between political and industrial development in the 
country and the retention of outdated forms of life, with the 
purpose of energizing the spectator to demand change in these 
conditions.26 And Rodchenko's set, with its aesthetic montage of 
utopic, constructivist-productivist, and documentarian 
strategies, actualized this challenge by calling on the viewer to 
conceptualize the merger of an almost quotidian banality and an 
almost out-of-reach future. 
Reviewers observed that Rodchenko had turned his attention 
to the issue of furnishing the new environment, producing 
examples of new, economical, rational objects for hygienic 
living,27 and the visual evidence suggests that Rodchenko's stage 
%Dga, P- 317-18. 
26M.A. Tereshkovich and N. A. Raevskii, "Osnovy Rezhisserskoi 
Traktovki," Inga, Moskovskii Teatr Revolutsii (Moscow, 1929), pp. 
8; 10. See ch. 3, p. 266 for full quotation. 
27N. Lukhmanov, "Bez Slov," Zhizn Iskusstva, No. 22 (1929), 
4. 
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furniture for Inga did possess a type of transparent rationalism 
in that it can be readily understood and potentially recreated 
[Figures 50-51]. Thus, Fevral'skii, also reviewing the 
production, noted that despite his dissatisfaction with the 
dramatization, the play was not without interest: 
The artist-constructor A.M. Rodchenko launched an 
important experiment—the demonstration of portable 
well-made furniture. The individual objects are 
intelligently made and actually would be able to be 
applied to life (especially in the present housing 
crisis!). The attempt to create new forms was made by 
the artist in the formulation of the object....28 
P. Novitskii likewise perceived in Rodchenko's work examples 
of "well-made wooden furniture which fulfills a functional order, 
is simple in form, not disturbing the work of people, and 
occupying a minimal amount of space....Rodchenko expanded the 
social sense of Glebov's theme with the energetic staging of the 
problem of the cultural object."29 This critic's perception of 
synergy between the set and play eliminates the possibility of 
variance between the meanings of the set and play as a source of 
chaos. 
Other forms of interpretative chaos remain, however. As was 
already noted in chapter three, the Utopian implications of the 
axonometric space of the set combined with the legible and 
practical objects of stage furniture—which were idealized only 
in their replicable and adaptable qualities—to suggest a 
28Fevral'skii, "Inga," Pravda, No. 71, 28 March 1929, p. 6. 
29Novitskii, "O Novoi Zhenshchine," Daesh, No. 3, 1929, no 
page number. 
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futuristic living environment made into the here-and-now. But 
this fusion of the future and present may have contrasted with 
the realities of daily life in a chaotic way. Further, to the 
extent that the setting communicated a more convincing and 
positive message than the play's characters, the message may have 
conveyed a chaotic anti-humanist subtheme—that things in the 
future will be more ideal than people—or induced doubt about the 
ultimate desirability of the new environment. 
Another play which moderated constructivism with production 
art and documentary strategies, again approaching socialist 
realism, textually strove to counteract a constructivist and 
technological foregrounding of the machine and demonstrate the 
hierarchical importance of people. But again, the set may have 
partially subverted this humanist message, despite the more 
general existence of correspondence between the meanings of the 
set and play. 
In Poema o Topore, the overarching theme is the 
proletariat's struggle for industry "in conditions of a military 
threat from the international bourgeoisie"; and the basis for the 
struggle is the reconstruction of production.30 Pogodin, the 
playwright, was a newspaper reporter, and he consequently used a 
comparable style of writing, relating the play to the documentary 
method or the literature of fact. This newspaper style extended 
30
"Iz tezisov A.D. Popova 'K rezhisserskomu dokladu o p'ese 
N.F. Pogodina Poema o Topore' na zasedanii khudozhestvenno-
politicheskogo soveta teatra revoliutsii." (No later than 10-
XII-30.) In Sovetskii Teatr: Dokumenty i Materialy, t. 4 
(Leningrad, 1982), pp. 321-325. 
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to the material formulation of the play in the inclusion of real 
articles from a factory, the use of true factory uniforms rather 
than specially made costumes, the requirement that all objects 
within the stage construction not only represent real factory 
devices but also function precisely and look absolutely essential 
to the surrounding conditions, and finally and most 
significantly, in the exhibition of factory-produced objects 
created by Shlepianov, the stage designer, for the lobby of the 
theater. The pervasive documentary, reportage style imparted to 
the set and play an aura of truth, current events, and the 
victory of the factory on the front of production. The 
innovative lobby exhibition sealed and intensified this 
communication of victory, because the created exhibits were 
intended to represent the actual products of the factory in the 
play—this was truly the future made real and present, or the 
industrial factory as a realized utopia. 
A second theme in the play, the importance of collective 
human behavior, received textual expression in the absence of 
leading roles. In a limited way, the stage set participated in 
the expression of this theme as well. The stage construction, a 
steeply rising floor met by a sharply descending ceiling, created 
the illusion of a city street vanishing in the distance. This 
perspectival boulevard, with trees and street lamps, was 
transformed into a factory, private apartments, a workers' 
cafeteria, and other necessary locales as the play progressed. 
The unified, transforming construction modeled an inanimate form 
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of collectivity—the multipurpose set, embodying all locations 
and fulfilling all functions—and it also created, as one writer 
observed, a unified and all-encompassing soul for the life of the 
factory and its battle/1 The collective myth of this set could 
also have been a source of social chaos, and the set itself may 
have connoted a meaning contrary to the humanist message of the 
play. Thus, the play's theme regarding the dominance of humans 
over machines may have been called into question by a stage set 
which was, in essence, a transforming machine. As social chaos, 
the transforming set cast the shadow of a fairy-tale over the 
newspaper-like reality of the production as a whole, and perhaps 
thereby cast the idea of a realized utopia into the shadows of 
liminal ambiguity. But because the lobby exhibition lent extra 
conviction to what had happened on stage, it may ultimately have 
countered this ambiguity. The staging of the exhibition 
exemplified the active interference of art in life, and as such, 
it carried a passionate and propagandistic spark32 which 
intensified the play's theme of the proletariat struggle for 
technology and expanded it into the realm of culture. 
The fairy tale allusion in Poema o Topore was probably 
unintentional, but its perception harmed the coordinated 
presentation of the idea of an achieved new reality. The 
negation of this truth may have penetrated more deeply than the 
31Iu. Iuzovskii, excerpt from review, included in Shlepianov, 
Stat'i, Zametki, Vyskazyvaniia (Moscow, 1969), p. 120. 
32This observation is made by D. Tunkel', p. 78 in the 
previously cited collection of Shlepianov essays. 
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denial of the newspaper-like authenticity of the play—the 
accusation of being comparable to a fairy tale was levied against 
another play, Klop, in order to invalidate its image of the 
future, to call it insufficiently socialistic and the type of 
fantasy image that could be imagined by the enemies of socialism. 
Similarly, the fairy tale charge against Poema could well have 
invalidated all the attainments of the depicted factory in its 
struggle for the reconstruction of production. In this respect, 
it is worth referring to Papernyi's observation that Culture Two 
understood truth as something conditional—if, for example, a 
monumental reality were portrayed by a non-monumental image, then 
the reality in fact was threatened and could lose its 
monumentality. Thus, if a play depicted a fantasy future, it 
potentially threatened the attainment of a real socialist future. 
Whereas Inga and Poema o Topore relied on synergistically 
communicating sets and plays to depict an ideal future made real 
and present, and ambiguity about the future seems an unintended 
outcome which somehow slips outside of the synergistic net, in 
Klop the synergy is used for the deliberate expression of 
ambiguity about the future—but this is still an unrealized 
future and so could perhaps be avoided. 
In 1929, just before his involvement with Inga, Rodchenko 
designed the set and costumes for the second half of 
Meierkhol'd's production of Klop (The Bedbug) by Vladimir 
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Maiakovskii/3 The story concerns a retardataire worker, 
Prisypkin, who becomes frozen in the aftermath of a fire in 1929 
and is revived in the year 1979. The citizens of this highly 
sterile society keep Prisypkin, along with a bedbug that 
accompanied him on his journey into the future, in a cage for 
observational purposes and also to prevent infection from his 
unreformed lifestyle; he sings, smokes, plays the guitar, doesn't 
bathe—an "alcoholic, love-lorn lunatic, foxtrotting fellow," as 
one writer has described him.34 The irony of the play is that 
this character, who seems to embody all the vices left over from 
the NEP period, in the future appears as a pathetic but 
infinitely more human creature than the people who have unthawed 
him. 
Meierkhol'd used different artists for the two parts of the 
play in order to accentuate the passage of fifty years. 
Rodchenko, designing the futuristic half, sought the effect of a 
sanitized, steel-and-glass environment with curving and 
rectangular screens that alternated dark and light panels and in 
some places consisted only of the frame with no infill. The main 
panels and the sides of the central cage-like structure slant out 
toward the audience, creating the same axonometric effect 
observed in Inga. Rodchenko clothed the inhabitants of the 
future in pastel pink and blue costumes differentiated according 
33V. Maiakovskii, "The Bedbug," trans. M. Hayward, The Golden 
Age of Soviet Theater, ed. M. Glenny (London, 1966), pp. 34-78. 
34D. Zolonitskii, Budni i Prazdniki Teatral'nogo Oktiabria 
(Leningrad, 1978), p. 206. 
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to the occupational role of the character. In describing his 
work on this play, Rodchenko wrote: 
I show simplicity, large forms, utilitarian objects. 
The pink and light blue costumes will show the 
inhabitants' [of the 1920s] image of the future. The 
irony present in Maiakovskii's descriptions of the 
future is necessary in order to demonstrate the 
enormous difficulty in overcoming the sick elements of 
our petit-bourgeois [meshchanskii] style of life in 
such a brief slice of time. 
In the technical realm are shown lightness, 
transparency of the construction (in the second part of 
the performance there will be almost no complete 
walls), a material imitating glass, the transformation 
of the basic set and the objects/5 
Maiakovskii created a somewhat ambivalent future for Bedbug; 
this ambivalence was reinforced by the production and Rodchenko's 
set and observed by viewers. Meierkhol'd and Fevral'skii, in 
fact, planning a new production of the play in 1936, discussed 
the need for removing the "elements of technicism and duality" 
which gave the second half of the play its puzzling character/6 
Meierkhol'd observed that the 1929 production conveyed a 
confusing image of the future; nevertheless, his own original 
intention was to satirize the future and simultaneously show 
appreciation of its tempo of life. He now stated the desire to 
depict the second half of the play as a non-elusive future, and 
35Rodchenko, "Klop: Chto Govoriat Khodozhniki," Sovremennyi 
Teatr, No. 7 (1929), p. 111. 
36
"Stenogramma Soveshchaniia o Pererabotke Feericheskoi 
komedii V.V. Maiakovskogo Klop," (9 February 1936), Tvorcheskoe 
Nasledie V.E. Meierkhol'da, ed. I.D. Vendrovskaia and A.V. 
Fevral'skii (Moscow, 1978), pp. 282-290. It is important to 
realize that Meierkhold was under increasing pressure at this 
time to reform his productions, which were now seen as formalist, 
and although he talked about changing the staging, he may not 
actually have regretted the original version. 
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criticized the original portrayal as not being sufficiently 
concrete or positive. There is indeed an ironic ambience to 
Rodchenko's set, and it was undoubtedly unintentional and 
expressed visually in several ways. 
The lightweight, pastel geometry, at times suggesting a 
cathedral interior and a space ship, was inhabited by identically 
dressed citizens, the type of citizen who, the enemies of 
socialism say, would be distinguished only by numbers/7 
Further, the shimmering effect of the diaphanous filaments in 
Prisypkin's cage suggest what at first seems to be an odd 
allusion to a jazz dance scene which Rodchenko designed for a 
movie (An Acquaintance of Yours). The allusion may in fact have 
been real and intentional. As Fevral'skii observed, part of the 
satire of the future derived from the fact that the "perfected" 
inhabitants of the future still struggled with elements of the 
petit-bourgeois personality; in their own way they were as much 
Philistines as were the petit-bourgeois doyens of NEP.38 
Rodchenko clearly indicated his awareness of the play's satiric 
nature in his comment on his work, and his visual echo of an 
earlier dance scene may have been intended to evoke his own 
doubts about the possibility of perfection in the future. 
In addition, the metaphoric glass-and-steel architecture may 
have been tainted by allusions to the West. Artists and 
37This impression is suggested in several reviews contained 
in the folder on Klop in the STD library. 
38Fevral'skii, "Klop," Deciat' Let Teatra Meierkhol'da 
(Moscow, 1931), pp. 65-69. 
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architects by this time were increasingly intent on establishing 
differences between Soviet developments and Western. But even in 
this potentially negative allusion to western architecture there 
is ambivalent irony, for Rodchenko's set is not a Le Corbusian 
"machine for living"—it is not a machine at all; it is a prison. 
Parody is thus carried throughout the play and production, 
with the second part parodying not only the future, but also 
collectivism. But the viewers who succeeded in understanding 
this anti-utopian parody were placed in the chaotic double-bind 
of having to identify with Prisypkin, a character whom they had 
already labeled as a "bedbug" of the present.39 Chaos thus 
permeates this play and production in a unified way. This is a 
future in which the gains of socialism are not actualized, and 
references to the west and to NEP are present and ambivalent. 
The stage set and play recognize the need for a new order, but it 
is not fully depicted; and what is depicted is close to 
undesirable. Finally, as N. Lukhmanov noted, "the necessity of 
emphasizing with the scenic formulation the satiric moments of V. 
Maiakovskii's play deprived A. Rodchenko's work of practical 
meaning for reality." None of the parts of this setting would 
lend themselves to production, he continued, although they did 
embody "a faith in the need for reconstruction...."40 
Unlike Inga and Poema, Klop did not centralize the theme of 
39F. Syrkina and E. Kostina, Russkkoe Teatral 'no-
Dekoratsionnoe Iskusstvo (Moscow, 1978), p. 145. 
40Lukhmanov, "Bez Slov," Zhizn' Iskusstva, No. 22, 1929, p. 
4. 
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the material environment and its production; as Lukhmanov 
observed, the environment of Klop is virtually non-produceable. 
Its overarching theme was therefore the world of the future, but 
depicted in a form to be avoided. Consequently, this future 
remains in the future; it is not presented as an actualized 
reality, as a living document. Mashinal' (Mechanical), like 
Klop, also depicts an undesired world, but in this case it is a 
world of the present—its dissociative device, rather than time, 
is that this world is "not-us." It is them—the capitalist city. 
But to the extent that this distinction was not clear, the play 
induced chaos; once again, however, this chaos is the chaos of 
social goals and realities, and not the chaos of inconsistencies 
between play and set. 
Mashinal' clearly sought to convey a negative view of the 
relationship between machines and humanity, and urbanism—as a 
larger machine—and humanity, and the scenic design worked in 
relentless coordination with the text to communicate this 
meaning. Perhaps ironically, it achieved this communication 
without the use of technology or machines on stage. In its 
centralization of scenic design, the set could almost be a 
painted backdrop, but in the theoretical underpinnings of these 
forms, it maintained a bridge to constructivism. 
Ryndin, who began working as Tairov's stage artist in 1931, 
was not really a constructivist. One contemporary writer 
described his work as socialist realism and revolutionary 
romanticism, and indeed, Ryndin at no time rejected the 
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illusionary role of the stage set/1 Yet his art was not the art 
of unmitigated naturalism. In his promotion of oppositional 
meanings, he moves closer to the ideological goals of 
constructivism, and in his turning to the language of films, 
architecture, and geometric abstraction, he absorbs the devices 
of the constructivist stage set. Further, his sets were governed 
by the efficacious use of details. Like Rodchenko in this 
respect, he always sought the single, telling detail which would 
speak more to a generalizing or universalizing quality in the 
locale, rather than to the specification of a single place. 
Thus, he generally hinted at the place of action without seeking 
a true-to-life expressiveness. Further, the "found" form would 
be essential to the revelation of the subject of the play and the 
truth of the era. In this respect and speaking of his work for 
another production (Optimistic Tragedy), Ryndin commented that 
the constructive form of his sets for Tairov was chosen not for 
the sake of form, but for the sake of finding a living and 
truthful model of the era/2 
Mashinal', written by the American playwright Sophie 
Treadwell, concerned a woman who murdered her husband in order to 
escape a distasteful marriage. To Tairov, and even to some 
extent Treadwell, the real issue was not the story of an 
individual woman but was, instead, the story of "woman" or 
41S. Margolin, "Oformlenie Spektaklei v Kamernom," Teatr i 
Dramaturgiia, No. 1, 1935, 46. 
42V.F. Ryndin, Kak Sozdaetsia Khudozhestvennoe Oformlenie 
Spektaklia (Moscow, 1962), p. 32. 
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"person" living in conflict with the capitalist city. To this 
end, all the characters except for Ellen were to be virtually 
interchangeable, like masks, and only Ellen would not appear as a 
standardized copy of the masked form. Further, the sounds and 
visual forms of the staging were to convey the unrelenting urban 
oppressiveness experienced by all the city's dwellers. 
Ryndin, therefore, sought an architectural motif capable of 
expressing the antihumanism of the capitalist city. The motif he 
settled on was the skyscraper, with its standardized absence of 
individualizing features. He abstracted the skyscraper into 
endless grids of horizontals and verticals, suspended at 
different heights and in different planes [Figures 52-55]. 
Present in every scene, filling the space of the stage and not 
admitting illumination, there was no escape from the incessant 
rhythm of these horizontals and verticals; uniting the prison 
cell and its cage-like atmosphere, a hospital room, Ellen's 
apartment, and her office, the capitalist city here becomes a 
place of spasmodic, nerve-wracking, imprisoning, and dehumanizing 
rhythm.43 Unlike other urban productions, this was not an 
eccentric city or a city preparing a new breed of machine-human-
workers; this was a city which subordinated the individual to 
mechanical and numbing rhythms which induced madness and murder, 
and in its repetition of a single form, the set both intensified 
43Berezkin, Vadim Ryndin (Moscow, 1974), pp. 21-25; Poklad i 
Piskussiia o Postanovke P'esy 'Mashinal''", May 1933, Tairov fond 
2328-1-473; and director's copy of the play with author's 
introduction, in Kamernyi Theater fond 2030-1-282. 
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the meaning of the play and paralleled the compositional strategy 
of the author and director. 
The chaos of the plot—the palpable chaos of urban life—was 
therefore matched by the chaos of a set which did not 
differentiate the spaces of caring and warmth from the spaces of 
imprisonment and death. In terms of the production, this was not 
a conflict; in terms of the Soviet audience it was. For one 
writer, the play and production emphasized the absence of joy in 
life, work, and daily routine—this was the meaning of 
"mechanical," he wrote. But a play which protested machines 
could not be tolerated by a Soviet audience, for "we are friends 
of the machine."44 Ultimately, he wrote, the theme of the play 
should have been the essence of life, rather than Ellen versus 
the city. An additional complaint concerned the lack of clues 
provided to distinguish "evil" cities—theirs—from communist 
ones, although the author of this complaint was sure that such a 
difference existed.45 
The Incorporation of Independent Signification 
The Stenberg brothers, Ryndin's predecessors with Tairov, largely 
set the direction ultimately taken by the Kamernyi theater in 
stage design. Unlike Ryndin, the Stenbergs were emphatically 
44Iuzovskii, review in Literaturnaia Gazeta, in collection at 
the STP library. 
45Poklad and diskussiia o postanovke p'esy Mashinal', 16-V-
33, in Tairov fond, 2328-1-473. 
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constructivist, but inherent to their work was a rhythmic, linear 
and graphic quality which softened the primitive harshness of 
much constructivism and further endowed the Stenbergs' sets with 
a more aesthetic!zing aura. This aesthetic quality ironically 
could bring chaos with it, as it created an expectation of 
congruity between the set and the play, but this congruity may 
not have been present in the totality of the relationship of the 
set's meaning to the play's. The Stenbergs' work for Sirocco 
creates a context for this partially unmet expectation of 
congruity. This factor makes Sirocco an appropriate choice to 
introduce this next group of plays—plays in which varying 
degrees of inconsistency of meaning between stage set and play 
existed and contributed to the overall perception of chaos. 
This is not to say that no consistency existed in such plays, 
however, but its recognition may have been obscured, due to the 
form or potency of the inconsistent meanings. In this respect, 
Sirocco can be seen as a link between productions characterized 
by greater departure of the set's meaning from the play's, and 
those of the previously discussed group, in which the sets served 
primarily to intensify the meaning of the play. 
The Stenbergs' work for Sirocco expressed the theme of the 
creation of new modes of human behavior, particularly as applied 
to the behavior of artists. Responding to a question on the 
"death" of easel painting, they proclaimed the need for artists 
to learn to unite in factories, to work in collective 
arrangements similar to industrial and agricultural enterprises, 
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and to reorganize their studios as large collectives given over 
to production art/6 Their mechanized stage set for Sirocco, 
with its movable walls and its choreographed "showroom" of 
production-art lounging chairs, a set which we have already 
analyzed as an agit-poster for technology, became, shorn of 
actors, an embodiment of the idea of the factory of production 
art. Without showing artists uniting to work collectively in 
this new type of studio, it demonstrated instead the application 
of technological thinking to a previously low-technology 
activity, and by extension, it demonstrated and agitated for the 
results of this new way of behaving. Further, in the movements 
of the jalousies, in the bi-level setting, and in the centrality 
of rhythm in the lighting and forms, the set communicated the 
idea of infinite expansion and the intrinsic relationship of 
technology to the new life. In this set, the theme of expansion 
can be taken in reference to the idea of the expansion of the 
artist's role and ways of working in the new world, as well as to 
the creation and expansion of the new life in general. But when 
examined in conjunction with the presence of people and of the 
play's narrative, this theme becomes either idealistically 
pungent or a chaotic challenge to the meaning of the text. 
The play, coauthored in 1928 by Vitalii Germanovich Zak and 
Iurii Borisovich Dantsiger, is set in an Italian resort at the 
onset of a storm which the proprietor fears will cause his guests 
46V. and G. Stenberg, "Umri, Mol'bert," Rabis, No. 8, 1930, 
p. 10. 
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to leave. He tries to entice them to stay by pretending to be in 
love with a guest Countess, and by describing his varieties of 
spaghetti, "of a higher sort than yours," he boasts. Suddenly, a 
Russian appears, and as he talks about how humans can conquer 
nature, the proprietor implores him to help him keep the guests 
there. Kazakov represents the exotic, the wild, and passion— 
real life, in opposition to the blandness of the bourgeois 
capitalist guests—as well as the Bolshevik revolution, as 
everyone assumes he is a Bolshevik. "You are a Bolshevik," says 
one, "and I will prove this to you. A Bolshevik resides in every 
Russian. They are interfering in other people's lives, and in 
foreign affairs. They propound immoral ideals." Kazakov's 
immorality takes the form of inciting everyone to go a little 
crazy and the workers to a revolution which turns out to be a 
fraud. In fact, their revolution is not the only fraud—for 
Kazakov turns out to be an opera singer.47 Thus, this 
choreographed world of collective enterprise, a choreographed new 
life in which the movements of the actors are so unified with the 
forms of the set that the bodies and stage create the effect of a 
graceful Utopian sculpture, a utopia which has been choreographed 
by the application of technology and production art, is in 
reality a world of bourgeois citizens. The sole challenge to 
their bland, standardized existence comes from an exotic Russian 
47The script is unpublished. A copy is in the Kamernyi fond, 
2030-1-304. "Vy Bol'shevik. I ia vam eto dokazhu. Oni 
vmeshivaiutsia v chuzhuiu zhizn', v chuzhuie dela. Oni 
propovedaiut beznravstvennye idei." 
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who turns out to be an intelligentsia artist. 
But can this idealized production-art factory, with its 
implied new roles for artists and humans, really be the 
alternative to the rejected bourgeois society if they in fact 
already reside there? And will the native, passionate Russian 
soul drown and dissolve in this Utopia, reveal itself to be false 
and tenuous? In this context, the lyrical order of the set 
begins to seem a form of disorder, disguised as order, just as 
the Russian was disguised as a Bolshevik savior. Consequently, 
the potential for chaos in this production emerges in two ways: 
first, in the discrepancy between the stage set as an image of an 
idealized world embodying the values of production art and 
collective working relationships and the textual world of the 
play, a world inhabited by idle bourgeois vacationers, and, 
therefore, casting into doubt the authenticity and desirability 
of the depicted image; and second, in the social chaos of a play 
about a false Russian revolutionary. Yet, there is a match of 
sorts, a parallelism between the play and stage set, in the 
existence of two forms of disorder or disguise—an opera singer 
disguised as a Bolshevik revolutionary, and the physical 
surroundings of capitalists disguised as a showroom of production 
art and masquerading as an agit-poster for the application of 
technology to life. This seeming parallel, however, may be a 
form of chaos itself, because it is not clear that the set was 
intended to embody deception—thus, the viewer is left with an 
ambiguous schema for interpreting the stage set. 
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To the extent that the set should correctly be perceived as 
undesirable, there is a parallel here to Meierkhol'd's slightly 
later production of Klop. Both Sirocco and Klop model ultimately 
undesirable physical environments—one of the seeming present, 
and one of the future—but both environments are presented in 
aesthetically pleasing lines. Their undesirability lies not in 
aesthetics, but in ideological distortions which take the set out 
of the realm of the ideal and locate it, at least in part, in the 
realm of the rejected. In this respect, both sets function as 
"anti-utopian" parodies, but both parodies place the spectator in 
untenable positions. In Klop the spectator who grasps the parody 
must identify with a rejected human "bedbug"; in Sirocco, the 
spectator is at risk for not recognizing that the forms of life 
surrounding the set should be condemned. One reviewer, in fact, 
finding the play to be a step forward for the Kamernyi theater in 
terms of its social material, criticizes the visual lines of the 
production for distracting the viewers from the play's social 
content, and interfering with their ability to concentrate on its 
meaning.48 
This criticism, that the set interfered with communication 
of the play's meaning, was clearly not true of Klop and not true 
of constructivist stage sets of the sort included in the first 
part of this chapter. But it was, nonetheless, not unique for 
this production. 
A production in which the stage set was definitively seen as 
481928 clipping in Kamernyi fond, 2030-1-208. 
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obstructing the meaning of the play was Meierkhol'd's second, 
true constructivist production, The Death of Tarelkin. A not 
atypical criticism was that made by Sadko, who accused 
Meierkhol'd of using the play merely as an opportunity to create 
a "comedy-joke," and as a pretext for the display of 
biomechanical exercises and tricks performed in the "American" 
eccentric manner. For writers such as Sadko, the staging 
rendered the text incomprehensible; yet, critical opinion was not 
unanimously negative.49 The objectionable devices, many of which 
evoked the balagan or circus, aroused the mixed responses endemic 
to those forms of popular entertainment, and it is, at least in 
part, the inherent chaos of those entertainment traditions which 
was largely responsible for the perception of thematic 
interference or an even more pervasive and global chaos in the 
production. The predominant meaning of the stage set, a 
"grotesque" merging of the old and new to create a new 
theatrical—and world—order, was an additional source of chaos, 
both through the forms of its expression—in the chaotic 
implications of the language—and through its contradictory 
relationship to the ideology of the text. 
Written by a nineteenth-century playwright who believed that 
evil had so pervaded Russia that only death and a large funeral 
could save her, the play concerns the fate of Tarelkin, a civil 
servant without a family who feels he has been swindled by two 
49Sadko's 1922 review from Pravda and others of a similar 
tone are in the Meierkhol'd fond collection of reviews of this 
play, 998-1-3353. 
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other bureaucrats, and subsequently fakes his death and assumes 
the identity of a dead neighbor. His goal is to blackmail the 
other two bureaucrats, but one learns the truth and convinces a 
group of people that both versions of Tarelkin are in fact dead, 
and the man "pretending" to be Tarelkin or his neighbor is a 
threat to society. Tarelkin eventually confesses. In keeping 
with the pessimistic world view of the author, there is nothing 
in the play to suggest the possibility of movement toward a 
better Russia. It does convey some values, however—most 
notably, the importance of connections between people and the 
necessity for logic in personal activities.50 
As already noted in chapter three, the staging of Death of 
Tarelkin established a second direction in constructivist stage 
sets—away from an architectural indication of place, even if 
abstract, and toward an aggregation of parts which do little to 
establish locale. This latter direction suggested an affinity 
with production art and anticipated the theatrical application of 
its goal of formulating the material environment. Thus, 
Stepanova created for this production an assemblage of skeletal, 
wood furniture, looking rickety and portable, and all painted 
white. But this stage furniture, designed to seem 
constructivistically functional, was not quite what it seemed: 
each piece concealed a trick. Thus, these objects which 
50This overview of the play and the author's beliefs is 
derived from E.S. Kalmanovskii, "A.V. Sukhovo-Kobylin i Russkaia 
Literatura 1850-1860-x Godov," A.V. Sukhovo-Kobylin: Kartini 
Proshedshego (Leningrad, 1989). 
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deceptively appeared to be objects for real life, rather than 
stage props, had more in common with the furnishings of a circus 
and the transforming props of a balagan performance or gulian'e 
ritual. No footlights were used, so the stage was darkened 
throughout the play, and the costumes (production clothing) were 
identical and looked to at least one reviewer (Sadko) Japanese. 
Finally, the dissembling of the more traditional unified set and 
its reformation in portable parts suggested not a locale or place 
of action but a movable theater, a staging which could be 
replicated anywhere. 
In its conjunction of the balagan, the circus, and 
constructivism, the stage set manifested a grotesque unity of the 
old and the new, or folk, primitive, and popular forms of art and 
rational technology. It also manifested a complex relationship 
to the play, the most apparent of which, to viewers, was 
presumably one of interference with the communication of the 
play's meaning. This interference is likely to have been the 
result of not only the darkened stage, but the absence of clues 
of any sort to place. Further, the ambiguous nature of the stage 
"furniture" (circus apparatus or utilitarian furniture, and its 
cage and prison-like evocations), while alluding to the potential 
trial and possible imprisonment of Tarelkin, framed these acts as 
eccentric and nearly unbelievable, rather than as logical 
outcomes of Tarelkin's criminal behavior. It is from this type 
of reframing that the most extreme interference with the play's 
meaning arises, for this becomes a reframing of the textual 
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ideology, along with its social overtones, into a contradictory 
communication, which either obscures or overrides any pre-
existing schema the viewer may have associated with this familiar 
play. Thus, the combination of striped, loose-fitting costumes 
and barred stage furniture which trapped the unwitting user could 
be seen to connote the loss of freedom associated with 
imprisonment. Yet, as eccentric trickery evoking the balagan, 
the same objects brought to mind the carnivalistic schema of a 
world upside-down—a world of defiance of traditional morality 
and of experimentation with new behaviors in a setting free of 
repercussions. And finally, the evocation of the circus 
potentially called to mind the athletic prowess and skill of 
circus performers, a level of skill necessary to dodge dangerous 
outcomes and entrapment. 
This was, therefore, a revolutionary set, intended to model 
a new approach to theater, but it was paired with a play about 
characters who were hardly revolutionary or modeling a new 
approach to life. The most relevant aspect of the play to post-
1917 Russia would appear to have been its rejection of the 
nineteenth-century bureaucratic life and its pessimism about the 
state of the country at that time. But, unlike the set, the play 
does not allude to a new order, and it most certainly does not 
raise the possibility of an order created from the fusion of the 
old and the new. Thus, the staging contrasts a revolutionary 
set, which emerges partly from old forms, with a textual 
rejection of any possibility of hope arising from the old. And 
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in the set's choice of the old—sources associated equally with 
immoral, crude behaviors and with freedom and risk-taking—and 
the new—a source seen as evoking logical and rational 
efficiency—the set merges or eradicates value judgements in an 
unambiguous contradiction of the play's ideology and socially 
acceptable ideology. Margolin, reviewing the play and calling 
the balaganic form one which was capable of conveying "all the 
dissonances of our time,"'1 undoubtedly captured the most 
disturbing aspect of the production, an aspect intrinsic to 
Meierkhol'd's personal understanding of the balagan and the 
strategy of the grotesque: a strategy of schematization and 
stylization which disturbs oppositions by creating new mixtures— 
comic tragedy, dissonant harmony, and a mixture of good and bad 
which cannot be judged to be either one or the other—and 
ultimately leaving the spectator on an unexpected and unfamiliar 
plane of reality. 
Not only unfamiliar, this was a plane of existence which did 
not provide explicit guidelines for behavior and decision-making. 
The disturbance of opposition and the creation of hybrids modeled 
and imposed a process of decision-making on the spectator. But 
the imposition of process—a fundamental tenet of constructivist 
theory—rather than of a finite directive stood in stark contrast 
to the beliefs of cultural commissars about the role and form of 
art and theater in the new society: the belief that theater 
''Margolin's review is from Teatr i Muzyka, and in 
Fevral'skii's collection of reviews, fond 2437-2-127. 
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should educate and shape the masses, provide models of desirable 
behaviors, and reflect the ideological imperatives of the new 
world. The communication of process, as a function of the 
meaning, language, and structure of the set, would therefore be a 
source of ambiguity and chaos. 
The role of process in the new order in the theater and the 
new world is also communicated by Meierkhol'd's production of 
Les, a slightly later production which, like Death of Tarelkin, 
used a well-known nineteenth-century play as well as evocations 
of folk festival arts. Again, both of these conditions enhanced 
the likelihood that viewers would recognize and object to a 
perceived obstruction of meaning. 
Les, by the popular, nineteenth-century Russian playwright 
Ostrovskii, has a plot in which role playing and deceit figure 
quite prominently. Although the play ostensibly concerns 
nineteenth-century daily life, some of its themes had clear 
relevance to post-revolutionary life—for example, the themes of 
moral development, education, and the upbringing of children, and 
women's rights. Courtship and speculative activity were also 
themes, and even interrelated, since true love versus bought love 
constituted one plot line. Everyone in the play, including two 
characters representing actors, was involved in role playing and 
deceit; obligations and responsibilities toward others thereby 
became a theme contrasted with "daring" behavior. As one 
character, Bodaev, observes (with almost startling relevance to 
the post-revolutionary era): there's no censorship for "daring." 
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However, as previously noted in chapter three, Meierkhol'd 
extensively rearranged Ostrovskii's text, effectively splicing 
together the first two acts, and making more modest sequencing 
changes to the last three. It is difficult to know definitively 
how these changes affected the thematic development; Fedorov, the 
designer for the production, commented, however, that the 
production emphasized the struggle between the old and new 
classes. He added that the goal of the material formulation of 
the production was not historical recreation or accuracy, but 
rather the enhancement of the expression of the form of each 
actor's role/2 
To the extent that struggle between the old and new can be 
taken as the play's theme, the set intensified this meaning. 
Further, just as the later production of Okno applied the same 
strategies to all aspects of the production, here, too, the 
primary production strategy—the rearrangement of the old into 
something new—was manifested in the set as well. And 
ultimately, the creation of a new form of folk spectacle out of a 
traditional play paralleled the idea of struggle between the old 
and the new. But intensification was not the only relationship 
between the set and text; for some viewers, interference and 
discrepancy predominated. 
Les, like Death of Tarelkin, Zemlia, and other 
constructivist productions, communicated a vision of a new 
520cherk V.F.Fedorova o postanovke komedii Les, 1925. GOSTiM 
fond, 963-1-364. 
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theater, one which combined elements of folk theater with 
elements of constructivism, and this new theater, for many 
viewers, became the primary message of the staging. Les was 
particularly recognized as modeling a new type of folk spectacle-
-one with its roots in Russian and folk dynamics, rather than 
American cinema, one which captured the dynamism of folk life 
without resorting to lifts and moving platforms. Instead of 
these, wrote Gvozdev, here we have Russian swings and "giant 
steps," and the "dynamics and rhythm are based on the games of 
folk Russian life, and thanks to this the entire spectacle 
assumes the character of a people's spectacle"—but a people's 
theater which is so clear and acute in its approach to social 
issues, that it is "deeply contemporary."53 Finally, in his 
study of Meierkhol'd's productions of the 1920s, Alpers observed 
an increasing tendency toward dynamism, from the actors' 
movements to the movements of objects. In Les, he noted, the 
entire theater became a "dynamic spectacle"—everything on stage 
was in constant motion, and even when objects were not physically 
in movement, they were being transformed, through the nature of 
the play and the actors' acting, into something other than what 
they at first appeared to be. Even the actors' emotions were 
transformed as they interacted with the swings and other moveable 
equipment. This continual transformation, justified and executed 
by the actors' playing, itself justified the presence of the 
construction on the stage, for the construction was transformed 
53Gvozdev, Kritika, on "Les," pp. 23-24. 
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from a ramp into a road, a bridge, and a hill. Further, the 
perpetual motion of the spectacle demanded a spectator whose eyes 
as well were in perpetual motion/4 With this destruction of the 
passive, contemplative audience, Les became a decidely non-
machine-like paradigm for the idea of the new theater as a 
dynamic turbine creating and spewing forth into the world a new 
generation of social and political agitators. 
Although some reviewers and audience members did perceive 
this staging as deepening the meaning of the original play, 
others found it incomprehensible.15 A major source of 
interference with understanding was the existence of an 
unchanging setting throughout the production. The bridge and 
swings and all other objects remained on stage, whether in use or 
not and whether appropriate to the locale of a particular scene 
or not. And more than the objects remained on stage—actors 
whose scenes had seemingly ended also remained, with dimmed 
lights on them, pantomiming their parts, while other actors were 
highlighted and speaking aloud. The unchanging setting and sense 
of simultaneity of actions deprived the viewers of two familiar 
means of understanding the message of a play: variations in 
chronology and locations. Ultimately, this deprivation made the 
viewer "work" in an unaccustomed way to glean the facts and 
derive a meaning from them. 
54B. Alpers, Teatr Sotsial'noi Maski (Moscow, 1931), pp. 28-
32. 
55This range of opinion is seen in the reviews in the GOSTiM 
fond, 963-1-363 and the Meierkhol'd fond, 998-1-3356. 
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Another form of interference was the mingling of styles and 
eras in the set. As one critic observed, Meierkhol'd presented 
images of the stuffy, feudal life of the landowner with glimmers 
of the new—an aggregate of imagery which could either instill 
revolutionary desires for change or leave the viewer in a 
quandary about future directions. In this latter respect, the 
production montage of folk spectacle forms, constructivism, 
cinematic strategies, and dance could be seen as threatening not 
only the ideology of the play, but any sense of reality and 
present-day ideology. As one writer asked, "Where is Ostrovskii? 
Where is the epoch? Where is the social economic life? The 
longer the play unfolds, the farther it is from reality..."56 
For this writer, the crudeness and "crookedness" of the play, 
like a balagan, was something which could be seen in any market 
place in the remotest corners of the country; to him, then, the 
staging signified provincial backwardness far more than it did 
Ostrovskii's play or the cultural development of the workers. 
Thus, what could have been perceived as a smychka of the rural 
and the urban, the folk and the technological, was instead 
perceived as blocking the moral messages of the play and 
detracting from their agitational application to the present. 
And just as the Death of Tarelkin modeled a process which left 
the spectator to find his or her own order in a liminal mixture 
of good and bad, Les, too, denied the spectator explicit moral 
guidelines. 
56Naumov, "Lomaiut Komed', " Pravda review in 963-1-363. 
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These two Meierkhol'd productions manifested a chaos 
resulting from the centralization of process in the language and 
meaning of the set. In both cases, the productions began with 
nineteenth-century plays and modeled a new theatrical orientation 
which merged folk and technological strategies, giving 
preeminence to the folk. A contemporary production of Tairov's 
raises many of the same issues but in a more explicitly urban-
technological context and with a twentieth-century, but non-
Russian, play: G.K. Chesterton's The Man Who Was Thursday, in a 
moderately idiosyncratic translation by 5. Krzhizhanovskii.57 
In either version, the play is complex, and the complexity 
is more than matched by the staging. But just as with the two 
previously discussed plays, part of the complexity reflects the 
fluctuating type of relationship existing between the thematic 
implications of the stage set and the meaning of the play. 
As translated, the play opens with people being processed 
for entry onto earth, an event accompanied, according to script 
notations, by the set's lifts moving up and down. The real 
action of the play begins in the next scene with an argument 
between two poets, Gregory and Syme, about anarchy and 
revolution. Initially, Syme accuses Gregory of advocating 
anarchy as a style—as a defense of darkness and shadows and 
chaotic words in poetry. But then the argument expands to 
include the accusation that Gregory wants to destroy the old 
'
7In his fond, 2280-1-19. There is also a poorly zeroxed 
copy in the STD library—the original was apparently in a fire 
and some of the pages have charred edges or corners. 
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order and turn the world into nothing. Act One ends with a 
council meeting of anarchists, each of whom is called by a day of 
the week, and the election of Gregory to replace the former 
"Thursday" who has apparently died. In Chesterton's version, 
Syme is elected instead; in the Russian version, Syme merely 
observes the election and predicts that the earth will be 
blackened with anarchy. In act two, "Tuesday" is accused of 
living in the past, using the tactics of the past, and thinking 
of the council as a balagan troupe in masks and wigs. 
Concurrently, "Wednesday" and "Thursday" appear to be planning an 
uprising against "Friday" and "Sunday." "Friday" is then 
revealed as a police-inspector; in the original, eventually all 
the council members are revealed to be detectives masquerading as 
anarchists in an attempt to infiltrate the organization and 
disband it. The Russian version seems to end with an anarchic 
battle, the arrest of three days of the week, and "Thursday" 
finally restoring order. Thus, "Thursday," the character most 
definitively known to be an anarchist, is the one to bring order, 
and the other characters, who, in the original are not true 
anarchists but are instead representatives of order, are more 
responsible for disorder. 
Although the text does not change the English location of 
the play, given the timing of this production shortly after the 
end of the civil war, it does not seem entirely unlikely to 
imagine an intended parallel between this play and the Russian 
revolution as a prelude to a new order to be achieved by a 
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complete rejection of the past and after years of civil, 
political, and military anarchy. Metaphorically, the message of 
the play seems to be that disorder is either the prelude to order 
or even a new form of order in itself; and this message is 
paralleled in unexpected ways in the stage set. 
According to Alicia Koonen, Tairov stated that his goal for 
the production was to portray the form of the capitalist city 
which turns the person into a machine.58 Certainly the set was 
dominated by machinism, and even as Vesnin moved from his initial 
sketches of mechanical parts toward the final, more architectural 
form, the set retained many of the automatic movements which left 
an indelible impression on the actors' playing and provided a 
commentary on the play's action, much as the turning wheels in 
Velikodushnyi Rogonosets commented on that play. This set, which 
infiltrates and virtually subsumes the entire stage, becoming a 
mechanical container which seems to obviate the need for a 
theater, creates an initial illusion of inherent dynamism. The 
multilevel structure and compartmentalized areas for acting, the 
ramp and moving lifts, and the cinematically-influenced staging 
all compound the initial expectation of a dynamic disorder. But, 
as more than one writer observed, the movement of actors and set 
seemed to follow a mathematical plan; it was restricted and 
mechanized by the structure of the set, and at times seemed 
!Alisa Koonen, Stranitsy Zhizni, (Moscow, 1975), p. 296. 
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slower than what was demanded by the action/9 Thus, the 
revolutionary set functioned as an order-inducing machine, and in 
this way, would seem to parallel and intensify the theme of the 
play. Nonetheless, critics accused the production of chasing 
theater into a blind alley which fatally abstracted and 
obstructed deeper social content.60 Several forms of either 
independent signification or contradiction to the play's meaning 
may have instigated this accusation. 
The mechanized impact on the actors, creating "human-
machines," may have been the first objectionable form of 
interference with the play's social meaning. Were these the new 
people being processed at the beginning of the play for entry 
onto earth? Perhaps even more confusing and ambiguous for the 
spectator was the set as a model of urbanism. Set in a 
capitalist locale, this should have been an urbanism to be 
rejected. But the set was not, in fact, an unadulterated form of 
capitalist urbanism. That is, with its allusions to the Vesnin 
brothers' design for a Palace of Labor, its mechanized windmill 
forms, the moving ramps, multistory architecture, and cinematic 
staging, the urbanism of the set connoted an incipient form of 
soviet urbanism, the "urban carnival." The urban carnival, a 
fusion of a balagan-like use of cinema, of the continual movement 
of actors and scenery, and of an architectural machine that 
59For example, see Fel'dman's comment on this, included in 
chapter three's discussion of the stage set. 
60For example, a Pravda review by I. Trainin, in the STD 
folder on this play. 
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evokes urban forms even as it seems to live and grow organically 
to accommodate the play, can itself be seen as a symbol or 
metaphor for the idea of a smychka of folk and urban traditions— 
of the cinema, an urban art form, and the balagan, a people's 
art; of machine-urban culture and the folk or people; of the city 
and countryside. The urban carnival ultimately evoked a 
balaganized city, or urbanized country, a fusion of the life 
force of the countryside with the industrial values and skills of 
the city, and a fusion of the uninitiated peasant with the social 
and scientific ways of thinking of the urban worker. Socially, 
this was not an idea to be rejected, but in the context of the 
play there was no basis for its acceptance. Thus, once again, 
the dynamic nature of the constructivist stage set, dynamic not 
only in the nature of its moving parts and metaphorical allusions 
to the constructivist idea of a social condenser or dynamic 
turbine, but dynamic in its fluctuating relationship to the 
textual ideology of the play—a relationship shifting from 
intensification to interference—leaves the spectator without the 
moral imperatives advocated as the role of art. 
Almost concurrent with Tairov's production of The Man Who 
Was Thursday was Meierkhol'd's most urban production, and one 
which raised quite similar issues. To some extent, Lake Liul' 
raised these issues in a more ambiguous context because this play 
contrasted capitalist speculators with Russian revolutionaries, 
to neither group's advantage, making it difficult to associate 
the urban imagery definitively with either a capitalist city or a 
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communist one. That this ambiguity was real and inherent is 
attested to by the pattern of reviewer comments—those who 
admired the play praised the set, and likewise, those who 
disliked the play, criticized the set. 
Aleksei Faiko, the playwright, is considered the first 
professional Soviet dramaturgist, and this melodrama (as its 
author called it), an early post-revolutionary play, is regarded 
as one of the first plays to be written after the revolution with 
a contemporary theme. The play provides a picture of a 
capitalist bacchanalia in an atmosphere of crime and competition 
over money, power, and love. At the heart of the drama is a 
conflict between two millionaires, a father and son; their 
struggle forms the dynamic nerve of the play. Intrigue is 
created by the entrance of a third person, an adventurist who is 
revealed to be a former revolutionary. This character is 
surrounded by his former revolutionary compatriots, characters 
intended as the "positive" heroes of the play and whose textual 
role is to reveal the flaws of an individualist world view. But 
this is a band of secret revolutionaries who spy on one another 
and act like American detectives, and are in fact, less sharply 
and energetically drawn than the intended villains of the play. 
Further, the revolutionary-adventurist, who is also intended as a 
negative character, seems to evoke the idea of a person who can 
compete successfully with NEP speculators and attain wealth; 
given the play's coincidence with the beginning of NEP 
speculation, the public embraces rather than rejects this 
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character, and their sympathy for him is probably sealed when his 
girlfriend murders him at the play's end. One writer found the 
portrayal of the revolutionary characters to be so out of touch 
with reality that he labeled the play a "fellow-travelers's" 
understanding of the revolution, like an American adventure 
story. 
Process is graphically modeled in this set, both in the 
dynamism it shares with the set for The Man Who Was Thursday and 
in the architectural forms themselves. This play was believed to 
have, of all of Meierkhol'd's productions, most vividly captured 
and conveyed urbanism in its design language. According to 
Mokul'skii, Ozero "created a special type of 'urbanistic,' 
Americanized spectacle"; to another writer, the very value of 
this production was that it was a "monument" to the theater's 
attraction by urbanism, the rhythms of capitalist city life, and 
urban culture and technology/' For these writers, the lifts 
moving up and down, the opening and closing of doors, the 
electronic signs—in short, the ability of the staging to foster 
movement in multiple directions and planes of action—conveyed 
the rhythms of contemporary life and of Americanized urban life. 
Where the set differs from Thursday is that Shestakov almost 
dismantled the initial forms of the urban architecture of his 
set. Unlike Stepanova, who left the parts of her set for 
6
'S. Mokul'skii, "Gastroli Teatr Revoliutsii," Zhizn' 
Iskusstva, No. 17, 1925, pp. 9-10; Evg. Kuznetsov, clipping from 
Krasnaia Gazeta, evening edition, April 20, 1925, in 
Fevral'skii's collection of reviews of this play, fond 2437-2-
130. There are others with a similar thrust. 
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Tarelkin as individuated objects, Shestakov reassembled the parts 
of his, but in such a way that the viewer is called on to finish 
the construction in his or her mind. In this respect, the set 
becomes an exemplar of the constructivist belief in actively 
engaging the spectator in a process of reconceptualizing the 
world. 
Process is not the only meaning of the set. The cinema-
montage effect, facilitated by the movie screen, lighting 
effects, and the architecturally distended construction, connoted 
the urban entertainment of detective films, even as it united 
this genre with the primitivistic architectural forms more 
resonant of demountable, carnivalistic structures; and the 
ultimate message of such a union, once again, was the idea of the 
"urban carnival." The urban carnival in this production not only 
refers to the idea of a smychka of rural and urban, festival and 
technological forms; it conveys for this play an appropriate 
place-descriptive atmosphere. An architecture which 
simultaneously evokes detective eccentricisms, chase scenes, 
cinema, street riots and commerce must surely be the site of a 
capitalist bacchanalia; thus, this set describes and reinforces 
the play's theme through the very same means it uses of offering 
a thematic alternative. 
In addition to placing the idea of smychka in a context 
which, if it is the site of a capitalist bacchanalia, must be 
rejected, contradiction comes through the viewer's process of 
working to merge the parts of the set into a unified whole. This 
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process endows the technological and revolutionary strategies of 
the stage with an absurd romanticism. Indeed, one writer 
reflects that the constructivist platforms, which became work 
sites for the actors, and the hastened tempo due to the 
cinematification turned the subject of the set into a "crooked 
mirror" which reflects the fascination of a romanticized 
revolution/2 But if the absurd romanticism of the revolution is 
reflected in a revolutionary stage set, the set must begin to 
absorb the absurd romanticism as well. The ultimate effect of 
this was to psychologize the play and the production with 
constructivist means. The return to psychology in the staging is 
a partial return to the precepts of the Moscow Art Theater, the 
bastion of theatrical conservatism. The union of these forms is 
a liminal product in itself, but it is one which becomes even 
more liminal in the context of the play. Since this is a play in 
which the revolutionary characters are not to be seen as ideals, 
but to be rejected, then the revolutionary stage set, in 
pinpointing this rejection, must nonetheless be rejected as well. 
Further, the technological orientation of constructivism was 
often seen as creating machine-people, as in The Man Who Was 
Thursday, rather than developing fully emotional situations. An 
instinct to reject constructivism for its over-mechanization of 
life is here countered by a psychologizing production, but one 
which does not allow for a clearcut positive or negative 
62Litovskii, "V Poiskakh Novogo Geroia," Moskovskii Teatr 
Revoliutsii, pp. 47-49. 
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identification with the characters or plot. Thus, even in sets 
which offer changing clues to place and time, orientation to 
right and wrong can be subverted by the dynamism and processual 
focus of a set which itself engages in a process of altering the 
relationship of its meaning to that of the play's meaning as well 
as to socially prescribed values. 
The plays which have been discussed in this section as 
providing examples of at least partial independent signification 
have, among other meanings, tended to serve as models of a new 
theatrical order, and through this modeling, they have promoted 
conceptualizations of a new world order. In a sense, this 
metaphorical signification of the creation of a new world was the 
undeniable legacy of the first, true constructivist stage set, 
that for Velikodushnyi Rogonosets. This set was and is the 
paradigm of the constructivist stage set. For some observers, it 
defined the form, although this definition tended to be too 
narrow and exclusive of sets which were ideologically, rather 
than formally, linked to constructivism. Still, as a defining 
model, its signification extended beyond the meaning of the play-
-and a substantial part of this signification was the idea of a 
new theater as a metaphor for a new world order. That this 
signification was deliberate and intrinsic to the set derives 
support from a letter written by Meierkhol'd to the editors of 
Izvestiia in spring 1922 and then from a substantially similar 
statement written a few years later and entitled "How I Staged 
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'Vel ikodushnyi Rogonose t s . ' " 6 3 
In this statement Meierkhol'd expressed his goal of using 
the staging of this play to provide a basis for a new technology 
of acting to take place in a new scenic environment, one without 
wings and portals framing the place of acting. This environment 
had to reveal the lines of construction in an extremely 
schematized manner. In the letter of 1922, he adds that Popova 
had received inadequate appraisal for her contribution in that 
the model of the final set had served for him as a starting point 
in planning the actors' movements, and that much of the tone of 
the spectacle derived from the constructivist installation. 
Ultimately, he wrote, with this production he sought to lay the 
foundations for a new theatrical world view, and as of 1926, he 
believed that the entire leftist theater still manifested traces 
of the influence of this production. 
Critics such as Iurii Sobolev affirmed Meierkhol'd's success 
in this goal, calling the scenic formulation of Rogonosets 
revolutionary, baring the essence of the production, and other 
reviewers' comments, whether positive or negative, likewise 
recognized this work as having substantially changed the 
direction of stage design and production methods.64 But as the 
first staging of this type, chaos would inevitably accrue not 
63Meierkhol'd, "Pis'mo v redaktsiiu," in the Fevral'skii 
fond's collection of reviews, 2437-2-125, and "Kak Byl Postavlen 
'Velikodushnyi Rogonosets,'" in Stat'i, Pis'ma, Rechi.Besedy, p. 
47. 
64Sobolev's review was in Teatr in 1922 and the clipping is 
in the Fevral'skii fond, 2437-2-125. 
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only from the relationship of the set to the play—making meaning 
a potent source of chaos—but also from the novelty and 
unfamiliarity of the stage device—the new language as a chaotic 
factor. 
The play, a French moral comedy, seems to have been an odd 
choice for a revolutionary production, and this conjunction in 
itself certainly aroused considerable comment. As the play 
begins, Stella, the wife of Bruno, a miller and scribe, is alone 
and resisting expressions of love to her from village men. When 
Bruno returns from a night away, he begins to wonder if Stella 
cheated on him while he was gone. Upon finding her, he begins 
arguing and accusing her of continual transgressions. At first 
she swears her innocence, but then begins to say yes to all his 
accusations. The escalating fight is accompanied throughout by 
the starting and stopping of the red and white wheels and the 
windmill. Finally, Bruno proclaims that the doubt will kill him, 
but it is not possible to possess absolute proof of her 
constancy. Since he can't have such proof, he opts for proof of 
her inconstancy and arranges to have all the village's men pass 
through her room. Bruno himself comes, wearing a mask, and 
Stella seems to fall in love in with him. But because of the 
mask, he doesn't know if Stella really betrayed him or secretly 
knew the truth. Eventually, Stella leaves with another man, and 
Bruno, left alone on the stage, sits down, says, "One more joke," 
and is left never to know or be able to believe in her 
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faithfulness/" Given the banality of the text, one reason 
suggests itself as the decisive factor in its choice. Dominated 
by sparring between Bruno and Stella and then Bruno and other men 
of the village, the play may have evoked associations with 
Petruskha puppet plays, with commedia dell'arte, and with the 
type of melodramatic comedy likely to be staged at carnival time. 
For Meierkhol'd, the key to a new theatrical world view was to 
lie in the turn to carnivalistic theater; hence, a play evoking 
such associations would have been an appropriate choice for him. 
More significant than the choice of play, however, is the 
plethora of meanings generated by the stage set and almost 
independent of the meaning of the play, and the dominance of this 
degree of independent signification may well have distracted some 
viewers from the sense of the play itself. On one level, these 
independent meanings concerned the shaping of new human 
behaviors. The modeling of collective behavior, as a subject, is 
perhaps the easiest of all the meanings to see in the set and 
overall staging of Velikodushnyi Rogonosets. This set was an 
aggregate of structural parts individually evocative only of 
parts of the setting or the structural components of a mill. But 
set in action and united with the text and actors, the wheels, 
window frames, stairs and wooden beams fused into the setting of 
the miller's believed betrayal as well as into an acting machine 
providing an independent commentary on the play. In both 
65A director's copy of the script is in the GOSTiM fond, 963-
1-298. 
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respects, the stage set illustrates the idea of function through 
an interrelationship or collectivity of parts that occurs in 
movement; and as the parts themselves begin to assume equivalence 
with people, the set becomes a model for a new form of human 
interaction,66 one which starkly contrasts with the behaviors of 
the human characters in the play. For Bruno, Stella, and the 
other characters are supremely isolated individuals; their only 
collective behavior is one which destroys the remnants of a 
relationship between Bruno and Stella, and at the play's end, the 
sole example of a human bond has been severed. 
But the set for Velikodushnyi Rogonosets signifies in an 
even more profound way the creation of new human behaviors. 
Through its allusion to the balagan-fantasy play transformation 
of the old into the young, and through its replacement of the 
old, familiar, decorative painted sets with a schematic 
architectural machine of scaffolding, wheels, and chutes, the 
stage set itself became a transforming machine-metaphor for the 
creation of new ideas about old expectations, among them the ways 
in which people and inanimate objects interact, and ultimately, 
the creation of new people with a new world view. Not only does 
this meaning exist independently of the play; it rather directly 
contradicts the textual developments. The characters in the play 
do not learn new behaviors; they do not change. Ending up alone, 
and having lost whatever trust in one another they might 
66Nick Worrall discusses the manifestation of this theme of 
interrelatedness in "Meyerhold's Production of The Magnificent 
Cuckold." Drama Review, 17, March 1973, 14-34. 
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originally have possessed, if change can be said to have 
occurred, it is for the worse. 
Whereas these examples of meaning depart from or contradict 
the meaning of the play, there is one example of a parallel 
meaning, although in the context of the stage set, it is 
considerably broader. Rogonosets, like The Man Who Was Thursday, 
has a text in which a confusion of identities, and a confusion of 
the real and the unreal, serve as a pivot to the plot. In both 
cases, a masked form of disorder—for example, anarchists who may 
really be detectives trying to infiltrate the anarchist 
organization, and Bruno, pretending to be someone else, so he can 
discover the truth or untruth of Stella's faithlessness—is used 
in an attempt to bring order to a seemingly chaotic situation. 
Further, the anarchy of Thursday is an incipient new order, while 
the deception of Bruno is an inversion of the deception of which 
he accuses Stella. Both productions, in a comparable and 
parallel fashion, participate in this play of masks and of 
disorder that is not what it at first appears to be. That is, 
the apparent disorder of these circus, eccentric, urbanistic, 
architectural and machine forms ultimately signifies a new 
theatrical world view, one of dynamic restraint, new forms of 
human-object interaction, and the union of previously disparate 
forms—a smychka of rural and urban architecture, as a metaphor 
for a socially-enacted smychka of rural and urban life. 
This meaning of the set, however, the set as a model for a 
new theater and ultimately a new world view, was most at risk for 
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obstruction by the play. In contrast to sets which interfered 
with the play's meaning, the obverse situation was likely here. 
The play, considered by some—Lunacharskii, for example—to 
manifest a foreign, tasteless pornography, led to a rejection of 
the entire production by people who shared this view. Thus, 
reviewers who felt that the play did not suit the ambience of 
post-revolutionary Russia, responded to the set in the manner of 
the later response to Lake Liul': even if they were able to 
recognize the set as revolutionary, they were likely to reject 
it. 
This production, unlike the others discussed in this 
section, with the exception of a tenuous parallel to the idea of 
erroneous deception manifested little or no intensification of 
the play's themes. What it shares with the others, however, is 
the role of process as intrinsic to the act of forming meaning. 
This centralization of process increased the chaos of what may 
have been the most chaotic of stage sets. Thus, while initiating 
a new direction for Russian stage design, the set for 
Velikodushnyi Rogonosets may have concurrently set in motion 
subsequent attempts to alleviate chaos. 
Reifying Utopia: The Constructivist Creation of A New World Order 
The meaning of the constructivist stage set, like Meierkhol'd's 
device of the grotesque, exists on more than one plane of 
reality. On one plane, the process of creating meaning embodies 
the theoretical tenets of constructivism and becomes a visual 
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manifesto of the principles of constructivist design. The 
facture of constructivism becomes, in the stage set, the 
language's allusions to other forms of creation, forms which are 
changed from stylistic references into "intellectual" material, 
as they carry with them ideological associations that audiences 
are increasingly able to read. In a profound way, the ultimate 
meaning of this intellectual material lies in its signification 
of and transformation into a fusion of art and life, with both 
art and life variously represented by the forms of high and low 
art, and culture and technology. On this plane of fusion, the 
meaning of constructivist stage design is the ultimate goal of 
creating and depicting a new world order, a goal arrived at 
through the depiction of themes which themselves are steps toward 
accomplishment of the final goal. These themes, relating to both 
the human beings necessary to populate the new world, and the 
forms and functions of the new world itself, envision a 
population of political-social agitators, working collectively 
and interactively, almost as organic parts of a living machine. 
The stage set signifies and depicts more than this 
interactive collectivity; it becomes a setting for the 
condensation and intensification of the dynamics of daily life. 
And just as the actors' behaviors were to be seen as models for 
new forms of social interactions, the conditions in which they 
occurred increasingly connoted the conditions of real life. 
Imaginary stage space thus became equivalent to real stage space, 
and by extension, to real life. This equivalence of real stage 
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space and imaginary stage space fostered an equivalence of the 
subject of the staging, the mood of the epoch, and the meaning of 
current events. Such an identification was further enhanced by 
the use of atraditional materials for stage design, materials 
which resolutely connoted industry and construction. As Alpers 
wrote about Shestakov's constructivist work for the Theater of 
the Revolution, "Instead of canvas and paint, which give a 
counterfeit, imitation object, the artist throws onto the stage 
wood and iron, which build a real thing. In this change of 
material and in the methods of its use, the industrial epoch with 
its healthy relationship to the object and to material is 
proclaimed. "67 
In a perhaps ironic transposition, people in this 
constructivist world become increasingly machine-like, while 
machines become increasingly organic. And ultimately, the two 
are inseparable, as the predominant constructivist metaphor 
becomes the image of a dynamic turbine, energizing and creating a 
new generation of agitators to change the world. Thus, on the 
highest plane of existence of meaning, constructivist stage 
design transforms the set into an organic and encompassing 
machine, enfolding the spectator within this metaphor of a new 
world—a world in which rural and urban forms are unified in 
67B.V. Alpers, Teatr Revoliutsii (Moscow, 1928), p. 36: 
"Vmesto kholsta i krasok, daiushchikh poddelku, imitatsiiu 
veshchi, khudozhnik vybrasyvaet na stsenu derevo i zhelezo, 
stroiashchie real'nuiu veshch'. V etoi smene materiala i v 
metodakh ego ispol'zovaniia skazyvaetsia industrial'Inaia epokha 
s ee zdorovym otnosheniem k veshchi i k materialy." 
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previously unimagined ways, a world of the future realized in the 
present through the intervention of the stage set and theater. 
The realization of the future—both in accordance with the 
new ideological expectations of art and in response to avant-
garde formulations of a new art—thus necessitated and 
presupposed meaning. Meaning is therefore not only intrinsic to 
all the stage sets discussed in this chapter; it must also be an 
integral part of any definition of constructivist stage design. 
But because meaning cannot be recognized or understood without 
knowledge of the language used to communicate it, the other 
integral component of the definition is language. Language and 
meaning are interrelated because language shapes the meaning and 
renders it either comprehensible or foreign; but they are not 
identical. The language of constructivist stage design, with its 
devices of montage, transformation, destabilization, and other 
dynamicizing methods, and in its allusions to festivals, 
primitive and folk arts, and various artistic and architectural 
traditions, does contain a high degree of potential for meaning. 
But the ultimate meaning of the stage set supercedes the devices 
and forms of the language; it results from the particular 
aggregation of these forms and devices, the selected play, the 
philosophy of the artist and director, and the overall context of 
society, the theater and contemporaneous stage sets. Both 
language and meaning potentially contribute to chaos, and as the 
chaos of the language increases, comprehension of the meaning is 
likely to decrease. But the meaning can carry its own forms of 
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chaos, forms reflective of the particular interrelationships 
which can exist between play and stage set and play and society. 
The chaos of meaning emerges in several ways, and 
paradoxically, one of the most straightforward of these is the 
chaos that results from a meaning which either contradicts the 
tenets of the newly formed and forming social order, reflects 
unresolved social dilemmas, or offers untenable solutions to 
them. This was the substance of the chaos of many sets which 
depicted contemporary or future urban life, and sets which 
centralized the theme of smychka. But sets need not contradict 
social goals to be sources of chaos: chaos can be an intrinsic 
aspect of the way the set functions within the overall 
production. Further the spectator's own attempt to derive and 
interpret meaning may provide other chaotic frameworks. The 
sources of chaos alluded to here merely anticipate chapter five's 
more extensive discussion of receptive chaos. 
This chapter has conceptualized two primary ways in which 
the set may function within the play: a relationship dominated by 
intensification or expansion of the play's meaning, and one in 
which the set signifies independently of the play and departs 
from its meaning, either through interference and obstruction, or 
contradiction and variance. Sets in the second category, one of 
independent signification, tended to display a greater degree of 
chaos, often not because of the social theme, but because the set 
was believed to be impeding the message of the play. This 
obstruction of meaning, or the belief that it had occurred—and 
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as the discussion in this chapter has shown, this was not always 
an accurate belief—was to be a potent factor in the eventual 
alteration or rejection of constructivist stage design, again, a 
theme demanding further attention in chapter five. 
Intensification and departure in any of its forms could co-
exist, but the co-existence of varying relationships could in and 
of itself induce chaos. The existence of this fluctuating 
relationship of the set's meaning to the play's was a chaotic 
factor because it left the spectator in a liminal or multivalent 
position with regard to social and moral imperatives, either 
without an interpretative schema for recognizing the morals of 
the play, or with a reframed text, in which what was initially of 
one moral position now stood in a contrasting one. 
Productions in the first category, dominated largely by 
relationships of intensification, were often perceived as less 
chaotic, and in those cases where chaos was present, it often 
took the form of social chaos. Despite the presence of this form 
of chaos, the messages of these productions were likely to be 
less radical and to stand a greater chance of acceptance, because 
the context of the message was generally more consonant with the 
prescriptions for a new artistic order. Such sets as these 
therefore tended to model and reflect movement away from true 
constructivism, not as a search for stylistic refinements but as 
attempts to alleviate the unacceptable degree of chaos in some of 
the sets of the second category. From the discussion of the sets 
in both categories, it should be apparent that this movement was 
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not strictly chronological—sets of both types existed in the 
early years of constructivist stage design as well as in the 
later, although certainly a direction can be observed. But 
movement in this direction was not solely a chronological issue— 
it was moderated by the artist, the director, the chosen play, 
and external developments in art and society. Because 
chronological overlap existed, the chapter's presentation of the 
sets did not adhere to chronology but attempted instead to create 
a coherent picture of the patterns of relationships and forms of 
meaning characteristic of constructivist stage sets. Finally, 
this issue of change in the constructivist stage set and other 
issues pertaining to the formation and perception of meaning are 
intrinsic to the analysis and understanding of the reception of 
constructivist stage design. Therefore, as already indicated in 
several places, some of these issues are readdressed, at times in 
a changed or broader context and at times in greater depth, in 
chapter five. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CHAOS AND THE RECEPTION OF 
CONSTRUCTIVIST STAGE DESIGN 
The theme of this work, that perceptions of chaos governed 
the reception of constructivist stage design, has unfolded in a 
preliminary way throughout the early chapters but can only be 
fully perceived subsequent to the entirety of the dismantling and 
reconstruction of the premises and forms of constructivist stage 
design. Thus, the earliest chapters began with an examination of 
its artistic and social context, and the implications of this 
context for what needed to be communicated by art, and the 
importance of this communication to the development of a new 
world. 
The third chapter, in an examination of the modalities of 
this communication, established and explicated a "language" of 
constructivist stage design. As discussed previously, I am 
approaching the notion of style in a way that is similar to Susan 
Sontag's use of this concept.' Sontag's thesis is that style 
signifies a set of rules or decision-making principles for the 
presentation of ideas. An explication of the language of 
constructivist stage design revealed that critical to this set of 
rules is a type of theoretical or ideological sensibility. Thus, 
while formal similarities may exist at times in these artworks, 
the paramount link is one of ideas. Consequently, it is necessary 
'As in "On Style," Against Interpretation, (New York, 1966), 
pp. 15-36. 
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to understand the language used to express these ideas. This 
language departed from other artistic languages, not merely in 
its being avant-garde but more critically, perhaps, in that it is 
a language derived from many sources or components. Each source 
shapes the meaning as well as the form of constructivism, and the 
varying forms result from the fact that particular works 
ultimately rely more exclusively on one particular source than 
another. But, as I have contended and shown, no work can really 
be understood without understanding the entire constellation of 
visual and ideological ideas. This chapter also implicitly 
raised the question of whether these ideas were communicated in 
an understandable language. 
In chapter four I developed the thesis that the stage set 
had a subject. As previously argued, this is important because a 
prevailing approach to discussion has been to see these sets as 
examples of non-representational or non-objective art, but such 
an interpretation is in fact contradictory to the stated aims of 
the constructivists. Important to my thesis, however, is the 
idea that the subject of the set may have contradicted the 
subject of the play or it may have raised uncomfortable questions 
about social goals. Contradictions between the ideological 
content of the stage set and that of the play's text, or more 
globally, between the set and idealized visions of social 
reality, would potentially create unresolvable puzzles for 
viewers as they tried to construct or locate meaning in the 
production. In addition, resolvable but difficult puzzles could 
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also be created for the spectator as the stage set interacted 
with the play in an obstructive or deviating manner with the 
ultimate effect of obfuscating the meaning of the production. 
Even in those situations where the stage set intensified the 
play's meaning, chaos might be enhanced if the message or theme 
of the play is unacceptable. Therefore, the experience of 
seeking meaning could be chaotic in and of itself, as would be 
the absence of congruity between the found or constructed meaning 
and the range of meanings acceptable in social terms. 
In this final chapter, through an examination of this 
interaction among the search for meaning, the parameters 
conditioning the search and affecting its resolution, and the 
ultimate resolution or reception of constructivist stage design, 
I show how the complexity of the constructivist language and its 
intended or perceived meaning generated a complexity of 
responses. This complexity could be enhanced by the fact that 
the search for meaning might result in the discovery of a meaning 
that had little to do with the artist's intention or the inherent 
meaning of the artwork. And finally, the existence of 
discrepancies arising from factors such as these resulted in a 
high level of need for the control of art and of its reception. 
Reception refers here to parallel processes—the process of 
meaning creation and interpretation, and the process of 
evaluation or criticism. In either case, reception rarely rested 
on just the acceptance or rejection of the aesthetic, although at 
times aesthetic terms may have dominated the discussion. 
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Similarly, it was not merely a question of "taste." Aesthetics 
and taste may serve as filters or even shorthand for a range of 
ideological issues, but just as the goal of visualizing and 
depicting a new world is the force linking the multiple models 
lying at the base of the constructivist language, the 
visualization of the new world becomes the social-ideological 
factor underlying the multiplicitous language of the critical and 
spectator response to the constructivist stage. In this chapter, 
then, I elaborate my argument that the reception of 
constructivist stage design—from the search for meaning to final 
evaluation of a work—rested on the perception of disorder or 
chaos, a perception in which these latter two conditions assumed 
a variety of forms—forms united, however, in that they appear to 
offer multiple, misunderstood, or contradictory visions of the 
future. 
According to reception theory, as explicated by Hans Robert 
Jauss, a work of art establishes and exists in a "dialogical" 
relationship. This dialogue is initiated by the artwork, in 
terms of its inherent qualities, but the other party to the 
dialogue, the recipient or reader of the work, is an individual 
existing in a particular time and place, with a set of values and 
expectations conditioned by his or her personal and social 
environment. Thus, the reception of a work of art not only 
occurs within an "objectifiable system of expectations"—a system 
which in this case included expectations for the future—but it 
can only be legitimately examined and understood as a part of 
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this system.2 Other components of this system or context are 
aesthetic values, beliefs about the types of relationships that 
should exist between an artwork and its audience, and, in 1920's 
Russia, beliefs concerning the nature of art and its role in 
society, and the expectation or demand that art should bring a 
certain kind of order to society. A work can then either 
challenge, embrace, or modify these expectations. The work's 
reception will subsequently be determined by the audience's 
ability to identify the meaning of this response, the nature of 
the meaning believed to be found there, and the agreement of this 
meaning with meanings acceptable to the culture. Finally, the 
terms of reception will inevitably be made in language reflective 
of the "system of expectations" and its correlation with the 
language of the artwork. 
Chapter One presented the chaos of Russian society in the 
1920s largely in terms of the idea of liminality, or the "in-
betweenness" characteristic of a search for re-definition. Also 
characteristic of such a search is its enmeshment in social 
contradictions, as the old begins to seem untenable but continues 
to offer a familiar alternative to emerging but varied forms of 
the new. These contradictions were then identified as having 
existed generally in the institutions and habits of daily life, 
culture, social groups, and ideology, and more specifically in 
2Jauss, "Literary History as a Challenge to Literary 
Theory," Toward an Aesthetic of Reception (Minneapolis, 1982), p. 
22, and pp. 3-45. 
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the conflicts created by the imposition of modern technology on a 
nontechnological lifestyle, in conflicts between old and new 
cultural styles and the different values embodied by each, and in 
the perceived presence of chance and spontaneity. 
Although chaos is often opposed to order and taken as the 
equivalent of disorder, more recent interpretations of chaos have 
conceptualized it as "extremely complex information rather than 
an absence of order"3 or the absence of meaning and information. 
In this respect, the disorder of chaos can perhaps more 
accurately be understood as the presence of multiple and 
competing visions of order, with the lack of a dominating vision 
or a coherent decision-making structure for choosing a dominant 
vision. Consequently the chaotic world comes to be experienced 
as a world of unpredictability and variance. And even given the 
presence of a dominant ideological schema, to the extent that it 
does not translate into a unitary model of order, or to the 
extent that different segments of society can continue to propose 
different visions of its implementation, chaos would remain. 
Further, if translation of the schema continues to provide a 
surplus of visions, all of which can justify their existence to 
some extent on the given schema, or if the translation uses a 
language that itself is ambiguous and complex, chaos would 
continue to be perceived. 
Conceptualizing chaos in this way illuminates the critical 
3N. Katherine Hayles, "Introduction: Complex Dynamics in 
Literature and Science," in Hayles, ed., Chaos and Order 
(Chicago, 1991), p. 1. 
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role played by language in alleviating or intensifying its 
perception. Implicit in the recognition of this role of language 
is an awareness that language not only communicates thought and 
meaning; it shapes or constructs thought, meaning, and the 
consequent understanding of new ideas. Further, recognizing the 
constructive role of language reconceptualizes the spectator role 
from passive to active. The audience for a work of art engages 
in the formulation of hypotheses about the work's meaning and the 
creator's intention. It is important to realize, however, that 
as a hypothesized version of reality, this constructed meaning 
may depart from, or deliberately reframe, the meaning intended by 
the author. Further, although the activity of meaning 
construction and its result can vary from individual to 
individual, the construction of meaning is ultimately a social 
act since the "system of signification" is shared by members of a 
culture or social group, and it is through the existence of these 
shared systems that an overarching reality is finally produced/ 
Conversely, it is through denial of, or deformation and 
change in these systems, that reality and realism are changed. 
This was a fundamental premise of the Russian formalists. 
Believing that over-familiarity with the language of realism 
results in the loss of ability to see the object being described, 
the formalists called for the inclusion of details previously 
4Terry Eagleton, Literary Theory (Minneapolis, 1983), 
chapter 2. Eagleton's discussion is in terms of literary texts 
and readers, but the ideas are applicable to the "reading" of any 
work of art. 
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thought to be trivial and unworthy, and the deformation and 
disordering of existing artistic norms. This shift or movement 
outside of the boundaries of the prevailing artistic tradition 
would startle the audience into seeing the old as if new, and 
ultimately, the new perception would replace the old as a new 
reality/ Thus, the language that is used to communicate these 
new ideas essentially becomes intertwined with them as a 
constituent part of their meaning, an effect that can result even 
when the goal is not the production of a change in reality/' 
This intertwining of language and meaning is not limited to 
verbal language, and may perhaps be even more potent in the case 
of visual language or imagery. Nonverbal language, such as 
visualization, images, and acting styles, can either serve as 
illustrations to discourse or become alternate discourses in 
their own right. In the first case, the reception of meaning 
remains a relatively passive act, an act of ingesting multiple 
forms of information. In the second case, however, reception 
becomes an interactive process occurring over time, a process in 
which the receiver synthesizes and investigates multiple sources 
of information, gradually arriving at the construction of 
cognition.7 
'Roman Jakobson, "On Realism in Art," trans. K. Magassy, 
Readings in Russian Poetics (Cambridge, 1971). pp. 38-41. 
6Hayles, p. 5. 
7Barbara Maria Stafford, "Presuming Images and Consuming 
Words: The Visualization of Knowledge from the Enlightenment to 
Post-Modernism," in Consumption and the World of Goods, ed. John 
Brewer and Roy Porter (London and NY, 1993), pp. 462-77. 
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Several factors can complicate this act. One derives from 
the information being communicated—nonverbal language often 
becomes an integral part of communicating and forming the meaning 
of phenomena that are unclear, ambiguous, or insufficiently 
understood to begin with/ Another derives more directly from 
the language. A language itself can become unstable or chaotic 
when the connections between words and the objects or ideas 
represented by them are challenged, weakened or dissolved.9 This 
type of instability can be particularly true of nonverbal, or 
visual, languages, and it can be enhanced by certain developments 
in art, such as abstraction, nonobjectivity, and the formalist 
attacks described above. Finally, as an unstable, ambiguous, or 
chaotic language participates in the construction of meaning and 
becomes a component of the resultant meaning, the chaos of the 
language, or the art which is based on the language, extends to 
the phenomena being described and communicated. Thus, by 
creating or representing instability through its language, art 
can contribute to social and cultural chaos by first, calling 
attention to liminality in society, and second, by offering 
complex and either unresolved or misunderstood ideas and visions. 
These unresolved visions can be, in effect, a deliberate attempt 
to depict liminality legibly, or the coexistence of ambivalent, 
ambiguous, and simultaneous visions, within the art work itself. 
Perhaps with the intention of preempting just such a 
8Stafford, "Presuming Images and Consuming Words," p. 467. 
9Foucault, The Order of Things (New York, 1973), pp. 42-43. 
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possibility, the belief that art should play a role in the 
formation of the new communist society generated certain 
expectations of that art as a factor in alleviating chaos. 
Generally, these expectations were predicated on assumptions or 
hypotheses about democratizing art, or creating an art for and of 
the people. 
An art for the people, as elucidated in chapter two, was to 
be an art which would help create the new forms of the people's 
life by educating the people, shaping a collective out of 
individuals, modeling and depicting a new lifestyle, and 
agitating for further change. Intrinsic to the notion of an art 
for the people was the demand and expectation that such an art 
would be accessible to and understandable by the people. Thus, 
calls for the democratization of art and the belief that this art 
would contribute to the shaping of a new social order were 
predicated on the specification of certain aesthetic criteria, 
the existence of a new artist, and specifications of content, 
ultimately and fundamentally culminating in a redefinition of the 
nature and role of art. As a factor in the determination of a 
new social order, one further purpose was either implied by or 
intrinsic to these new artistic specifications—the control, 
through style and content, of the meanings to be found in the art 
work, along with control of the evaluation of potential positions 
in the range of meanings. To the extent that this goal dominated 
specifications for the attributes of the new art, order in the 
new art was conceptualized as the presence of a non-liminal or 
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anti-liminal form, a form which would depict a unifying and 
unitary truth. 
From the perspective of the state, these demands came to 
fruition in socialist realism. But even before the tenets of 
this artistic mode were fully concretized, they infiltrated and 
shaped the critical response to art; therefore, a review of these 
expectations for art to induce order provides a partial framework 
for the interpretation of art criticism and reception. It also 
helps to explicate the parameters of a changed role for critical 
reception. That is, rather than fulfilling the more traditional 
art criticism role of aesthetic evaluation and explanation of the 
aesthetic foundations of an image, criticism in this period, 
infiltrated by the ideology or "system of expectations" governing 
the new order, becomes committed to finding and producing 
ideological closure in art. In this respect, criticism moves out 
of the domain of a presumably neutral, aesthetic evaluation, and 
into the domain of an ideological form of aesthetic control. 
This picture is complicated, however, by the fact that 
expectations and specifications for artistic qualities were not 
constant. As the state of social order changed, the hypothesized 
attributes of an ideal art changed also. Consequently, reception 
was also inconstant. Art forms positively received at one point 
in the decade could be rejected at another, and earlier 
assessments and reception could even be debated and rejected as 
erroneous years later. 
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The New Artistic Order 
The attributes of art believed most relevant to the task of 
bringing order were primarily aesthetic and ideological. Certain 
aesthetic qualities were deemed efficacious for the purpose of 
conveying ideas about socialism, and either visually 
representative of or derived from the people, by way of folk art 
traditions. As will be seen, the aesthetic criteria connoted 
certain content, and conversely, the prescribed content or 
ideology carried with it certain aesthetic prescriptions. 
Finally, the prescriptions for an art which could alleviate chaos 
included an expectation of certain standard solutions. 
Lebedev-Polyansky cogently expressed the aesthetic demands 
for the new art: "New forms are needed, which can freely embrace 
and combine the entire content of experience in its constant 
development." In architecture, the idea of expressing the 
constant development of experience literally translated into the 
belief of the Association of New Architects (ASNOVA) that an 
architectural structure should be not a "static monument" but a 
"living, acting organism" in which the plastic qualities of the 
architectural forms corresponded to the movement of streams of 
human masses.'0 Although an emphasis on circulation and movement 
as design factors characterized architectural theory of the 
1920s, it was in the early 30s, in projects for the Palace of 
"V. Khazanova, "K Istorii Proektirovaniia Dvortsa Sovetov 
SSSR v Moskve," Sovetskoe Izobrazitel'noe Iskusstvo i 
Arkhitektura (Moscow, 1979), p. 167, quoting from ASNOVA's 
declaration about its project. 
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Soviets, that the construction was fully identified with the idea 
of a perpetual motion machine discharging streams of people who 
possessed a new psychic energy created from "nothing."11 Yet, as 
the previously cited words of ASNOVA indicate, the notion of a 
dynamic architecture, even with its overtones of the perpetual 
motion machine, in fact reflected a new priority given to 
"living" or human qualities, as opposed to the mechanical ones so 
valued in the early 20s.12 
Lebedev-Polyansky perhaps had a less dynamic vision in mind. 
In his formulation of the new art, the new aesthetic values were 
to be grandiosity, harmony, and monism—qualities which the 
capitalist culture was incapable of producing, but not the 
proletariat.13 Monism, or a unity of form, style and content, 
and monumentality were considered essential to the expression of 
power and of the gigantic or monumental themes of the epoch. But 
monumentality also connoted the importance of the masses, rather 
than the individual, as the masses became the dimensional module 
in architectural design. Finally, the increasing value given to 
monumentality reflected a changed understanding of "truth." To 
the cultural system of the 1920s, truth referred to what in fact 
"Natal'ia T. Eneeva, Arkhitekturnyi Iazyk Konstruktivizma i 
Ego Mesto v Kul'turnoi Traditsii, diss., Moscow State Univ., 
1993, ch. 5. 
12V. Papernyi, "Men, Women, and the Living Space," in W.C. 
Brumfield and B.A. Ruble, Russian Housing in the Modern Age, 
(Cambridge, 1993), p. 163. 
13Lebedev-Polyansky, "Revolution and the Cultural Tasks of 
the Proletariat," Bolshevik Visions (Ann Arbor, 1984), p. 52. 
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existed in the real world. By the end of the twenties, however, 
truth as a mere factual account or depiction had come to be seen 
as a formalist strategy and a limiting device, limiting because 
it imposed restrictions on the ability to depict the ideal new 
world in the process of becoming. The new monumentality, along 
with the new understanding of truth, was thus an idealizing and 
universalizing aesthetic.14 
There may have been an additional motive for a monumentality 
which consisted of universal truths—the emphasis on collectivity 
in artistic and social terms was, almost perversely, diminishing 
just as the state was enacting some of its most collective-
oriented policies. As Papernyi writes, "Culture Two [the 
predominant culture of the period beginning with the 1930s] 
begins simultaneously with full collectivization and the advocacy 
of individualism." Individualism, in architecture, led to a 
revived emphasis on facade details, as opposed to the previous 
decade's subordination of the facade to the plan.'5 In part, 
this tendency toward individualization of the facade reflected 
the previously-noted prioritization of human qualities in the 
artistic media of the 1930s. But this was not its only meaning— 
because Culture Two embraced the idea of a perfectible paragon, 
in life and architecture, projects and buildings assumed the 
status of individual aspirations toward perfection. Finally, 
14V. Papernyi, section on realism and truth in chapter 3, of 
Kul'tura Dva, from my preparation of a translated version. 
''From my in-process translation of Kul'tura Dva, chapter 2, 
part 5. 
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while asserting a hierarchy of individuals, Culture Two did not 
reject the idea of the proletarian masses as a formative element 
in design. Therefore, as realism came increasingly to indicate 
the desired ideal, as opposed to actuality, the projects of 
Culture Two could not turn away from the symbolic meaning of 
monumentality in design—its role as an indicator of the new 
public for art, of the mass action, and of the greatness of 
socialist ideas and the new socialist state. Monumentality, as a 
feature of artistic order, could therefore imply part or all of a 
set of related, but not identical, artistic and/or social goals. 
A further implication of the demand for grandiosity, 
harmony, and monism was a call for a true synthesis of the arts— 
a synthesis in which all the arts were subordinated not only to 
one dominant form, but a dominant theme or idea ruled over the 
artwork—as well as a partial turn to the past, to those 
civilizations which embodied the expression of power—Egypt, 
Rome, and the Renaissance, for example. At the same time, this 
was not a call for the imitation of the past—the use of the past 
was to be woven into the cloth of contemporary Soviet life,16 a 
cloth which, to some extent, was already to be found in folk or 
people's art. The latter was an art based on expressiveness and 
beauty, nature, and decorativeness—qualities which the artist 
16A collection of papers by D.E. Arkin, K. Iuon, and G. 
Gol'tz, among others, deals with these themes; in Iskusstvo 
publishing organization fond, 652-4-22 (1934-36). 
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Iuon believed would provide the path to a Soviet theater.17 
Iuon was hardly unique in this belief. At the First All-
Russian Conference on a Worker-Peasant Theater (1919), speakers 
for the majority point of view claimed that until then, a true 
socialist theater, in which workers and peasants would be united, 
came closest to realization in holiday festivals, but otherwise 
did not exist. To achieve such a theater, a new class of 
specialists, emerging from the proletariat, would have to be 
created. Then, the proletarian culture, existing in opposition 
to the anarchic and individualistic culture of capitalism, would 
be in a position to merge the peasant theater's closeness to 
nature and national cultures with the ideology of the workers, 
resulting in a genuine people's theater.'8 Critical to the 
formation of this theater, however, was not just the influence of 
peasant or people's art forms. A new artist, neither dilettante 
(the product of capitalism) nor professional, would have to 
emerge from the new social conditions. This outsider, or 
nonprofessional artist, would be, in essence, a "historian" of 
revolutionary themes, of political and lifestyle caricature, and 
of agitational art forms. He or she would also be committed to 
collectivism in this new art, an art which would ultimately be 
17Iuon, 107-166, Bakhrushin Museum fond, "Stat'ia o 
Teatral'nom Iskusstve" (1934 or 1935). 
'"Narkompros fond, 2306-24-545: Stenogram and notes from the 
Conference for a Worker-Peasant Theater, 1919. 
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the art of the future/9 
The commitment to collectivism had implications for the 
nature of the artist, as well as the product. Outsider status 
did not, in and of itself, guarantee the presence of the new 
artistic order. Thus, Pel'she criticized Proletkul't and its 
claim of creating proletarian art by observing that the 
organization did not understand that such art could be created 
only by genuine masses; it could not be created in laboratory 
settings which were removed from real life and dominated by an 
individual creator.20 
Grech's description of the nonprofessional artist as a 
quasi-historian of the revolution, as well as the rejection of 
art created in a laboratory setting, reflected the significance 
and specificity of the content of the new art. To a large 
extent, this content was to be found in real, daily life, in the 
present and future—its ideological goals and themes, along with 
the real-life forms of the epoch. Pletnev, in a Proletkul't 
document, for example, called for a theater capable of expressing 
the grandiose themes of revolutionary life. These themes were to 
be found in the new forms of socialist industry and agriculture, 
the new layers of workers and their heightened struggle with 
kulaks, and the need for a union or smychka between the urban 
proletarian masses and the peasant-workers of the countryside. 
19GAKhN fond, 941-3-173 (1930), thesis statements for a paper 
by A.N. Grech, p. 53. 
20Pel'she, Nasha Teatral'naia Politika (Moscow-Leningrad, 
1929), pp. 35-36. 
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Characteristic of these developments, he observed, was the fast 
pace or tempo of life, but this tempo all too frequently collided 
with the general and technical illiteracy of the masses. For 
theater, the implications of these themes and collision were the 
need for a realist theater, "not only in form, but also in 
essence." Further, in opposition to the mechanicists, this 
theater had to be psychological, and finally, the theater had to 
propagandize for the new way of life.21 To Pletnev, the 
achievement of these goals translated into a rejection of "small 
forms," or the theatrical arts of the music hall, cabaret, and 
balagan, as well as the circus: "Without a theater of large 
actions, without a monumental theater, it will be impossible to 
get by "~ 
Pletnev's position was not shared unequivocably, however. 
His own speech followed the call of Boris Arvatov for the theater 
to turn to precisely those forms. Arvatov argued that if theater 
were to be a weapon in the political struggle, it had to break 
with the contemplative tradition and its reliance on a passive 
spectator. The best means for doing so, he asserted, were the 
forms of the cafe and music hall, with their emphasis on active 
21Pletnev, thesis statements, Proletkul't fond, 1230-1-464, 
no exact date but other documents in this delo are from the early 
to mid 20s. By mechanicist, he is probably referring to 
biomechanical theater. 
-Pletnev statement in Proletkul't fond, 1230-1-464, p. 5: 
"Bez teatra bol'shikh deistvii, bez monumental'nogo teatra ne 
oboitis'..." 
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creating.2' The writer Kryzhitskii, in his book The 
Philosophical Balagan, called for the "balaganization" of the 
contemporary theater for reasons similar to Pletnev's rejection 
of the balagan. Contemporary culture was eccentric and electric, 
conditions which could be matched only by the balagan. The 
theater, he claimed, had to reflect the busy-ness, activity, 
intrigue, and movement of real life: we seek a theater that 
exists outside of logic, a theater which will encircle the 
spectator's brain with a whirlwind of Americanized technology and 
cause him or her to yell with pleasure or shriek with horror. 
She/he will then know life, not through the head, but with all 
the senses.24 It is interesting that Kryzhitskii's image of the 
proper theatrical order incorporates potential chaos-inducing 
factors—the absence of logic, the power of the emotions, the 
whirlwind of technology—but to him, the balagan was not a force 
for unmitigated chaos. His position was no less unequivocal than 
Pletnev's, however. Perhaps most diametrically opposed was that 
of the writer Gaik Adonts, who attacked what he labeled a 
balaganesque, buffoonade approach to presenting history plays. 
History plays must be ideological, he wrote, and portray the 
strength of the masses. It is time to demand a deeper 
understanding of history and ideological meaning than the balagan 
^Arvatov, p . 3 in previous ref . 
2 4Kryzhitskii , Fi losophski i Balagan (Petrograd, 1922), pp. 6-
12. 
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can provide/5 And, sharing Adonts' belief that the forms of 
theater must accord with the content, Pel'she postulated that, 
"the large and serious problems of contemporaneity can be solved 
only with large forms"—what he considered to be the dramatic 
equivalent to a skyscraper.26 
In both cases, the dominant issue is the content, or the 
textual meaning of the play, and it is this meaning which should 
determine or prescribe the artistic form. The linkage of meaning 
to form arose from an implicit understanding of the lack of 
stability in the communication of meaning through art, and the 
ability of art to undermine meaning, despite social bases to the 
construction of meaning. That is, as has already been observed, 
the construction of meaning rests on "shared systems of 
signification." Evaluation of meaning similarly occurs in a 
particular social context which shapes to a greater or lesser 
degree the perceiver's consciousness. But despite the social 
parameters of this construction and interpretation of meaning, 
each individual's psychology and experience bring a subjective, 
unique force to the process of "concretizing" the work of art. 
Further, the variability of social contexts—variation among 
^G. Adonts, "Istoriia ili Balagan?" Zhizn' Iskusstva, No. 
23, 1925, p. 2. 
26Pel'she, Nasha Teatral'naia Politika. quoting from the 
program of the 7th congress of the All-Union Communist Party, in 
March 1919: "Net takikh form naiki i iskusstva, kotorye ne byli 
by sviazany s velikimi ideiami kommunizma i beskonechno 
raznobraznoi rabotoi po sozdaniiu kommunisticheskogo 
khoziaistva", pp. 28-29; and then discussing the plays of the 
future, p. 57: "bol'shie ser'eznye zadachi sovremennosti mogut 
reshat'sia tol'ko bol'shimi zhe formami p'esy." 
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types and locations of theaters, for example—and chronology can 
also introduce variation into the interpretation of seemingly 
similar signs. Consequently, the prescriptions for formal 
artistic order and delineations of acceptable content functioned 
to an extent as factors delimiting the degree of variability in 
formation and evaluation of meaning. In this way, even without 
the explicit proscription of certain schools or forms of art, 
ideological control—reciprocally exerted by artists, critics, 
and government agencies—permeated the reception of art. 
A particular area where this ideological control was evident 
was in the prescription of content. Adonts' "deep history," for 
example, was in accord with the belief of Pel'she, the Communist 
Party, and others that all art must be "connected with the great 
ideas of communism and the endlessly varied work on the creation 
of a communist economy." Consequently, the selection of content 
for the dramaturgical "skyscrapers" called for by Pel'she, among 
others, was not to be left to chance or artistic whimsy. By 
1931, the earlier call of 1919 for the connection of art to 
communist ideas was being issued in definitive and prescribed 
terms. The Sector of Arts of Narkompros, for example, in that 
year issued to its affiliated artists a choice of 
themes for execution in a work by the following January. The 
themes were two: the strengthening of the defenses of the Soviet 
Union, and the effort to achieve the goals of the five-year plan 
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in its fourth year.27 Further, artists did not simply receive 
such dictates passively; at the 8th Congress of Workers of Art, 
in 1932, among the resolutions passed was the demand for art to 
answer to the content of the era by depicting the socialist 
reconstruction of the country, the heroes of the five-year plan, 
and the new type of person who was taking shape in socialist 
society.28 The depiction of the new hero reflected changing 
views of artistic order, and penetrated all art forms. In poster 
art, for example, Victoria Bonnell has observed that the worker-
hero image, so popular in the early 1920s, became somewhat 
discredited by the 1930s and was replaced by a collective-hero. 
When an individual figure remained in the poster, it was usually 
presented in silhouette, rather than in profile, and functioned 
as a role model of someone capable of accomplishing great feats. 
Shown in action and surrounded by crowds, such a figure was, by 
implication, an imitatable ideal.29 
The imitatable, ideal but real person was desired for other 
forms of art, such as propaganda and agitational plays, and 
called for by organizations as well as the audience of potential 
imitators. Thus, at another Proletkul't session, the concluding 
speaker decried the perpetuation of a "cold stage." Agit plays 
27
"Khudozhniki v kolkhoznye i industrial'nye tsentry," Sektor 
iskusstv Narkomprosa, Glaviskusstvo fond 645-1-106, May 1931. 
28Rezo1iutsii VIII Vsesiuznogo s''ezda siuza rabotnikov 
iskusstv (Moscow, 1932), p. 4. 
29V. Bonnell, "The Iconography of the Worker in Soviet 
Political Art," unpublished mss. 
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are important, he said, but they must be agit plays which portray 
living people with real passions and relationships.30 But in the 
same way that "reality" now had to begin to incorporate universal 
truths, the individual "living people" of the agit plays—along 
with their individual scenic settings—had to incorporate 
generalizable qualities. As Pel'she wrote, the revolution had 
social-humanistic dimensions, and therefore, every character and 
locale had to be resolved in terms of the individual city, club, 
village, or person as the product of social conditions, as a 
unique but generalizable model/1 
Proletkul't's demand, reiterated by Pel'she, for the end to 
a lifeless, cold stage, reflected the tastes of the new audience. 
Surveys conducted between 1925 and 1928 found, for example, that 
workers wanted films about the daily life of the worker and the 
peasant, with concrete subject matter, a preference predominantly 
shared by the theater goer. This latter group, however, was also 
willing to consider plays which illuminated the life of the 
past/2 
Control of textual content and its coordination with the 
perceived needs or desires of the people was not the only 
strategy which could bring ideological control to the new 
3
"Zastenter, concluding remarks to what appears to be a 
discussion on the relationship between Proletkul't theater and 
professional theater, Prolet. fond, 1230-1-385. 
31Pel'she, "0 Teatral'noi Politike," Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, No. 
4-5 (1925), p. 44. 
32645-l-312, svodki anketnogo obsledovaniia, 6/25-4/28. 
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artistic order. A speaker at the Academy of Artistic Sciences 
called for a theater of hygiene and health, in which not only the 
content would deal with these issues, but the staging as well 
would provide real representations of hygienic and healthful 
settings. The critical point here is the demand that the staging 
illuminate the content goals related to health and hygiene. In a 
related but more general vein, a Proletkul't document called for 
the material formulation of a play to reveal its social content 
and to serve as an efficacious and active influence on the 
viewer/3 Only in this way could theater fully participate in 
the reeducation of the peasants and the assimilation of the 
intelligentsia into the proletariat cultural system.34 
The demand for the coordination of form with content is 
reiterated by political-art groups, artists, and some critics. 
For a collection of statements answering the question "What 
should our theatrical staging be," the theater writer Pavel 
Novitskii insisted that the artist's role in the theater did not 
and should not have independent meaning. The play was not staged 
to display the artist's art, but in order to bring, as 
expressively as possible and by using the coordinated strengths 
of the entire "collective" of creative forces, the ideological 
33A.Z. Nar'odetskii, on a theater of "sanposvet," GAKhN fond 
941-2-23, tezisy, 1928-29, pp. 197-8; Proletkul't fond 1230-2-
28, p. 15, "Kul'turnaia Revoliutsiia i Zadachi Teatra" (1929). 
3 4 P r o l e t k u l ' t fond, 1230-2-28 (as above ) . 
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meaning of the play to the viewer/' This coordination of 
creative forces would differentiate the proletarian theater from 
the bourgeois, the latter being a theater subject to the despotic 
influences of individual artists who would not subordinate their 
will to that of the collective. And constructivism, noted 
Novitskii, which had done so much to banish the aestheticism of 
bourgeois theatrical tendencies, was itself beginning to 
degenerate into an industrial aestheticism with an abstract 
meaning unrelated to the ideological meaning of the play. 
Much as Novitskii's statement conjoined order and disorder, 
so, too, did that of another respondent. Viner, similarly 
calling constructivism an abstract platform for industrialism, 
reiterated the importance of letting content define artistic 
form. The artist and director, he observed, must work together 
to reveal the "idea and philosophy" of the play. Ultimately, a 
determining principle for the style of the play was to be a 
"profound realism," located in the "discovery of a model for the 
embodiment of the idea of the production."36 
Also describing the proletarian theatrical aesthetic as the 
coordinated use of all the expressive means of influence 
available to it, Pel'she proclaimed the crisis of the 
contemporary theater to lie in excessive attention to form: "We, 
35P. Novitskii, "Khudozhnik Proletarskogo Teatra," "Kakim 
Dolzhno Byt' Nashe Tea-Oformlenie," Brigada Khudozhnikov, No. 7 
(1931), p. 6. 
36Viner, "Khudozhnik Segodniashnego Teatra," (as in fn. 35), 
p. 9. 
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communists, should say that for us, what is said, what is done, 
is always more important than how...."37 Pel'she's emphasis on 
"what," along with the demand that content influence form, 
reflected the growing dominance accorded to the text or verbal 
message not just of the play, but of all artistic forms. In the 
cultural system that predominates by the end of the 1920s and the 
start of the 30s, the word itself had become a form of order. In 
turn, all the arts, whether verbal or not, had to strive to 
communicate a latent "verbal" text, and they were to do so using 
a standardized or accepted language. Another form of ideological 
control, the goal is to ensure correct readings by the audience 
as well as the reinforcement of important messages by delivering 
them in multiple ways through several media/8 The emphasis on 
the communication of a verbal text thus implied, in theater, a 
form of artistic synthesis in which the decorations and the set 
were to be denied independence from the message. 
The predominance of the text, and its role as an ordering 
and unifying device, was one embodiment of a more generalized 
attempt to introduce standardization into artistic order. In one 
case, this is specifically alluded to in a discussion of problems 
with workers' clubs. These problems are attributed to the fact 
that the clubs are planned independently by architects, but what 
is really needed are guidelines for a "typical" building which 
37In Lunacharskii, Pel'she, and Pletnev, Puti Sovremennogo 
Teatra (Moscow-Leningrad, 1926), p. 8, Pel'she's emphasis. 
Papernyi, Kul'tura Dva. p. 179. 
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will then be adhered to by all designers.39 The call for the 
"typical" or standard solution is not limited to architecture, 
and it is not abandoned even in light of the increasing emphasis 
given to individualization; it merely undergoes modification. 
A further means of controlling order and reception, one that 
initially appears less directive than the standardization of 
forms but which may ultimately have a more extensive impact, is 
the art exhibition. An exhibition with the purpose of 
controlling order ceases to be an "indifferent" or non-
judgemental display of art. An explicit example of this 
reformulation of the role of the exhibition is provided by the 
1933 Moscow installation of a 1932 Leningrad art exhibition, 
"Artists of the RFSFR." When the show re-opened in Moscow, it 
was completely rearranged. All "leftist" art was relegated to a 
separate hall as an example of "imperialistic" art. In this way 
the location of an art work presumably identified the work's 
class affiliation and ideological status, and the theme of the 
show changed from that of a neutral review of recent art to that 
of a "battle for the establishment of the new thematic 
realism"40—or, more precisely, the theme was the imposition and 
control of stylistic order. 
In contrast, a 1937 exhibition of theatrical work 
39
"Poiasnitel'naia Zapiska ob Organizatsii Instituta Klubno-
Kul'turnogo Stroitel'stva GIKKS-a," 15-XI-31, in Glaviskusstvo 
fond 645-1-106 (1930-31). 
40V. Rakitin, "The Avant-garde and Art of the Stalinist Era," 
The Culture of the Stalin Period (New York, 1990), p. 179. 
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incorporated a sub-agenda of thematic or ideological control. 
This agenda was communicated through the show's organization. 
Rather than an organization based on style or theater of origin, 
it was organized topically—plays about the revolution, about 
soviet life, Gorky productions, and the classics.4' 
And finally, the process of determining to use an exhibition 
as a means of establishing control of artistic order is revealed 
by protocols and debates preparatory to the 1934 Moscow 
exhibition, "Artists of the Soviet Theater after 17 Years." One 
speaker, A. Efros, in the fifth protocol calls for a stylistic 
organizational scheme, with four groups: naturalists, decorators 
and retrospectivists, constructivists and abstractionists, and 
neo-realists "of all shades." The stage designers Shifrin and 
Shestakov object to this scheme because of the imprecision of the 
term "neo-realism" and because of a desire to centralize 
strivings toward realism. Shifrin further proposes the inclusion 
of a grouping which would differentiate between those artists 
whose work connects the staging with the subject of the play, and 
those whose work does not. Thus, from a proposal which would 
establish a form of stylistic control, there emerges another in 
which the message would be the importance of allowing the text 
and content to dominate the artistic conceptualization. In 
effect the form of control implicitly exerted by the exhibition 
was a synthesis of the control of style and the control of 
41Vserossiiskoe Teatral'noe Obshchestvo, Teatry Moskvy za 
dvatsat' let (1917-1937). Katalog Vystavki (Moscow, 1937). 
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content. As A.S. Bubnov observed in his speech for the 
exhibition opening, it is the playwright, and not the artist, who 
defines the theme of the soviet theatrical production, but the 
latter, working collaboratively with the director, plays a 
crucial role in revealing the theme through the artistic forms on 
the stage. This revelation, Bubnov noted further, increasingly 
occurred in the stylistic direction of realism: "The principles 
of realism here appear to be that basic artistic idea..."42 
This partial review and expansion of the themes of chapter 
two have been included to concretize some of the ideas previously 
discussed in a more theoretical way, to alert the reader to some 
of the ways in which art and social dynamics interacted, and 
finally, to provide a context for the analysis of the reception 
of constructivist stage design. Such a context is necessary 
because these expectations that art should be a conveyor of order 
governed the definition and the reception of the art work. That 
is, as this discussion has shown, the existing forms of social 
chaos—liminality, unpredictability, excessive complexity, and 
the ambiguity and the coexistence of multiple visions of 
ideality—in conjunction with the awareness that art and language 
can exacerbate or simply reflect social chaos, created the need 
for an art that would bring order to society. This need, in 
turn, led to the specification of the qualities of an ordering 
42A.5. Bubnov, speech in exhibition catalog, Khudozhniki 
Sovetskogo Teatra za XVII Let (1917-1934), (Moscow, 1935), p. 7; 
protocols for the exhibition are included in the exhibit's 
archive, fond 644-1-1. 
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art, or the prescription of order in art. In turn, this 
prescription necessitated the control of art's reception. While 
this control was exerted in part through the delineation of 
order, it also infiltrated the reception process as practiced in 
the role of art criticism, thereby changing criticism's role from 
one of explaining aesthetic decisions to one seeking ideological 
closure through the identification of discrepancies between the 
newly imparted and accepted ideological definition of art and 
contemporary creations. 
Reception and the Perception of Chaos 
Reception has already been introduced as an interactive process 
occurring between an art work and its varied audiences, with the 
purpose of constructing and evaluating the meaning of the work. 
Reception is not limited to the audience, whether lay or 
critical, however. The artist is an additional and integral part 
of the reception system in that each work by an artist represents 
a partial solution to earlier problems and also raises new ones. 
Considered as a system, an artist's works present an evolution of 
ideas and solutions, and knowledge of this evolution becomes yet 
another interactive factor in the audience's reception. Finally, 
knowledge of the audience's reception may exert an influence on 
the artist's internalized reception process, thereby establishing 
a chain of multidirectional interactions in the overall system of 
reception. 
Because reception occurs in a particular social and 
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historical context, another level of interaction exists between 
the reception process and the system of expectations generated by 
the context. This interaction not only determines responses to 
the work of art; it can also result in the redefinition of the 
nature and value of aesthetics, as well as the role of art in 
society. As Mukarovsky, a member of the Prague structuralist 
group, observed in the 1930s, although art is generally marked by 
the predominance of an "aesthetic function," this function can 
expand or diminish, or be so radically redefined that it almost 
ceases to exist. Thus, whereas the symbolists tended to see an 
aesthetic function in everything, "thereby expanding the 
boundaries of art to excess," constructivist architecture 
emphasized a scientific, utilitarian function and socialist 
realism emphasized a communicative function of art.43 This 
redefinition of the aesthetic function of an artwork also 
contextualizes the work, linking it to a particular social 
reality, and its value as part of this social reality may 
ultimately override any residual aesthetic value. 
Acknowledgement of this potential for a shift in the nature 
and function of an artwork assumes further that although many 
responses to an artwork are theoretically possible, they are all 
concretizations, to some extent, of the social reality within 
which the work exists and is received. Because reception is a 
process over time and place and audience, the art work itself 
43Jan Mukarovsky, Aesthetic Function. Norm and Value as 
Social Facts, trans. Mark E. Suino (1936) (Ann Arbor, 1970), p. 
18. 
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cannot be perceived as a stable object: it changes over time in 
its various receptions. Further, the variable factors affecting 
reception can lead to instability in the evaluative meaning of 
the receptive language. As the discussion of order has already 
shown, the balagan was upheld as a model for the contemporary 
theater by some theorists and rejected by others. A similar 
dichotomy is found in the critical literature. Thus, when the 
State Hebrew Theater attempted to create a folk production (with 
the play Koldun'ia), the balaganesque staging was greeted 
enthusiastically; it may have been considered appropriate for a 
theater of ethnic origins to stress folk sources. In contrast, 
most of Meierkhol'd's attempts to refer to balaganesque devices 
were responded to negatively—perhaps because it was believed 
that a pointedly "soviet" theater should stress socialist, rather 
than folk, origins. Finally, because the audience, whether lay 
or professional, is shaped to varying degrees by its social 
context, each assessment of an artwork initiates or contributes 
to a process of evaluating how and whether the work has responded 
to the particular and unique artistic requirements of the era, 
and in this respect, these assessments record and convey an 
aspect, albeit biased, of the era's social and ideological 
dynamics.44 It is biased to the extent that not all audiences 
have equal access to the same code of viewing and its 
specifications of order; and not all audience groups leave 
44Felix Vodicka, "The Concretization of the Literary Work," 
trans. John Burbank, in P. Steiner, ed., The Prague School, 
Selected Writings. 1929-1946 (Austin, 1982), pp. 103-134. 
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written or preserved records/5 
Thus, a number and range of factors, from audience 
attributes to social conditions and to artistic qualities, may 
activate the perception of an art work as chaotic. This 
perception may arise either because the work, through its 
structure or content, has called attention to liminal aspects of 
society, because it has proposed an unacceptable or overly 
complex vision of that society, because it creates or represents 
instability, or because it has either not conformed to, or it has 
raised questions about, society's system of expectations 
regarding the means and forms of order to be conveyed through 
art. Even without deliberately intending to challenge artistic 
or social order, certain media may inherently evoke a chaotic 
reception through their structure. Theater, for example, because 
it unites several different art forms (music, dance or movement, 
speech or declamation, painting, sculpture and architecture) is a 
multiple sign system. To the extent that the text or some other 
prevailing vision does not dominate the production as a whole, 
different art forms or media may be simultaneously conveying 
varying information and with different degrees of intensity and 
clarity. Each spectator must choose which medium to respond to, 
and each choice may lead to a variant in the level and nature of 
45M. Bal and N. Bryson, "Semiotics and Art History," Art 
Bulletin 73 (June 1991), pp. 174-208. 
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comprehension.46 Chaos, therefore, may derive from qualities 
intrinsic to the artwork, from discrepancies between its visions 
and those of society, or from some interaction of these 
conditions. But regardless of its source, the reception of the 
art work will be affected. 
An examination of the criticism and reception of 
constructivist stage design reveals that it did come to be seen 
as chaotic, with chaos potentially perceived in the defining 
characteristics of constructivist stage design's language and 
symbolic allusions. As a language dedicated to the creation and 
depiction of a new reality, one emerging through the 
transformation of the old, constructivist stage design 
foregrounded processes which establish and communicate a sense of 
flux and instability in how reality is perceived. These 
processes, components of the language of constructivist stage 
design (delineated in chapter 3), included the dispersion of 
elements, rather than a hierarchical compositional format, 
dissonance and chance as design strategies, the disruption of 
oppositions through their amalgamation, often as a montage, and 
disintegration or dissolution of unitary wholes. In addition, 
the underlying logic of constructivism was not Aristotelian, or a 
logic establishing relationships between known and existing 
things through their classification. Rejecting this traditional 
46Bogatyrev, "Semiotics in the Folk Theater," (1938), trans. 
B. Kochis, Semiotics of Art: Prague School Contributions 
(Cambridge, 1976). He uses the term "plurisignation" to refer to 
the union of a variety of art forms in one art work. 
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formal logical system, the constructivists turned to the logic of 
Ernst Cassirer, to a logic of principles, a "producing" logic 
rather than an ordering one, and thus, a logic of the unknown.47 
Taken together, these design strategies and logical foundation 
resulted in a Utopian union of opposing constructs or visions 
within a single art work,48 or an art work which depicted 
complexity, simultaneity, ambiguity, and open-ended process, 
rather than the determination of a standardizing solution. But 
to the extent that society wanted to believe in the formation of 
stability, this destabilizing and processual nature of 
constructivist stage design could be associated with 
fragmentation and a loss of coherence, and ultimately, with a 
chaotic vision of the new world/9 Further, in its 
transformative and destabilizing nature, the language of stage 
design at times blatantly defied some of the earlier noted 
prescriptions for a proletarian art expressing the grandiose 
themes of the era. For example, in opting for a montaged effect, 
constructivist stage design rejected the synthesis in favor of 
47Natal'ia Eneeva, "Konstruktivizm kak Logicheskii Metod," 
Iskusstvo, 1988, No. 10, pp. 57-60. Also discussed in her 
previously cited dissertation. 
48Daniel Herwitz, Making Theory/Constructing Art (Chicago, 
1993), defines utopia in art as this seeming unification of 
opposing voices (p. 35). 
49In a different context, R.J. Lifton discusses the idea of 
thinking and symbolization as a transformative process which 
challenges beliefs in stability. A positive challenge in some 
respects, it can also be threatening and dangerous in others. 
See Lifton, The Protean Self (New York, 1993), especially pp. 28; 
49-51. 
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the aggregate. A synthesis implies the presence of a harmonizing 
scheme, or the monism of a unitary truth. The aggregate, in 
contrast, can sugggest disintegration of the whole, the anarchy 
of primitivism, and ultimately, liminality, rather than the 
grandiose unity of a monistic and monumental synthesis. 
Liminality, in this artistic context, becomes the chaotic 
opposition to the monism demanded by the ideology of the new 
artistic order. 
In addition to such divergence from the prescribed artistic 
order, the sources of the language, when recognized, could also 
be interpreted as connoting disorder. Criticism, although not 
consistently, often identified the balagan as an insulting and 
crude form of entertainment, as conveying disorder or even 
provincial backwardness, and hence, as inappropriate to the goals 
of a revolutionary theater. Another form of criticism, 
especially directed towards Meierkhol'd's productions, concerned 
a form of chaos that arose from a perceived lack of 
correspondence between the content of the play and the form of 
its staging. Meierkhol'd himself proclaimed the technique of the 
grotesque as vital to his approach, defininq it as as a conflict 
between form and content, and as the disruption of oppositions, 
thereby creating a situation in which levels of reality 
fluctuate. 
Another criticism of Meierkhol'd, in particular, was that he 
made the person into a machine, and of constructivist stage 
design in general, in addition to criticisms of its reliance on 
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eccentric and Americanized forms, was that it displayed scorn for 
the "word." In the late twenties, the idea of the person became 
a measure of order, and the text (or the word) had to convey an 
image of the person which could stand in for this idea. Thus, 
when constructivism, in its emphasis on process over form, and in 
its creation of multiple and fluctuating relationships between 
stage set and play—factors which ultimately weakened the 
relationship between form and meaning either in the context of an 
individual form or in the context of the overall production— 
seemed to subvert the dominance of the written text, this 
subversion became a metaphor for the subversion of the person, 
and in particular, of the socialist hero. 
In addition to these, other themes emerge in the criticism, 
both in more general art and architecture criticism, as well as 
in that directed specifically toward theater and stage design. 
Urbanism and machinism, for example, are seen at times as a 
rejection of peasant art, and thus, a defiance of the call for an 
art that acknowledges the people's creation, and at other times 
as the effect of excessive western influences. In either case, 
the rejection of peasant art or excessive westernization, 
attention is directed toward a socially liminal issue—the 
relationship of the peasant to a workers' culture, and the 
relationship of the worker to urbanism and industrialization. 
The art form itself may be depicting these liminal issues in a 
liminal way, by presenting conjoined alternatives rather than a 
single solution. Other liminal social issues with the potential 
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for ambiguous or unresolved visual manifestations include the 
nature of the art work as an engineered product or an aesthetic, 
bourgeois icon, and the role of standardization in a society 
presumably embracing a dialectical belief in process and 
evolution. In summary, then, chaos could be found in artistic 
allusions to perceived social chaos, such as references to the 
balagan, the western city, the machine, and peasant creations, as 
well as in "chaotic" characteristics of the art work—for 
example, dualism, an incongruity between form and content or 
solely unacceptable content, the destruction of hierarchy, and 
with it, the elision of boundaries between high and low art and 
between art and life, the presence of chance or randomness, the 
transformation of objects (a form of instability), an overvaluing 
of process to the detriment of finished form, and perhaps above 
all, an incomprehensible language. Still, the criticism that 
constructivism scorns or subverts the word may perhaps be the 
most damaging and the most comprehensive because it enables a 
rejection of constructivism in aesthetic and ideological, or 
formal and symbolic, terms. 
The Critical Reception of Art, Architecture and Theater 
The remainder of this chapter examines and elucidates these 
themes of criticism as they appear in the reception of art 
(especially production art), architecture (with particular 
attention given to that of workers' clubs), and the theater in 
general and including their elaboration in the reception of the 
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productions of Meierkhol'd and Tairov. An integral and 
crystallizing part of this criticism is a series of articles and 
debates on formalism, dating from the mid-1930s. Some of the 
themes illuminated at this time were the rejection of art 
perceived as anti-ideological, along with one of an art that 
appeared anti-humanistic or denigrating of the person. Other 
criticisms to emerge throughout the 1920s and 30s were 
essentially variants or particularized versions of these themes— 
for example, art which centralized machine imagery was considered 
to diminish the person, and art which presented an unacceptable 
ideology or vision of the future tended to be seen as anti-
ideological. This latter form of criticism also sometimes took 
the form of a critique of the class affiliation of the artist. 
In addition to these themes, other thematic clusters 
reflecting the particular attributes and problems of the 
theatrical arts emerged. Thus, criticism not only addressed a 
perceived anti-humanistic or anti-psychological approach, as well 
as an outdated or undesired future, ideology, and content; 
another set of critical judgments delineated the constructivist 
theater as subsuming a position that was anti-aesthetic, anti-
proletarian, and anti-folk creation, and finally, an especially 
potent and multi-pronged critique focused on the presence of 
balaganesque allusions in the contemporary theater. 
The organization of this section will thus be guided by the 
identification of these thematic clusters as they occur in art 
criticism, architecture criticism, and theater criticism, with 
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the initial goal of establishing their occurrence. A subsequent 
goal will be to demonstrate their relationship to chaos. As a 
whole, the purpose of this section will be to demonstrate how 
criticism elucidated the ideologically unacceptable and attempted 
to exert control of individual psychological constructions and 
interpretations of meaning through the association of disorder, 
chaos, and ideology rejected by society with qualities deemed 
oppositional to the new ideology of artistic order. Ultimately, 
this demonstration should provide a context for viewing the 
criticism of constructivist stage design as part of a more 
pervasive trend in artistic ideology which ends in the derailment 
of constructivist stage design. 
These goals are predicated on the supposition of similar and 
comparable processes occurring in the production and reception of 
different art media. Several premises and features of art and 
culture confirm such a supposition. In the case of architecture, 
not only is it taken as a model for all the arts in the 1920s, 
but the constructivist way of conceptualizing architectural forms 
in response to the patterns of movement required by daily life50 
makes it comparable to, and even a paradigm for, theater and 
stage design. Further, the belief in theater as a place to 
envision architectural possibilities, the new life, and their 
interaction suggests that if comparable architectural experiments 
50See, for example, an article written jointly by V, Vesnin 
and M. Ginzburg, dated 1927 but containing ideas previously 
expressed by Ginzburg: "Sovremennaia arkhitektura," in V. 
Vesnin's fond, 2272-1-3, especially p. 11. 
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are being criticized, then theater will be also/1 
On a general cultural level, in Culture One and Culture Two, 
as described by Papernyi, for different reasons a leveling of all 
art forms occurs/2 Although Culture One is characterized by a 
tendency of the arts to assert their unique qualities, there is a 
move away from hierarchy, and as art becomes equal to life, all 
forms of art become equal to each other. The battle against 
"borrowed" elements in a particular art form is signified in 
particular by a battle with literary qualities, with the word. 
On another level, this is a battle against the religious hegemony 
of the word, and is therefore a "struggle with order in the name 
of chaos." Culture One tends to take architecture as a model for 
the arts, not only because it seems the most imbued of all art 
forms with real life, but also because it seems especially "mute" 
or lacking in verbal qualities. In Culture Two, the anti-
hierarchical nature of culture changes to one in which hierarchy 
not only exists but is dominated by literature and the word. All 
art forms in this culture must illustrate a text, express a 
verbal message; this demand of the arts, even while setting 
literature on top, serves to equalize art forms and to make 
possible the reading of one form of criticism in terms of a 
different medium than that towards which the original is 
directed. 
51Iakulov, speaking at a dispute about contemporary theater, 
included in the Meierkhol'd theater fond: 963-1-15. 
520n this leveling, see pp. 171-179 in Kul'tura Dva. 
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In general, to the extent that all art must adhere to the 
same ideology or text, patterns of control which transcend a 
particular artistic medium can—and have been—identified, and 
criticism was reconceptualized as one of these forms of 
ideological control. Criticism as ideological control was 
especially manifested in the criticism of workers' clubs, with 
the effect that this criticism seems to emerge from a new breed 
of art critic—the political ideologist. The accusation of 
ideological inappropriateness, even when directed at such a 
specific target as the worker's club, took a variety of forms. 
The result of the fluidity of this criticism is that it can seem 
either almost irrelevant to the immediate work of art and the 
intentions of its creator, to demonstrate misunderstanding of 
these intentions, or, ultimately, to transcend the particular 
work of art at which it was directed. 
Finally, the arguments against formalism and production art 
are relevant to this discussion because one of the key arguments 
directed against constructivism, in any of its manifestations, 
was that it adhered to or embodied formalist properties. 
Production art, in its turn, was considered by some to be a 
progenitor of constructivism, and along with constructivism, to 
have used the stage as an experimental laboratory for formulating 
practice. Because the criticisms of production art and formalism 
tend to bridge the various artistic disciplines, they will be 
treated together as a parallel body of criticism. 
Architecture Reception. Earlier it was noted that the 
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meaning of order changed over time. Due to the centrality of 
architecture as a model for all the arts, some of these changes 
were most readily apparent in architectural theorizing and 
criticism, before subsequently affecting other media, such as 
stage design. The Palace of Soviets competition projects and 
their reception are illuminating as reflections of the 
architectural order of the 1930s and as an interesting 
interaction between theater and architecture.13 
The commitment to movement as a key architectural attribute 
becomes in these projects a theatrical metaphor in that they 
conceive of architecture as theater. In particular, these 
projects are the potential and imagined sites for the staging of 
demonstrations, with the elements of the demonstration 
incorporated into the architectural and artistic formulation. 
Thus, these future palaces are conceptualized not as unitary 
buildings but as sequences of unified spaces for the display of 
mass actions and physical culture. Further, the theatrical 
metaphor for these projects is the "circusized" theater. As a 
result, actions and movement are envisioned on multiple vertical 
levels, and the use of film and lighting effects are anticipated 
as the means of uniting interior and exterior actions. 
But ultimately, this dynamic, theatrical model of 
53An extensive discussion of these projects and their 
criticism is provided by V. Khazanova, "K Istorii Proektirovaniia 
Dvortsa Sovetov SSSR v Moskve," Sovetskoe Izobrazitel'noe 
Iskusstvo i Arkhitektura (Moscow, 1979), pp. 166-213. Her 
discussion is considerably more thorough and enlightening than 
English-language versions. 
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architecture is rejected. The projects are criticized as being 
formalist, eclectic, and non-proletarian. What is called for, 
instead, is an architecture of logical, stern, and proportioned 
harmony, virtually a classical architecture, but one in which the 
module is not based on the individual but on masses of people. 
Finally, the architecture that is really wanted is an 
architecture of monumentality, on which the revolutionary epoch 
and the construction of the first five years are imprinted. The 
order upheld by this criticism is thus a monistic order of a 
unitary whole, conveying revolutionary truths as completed texts; 
in contrast, the rejected projects can be seen as embodying an 
architecture of parts and processes, an architecture in which 
revolutionary truth is still emerging, and is therefore fluid and 
unformed. Instead of upholding artistic and social order, these 
projects conveyed the chaos of an unstable language with 
ambiguous textual allusions. 
A similar genre of criticism was emerging concomitantly in 
the criticism of workers' clubs. This criticism harboured an 
equal mistrust of theatrical conceptions in architecture. 
Mel'nikov's workers' clubs were a lightning rod for a great 
deal of architectural criticism. The general charges levied 
against them were that they fetishized industrial forms; they 
were abstract and eclectic; they did not meet the functional 
needs of workers; they were foreign to the workers' ideology; and 
the architect himself was a professional, rather than a worker. 
A significant part of the criticism of ideological 
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inappropriateness directed at Mel'nikov concerns the dominance 
given to the auditorium and theater in his clubs, even in those 
clubs where space could be flexibly reallocated by the movement 
of mechanized partitions. This criticism, however, seems to 
derive from arguments occurring in a different realm. From its 
very inception, the workers' club as an institution faced a 
conflict between a perceived preference on members' part for 
artistic-creative work rather than for overt political activity, 
and to the extent that artistic activity was not seen as 
politically relevant but was seen instead as furthering the 
existence of an aesthetic divorced from politics, cultural 
activities and their accoutrements were suspect. Thus, as early 
as 1922, club activists were calling for the replacement of what 
appeared to be "abstract" theatrical activities with politically 
infused, propagandistic theatrical work/4 And then by 1927-28, 
there began to be a definitive move away from making theatrical 
activities central to club work, and an increasing tendency to 
stress other forms of workers' club activities. To the extent 
that club theatrical activities began to represent another type 
of artistic formalism, clubs which continued to allocate 
substantial space to theaters were seen as unsatisfactorily 
resolving the spatial needs of workers' activities by 
subordinating function to formal issues. The subordination of 
function to form is, on a generalized plane, the subordination of 
54J. Hatch, "The Formation of Working Class Culture during 
NEP: The Workers' Club Movement in Moscow, 1921-1923." The Carl 
Beck Papers, (1990). 
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content to form. But, as Pel'she noted in a previously cited 
remark, communists must place "what" over "how," or function over 
formal concerns. 
Also criticizing clubs dominated by theaters, the writer 
Kholostenko argued that the tendency in clubs to give 50 - 80% of 
the floor space to an auditorium made the club seem a theater and 
was the legacy of the early clubs which were insufficiently 
"sovietized." But as the theater has begun to approximate a true 
mass theater, he observed, the workers' club theater cannot 
adequately fulfill theatrical needs; and the continuing 
formulation of the club as a theater thus diminishes the role of 
both the club and the theater," by leaving each in a liminal 
admixture, or ambiguous interrelationship. The "inappropriate" 
use of space thus becomes a "verbal" text, the "content" or the 
"what" of the club, but it is chaotic content—it is a statement 
about clubs that contradicts their ideologically desired role. 
In theater a similar dynamic will be observed when the stage set 
is rejected on ideological grounds—when the wrong text is read 
into the scenic formulation. 
One incorrect text associated with the predominance of 
theater space within the club is the message that not all club 
functions have equal priority/6 If the auditorium and stage are 
'
5M. Kholostenko, "Puti Kluba," a 1928 article included as 
document no. 38 in Iz Istorii Sovetskoi Arkhitekturi, v. II. 
Other documents included in this collection are also relevant. 
56Excerpt from pre-1931 article by F. Roginskii, included as 
document #20 in Iz Istorii Sovetskoi Arkhitekturi, v. II, p. 34. 
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too large, then something else is being devalued—in the case of 
workers' clubs, that something else is the "real" work of the 
club—the political and ideological education of the workers and 
their increased involvement in the formation and implementation 
of a socialist lifestyle. In terms of the new artistic order, 
this reflects the emerging belief that an image is equal to the 
original. In architectural terms, size now connoted quality and 
value.'7 Unequal space allocation would be further detrimental 
to the exterior form of the club, resulting in a building with a 
chaotic exterior, one which would appear to be an aggregate of 
parts, rather than a monolithic and monumental unity, with the 
chaotic exterior thereby becoming a chaotic vision of the new 
social reality. 
Contrarily, ideological falsehood could also be found in 
facade-driven decisions, as opposed to those governed by issues 
of spatial and functional patterns. Thus, Arkin finds that the 
mistake made by Mel'nikov in one of his clubs was that the 
exterior of the building did not flow from the inner elements and 
functions. Mel'nikov's interest in the "container" as such 
stemmed, said Arkin, from the absence of club workers' 
participation in the project planning. The design therefore 
reflected the values of a professional architect, rather than 
those of the workers/8 In another club, Mel'nikov is accused of 
"Chapter 3, Part 12 in Papernyi, Kul'tura Dva. 
58From the minutes of a Production Art Section meeting in 
June 1930, included as doc. # 27 in Iz Istorii Sovetskogo 
Arkhitekturi. 
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adapting an 18th century Baroque form to the new architectural 
technology, with the result being the impression of a "purely 
decorative order" that is not only eclectic, but also does not 
answer to the demands and ideology of the working class.59 
The charge of a foreign ideology is not limited to the 
presence of Baroque forms. Mel'nikov and other club architects 
are criticized for using industrial forms—such as the form of an 
airplane or steamship—inappropriately, in a way that does not 
answer to the club's needs and therefore can only be reflective 
of the influence of bourgeois aesthetics. Again, the mixture of 
industrialization and bourgeois aesthetics represents a liminal 
stance, not just in terms of the mixture, but also in terms of 
evolving attitudes toward industrialization and aesthetics. 
Finally, taken as the "mechanical" inculcation of the ideology of 
a class enemy, "the aestheticization of the machine, which 
corresponds in whole to the current in contemporary European art-
-constructivism, has nothing in common with either the creative 
methods of proletariat art in general, or with our club 
construction in particular. "6" 
The attempt to create buildings that were not just stenciled 
architectural forms was also seen as leading to failure in the 
59Article by M. II'in, included as doc. #29 in Iz Istorii 
Sovetskogo Arkhitekturi. 
60An article by M. Alpatov, also in Iz Istorii. doc. no. 35, 
p. 51: "estetizatsii machiny,kotoraia sootvetsvuet tselomy 
techneiiu v sovremennom evropeiskom iskusstve—konstruktivizmy, i 
ne imeet nichego obshchego ni s tvorcheskim metodom proletarskogo 
iskusstva voobshche, ni s nashim klubnym stroitel'stvom v 
chastnosti...." 
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expression of working class ideology. In Mel'nikov's Burevestnik 
club, for example, "not expressed is the ideology of the class, 
the cultural-political life which the workers' club is called on 
to serve."61 In this case, Mel'nikov has defied the search for 
standard solutions, implicitly prioritizing heterogeneity and 
process, characteristics of a chaotic nonverbal language, as well 
as subordinating the functional and technological bases of 
architecture to decorative decisions—a socially and 
aesthetically liminal position. 
Ideological control was especially pertinent to the workers' 
club, a new building type emerging to satisfy the new 
expectations of workers in the proletarian culture. Thus, if the 
architectural formulation of the club did not communicate the 
correct text, criticism attempted to control the workers' 
reception by pointing out these architectural distortions of 
proletariat ideology. 
Architectural criticism was not limited to workers' clubs, 
however. With the exception of space allocation for theaters, 
comparable issues were raised throughout the domain of 
architectural criticism. 
In 1936, an unsigned article in Prayda, entitled "Cacophony 
in Architecture," found virtually nothing to praise in 
contemporary Soviet architecture. Although architecture had 
improved in artistic and technical qualities, observed the 
61David Arkin, also included in Iz Istorii, p. 51: "ne 
vyrazhena ideologiia klassa, kul'turno-politicheskuiu zhizn' 
kotorogo rabochii klub prizban obsluzhivat'." 
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author, it still yielded irresponsible results, most notably in 
the form of oversimplification, a scornful relationship to human 
needs, and an eclectic mix of forms copied mechanically from 
architectural monuments of the past. With the aid of this 
deceitful exterior, the attempt was made to hide the absence of 
thoughtful content. While revivalist architecture was accused of 
mixing motifs and making uncritical and incompetent use of the 
past, constructivist architecture, finding the roots of 
expressiveness in the construction and the materials, 
impoverished creation and turned the building into a "joyless, 
grey prison."62 Finally, in their seeming inattention to human 
needs, the constructivists created artificial, communal 
environments—apartment buildings without kitchens. These 
environments embodied an incorrect, leftist Utopian vision, and 
ultimately, the chaos of an undesired and liminal vision of the 
future. 
Angarov, another writer, also criticized constructivism for 
creating grey boxes, devoid of any artistic arrangement. 
Constructivism, accused the author, leads to formalist quirks and 
an inattention to subject matter, the expression of which 
required a unity of the arts in the name of architecture. 
Essentially, wrote the author, "formalism and constructivism are 
nothing other than an attempt to be inattentive to the feelings 
62
"Kakophoniia v Arkhitekture," Pravda, 20-11-36, in a 
collection of articles pertaining to the debate in the 
Meierkhol'd fond, 998-1-3161. 
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and demands of the people of our epoch."63 Whereas the "truth of 
life" could be found in the dialectical interrelationship of form 
and subject, constructivism and formalism neither understood nor 
found the correct forms for the transmission of emotional and 
ideological content, resulting in the chaos of ambiguity and of 
the absence of a driving conceptual schema. And part of the 
incorrectness of these forms derived from the anti-monumentality 
of many constructivist projects—but this lack of monumentality 
was in direct opposition to the new order's desired 
monumentality, believed essential for the conveyance of 
monumental ideas. 
Another writer at this time also attempted to define 
truthfulness in architecture. Ultimately, he believed, this 
truthfulness would come from a unitary relationship to nature, a 
synthesis of the arts, the use of contemporary technology in 
conjunction with a greater attentiveness to the architecture of 
national groups, and an artistic expressiveness satiated with 
emotionality/4 In contrast, the use of chance to create visual 
effects, such as Mel'nikov was accused of doing, 
oversimplification, and the avoidance of artistic expressiveness 
were all seen as deceitful solutions, as the chaotic deceit of an 
unstable and ambiguous relationship between form and content. 
Mordvinov also accused both formalism and constructivism of 
63A. Angarov, "Protiv Formalizma, Uproshchenchestva, 
eklektiki!" Arkhitekturnaia Gazeta, (1936), in fond 998-1-3161. 
64K.S. Alabian, "Protiv Formalizma v Arkhitekture," Protiv 
Formalizma (Leningrad, 1937), pp. 62-70. 
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losing sight of the subject or content. Formalism, in its 
centralization of a search for new forms of architecture, 
signified a departure from content, or a fetishization of 
abstract form, and hence a manifestation of the petit-bourgeois 
frame of mind. Constructivism, to Mordvinov, represented the 
reverse side of formalism. By concentrating all their attention 
on the construction, the constructivists rejected architecture as 
an art form and made it instead into engineering—their 
fetishized object was the machine. Both, thus, missed the most 
significant task facing architecture: how to imbue architectural 
structures with the emotional content capable of organizing the 
worker's will for battle, for creation, and for the building of 
socialism. Order, once again, was equated with revolutionary 
pathos, the absence of which was a dehumanizing and ideologically 
barren chaos of a sort that inevitably arose in the work of 
artists who had not lived a life united with the workers, and 
seen through the eyes of the workers; an architect who had not 
experienced the sufferings of the workers. 
Finally, in an essay intended to review the development of 
architectural thought, its shortcomings and achievements, Khiger 
recapitulated some of the essential critical themes which 
characterized the reception of constructivism. Thus, Khiger 
perceived in constructivism an abstract and technological 
utopianism; in this respect it was a form of estheticism despite 
its rejection of esthetics, and it was a social projection 
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without a base in the conditions of real social development/5 
In short, it was a liminal, perhaps incomprehensible, and 
unacceptable view of the future. 
The criticism of constructivist architecture as presenting 
an undesired Utopian vision clearly was not the sole cluster of 
critical themes, with the potential to induce chaos or disorder, 
to be directed at it; Khiger's focus on this category may, 
however, reflect the uniqueness of this particular cluster to 
architecture, as opposed to other art media. Thus, critiques 
elaborating constructivist architecture's anti-aestheticism, 
anti-folk art tendencies, and the absence of ideology or the 
presence of an incorrect ideology were potent criticisms in the 
domain of the fine arts as a whole, and especially in the domain 
of formalist criticism. Criticism of the architectural language 
and its promotion of chance and spontaneity will be seen to 
conform closely to theater criticism, with the major difference 
being that in theater, the language critique is often linked to 
the perception of balaganic influence. Finally, the anti-
humanist, mechanistic critique reflects the close association of 
constructivist theory and practice with the theory and practice 
of production art. 
Production Art and Formalism. Criticism of production art 
and formalism tended to be directed at these as global 
theoretical or philosophical aesthetic systems, rather than at 
individual works of art. The global emphasis of these critiques 
65Khiger, Puti Arkhitekturnoi Mysli (Moscow, 1933), p. 60. 
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may reflect the intent of such criticism to be especially 
proactive in promoting a particular version of artistic order. 
Thus, central to both formalist criticism and production art 
criticism is the perception of dehumanizing tendencies and of an 
absence of acceptable ideology. In formalism, this critique is 
tied to what is seen as being a rejection of reality; in 
production art, in contrast, it is part of what is identified as 
the fetishization of industrialization. These themes together 
provide the basis for a substantial portion of the criticism of 
constructivist theory, in any area of practice and including 
theater and stage design. Because the critical reception of 
these theories determines much of the reception of stage design, 
and because there is some overlap between these two bodies of 
criticism, they will be treated together in this section. In 
contrast to the architectural criticism, this criticism does not 
necessarily reveal a changing view of order; it is more of an 
emphatic assertion of the desired order, with some necessary 
"corrections" to the course. 
Criticism of formalism in art focused on the depiction or 
rejection of reality. In the formalist arts, wrote critics, 
things are presented not as they are in fact; they are ripped 
from life and from meaningful content. Further, an inherent 
misunderstanding of reality was masked in such works by the use 
of fantasy, "tricks" (eccentrism, circus attractions, 
acrobatics), or overt splendor. And in this misunderstanding and 
masking of reality, formalist art revealed its unrelatedness to 
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folk creations, its refusal to use the forms and devices of folk 
art, and its refusal to learn from the people. Finally, it was 
claimed, these manifestations of the unbridled search for new 
forms revealed a scornful relationship to ideological content, 
clothed in a distorted artistic language which ultimately was not 
only subject-less but also incomprehensible.66 
The theme of formalism as a rejection of reality was 
continued in a Pravda article from the same year. In place of 
reality, noted the author V. Kemenov, the artist put forth an 
inner vision, a vision informed by the artist's relationship to 
his or her materials rather than to life: "The laws of painting 
from this point of view are defined not by life, but by 
attributes of the materials, from which the picture is 
constructed." Even more damaging was that in its indifference to 
life, such artwork made the human being and nature ugly/7 
In addition to journal articles, debates related to 
formalism were held. The stenogram from one of these debates 
shows the speakers connecting the current criticism of formalism 
with criticism which emerged much earlier, in the first years of 
the Revolution. One speaker, O.S. Litovskii, recalls Lenin 
speaking out in 1920 against futurism and cubism. Then, 
following a line of thought similar to that expressed above, he 
66,1
 Za Vysokuiu ideinost', za narodnoe iskusstvo!" Iskusstvo i 
Literatura, 1936, included in fond 998-1-3161. 
67V. Kemenov, "Protiv Formalizma i Naturalizma v Zhivopisi," 
Pravda, 1936, reprinted in Protiv Formalizma, pp. 20-28: "Zakony 
zhivopisi s etoi tochki zreniia opredeliaiutsia ne zhizn'iu, a 
svoistvami materialov, iz kotorykh kartina 'postroena'." 
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calls formalism a retreat from reality and the facts of life. 
Consequently, notes the speaker, formalism lacks passion as it 
retreats into "pure" form—in this respect, formalism shares the 
"indifference" of naturalism with its blind copying of anything 
it sees. Ultimately, the pure forms of formalism are opposed to 
the clear and truthful forms of socialist realism, forms which 
asserted the feelings, thoughts, and experiences of the people 
and their struggle for a new life: "The method of socialist 
realism asserts not truthful art in general, not simple art in 
general, but art in which the artist expresses his active 
relationship to life, his active and progressive understanding of 
life, the presence of which is necessary in artistic models.68a 
The chaos of formalism, therefore, included the chaos which 
emerges from an incongruity between form and content, if content 
is present, or from an unrecognizable and misunderstood content. 
In its portrayal of an unrecognizable reality, it is a 
dehumanizing chaos and the chaos of an ambiguous complexity in 
its presentation of conflicting and alternate versions of 
reality. Finally, a social form of chaos arises in the so-called 
"refusal" to learn from the people. Just as the proper position 
of the peasant in a workers' society remained in a liminal state, 
attitudes toward folk creations continued to be ambivalent. 
Resolving this ambivalence in the direction of rejection thus 
68This speaker is Iukovkiu, stenogram of a discussion of the 
Pravda formalist articles, fond 962-5-46, Komitet po delam 
iskusstvo. 
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called attention to what in actuality was not a resolved issue. 
Criticism of production art raises some of the same issues 
as that of formalism, although it does so in a context that 
relates even more directly to the reformulation of the nature and 
goals of art. Consequently, this criticism is often explicitly 
couched in terms of a call for order, one with direct 
ramifications for the art of stage design. 
In 1928, the Section of Literature and Art sponsored a 
debate on art and the tasks of the artist in the USSR. In the 
introductory speech, V. Friche identified the chief problem 
facing the artist as being the goal of returning art to life. To 
achieve this goal, he said, "the artist should not be a passive 
reflector of the daily life and psychology of the working class, 
but must be an active builder of the daily life and the 
psychology of the proletariat."69 The next speaker, Ivan Matsa, 
asked how the artist would achieve this goal, and then identified 
two approaches, each flawed in its own way, to the solution. One 
approach, a more conservative one, asserted the easel painting 
and its role as a tool in the documentation of the history and 
lifestyle of the working class. Seemingly a passive and 
reflective activity, such documentation was actually necessary in 
times of class struggle because it portrayed the class truth, 
morality, and ideals, thereby serving as a weapon in the battle. 
69V.M. Friche, "Vstupitel'noe slovo," Iskusstvo v SSSR i 
Zadachi Khudozhnikov (Moscow, 1928), p. 5: "Khudozhnik ne 
dolzhen byt' passivnym otobrazitelem byta i psikhiki rabochego 
klassa, a dolzhen byt' aktivnim stroitelem byta i psikhiki 
proletariata." 
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The flaw of these artists, however, was that their methods were 
dated; they did not correspond to the technological advances of 
society. Even the more progressive in this group demonstrated a 
flaw, because these artists turned to experimental traditions 
which were linked to the bourgeois. This leftist art, which was 
abstracted from reality, did not recognize or envision the 
"concrete" revolution of the workers and peasants. In contrast, 
the new realism of the documentarian artist remained linked to 
the bourgeois way of knowing, a passive contemplation of 
generalized and static episodes, as opposed to the specification 
of the new worker, the new human being, the new woman, all using 
the new forms of social agitation to create the new life.70 
The second and more radical approach consisted in the 
rejection of easel painting and the striving to bring art and 
production together. In the work of these artists, who embraced 
the goal of an art that directly builds the new life, there 
nonetheless lingered traces of "absolute" aesthetic norms, 
resulting in abstracted, aestheticized objects which spoke more 
to the intimate lifestyle of the bourgeois class than the 
cooperative lifestyle of the workers. In both cases, observed 
Matsa, that of the easel painters who used bourgeois methods and 
that of the production artists who used non-objective or abstract 
methods, what had been lost was a dialectic between art and life. 
701 am drawing on several speakers (previous source): I. 
Matsa, "Polozhenie Sovremennogo Iskusstvo v SSSR," pp. 9-29; A. 
Ostretsov, "0 Lozunge: 'Iskusstvo Massam,'" pp. 30-42; Mikhailov, 
"O Lozunge 'Proletarskoe Iskusstvo,'" pp. 43-50. 
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This dialectic could be reclaimed if artists not only created 
concrete, efficacious objects, but if they also participated in 
the artistic formulation of the locations of the cultural life of 
the workers—the clubs, folk holidays, mass actions, and 
spectacles. Finally, all art should consciously and maximally 
strive to inspire the psychological activeness and energy of the 
working class. 
This conference therefore alluded to several critical 
themes, applicable to all art, regardless of the form of its 
adherence to the new goal of building life. Except for the 
proscription against using "bourgeois" methods, the focus of this 
criticism was less on artistic language as a factor of disorder 
than on the interaction between the art work and society. Thus, 
the underlying text of the debate's criticism was a condemnation 
of contradictory or ambiguous messages, either conveyed through 
the content of the art work or through an inconsistency between 
content and methods. The latter form of inconsistency could 
jeopardize even the most acceptable content, because outdated or 
bourgeois methods had the potential to recast the content of the 
work into a liminal state at best, and into a blatantly anti-
socialist position at worst. And ultimately, the claim that the 
dialectic between art and life had been lost was the criticism of 
a rupture between form and content. In terms of chaos, all these 
criticisms pointed to the chaos of social liminality and to the 
chaos of the debilitated text, the result of the undermining of 
the word by artistic form or of obstructing relationships between 
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forms and text. 
To the critic Pel'she, the fundamental problem with the "so-
called revolutionary art movements," from cubism to 
constructivism, was textual—their anti-ideological nature. Each 
of these movements lacked a "scientific" base; and adding to the 
confusion, from every voice, another theory could be heard. But 
more serious than the collision of theories was the absence of a 
marxist, proletariat theory of art, the only legitimate way, he 
believed, to unite leftist art and to give it direction.71 
The absence of theory was not the only content-oriented 
critique of production art, constructivism, and left art. The 
"wrong" content was equally undesirable and damaging, and in the 
case of both production art and constructivism, a fetishization 
of the machine and industry was frequently identified as a factor 
necessitating reception control. 
Examination of this critical theme reveals the extent to 
which a presumed overvaluation of the machine is read as 
reflecting both incorrect ideology and an undesired future. 
Despite the state's embrace of industrial technology, overvaluing 
the machine is seen in these negative terms because, like 
formalism, it marks a retreat from humanistic—or more precisely, 
psychological—content. Thus, in the conclusion to the 1928 
dispute and debate previously referred to, Matsa linked formalist 
and mechanistic trends for their inability to organize and 
71Pel'she, "LEF, Iskusstvo, i Marksizm," Sovetskoe Iskusstvo 
No. 8 (1925), pp. 28-35. 
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reflect the psychological consciousness of the proletariat: "get 
away from abstraction, from individualism in art, and from the 
mechanical technicization of it; art should be an active 
organizer of our psychological relationships. This is one side. 
On the other side, at the same time, get away from stenciled 
forms, get farther from narrowly-esthetic representation and 
closer to living models which give a reflection of the psycho-
ideological relationships of our leading industrial 
proletariat. "72b 
It is interesting to observe how standardization—"stenciled 
forms"—is here linked to an anti-humanistic stance, a non-living 
model. Thus, even as standardization was promoted as a means of 
controlling order, it was entering into a nebulous position, 
assuming the role of a dehumanizing factor. As a result, machine 
fetishization produced chaos in its threat to the stature of the 
human being, and in its evocation of yet another liminal social 
theme. 
The art historian Tugendkhol'd elaborated on the content 
critrique of the machine fetishization. Production art, in its 
emphasis on technology and technique, made these into self-
sufficient goals—machinism for the sake of the machine. But 
such an emphasis lost sight of the fact that the machine itself 
was not unique to socialism; what was unique was the relationship 
72I. Matsa, concluding remarks, Iskusstvo v SSSR i Zadachi 
Khudozhnikov, disput, Sektsiia Leteratury i Iskusstv (Moscow, 
1928), p. 125. 
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of the machine to the proletariat. This relationship transcended 
naked form; it resided in the idea or content.73 
A variant of the "machine fetishization" critique, but one 
which also derives from the believed absence of appropriate 
content, is a critique made by Arkin of art which overemphasized 
function or utilitarianism, making this the sole ideological 
value in a work of art. An "aesthetic of efficacy," although 
motivated by a rejection of form for form's sake, or a rejection 
of decorative but useless objects, ironically resulted in a 
functional object that was really just another type of decorative 
object. For, as El Lisitskii had written, it was not that "every 
work of art is a thing," but that every "thing" is a work of 
art.74 LEF artists, continued Arkin, believed themselves to be 
"purifying" art by replacing its ideological functions with 
technical-utilitarian ones. But this position, he said, leads to 
the isolation of art from daily life, because the object, 
presumably useful, has been deprived of true "content." If art 
is rejected, but all things become an art devoid of content, then 
neither art nor objects possess meaning.75 
Or they possess the wrong meaning—a dehumanizing one 
comparable to that of the machine fetishization. As Pel'she 
wrote, directing his criticism even more toward the 
73Ia. Tugendkhol'd, "Zhivopis' Revoliutsionnogo Desiatiletiia 
(1918-1927)," [Oct. epoch] (1927), pp. 22-28. 
74D. Arkin, Iskusstvo Bytovoi Veshchi (Moscow, 1932) , 
referring to El Lisitskii, pp. 104-105. 
75Arkin, previous reference, pp. 106-110. 
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constructivists than the production artists, the rule of the 
"thing" has made the object into a fetish and an idol. The 
object is celebrated, but the person has disappeared. Further, 
he claimed, the fetishization of the object was really a petit-
bourgeois (meshchanstvo) position and the revival of the 
degenerative culture and ideology of the white guard.76 "The 
complexity of the position," he wrote, "is still deepened in the 
presence of a hundred million peasants, in the depths of whom the 
tendency of a petit-bourgeois ideology is harshly increasing in 
strength. Therefore, all our art, along with every artistic 
quality, must strive for maximal idea-content."c Further, the 
demand that the forms of the epoch be penetrated by contemporary 
subject matter and ideas mitigated against stenciled forms, for 
this, as Pel'she observed, was an era of eclecticism, of the 
radio, of social revolution, and not an era of identical subjects 
and forms. 
Thus, the very artistic ideology to ally itself with the 
reconstruction of social life, the building of the socialist 
world, conveyed liminal and multiple visions of this world in a 
form which seemed to undermine or contradict its socially 
acceptable ideology. Ultimately, this was the chaos of ambiguous 
social allusions and of an incongruity between form and content. 
The criticism of production art and constructivism for their 
fetishization of the machine potentially merged with two other 
76Pel'she, "0 Nekotorykh Oshibkakh 'Lefovtsev,'" Sovetskoe 
Iskusstvo No. 4-5 (1925), pp. 13-22. 
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forms of rejection—the perception that these arts were imbued 
with an undesirable urbanism, and that they were overly 
influenced by western ideology and art. V.A. Nikol'skii, 
reviewing the presentation of production art in Russian journal 
articles, concludes that the conceptualization of production art 
ultimately presented by theorists and documentarians is "nothing 
except the idea of a naked urbanism," an idea promoted by LEF 
under the banner of the machine.77 Not only did this 
conceptualization of art subordinate the person to the machine; 
it also rejected both "pure" art and folk or people's arts. But, 
asks Nikol'skii, how can such an urban art satisfy a country 
inhabited by millions of peasants. And more damaging, perhaps, 
is the deliberate inattention to Lunacharskii's words about how a 
proletariat art must include a range of different elements, 
selected so as to allow the art to appear to be a "massive 
people's art." 
D.S. Nedovich, reviewing the urban art theory of the art 
writer A.K. Toporkov, reaches a similar conclusion. Urbanism, 
having been born in America, can perhaps be considered to 
manifest a workers' style. But for the very same reason, the 
location of its origin, it can in no way be seen as leaving room 
for a peasant art.78 While Nedovich was willing to concede that 
77Nikol'skii, "Problema proizvodstbennogo iskusstve v russkoi 
literature," included in the 1928-29 files for GAKhN, fond 941-2-
23. 
78Nikol'skii, "K Kritike Urbanizma v Tolkovanii A.K. 
Toporkova," presented in 1929 at GAKhN, fond 941-2-26. 
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an urban-inspired art form might demonstrate a style compatible 
with workers, other writers linked urbanism in art to western 
influences, and in this respect, such art was deprived of any 
resonance with the proletariat. This, for example, was the 
essence of an anti-construetivist argument made in a debate at 
the Academy of Artistic Sciences: the speaker, K.S. Kravchenko, 
"expresses doubt that the contemporary style in architecture is 
the style of the proletariat, since our constructivism in 
architecture is very close to the western [style]."79 
The reception of formalism, production art theory, and 
constructivism, whether tied to particular architectural projects 
or to a more generic vision of art, reveals a persistent attempt 
to delineate order as the obverse of many of the tendencies found 
in these avant-garde artistic ideologies. A prevalent thematic 
cluster concerns either the absence of ideology or the presence 
of a contradictory or erroneous one. Thus, formalist art and 
constructivist architecture, as well as objects created by 
production artists, are considered to be devoid of content and 
marxist or proletarian ideology. Related to the absence of 
content is what is perceived as a scorn for human needs, the 
devaluation of the person, or the enslavement of the person to 
the machine. Ultimately, this absence of humanistic and 
ideological content is critiqued as a rejection of reality and an 
79In fond 941-3-132, 1928-29, discussion of a paper 
presented by A.A. Fedorov-Davydov on the problems of contemporary 
architecture: Kravchenko "vyskazyvaet somnenie, chto sovremennyi 
stil' v arkhitekture—stil' proletarskii, tak kak nash 
konstruktivizm v arkhitekture ochen' blizok k zapadnomy." 
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abstraction from the feelings and needs of the era. This type of 
rejection or abstraction reflects the artistic language, which is 
seen to be either oversimplified or chaotically incomprehensible, 
and it resonates with ambiguous or liminal social trends. Thus, 
as the 1930s gives increasing importance to psychological values, 
as opposed to technological, and tries to resolve tension over 
the place of the peasant in a working class society, art which 
ignores folk creations and principles, and which denigrates 
psychological motivations, induces the chaos of social liminality 
and of socially incongruous content. 
Finally, Tugendkhol'd suggests, production art never really 
united with production. Flourishing on stage and in scenic 
constructions, it grew accustomed to theatrical freedom and never 
found a real place in life; and as it failed to find this place, 
it became too Utopian and unrealizable ever to really find one. 
General Theater Reception. Tugendkhol'd's just noted 
accusation, that production art reflected an unrealizable 
utopianism which derived from its association with theater, 
evokes the constructivist Aleksei Can's own tirades against 
constructivist engagement in the theater.80 He, too, saw the 
fine-art, aestheticist aura of theater as irrevocably permeating 
and diluting the constructivist goals of building the new world. 
Nonetheless, constructivism and production art both had some of 
their most visible and influential achievements in the theater. 
80A. Gan, "Konstruktivism," Zrelishcha, No. 55 (1923), pp. 
12-13: he calls constructivism in the theater "vulgar" and 
"deceitful." 
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That these achievements met with a mixed reception, followed by 
near-complete rejection, relates less to a discrepancy between 
the artists' goals and their attainments than to the prevalent 
interpretation of constructivist stage design as representing 
disorder and/or chaos. This interpretation, or reception, found 
disorder in terms of the clusters of critical themes applied to 
architecture, constructivism, production art, and formalism. An 
additional—and unique—source of disorder in the theater derives 
from the perception of its "balaganization." Consequently, this 
discussion of theatrical reception does not, for the most part, 
introduce new themes; instead, it demonstrates their expression 
in terms of the specific attributes and goals of a theatrical 
production and constructivist stage design. 
One of the attributes of theater, however, which creates a 
markedly different context for reception is the presence of a 
text. The need for a new repertoire of revolutionary plays, and 
the extent to which existing plays and plays written by non-
proletarian writers could serve the goals of the new theater, 
dominated much of the discussion of theater productions, to the 
point of making other production issues appear to be secondary. 
Thus, the ideological correctness of a play often weighed so 
heavily on the reception as a whole that if the play were 
perceived as ideologically appropriate, then the staging was 
praised as well. Conversely, an ideologically incorrect play 
dampened enthusiasm for the staging. In a related fashion, as 
the subject or "idea-ness" of an artwork became increasingly 
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important, form was increasingly demoted and evaluated in terms 
of the extent to which it either contributed to the communication 
of content or competed with it. Yet, such an evaluation 
implicitly acknowledges that the relationship between text and 
form is complex, and criticism which suggests a unidirectional 
relationship may be masking some of the dynamics of 
interpretation. That is, the response to textual ideology and 
visual forms may be inconsistent, or the relationship may occur 
in the opposite direction. 
With regard to this latter possibility, as has been 
discussed previously in this chapter, the language of art becomes 
an inextricable part of the ideas being communicated. Thus, if 
strategies of transformation, aggregation, and randomness 
dominate the construction of an art work, the content of that 
work may be perceived in terms of similar constructs. 
Conversely, but in a related fashion, just as Pel'she called for 
the equivalent of a skyscraper in drama, cultural authorities 
during the formative years of the communist society prescribed 
the use of monumental forms to express monumental ideas. The 
evolving cultural belief that an image of something was in fact 
equal to the object or idea represented seemingly reflects an 
intuitive understanding that a form can generate a response which 
is subsequently transferred to the content or idea contained by 
the form; and in parallel fashion, the more usually acknowledged 
relationship, that of the text influencing the perception of 
form, can occur. Consequently, given the likelihood of a 
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relationship in either direction, it cannot be assumed that 
textual criticism was fully independent of the visual schema for 
the play. Criticism of a play's ideology may have been 
generated—even when this connection is unacknowledged—by the 
critic's response to the stage design and the ideology inherent 
within it. This response may have been independent of the actual 
or intended meaning of the set, however, and it may have 
interfered with the perception of meaning. The result would 
consequently be a situation in which the critical response either 
arrives at a false meaning or no meaning at all. 
At least a superficial awareness of such possibilities 
underlay calls for new artistic forms and a new artistic order. 
Beskin, for example, warns of the dangers inherent in the use of 
"old" forms: communist art, he says, must tear itself away from 
metaphysical beauty and aesthetics, from the spiritual art of the 
bourgeoisie. Even if the old forms are linked to new content, 
this does not diminish the fact that they convey old ideology. 
Therefore, he states, it is necessary to preserve efforts to 
create new artistic forms. But the editorial staff of the 
journal in which Beskin's call for new forms appeared argues that 
the form does not live; it is the subject which gives life to it. 
Therefore, it is the subject that must be addressed (and they go 
on to criticize The Magnanimous Cuckold for having a subject 
which is inappropriate to the revolution) /' 
81Em. Beskin, "Dogovorimsia v Osnovnom..." Rabochaia Moskva, 
No. 212, 1922, and "Staryi Spor," editorial response to above. 
Both in Fevral'skii fond, 2437-2-125. 
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And finally, the inverse relationship remains potent—to the 
extent that new approaches to stage design are perceived as 
threatening the desired artistic order, critical commentary may 
concern itself with finding threats to the textual ideology 
inherent in the stage setting, thereby enabling the rejection of 
a form of visual order through an argument derived from a 
critique of the play's ideology. Thus, a dominant criticism of 
the impact of constructivism on theater arts identified a 
diminishment of the opportunities and means for conveying ideas 
and emotions. Earlier, we observed that theater is a multi-sign 
system, a factor likely to enhance variability in the 
construction of meaning. Ironically, the restriction of signs, 
an act which the artists undoubtedly took in order to exert their 
own control over meaning, resulted in a discrepancy between the 
artist's intention and the viewer's reception. Rather than 
perceiving a new order, spectators and critics perceived an 
impoverishment of the usual forms of decoration, the forms which 
habitually generated and controlled the stage set's meaning. In 
the absence of these habituated clues—in the presence of the 
"impoverished" setting—the viewer experienced unfamiliarity and 
anarchy in the attempt to interpret the setting and construct its 
meaning. 
Pel'she, in a joint presentation with Lunacharskii, makes 
precisely this criticism. Although his comments initially 
addressed Meierkhol'd's productions, they are generally 
applicable to the constructivist stage set. Thus, he begins by 
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observing that Meierkhol'd not only bares the stage; he also 
bares emotions and human thoughts, creating characters that howl 
like animals and that act on instinct alone. But this lowers 
human beings, depriving them of the qualities that raise them 
above animals. Further, the bared stage and the construction 
upon it never change, regardless of changes in the action or 
setting. Ultimately, then, the viewer is faced with the 
perplexing conundrum of determining not only where the play is 
taking place, but of defining what a human being is. And 
finally, all elements of pure beauty are absent—light, purity, 
clarity, and sunlight. But this, proclaims Pel'she, is esthetics 
upside-down: "It is the esthetics of the intelligent-nihilist, 
the anarchist, the petit-bourgeois—esthetics upside down, which 
understands neither the ideology nor the esthetics of the 
proletariat."82 To extrapolate from Pel'she's bewilderment, this 
is the chaos of liminal social definitions and threats to the 
stability of ideology, attributed in this case as much to the 
visual impoverishment as it is to the wrong class connections of 
the artist. 
Similarly noting the banishment or restriction of color and 
light, Varprekh calls for the reunification of painting with the 
architectural means of constructivism, for without this, theater 
prevents itself from creating a lively, visual, creative, and 
82Pel'she, Puti Sovremennogo Teatra, p. 26: "Eto estetika 
intelligenta-nigilista, anarkhista, meshchanina—navyvorot, 
kotoryi ne razbiraetsia ni v ideologii, ni v estetike 
proletariata." 
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idea-saturated form/3 Thus, just as Matsa saw a need for 
documentary painting, in addition to the new approaches of 
production art, critics of stage design did not believe that the 
life-building goals of the new theater could be met with a 
complete rejection of the descriptive and decorative order of 
painting. 
As Varprekh's criticism suggests, it is not just an 
impoverishment of beauty that is attributed to the constructivist 
stage. Another writer, reviewing the development of theater 
through the mid-1930s, finds that by centralizing the 
organization of scenic playing, to the detriment of the 
revelation of both the place of action and the social ideological 
sense of the play, stage artists had delivered a decisive blow to 
the static, painted decoration and the naturalistic pavilion, and 
arrived instead at a non-objective, abstract construction. But, 
unable to find their way out of this "dead-end," their work was 
now deprived of thoughtful significance and meaning/4 The 
theater historian Novitskii shared this assessment, finding that 
constructivism made the scenic space independent of the idea-
content of the play. Instead of confronting a monistic order, in 
which the content of the set confirmed the content of the play, 
the spectator found the chaotic and ambiguous dualism of a 
setting that lacked ideas, beauty, and hints as to the locale and 
83M. Varprekh, "Konstruktivism i Zhivopis'," Teatr No. 4 
(1938), p. 77. 
84S. Amaglobeli, "Khudozhniki Sovetskogo Teatra," Teatr i 
dramaturgiia. No. 7, 1935, p. 1. 
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time of the play, or, in contrast, if it did contain them, they 
may have been regarded as erroneous and misleading/1 Critics 
might subsequently decide to ignore the set, in an attempt to 
reduce their own chaos, or they might take the presumably more 
proactive stance of critiquing the entire production. 
The criticism of a distortion or absence of meaning or 
traditional content was often directed at Meierkhol'd's 
productions. In the reception of Lake Liul', a play about 
capitalists and a revolutionary who shuns the revolution, the 
relationship alluded to at the beginning of this section, in 
which an evaluation of the play's ideology appears to determine 
the reception of the stage set, seemed to prevail. Produced at 
the Theater of the Revolution, with a multilevel stage set 
designed by Shestakov, and the generous use of special lighting 
techniques and film devices, Fevral'skii, who found the play 
dynamic and lacking in rhetoric, praised the "complex and 
interesting construction" with its moving lifts and neon signs 
for its mixture of realism and the grotesque. In contrast, 
Khersonskii thought the play was ineffective and anemic, while 
the four-level urbanistic stage set, which was charming in the 
first act, responded poorly and weakly to the course of action— 
the set, too, was apparently anemic/6 Another writer criticized 
85P. Novitskii, "Razmlyshleniia o Teatral'nykh 
Khudozhnikakh,"Teatr i Dramaturgiia, No. 7, 1935, p. 4. 
86Fevral'skii's review was in Pravda, 9-xi-23, and 
Khersonskii's in Izvestiia, 10-xi-23—both clippings in the 
Meierkhol'd fond, 998-1-3354. 
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the production for not investing the group of revolutionaries 
with the same strength as the capitalists. Ultimately, he 
attributed this failure to the cinematographic and detective-
genre devices, which he saw as "weakening the ideological value 
of the performance."87 A stronger but parallel argument is made 
in Pravda, and attributed to the committee for repertoire 
oversight. The essence of the review is that the play has no 
clear revolutionary message or hero; attention is then diverted 
from the theme by Pinkertonian escapades; and that, overall, 
adventurism is emphasized. But is it possible to justify the use 
of government means to stage an anarchic, foxtrotting melodrama 
which has so little in common with the themes of technology and 
electrification as expounded in the formula "soviet power plus 
electrification"?88 
Regardless of the response to the play, the set itself could 
well have generated an ambivalent response—Shestakov's set was 
dualistic and dynamically and visually unstable. In comparison 
with Vesnin's contemporaneous set for The Man Who Was Thursday, 
to which it was often compared, Shestakov appeared to have 
concretized the locale or place of action, a decision which was 
considered to consign the set to the more traditional realm of 
decoration. But, in fact, the city and architecture of 
Shestakov's setting were distended and dismembered; thus, 
87
"Nadezhdi Teatra," Krasnaia Niva, 2-xii-23, p. 25, clipping 
in Fevral'skii's fond, 2437-2-130. 
88Ot glavrepertkoma, "Teatra i Muzyka," Pravda, ll-xi-23, 
clipping in Meierkhol'd fond, 998-1-3354. 
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although recognizable elements were present, the viewer did not 
confront a finished form. One form of dynamism implied by the 
setting was the conceptual work inherent to the role of the 
spectator—the necessity for mentally reconstructing the set from 
the elements presented on the stage. The set was dynamic in a 
more literal fashion as well—movement occurred in both vertical 
and horizontal planes, and in real space and projected space— 
shadows of the actors were projected onto a screen, creating the 
semblance of a movie; and everything moved and carried the rhythm 
of the production. Thus, the production and set not only fused 
cinematic and theatrical concepts; it also fused the more 
traditional, and static, approach to depicting a play's landscape 
with a dismembered and dynamic construction and an emphasis on 
process, rather than form. Chaos for the viewer would therefore 
be inherent in the conflicting and shifting messages about the 
role and nature of stage design, and its expectations of the 
viewer. This chaos would be intrinsic to the language; there 
would also be chaos of meaning. As discussed earlier, the 
meaning of this staging concerned the idea of the urban carnival 
and a rural/urban smychka, but it was presented in an ambiguous 
context, thereby rendering liminal a presumably socially desired 
goal. Finally, in meaning and language, this was a revolutionary 
set for a play in which the revolutionary characters represented 
negative qualities—a conjunction which in itself would be 
chaotic. 
Whereas it can be argued that the chaos of Lake Liul' 
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derived less from impoverishment than from ambiguity and dualism, 
the same argument would not hold for Meierkhol'd's staging of 
Smert' Tarelkina (The Death of Tarelkin). In this case, one 
reviewer began with the lament that everything had been banished 
from the stage—there were no footlights, no costumes (as 
traditionally understood), no make-up, no decorations. Thus, he 
said, the spectators must do all the work but they do not 
understand what's happening/9 For Pel'she, this production 
epitomized the first stage in the development of Meierkhol'd's 
"conditional" theater; from the point of view of its form, it 
represented abstract constructivism. Arbitrary and schematic 
colors, lines, and forms dominated the play's material staging to 
the extent that the composition and execution conveyed a 
schematic artificiality, and the artefacts on stage remained 
incomprehensible puzzles throughout the performance. Ultimately, 
for Pel'she, the gap between the form of the play and the textual 
content was so great that the staging could be seen only as an 
example of formalism, of a rejection of the marxist law that the 
subject should define form, and as the capricious and arbitrary 
association of a realistic subject with an abstract fantasy.00 
Pel'she's diatribe captures several of the sources of chaos 
inherent to this production: a perceived subversion of the text 
by the form, an attack on the artistic ideology associated with 
89Unsigned review in Rabochaia Moskva, 1923, No. 271, 
included in Meierkhol'd fond, 998-1-3353. 
90R. Pel'she, "Mekhanizm i Formalizm v TIMe," Sovetskii 
Teatr, No. 9, 1931, pp. 16-21. 
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the developing new order of art, and a reconceptualization of the 
nature of decorations to the point of unfamiliarity and denial of 
traditional realist values, resulting in a liminal role for the 
stage set. A third source of chaos, only hinted at by Pel'she, 
will be developed later in this section—the balaganic allusions 
in the production. 
As the response to Lake Liul' seems to suggest, for some 
critics a loss of meaning accompanied a constructivist set even 
if they did not find that it produced diminished or impoverished 
visual effects. One critic, for example, praised Vesnin's 
construction for Chelovek Kotoryi Byl Chetvergom (The Man Who Was 
Thursday), referring to its "brilliant facture," and then went on 
to say that the visual effects predominated to the detriment of 
the development of ideas, and the spectator left the theater 
unchanged/' Similarly, a Pravda reviewer found the dynamism of 
this stage set (as well as that of its visual, contemporary 
counterpart, Lake Liul') to be unjustified by rationalism, by an 
economy of movement, or by the internal meaning of the play. The 
"magic" of the setting—its dynamism and urbanism—existed only 
for its own sake, wrote the reviewer, because these qualities are 
abstracted from any accounting of the deep, social meaning of the 
play. This separation further removed the set from the dynamics 
of contemporary life, because the latter should be inseparable 
B. Romashev, Khudozhnik i Zritel', No. 1, 1924, p. 29. 
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from social factors.92 
But, in fact, as previously demonstrated in chapter four, 
the set was more closely connected to the dynamics of the play 
than the reviewer understood, and the misunderstanding derives 
from the presence of complexity and multiplicity in the set's 
conceptualization, and the lack of a useable schema—an 
acceptable image of urban order—for its interpretation. While 
to one reviewer, the set reflected the cacophony of a large city, 
for others it was a geometric plan of movement, rather than a 
specific place. Vesnin himself initially conceived of the set as 
a mechanized solution to the task of quickening the tempo of the 
play—a movement scheme, in other words—and it only gradually 
evolved to its architectural, urban form, without ever really 
losing the initiating machine at its core. Yet, as a machine, it 
did not fully succeed, with large parts remaining idle throughout 
much of the play. To the extent that components of the set 
moved—in particular, the lifts—their movements did not always 
correspond to the action of the play/3 The juxtaposition of 
erratic movement and frozen parts thus appears to relate less to 
the actors' playing—a perception that may have fueled the 
reviewer's claim that rationalism did not provide justification 
for the set's dynamism—than to serving as an independent 
92I. Trainin, review in Pravda (no date), clipping in folder 
of reviews of the Kamernyi theater productions at STD library. 
93A marked Russian translation of Chesterton's play, with 
director's notes describing the movement of the lifts, is in the 
translator's fond: Krzhizhanovskii fond, 2280-1-19. 
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commentary on the play, the theme of which concerned anarchy. 
Thus, the visual and dynamic complexity of this set—a complexity 
which in fact was conceptually keyed to the content of the play— 
was perceived as oppositional and detrimental to the content. As 
previously discussed in chapter four, the theme of both play and 
set concerned disorder, but a disorder which masked order. The 
viewer who perceived a disjunctive chaos in this set was perhaps 
perceiving it correctly and rejecting, in reality, the very 
ideology of both play and set. 
Another example of a set perceived as impeding the 
communication of ideas, without also being seen as visually 
impoverished, comes from one of the few negative appraisals of 
the Stenbergs' set for Sirocco. The anonymous reviewer complains 
that the set's monumentality and "weighty" volumetric quality 
prevented the viewer from concentrating, forcing instead an 
argument in his mind between the monumental tones of the design 
and the life-joyfulness, lightness, and evil of the comedy.94 
When faced with the lyrical, repeating, curved chairs, forms 
humanized by and duplicated in the actors' bodies, and the pastel 
colors bathing the curves in soft hues, one is compelled to 
wonder what is inducing the perception of monumentality. The 
descriptor "volumetric" seems equally inapt to the linear, 
graphic quality so characteristic of the Stenbergs' work and 
evocative of their spatial constructions from the early 1920s. 
94In Novyi Zritel', 1928, clipping in the Kamernyi fond, 
2030-1-208. 
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The one answer which suggests itself is that the Stenbergs' focus 
here on continually expanding space created the monumental and 
volumetric effects. The multilevel set employed a system of 
moving partitions, enabling the curving rear wall to be in a 
continual state of flux, flux enhanced by the montage of lighting 
effects. Given the Stenbergs' own goal of using theater to 
agitate for high technology, and given, as well, the perceptual 
parallels between this stage set and their agit poster work (see 
chapter 3), it is possible that the set was perceived less as a 
fluid construction than as an oversized poster agitating for an 
increasingly liminal social goal—a technological lifestyle. 
Finally, in addition to the liminality of the set's message, and 
the liminality of its methods, viewers may have perceived 
incongruity between these themes and those of the play, the story 
of which concerned conflict between vacationers and nature, 
romance and revolution, and once again, people masquerading as 
something they are not.95 Consequently, the reviewer may have 
objected to the perceived monumentality because the ideology of 
the play did not create a schema for its interpretation. Several 
years later, in a different context, Kerzhentsev delineated the 
desired relationship between monumentality and ideology. That 
is, although monumentality was a desired aesthetic value, it had 
to exist only in those conditions where it supported the content 
of the play: "profound content must be expressed in an artistic 
9
'The text of the play, by Zak and Dantsiger, written in 1928 
and unpublished, is in the Kamernyi fond, 2030-1-3-4. 
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form which should organically blend with the content. To this we 
add that this form must be simple and clear."96 And without this 
lawful blending of content and form, the art work and production 
are excursions into formalism, because formalism is more than 
just an opposition to realism—it is the lack of interest in 
ideas. 
Closely related to these perceptions of scorn for the word 
or text is criticism directed at the image of reality presented 
on the stage—the reality of the present, of the play's setting, 
or of the future. Three plays, spanning ten years of 
Meierkhol'd's most revolutionary period, received such criticism. 
The first was Meierkhol'd's 1920 production of Zori (The Dawns). 
In a dispute about the presentation, the initial speaker, 
asserting that this was indeed an agitational play, maintained 
further that it was not accessible to the masses. In part, this 
inaccessibility existed because of the "stylized" decorations, 
which, it was truer to say, were really only hints because they 
revealed very little about the time, the action, the epoch, or 
the content of the play. This situation was especially 
unsatisfactory because the play's scenes were overlaid with 
episodes taken from contemporary Soviet life, but instead of 
confronting a transformation of actuality, the audience faced a 
fairy tale with only some vague resemblances to current life. A 
second speaker reiterated the incomprehensibility of the scenic 
96Speech of Kerzhentsev at a conference in 1936, "Problem! 
Sovetskogo Teatra," and published in Sovestskoe Iskusstvo; 
clipping in Kamernyi fond, 2030-1-223. 
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surroundings: "For twenty minutes I looked at the curtain and 
wanted to explain to myself what it means and I could not. 
Further, I looked at the staging and wanted to explain to myself 
what this circle means, these hanging boards, I wanted to 
understand what ideas are embodied in this and I could not." The 
only moment when the foreignness of the play was breached 
occurred at the end, when news from the front was brought onto 
the stage. But for this observer, there was no connection 
between this incident and the rest of the play.97'' Apparently, 
more troubling than the abstract set was the ambiguous 
juxtaposition of abstraction and incidents from real, 
contemporary life. 
In a dispute about the 1927 production, Okno v Derevniu (A 
Window to the Country), dissatisfaction focused on the 
"truthfulness" of the vision of country villages presented by 
Meierkhol'd. Thus, Izakov, an editor of Pravda, objected that 
the image of the countryside combined electrification and 
airplanes with the backward conditions of villages located in 
Siberia and other dark corners of the country. To Izakov's 
observation could have been added the fact that the stage 
combined cinematification, the high technology overtones of 
constructivism, and the low-technology materials of wooden boards 
and a carousel from a country fair. But focusing on the 
97Stenogram of a dispute about "Zori," 22-xi-20, in 
Meierkhol'd fond, 963-1-10. First, a speaker named Gromov, 
second, Tepalov. 
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presentation as a whole, Izakov also claimed that if one is 
presenting a play about real life in the country, then the play 
must show class warfare, but in this presentation, there was 
none, and as a result, the impression one received was not that 
of a living, real countryside. To Meierkhol'd's objection that 
his goal was to create a slice of the backward and the not-so-
backward countryside, to create a non-existing version with its 
roots in the known reality, Izakov replied that Meierkhol'd 
himself had written "that the presentation should show the city 
the new, Soviet village. We did not see it in the theater."98 
Izakov's perception of untruthfulness in Meierkhol'd's 
vision reflected several layers of complexity in the production. 
First, the fusion of folk sources and film, and of high and low 
technology, modeled an artistic smychka, or a union of the rural 
and urban in terms of artistic sources and media. Conceptually, 
this smychka was the ideological goal of the production, and to 
this end, Meierkhol'd used filmed, "documentary" clips to give a 
futuristic vision of the countryside the patina of present-day 
reality. But the presentation of a liminal social future, as 
existing fact, was not the only liminal facet of the production. 
The sweeping curves of the stage, with its illusory 
symmetrically, hinted at the arena theater envisioned by 
Meierkhol'd for the future, as much as it evoked the 
accoutrements of rural life. And finally, the central role of 
the movie screen and filmed segments, united with a predominantly 
98Pispute about Okno, 3-xii-27, Meierkhol'd fond, 963-1-534. 
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Blue Blouse or Living Newspaper style and structure, 
reconceptualized both film and theater as a liminal montage of 
media, in contrast to the monistic, skyscraper theater preferred 
by drama ideologists such as Pel'she. Social chaos, in the 
liminal vision and aggregated composition, thus dominated the 
reception of a reviewer such as Izakov, who sought a unitary and 
reality-based schema for envisioning the countryside. Artistic 
chaos, in the language of the set, may also have been present, 
but because of the coherence of set and text, in this case social 
chaos far exceeded artistic chaos. 
At the end of the decade, critical reception rejects 
Meierkhol'd's and the designer Rodchenko's vision of the future 
for the 1929 production of Maiakovskii's Klop (The Bedbug). This 
rejection is not unambiguous, however, for, on the one hand, 
Rodchenko's set is praised for its geometricality, lightness, 
transparency, and industrial overtones. Yet, this great "city of 
the epoch" is simultaneously believed to be infused with 
stereotypical ideas about beauty and stereotypical images of the 
future of socialism—schematic stencils for the architecture of 
houses, for life, for work, for clothing, with numbers 
distinguishing people "as if they were prisoners in American 
jails." The set of this play, then, depicted an anti-utopia, an 
undesirable future, but it was nonetheless aesthetically 
pleasing—a potentially chaotic contradiction. And the play, as 
well, is believed to combine realism and fantasy, an unsettling 
combination reminiscent, perhaps deliberately, of the messy 
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complexity of the carnivalesque, fairground environment.99 
Evidence that this genre of criticism was neither limited to 
Meierkhol'd's or Tairov's productions nor to the 1920s is 
provided by exhibition reviews of the 1930s. Constructivism, 
wrote Margolin in a review of an exhibition of Soviet theater 
after 15 years, tried to annihilate bourgeois culture. It 
created transformable and portable objects but it did not always 
express the play's subject—the construction became a self-
sufficient artistic device in this way. Further, in its 
opposition to decorativeness, it created dry forms and became too 
schematic. And finally, a writer reviewing an exhibition of 
theater arts "after 17 years" concluded that constructivism 
rejected psychological development and deprived the stage of 
"historically determined thought."100 
The belief alluded to by this last writer, that the absence 
of ideas is conjoined with or even incites a rejection of 
psychological exploration, infiltrated the reception of 
constructivist stage design in its earliest stages, at a time 
when a unified Marxist psychology cannot really be said to have 
existed. And even when it did emerge—particularly in the period 
of the "psycho-hygiene" movement—its emphasis was on prevention, 
991 am combining material from Iurii Smirnov-Nesvitskii, 
"Mazher Revoliutsii," Avrora, 1974, No. 2, pp. 53-57, and reviews 
from 1929-32 in the STP Library folder on Klop. I have borrowed 
the expression "messy complexity" from one of my readers, Pennis 
Poordan. 
100Samuil Margolin, Khudozhniki Teatra za 15 Let (Moscow, 
1933)pp. 22-28; Teatry Moskvy za 17 Let (Moscow, 1936), p. 12. 
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through the restructuring of the environment and of lifestyles, 
rather than on identifying intrapsychic explanations of 
behavior.101 Therefore, one might expect that an anti-
psychological aesthetic, in its negation of the Stanislavskii 
version of naturalism and the Mir Iskusstva emotionally laden 
symbolism, should have aroused a positive reception. Its failure 
to do so suggests not only ambivalence toward these art forms 
associated with the past and the bourgeoisie, but also toward 
psychologies derived from the study of individual dynamics, as 
opposed to collective and economically induced ones. 
This ambivalence can perhaps be explained in part by the 
search for synthesis, even in science, leading to the belief that 
all theories should be examined and used in some way, and in part 
by the tendency to see in anti-psychologism a rejection or 
debasement of the human being, and conversely, to see an anti-
humanistic tendency as being anti-psychological. Thus, as one 
theater historian wrote, even as the inner content of the theater 
evolved, one thing remained constant: "the rejection of 
psychology, that is, the rejection of the contemporary person. 
No matter how paradoxical this sounds, contemporary art does not 
like the contemporary person."102 The ambivalence may also 
'°'P. Joravksy, "The Construction of the Stalinist Psyche," 
in Fitzpatrick, ed. Cultural Revolution in Russia, 1929-1931, pp. 
105-128. 
102A.E. Red'ko, Teatr i Evoliutsiia Teatral'nykh Form 
(Leningrad, 1926), p. 129: "otritsanie psikhologii, t.e. 
otritsanie sovremennogo cheloveka. kak eto ni paradoksal'no 
zvuchit, no sovremennoe iskusstvo ne liubit sovremennogo 
cheloveka." 
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suggest a perceived association between constructivist stage 
design and formalism, a link made through the anti-psychological 
tendencies of both. One of the key components of formalist 
criticism was that in its embrace of new forms, it rejected 
reality, and the rejection of reality was essentially a rejection 
of the Communist psychological human being. To the extent that 
anti-psychologism fostered a link between constructivism and 
formalism, the constructivist goal of building the new world 
would not have been recognized, further cementing the union 
between anti-humanist and anti-word criticisms of constructivism. 
Concomitantly, as the reception of production art 
demonstrated, perceptions of anti-psychologism and anti-humanism 
were often tied to a machine fetishization criticism, or the 
belief that the constructivist stage had made an aesthetic of the 
machine and of engineering, and that a machine aesthetic marked a 
retreat from psychology and debased the human. Several writers 
elaborated these linkages in the reception of theater as well. 
Iakob Braun, for example, writing in 1923, states that the 
theater has become "machine-ized"—constructivism and 
biomechanics entered the theater in the name of material-
constructive goals, the "hygiene" of the actor, and/or in the 
struggle against psychologism. But, he adds, "having depi/.ved 
the theater of psychological satiety, having exterminated the 
ethical pathos, having murdered the emotions of the actor and the 
emotional 'infection' disseminated by him, they have concluded in 
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the so-called 'production theater'."103 Art has been beaten by 
art, he writes, and the person has been beaten by the machine. 
Without addressing a particular production, Pel'she found a 
mechanistic order, with the same enervating effects, to 
predominate in Meierkhol'd's work. This mechanistic quality, 
reflected in the sets as well as in the actors' movements, 
eliminated the intellect and emotional bases of movement, and 
finally, expressed scorn for the word which became lost in the 
mechanics of the performance.104 
Tugendkhol'd linked the threats of machinism to the 
architectural construction. Reviewing an exhibition of models of 
stage sets, designed by members of the First Working Organization 
of Artists and held in the lobby of the Theater of the 
Revolution, he warns against a new "dead-end"—the dead-end of 
the architectural construction. The "scenic-engineer," he 
observes, is assuming an independent value, reflected in the 
construction's overpowering elements and size. As its dimensions 
hypertrophy, the construction dwarfs and diminishes the "human-
actor. " The person—and his words—has in this way become 
subordinate not only to the machine but to the decorations as 
well, but the reverse should be the rule, because it is the 
103Braun, "Za Teatr Cheloveka," Proqrammy Moskovskikh Gos. i 
Akad. Teatrov, No. 10, 1923, p. 3: "Lishiv teatr 
psikhologicheskoi nasyshchennosti, vytraviv eticheskii pafos, 
ubiv emotsiiu aktera i reaprostraniaemuiu im na zritelia 
emotsional'nuiu 'infektsiiu,' oni sveli t.n. 'proizvodstvennyi 
teatr'..." 
104R. Pel'she, "Mekhanizm i Formalizm v TIMe," Sovetskii 
Teatr, No. 9, 1931, pp. 16-21. 
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person alone who is the "genuine hero of contemporary 
theater."1"5 
Tugendkhol'd's description of the person as the "genuine 
hero of contemporary theater" provides a link to what is 
ultimately the most severe criticism of constructivist stage 
design and its most potent source of chaos. By the end of the 
1920s and the beginning of the 30s, order in art was embodied not 
only by the text, or word, but by the image of the human being as 
a socialist hero, capable of emulation by the masses. In a 
sense, the person and the text become equal, so the subversion of 
one is an implicit—or even explicit—subversion of the other. 
In this respect, the mechanistic overlay of Meierkhol'd's 
constructivist-biomechanical production strategies, along with 
the machine fetishization of constructivism and production art, 
are seen as a system of ideas derived from only a superficial 
understanding of revolutionary goals, as a spectacle form in 
which the machine predominates over the person and the person is 
transformed into a "mechanical mover," and finally, as a system 
which replaces an ideology of art with an ideology of technology, 
using the principles of technicalization, rationalism, formalism, 
and constructivism.106 
Although expressed at the end of the decade, ideas such as 
105Tugendkhol'd, "Vystavka Teatral'nykh Maketov, " (1923), 
article in Shestakov's notebook, fond 2343-1-286. 
106Discussion of a paper presented by V.A. Pavlov, "O 
Tvorcheskom Metode Teatra im. Meierkhol'da," GAKhN fond, 941-4-
53, 1929-30; also, a 1933 paper by N.G. Zograf, "O Proletarskom 
Iskusstve," fond 2723-1-222. 
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these penetrated the reception of avant-garde theater and 
Meierkhol'd's work as early as 1922, with the production of 
Velikodushnyi Rogonosets (Magnanimous Cuckold) instigating their 
formulation. Basing much of his discussion on this work, 
Tikhonovich, for example, described the history of contemporary 
soviet theater as including an evolution away from content taken 
from life to actual reality, away from invented forms to an 
emphasis on actual techniques, and finally, an evolution leading 
to the very death of the theater, or the construction of the 
theater as a product. This theater-product is a technical, 
analytical theater which celebrates the machine, makes the actor 
into a biomechanical puppet, and the designer into an engineer. 
On the stage, he observes, there no longer stands a construction, 
which would be static, but a machine whose individual parts play 
and serve as a "trampoline" for the actors. 
Tikhonovich was not alone in seeing Popova's stage set as a 
machine and concluding from this that the actors were no longer 
human but had transmogrified into mechanical puppets. The 
reviewer Ignatov further contended that Popova had not succeeded 
at constructiveness, only at machinism, and her mechanistic form 
was unconnected to the theatrical action. In fact, he claimed, 
here was a "premeditated attempt to murder the theater."107 
Sobolev, who, unlike Ignatov, did not find the scenic formulation 
to be unconnected to the play, did, however, warn against the 
107Review by Sergei Ignatov, source unknown, clipping in 
Meierkhol'd theater fond, 963-1-315. 
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transformation of the theater's humanity into "soulless 
machinery."108 
It can be argued, however, that the description "soulless 
machinery" was peculiarly inapt for this stage set, that other 
issues raised by the production may have been more provocative 
and threatening to artistic and social order, and that Sobolev's 
reception was an indirect, or even misdirected, attempt to 
control these threats. Turning first to the issue of the stage 
set's soullessness, we find a set that provided an independent 
commentary on the text through the action and inaction of the 
variously colored wheels. In this way the set became animate and 
an actor, and a liminal version of the "mechanized movers" later 
alluded to in Pavlov's discussion of Meierkhol'd's work. This 
was not the only liminality inherent in the set, however. As we 
have already seen, the architecturally schematic set had 
overtones of northern and rural, wood, windmill architecture, the 
scaffolding of an in-process construction site, a mid-nineteenth 
century balagan play, plans for the depiction of a city of the 
future in a revolutionary mass celebration, and even a cubist 
collage. Thus, the set was far more than just an aggregate of 
scenic hints—it was an aggregate of typically opposed cultural 
representations: high and low art, rural and urban spaces, 
inanimate decor and dynamic machine. And as a dynamic machine, 
the set became a metaphor for the constructivist vision of 
108Review by Iurii Sobolev, Teatr, 7-xi-22, clipping in 
Fevral'skii fond, 2437-2-125. 
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architecture as a social transformer, in this case one 
transforming prerevolutionary people and theater into 
postrevolutionary paragons. Through its liminal imagery, 
aggregation, and the meaning of its implied transformative 
processes, the set precipitated the perception of social and 
artistic chaos at several levels, the rejection of some of which 
could serve as a paradigm for the rejection of the whole. 
For Tikhonovich, the "mechanization" of the theater—the 
aestheticization of the machine and the emphasis on process and 
technology—clearly denoted links to other realms of art. In his 
eyes, a mechanized theater was leaving the realm of theater and 
merging with that of the circus: since, as a machine, the theater 
no longer had ideological moments or psychological strivings, it 
was now an arena of pure action, a circus.109 Tikhonovich's 
assessment of the theater as an approximation of the circus is 
essentially shared by Braun, who sees the theater as having been 
balaganized and no longer discriminating among cinematic 
techniques, the use of real objects such as motorcycles, and now, 
magic tricks. With this assessment, Braun provides the opening 
for a genre of criticism unique to the theater—the theater as 
balagan. 
In Braun's writing, this critical category does not fully 
emerge. Braun laments the indiscriminate blending of art forms 
into a single production because it is no longer possible to say 
109V. Tikhonovich, "Stupeni Teatra," pt. 1, Ermitazh, No. 6, 
1922, pp. 4-5. 
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where one form starts and another ends; all the media are 
equalized. The left, he says, sees no differences in media: the 
circus, the film, the balagan, the boulevard, everything is a 
single, unitary product. Yet, there is an attitudinal hierarchy 
implicit to these media which Braun overlooks—of all the art 
forms mentioned by Braun, the balagan aroused the most equivocal 
and ambivalent response. 
Although praised as an innate form of people's theater, the 
balagan was seen as a disorderly and escapist form of 
entertainment, dominated by chaos, crudeness, and scorn for 
socialist ideology. This dualistic response derives as much from 
the characteristics of balaganic entertainment as from shifting 
and changing social and state attitudes toward the gulian'e as a 
whole and the balagan type of theater. Inherent to the balagan 
theater were the devices of amalgamation, fusion, and 
transformation. Often, within the balagan the spectator might 
encounter other fairground amusements, such as a carousel. The 
plays chosen for performance were usually action-oriented 
melodramas, often of foreign origins but with the characters 
transformed into recognizable Russians. Special effects within 
the productions involved the creation of fantasy, in particular 
the reemergence or resolidification of hitherto destroyed 
characters. Thus, in its productions and in its place as part of 
the gulian'e fairground, the balagan represented a world of fused 
boundaries, action rather than words, transformation, and the 
unstable existence of seeming truths or facts. 
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Meierkhol'd's attraction to the balagan lay in one of its 
most unsettling devices—that of the grotesque. As defined by 
Meierkhol'd, this device was a method for creating seemingly 
untenable unities out of traditionally oppositional qualities. 
To Meierkhol'd, the balagan was the theater of the mask and the 
grotesque, a theater in which movement ruled over the word, and 
characters shifted shapes but remained recognizable through their 
masks. And the grotesque, with its inherent battle between form 
and content, led to the creation of striking mixtures of the real 
and the unknown, the positive and the negative, the beautiful and 
the ugly. Through these unique new schemas, the grotesque led 
the spectator to try and guess at the unknowable and the unknown. 
Thus, as much as the government wanted to promote spontaneously 
emerging folk forms of art and entertainment, apart from an 
increasing mistrust of the crude and brash forms of entertainment 
and carousing that typified the fairgrounds, the balagan as a 
model for theater connoted an uncontrollable, subversive form of 
artistic disorder, dominated by illogicality, randomness, 
unbelievability, and images and actions, rather than words. 
Consequently, finding allusions to the balagan in the theater 
resulted in a similarly equivocal and ambivalent reception, 
reflecting ambivalent attitudes toward the use and meaning of 
folk arts in high art forms, and toward the very existence of 
uncensored and subversively liminal folk art traditions. This 
ambivalence characterized the critical recognition of the 
balaganic influence on Meierkhol'd's productions, arousing a 
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reception nearly as chaotic as the carnival theater form itself. 
And finally, when the balagan allusion is praised, it is usually 
done so in a way that is equally likely to dichotomize secondary 
responses to the initial response. 
In this respect, for example, a seminar presentation on 
early Meierkhol'd productions establishes the influence of the 
balagan and folk theater as a means of leading the viewer away 
from an undesirable reality into a fantasy world, a world in 
which the viewer's attention is diverted from living problems. 
Folk art devices are not being used in this case to bring art 
closer to the people, but to distract people from real life. 
Along with the rejection of reality, these devices allow the 
director to reject the constancy of the word.110 Although these 
effects are perceived as liberating by Zvonak, they were 
perceived as challenges to order by most critics. In contrast, 
P. Markov's view of the balagan links it to real life, but in a 
way that, once again, can evoke contradictory responses. Markov 
defines the goal of the revolutionary theater as a striving to 
unify the lines of the heroic and the lines of the balagan. In 
this way, the theater compels the spectator to feel and relive 
the agitations of the surrounding revolutionary life."1 But to 
those who want to believe in the resolution of agitating 
experiences, the evocation of the balagan would be unsettling and 
"°A. Zvonak, "Meierkhol'd i doktor Dapertutto," doklad, 
1934, in Zograf fond, 2723-1-482. 
'"P.A. Markov, Noveishie Teatral'nye Techeniia (Moscow, 
1924), pp. 46-47. 
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undesirable. 
In addition to the balaganic allusions of The Magnanimous 
Cuckold, the two Meierkhol'd productions in which this influence 
was most recognized were The Death of Tarelkin and Les (The 
Forest), and in both cases, recognition of the balaganic 
overtones resulted in both positive and negative reception. The 
tenor of the negative responses parallels Zvonak's positive 
assessment, seeing the balagan as anti-idea, a subversion of the 
text, an escape from reality, and an inherently unstable and 
disorderly art form dominated by multiplicity, spontaneity, and 
crude anti-Soviet behavior. In contrast, when it is perceived 
positively, it often is precisely because it evokes ties to 
ethnic roots, rather than to western ones. The Forest, in 
particular, is applauded by critics for replacing Americanisms 
and detective movie tricks with the dynamism of the Russian soul, 
derived from folk songs, carnival amusements, and the market-
square balagan."2 The appraisal of this production as the 
incipient form of a contemporaneized and nationalized folk 
theatrical entertainment was not an entirely chaos-free 
assessment, however, due to its evocation of the longstanding, 
unresolved debate between the westernizers and Slavophiles. 
Further, as a rejuvenated form of folk spectacle occurring within 
the ambience of a postrevolutionary, workers' culture, The Forest 
essentially became a metaphor for the idea of an urban/rural, 
"
2For example, Gvozdev's review, "Les v Plane Narodnogo 
Teatra," in fond 998-1-3356. 
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worker/peasant smychka, and to the extent that such a smychka 
remained a liminal social goal, its embodiment in art absorbed 
and reflected this liminality. 
The idea of smychka, in fact, is so close to Meierkhol'd's 
understanding of the grotesque that it can almost be taken as a 
generative concept for the entire production. The decorations 
mix a constructivist bridge, suspended by ropes, and serving more 
as a scenic clue to locale than as a utilitarian device for 
enhancing the actors' playing, with ordinary furniture, 
fairground attractions, and objects of daily life. According to 
one reviewer, this mixture creates a schism, or two distinct 
parts to the play. For another reviewer, the juxtaposition of 
constructivist and biomechanical techniques with components of 
the psychogical, naturalistic theatrical style similarly created 
a schism, but one which, in this case, marked the emergence of a 
dialectical process in Meierkhol'd's productions."3 Another 
smychka or dialectical process is seen by Tarabukin, who finds in 
The Forest a turning point, away from the functional set and 
toward a more architectural representation of place."4 Yet, as 
Tarabukin astutely notes, while the set seems to be approaching a 
more familiar form of theater, it is combined with an atypical 
and unfamiliar approach to a familiar classic. What Tarabukin 
"
3The first reviewer is Sergei Gorodetskii, "Most...v 
Samoskvorech'e," Rabochii Zritel', 1924, and the second is Boris 
Gusman, writing in Pravda, 1924; both reviews are in the 
Meierkhol'd fond 998-1-3356. 
'"Tarabukin, "Zritel'noe Oformlenie v GOSTIMe," (1931) Teatr 
No. 1 (1990), pp. 94-101. 
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does not note is that this type of reorientation of the known and 
familiar is itself a strategy of the balagan, and as such, 
another instigator of the ambivalent balaganic reception. 
Ultimately, it is the strategy of the grotesque—the creation of 
the new out of contradictions or oppositions. This production, 
in fact, was a conglomerate of smychkas: one of late nineteenth 
century culture and the artistic era of Americanisms, 
electricity, and cement; one of folk art and high art traditions; 
and finally, a smychka of classical, naturalist traditions and 
avant-garde constructivism. Nor was this strategy unique to 
Meierkhol'd. Tairov's production of The Man Who was Thursday and 
the Hebrew Theater's production of Koldun'ia also created 
smychkas—in the former, one of urbanism and the rural carnival, 
and in the latter, one of the balagan and constructivism. This 
one was especially positively received—the schema of the Hebrew 
folk ritual may have provided an ordering framework for accepting 
the chaos of the balagan. 
But whereas in Koldun'ia the schema existed for the 
acceptance of a balaganic framework and for the interpretation of 
the play and set in a coordinated manner, in the production of 
The Forest, the conjunction of a balaganic, unconventional 
staging and the text of a well-known, nineteenth-century 
"morality" play did not provide an appropriate schema for the 
scenic interpretation of the play. This resulted in a 
disorienting experience. One speaker at a dispute about the 
production, for example, asserted that Ostrovskii's play 
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possesses a defined place and time, an impression of which should 
be conveyed to the spectators. But, he commented, "from the 
first impression it is not clear; I received the impression that 
the background is not a forest but rather some city, or not even 
a city, but some locality near Moscow.""5 More vitriolic than 
Sakhnovskii, Shershenevich decried Meierkhol'd's art of 
"destruction": "He destroys everything: breaks the decorations, 
the author is overturned—he breaks him also, and the 
footlights....To destroy the theater—this does not mean to 
create a new theater."116 
The extremity of the criticism of this play was aroused by 
Meierkhol'd's tampering with the classical Russian play as well 
as by the union (or smychka) of constructivist devices with the 
importation of real-life devices, taken in large part from the 
fairground. Yet, some critics perceived in this subversion of 
the original play the creation of an agitational moment which 
forced the spectator, almost by surprise and against his or her 
will, to participate in mocking the old ways of life. Thus, 
Boris Alpers praises Meierkhol'd for nullifying the old 
relationships of life through his reorientation of the text which 
often betrayed the meanings of phrases and dialogue, and through 
115Sakhnovskii, a director, April 21. 1924 dispute about Les, 
included in the Meierkhol'd theater fond, 963-1-357, p. 4, front 
and back: "s pervogo vpechatleniia eto ne iasno, ia poluchaiu 
vpechatlenie, shto fon skoree ne les, a kakoi-to gorod, ili dazhe 
ne gorod, a kakaia-to podmoskovskaia mestnost'..." 
"
6Shershenevich, same dispute, p. 10: "On vse unichtozhaet: 
lomaet dekoratsii, avtor podvernulsia—on lomaet i ego, 
rampa....Unichtozhit' teatr—ne znachit sozdat' novyi teatr." 
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his reorientation of the role of objects, by constructing 
defining forms of play for each actor with the objects on the 
stage and by the unconventional uses of the apparatus on stage— 
the swings, the gymnastic equipment, and the constructivist 
bridge."7 But Alpers' positive reception is not shared by 
everyone; to Pozdniakov, the circus-like tricks and devices 
detract from the meaning of the play, a meaning which eludes many 
of the spectators who find the play incomprehensible.118 
Paradoxically, Meierkhol'd's textual and scenic tampering 
probably created a production more closely matching contemporary 
ideological needs than the original play, a nineteenth-century 
classic. But he did so in response to a call for a return to the 
classics or Ostrovskii and so his actions became more subversive-
-and chaotic—than anything inherent to the play itself. But 
ultimately, the "contra-relief" staging of The Forest, its 
mixture of allusions and intentions, the essence of the balagan 
with its contradictions and montaged format, may have captured 
the essence of the 1920s, and this may have been the fundamental 
source of discomfort for spectators. Finally, the message 
conveyed by Meierkhol'd's production was that no text is sacred, 
not Ostrovskii's and concomitantly, not any newly issued carriers 
of contemporary ideology and content. 
One of the most positive responses to the Death of Tarelkin 
"
7Alpers, "Les," Krasnaia Gazeta, No. Ill, 19-V-24, included 
in fond 963-1-363. 
"
8Group discussion reported in Pravda, 19-ii-24, No. 40, in 
fond 963-1-363. 
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sees in this play as well the incipient revival of folk theater. 
5. Margolin's review, for example, finds in the production the 
spirit of the public square and the kind of theater inherent to 
such a locale—the balagan. In a balagan performance, claims 
Margolin, the actors play sharply and powerfully. They do not 
speak, but practically bawl; they do not walk, but practically 
run—everything is transformed and magnified to the dimensions of 
the outdoors. The psychologism and illusions of the indoor 
theater are replaced in this performance by the bravery, efforts, 
and honesty of the outdoors. And finally, just as Markov saw 
real life in the balagan, Margolin observes that the balagan 
brings to the theater the tempo and rhythms of the epoch, and it 
brings to the stage setting all the perceptions, echoes, and 
disharmonious eccentricities of the era."9 This perception of 
disharmony was especially conveyed in the disunified set. 
Stepanova's unique approach to the constructivist set was to 
literalize the assemblage implicit to Popova's construction by 
breaking the set into a series of transformable parts. Linked by 
their skeletal nature and lack of color, each piece hid a trick 
that was revealed only in the course of interaction with the 
actors. Thus, rather than a set, Stepanova shaped a dynamic, 
unstable but utilitarian, spatial environment. 
For Sobolev, too, the dissonance and scale of a balaganic 
performance are present in the production but with detrimental 
"
9S. Margolin, "Balaganno Predstavlenie," clipping in 
Fevral'skii fond, 2437-2-127. 
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effects. The skeletal, stripped-down furniture, and the balagan 
and circus tricks drown out the subject, sense and meaning of the 
play. The complex action makes the words elusive, with the 
result that the spectators are confronted with turmoil and chaos 
(sumatokha). "For the balagan, chaos is a lawful appearance."120 
But for a three-act play—it is a failure: the forms of the 
spectacle do not correspond to the subject of the play. 
Finally, Khersonskii couches his criticism of this 
production in terms of an attack on the artist's class. The left 
front as a whole, writes Khersonskii, is unprincipled and remains 
connected with decadent intelligentsia estheticism. Therefore, 
instead of using the theater in the battle for ideological power 
over the masses, they use it for the production of balagan and 
detective tricks, a usually unjustified eccentrism. In the case 
of Meierkhol'd's production, it most certainly is unjustified, 
because nothing remains of the sense of the play—any text would 
do. Overall, the play has become a folk balagan, a detective 
movie, and something else, something personal and unknowable, and 
this indefiniteness infects the viewer unpleasantly. Not content 
with that criticism, Khersonskii turns to the staging and asserts 
that if the criteria of constructivism were used to judge it, the 
criterion of utilitarianism, the play would still fail. Rather 
than constructivist function, it produces the impression of a 
120Iurii Sobolev, "Smert' Tarelkina," Teatr i Muzyka, 1922, 
No. 12, p. 297 for quotation, pp. 295-97 for whole discussion. 
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make-believe house of matches.121 Aleksei Gan and Stepanova both 
agreed that the set failed in its constructivist goals, although 
they each blamed the actors' misunderstanding of the 
constructivist nature of the work. That is, they simply walked, 
sat, stood, or lay—and any furniture could have served such 
purposes. But still, constructivism was victorious—it mortally 
revealed the "speculative essence" of art.122 This, in fact, may 
be the indefiniteness which so unpleasantly affected the viewer. 
For, by dealing a mortal blow to the speculative nature of art, 
the production was asserting a new and not fully known role for 
art, a role for which no schema existed, in society, nor, 
apparently, in the production. In fact, if a schema did exist, 
it existed in this play in the sense in which it was present in 
The Man Who was Thursday and in The Magnanimous Cuckold. What 
these three plays and productions shared was the masked presence 
of a new order, masked to the point of parading as disorder and 
destruction. The use of strategies of confusion and 
transformation, of smychka and the grotesque, invests these plays 
with more than the evocation of the balagan and its concomitant 
chaos—they are productions dominated by complexity and 
multiplicity—of social themes, artistic order, and interpretive 
possibilities—in short, they defy monism and present the viewer 
121Khrisanf Khersonskii, "Pis'ma iz Moskvy," Zhizn' 
Iskusstva, 6-ii-23, in fond 998-1-3353. 
122Gan, "V Poriadke Ideologicheskoi Bor'by," Zrelishcha, No. 
16, 1922, pp. 10-11. A discussion with Stepanova is in the same 
issue, on pp. 11-12. 
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with ambiguous, multiple, and competing schemas. They embody 
chaos. 
But the balagan, with its own version of a "messy 
complexity," is innately chaotic, and as such, the balagan genre 
of criticism succinctly encapsulates and connotes the varied 
forms of and potentials for chaos in the avant-garde theater. As 
a disorderly escape from real life, its art forms dominated by 
chance and spontaneity, transformation and instability, and 
aggregation and fusion, and its social context dominated by 
local, subcultural interests and the potential for subversive 
political expression, criticizing a play for its evocation of the 
balagan was to locate chaos in its artistic language and social 
messages. Thus, reference to the balagan in a critical context is 
ultimately an accusation of the rejection of reality, a rejection 
or subversion of the word, text, and ideology, a rejection of a 
realizable utopia, and even a rejection of certain forms of folk 
art. 
Considered as a whole, the varieties of critical reception 
directed at the theater reveal an interesting failure of the 
artist's intention, along with a marked discrepancy between 
visual and ideological perceptions. In the first case, the 
artists who turned to constructivist stage sets did so with the 
goal of constructing and communicating visions of an ordered new 
world, a world in which art served the person and instigated new 
ways of perceiving and analyzing life. They eliminated what to 
them was the visual chaos and deceit of the naturalistic theater 
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with its painted backdrops and attempts to recreate naturalistic, 
three-dimensional, and immobile scenery. What critics perceived, 
however, were either dry and schematic forms which deprived the 
theater of its full armament of expressive modalities, and thus 
threatened its ability to communicate, through its new, 
postrevolutionary plays, the ideology and psychology of the new 
socialist society, or overtly dynamic constructions which 
competed with the ideology of the text. Thus, an attempt to 
control visual chaos resulted in a predominantly ideological 
chaos. This chaos derived from a perception of incongruity 
between form and content, or of the complete absence of content 
and meaning, a perception indicative of an incomprehensible 
artistic language and of a chaotic relationship of the set to the 
play. 
In addition, the perception of the new stage as a machine 
reflected a new emphasis on process, rather than final product; 
this, in turn, led to a perception of an "incomplete" product, or 
one not fitting the usual product definition. This 
incompleteness, in turn, reflected the chaos of instability and 
transformation, ironically creating a parallel between the 
machine fetishization and the balagan in critical terms. 
Finally, the perception of a lack of content and the machine 
aesthetic were both received as an anti-human and anti-
psychological message. This message was chaotically liminal in 
social terms due to the indefiniteness of the culture's attitude 
toward the individual in a collective society. Social liminality 
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was also present in that the technological Utopia envisioned by 
the constructivists was seen as either a continued manifestation 
of bourgeois aesthetics, and therefore implied that the artists 
themselves could not truly represent proletarian aesthetic 
ideology, or else, like the balagan, it was seen as an 
undesirable or even unrealizable future. 
Constructivist Stage Design and Assertions of Order 
Previous reference was made to the theater as a multi-sign 
system, a medium in which expressiveness derives from the graphic 
arts, music, declamation and speech, movement, and lighting 
effects. Bogatyrev's point was to indicate the potential for 
missed or confused communication, for chaos in the act of 
constructing meaning—the mixture of media created a situation in 
which one spectator might arbitrarily choose to concentrate on 
one particular expressive medium to the detriment of receiving 
the communication of the others. Yet, an even greater potential 
for chaos exists than the writer suggested. The theater is a 
multi-sign system in a more complex way than just the aggregation 
of media. As the writer Tugendkhol'd observed, the avant-garde 
perceived the theater as a microcosm of the world, as the soil 
for new architectural, engineering, and artistic investigations. 
Therefore, signification in the theater accrues from the 
aggregation of allusions to multiple artistic sources, styles, 
and goals. Thus, a single production may allude to architectural 
origins and theory, to production art and constructivism, various 
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forms of folk art, festivals and revolutionary celebrations, 
tradition and the defiance of tradition in the history of theater 
and art, and the ideology embodied by the play, in addition to 
uniting various forms of expressive media. Potential for chaos 
therefore exists in clashes among these artistic allusions, in 
conflicting schema, and in an unconventional mixture of media. 
The theater thus becomes the microcosm not just of a world of 
experimentation but of a world of variance and unpredictability, 
a world of chaotics. 
Even in the simpler formulation, theater inherently contains 
the potential for chaotic reception. But the belief that theater 
could be a significant means of bringing order to a disordered 
society enhanced the potential for chaos, creating three 
particular arenas for the existence or perception of this chaos. 
The state's belief that art or theater could be a tool for 
inducing order implied a certain view not only of what that order 
would be in society, but of how it would be manifested in art. 
Neither of these views was necessarily shared by artists, 
however. Consequently, they could create a form of art that 
defied the new vision of order in its language, in its own vision 
of social order, and in its conceptualization of how art would 
accomplish this new role. So, ironically, the new art, seeking 
to be a tool for order, could become an additional source of 
disorder. 
This path essentially provides a paradigm for understanding 
the fate of constructivist stage design. The artists of the 
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constructivist stage wanted to use the stage to convey an image 
of the new world. But this image was rejected; it was seen as 
chaotic. The forms of the art were also seen as chaotic, despite 
the artists' inspiration in engineering and their claims of 
creating a rational art. Thus, the perception of chaos derived 
not from the artists' intentions but from spectators' inability 
to understand the language, structure, and ultimately, the 
meaning of the new art. This non-understanding leads to a 
negative reception and the perception of chaos, epitomized by the 
belief that the forms of the new art competed with the content of 
this art or completely undermined it. 
Paradoxically, the goal of creating and depicting a new 
world resulted in the formation of an artistic language which was 
transfused with chaos-enhancing elements and strategies. As a 
language with the goal of representing the unknown and suggesting 
the possibility of building this unknown out of the familiar, 
constructivist stage design used a language of transformative, 
destabilizing tendencies. Thus, it was a language of rupture and 
deformation, of oppositions to artistic and social norms, and a 
language of fusions and aggregations of traditional oppositions 
in general, and of reality and fantasy, in particular. In 
contrast to the art of synthesis, aggregation and fusion relied 
on a montage technique, creating unrecognizable wholes out of 
disparate but still recognizable parts; this newly created 
reality thus incorporated a sense of multiple realities, 
communicating in the end "a messy complexity of simultaneous 
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meanings." 
The potential for chaos in the language of constructivist 
stage design also derived from the sources of the language and 
the coexistence of references to multiple sources in a single 
work. Some of these sources were rejected schools or styles of 
art, such as futurism and formalism; to the extent that these 
references were recognized, the chaotic elements of these 
alternate forms were transferred to constructivism. Thus, 
criticisms of formalism for its rejection of reality, of folk 
arts, and of ideology became components of a negative reception 
of constructivism, even as constructivism defied those very same 
qualities. The close ties between architecture and 
constructivist stage design increased the likelihood that 
architectural chaos could also be found in the theater. For 
example, critiques of the Palace of Soviets projects—that they 
rejected monism, promoted an architecture of parts, and 
represented an emerging, rather than a finite, truth, could all 
be applied to the constructivist stage. And finally, perhaps the 
most chaotic reference of all was that to the balagan and 
gulian'e. 
The reference to the balagan was based on a 
reconceptualization of the nature and structure of the theater; 
this reconceptualizing process in general introduced chaos in 
terms of the selected model, the imposition of liminality on the 
definition of the theater, and in evocations of social chaos 
linked to the models of reconceptualization. As suggested 
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earlier in this chapter, all of these are applicable to the 
balagan allusion. In addition to re-envisioning the stage as a 
folk theater and part of the carnivalistic nether world of in-
betweenness, the balagan technique of the grotesque, with its 
disruption of inured oppositions, evoked parallels to the 
contemporary social goal of various forms of smychka. Further, 
balagan plays emphasized action over words, thereby threatening 
the dominance and stability of the text, and as a "primitivistic" 
entertainment, references to the balagan and gulianie created a 
sense of anarchy that extended beyond the theater to social 
conditions. 
Other models or metaphors also existed for the 
reconceptualization of the theater and stage set. Constructivism 
conceptualized buildings, cities and the theater as social 
condensers, or dynamos and turbines, creating and scattering new 
people with new strengths in all directions.123 This 
conceptualization was carried out in creative works less in terms 
of formal analogies than in terms of processes connoted by the 
forms, as well as by the emphasis itself on process over static 
form. Constructivist design thereby positioned itself in 
opposition to classical design thought—instead of centrifugal, 
closed, centralized, and defined forms, constructivism embraced 
centripetal, open, and transparent forms, suggestions of eternal 
expansion and perpetual motion. As a reconceptualization of the 
123Eneeva, in her dissertation, develops the idea of the 
turbine metaphor and its design implications. 
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theater or the structure of a theatrical production, the 
constructivist stage set, as a dynamo, modeled new forms of 
interaction between people and things, implied dissatisfaction 
with the old and familiar, and inspired desires for change and 
for new ways of thinking. By making process the bearer of 
meaning, and weakening the relationship between form and meaning, 
the dynamic stage set modeled a new relationship between art and 
life. This reconceptualization of the theater was chaotic in 
several ways: the stage set assumed a liminal role as the nature 
of the theater and stage set changed from a contemplative model 
to one of dynamic interactions; the form of the stage set, while 
not completely abandoning hints at locale, began increasingly to 
symbolize real space and real life, creating a paradox for the 
viewer who had to look past abstraction and accept the new set as 
a slice of an eccentric, mechanized, and urbanized contemporary 
reality; at the same time, the induced dissatisfaction with the 
old and familiar extended beyond the theater walls to 
dissatisfaction with present society, but the new theater seemed 
to offer in its place only perpetual motion, or the suggestion of 
eternal change; just as the balagan challenged the supremacy of 
the word and the text, so, too, did the theater as dynamo or 
turbine; and finally, the machine and technology had liminal 
roles in society and their presence in theater called forth an 
image of society in which the machine dominated the person. 
Machine analogies and imagery evoked chaos in yet another way— 
the machine aesthetic was seen not only as anti-humanistic or 
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anti-psychological but also as a rejection of peasant art, and to 
the extent that attitudes toward the peasant and peasant 
creations remained chaotic, their evocation in a theatrical 
context was also chaotic. 
Ultimately, no matter what model was chosen for the 
reconceptualization of the theater, the new stage set rejected 
the illusionary depiction of the setting as the determining 
creative factor. The avant-garde constructivist stage set 
visualized the new world in some form and wanted to use art 
efficaciously to convey this visualization. The process of 
creation, in art, in the stage set, became a metaphor for social 
change, theatrical change, and the creation of a new life; and to 
the extent that the vision implied by this metaphor was not 
shared by the audience, a negative reception awaited the 
constructivist stage set. 
This discussion has recapitulated some of the sources of 
social and artistic chaos in constructivist stage design. Some 
critical sources of chaos, not yet reiterated here, include the 
class—or supposed class—affiliation of the artist, the 
evocation of meshchanstvo or petit bourgeois tastes, the 
eccentrisms of a westernized, urban life, and unacceptable or 
incorrect ideology and Utopian visions, if they are capable of 
being decoded and understood, while the inability to do so would 
itself be chaos. Regardless of the source and form of chaos, the 
perception of chaos led to attempts to control it; these attempts 
were multiple and embedded in different groups or structures. 
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Government agencies and representatives, artists and artistic 
organizations, the audience, and critics all participated in and 
structured these attempts, jointly and individually. Criticism, 
for example, responded to spectator reception and government 
control of the organs of criticism, while at the same time 
refocusing the role of criticism in such a way that it becomes a 
potent weapon in the struggle for the ideological control of art. 
Artists, too, were subject to external forces—through the 
granting or denial of access to artistic organizations, 
materials, and the means for display of one's work—but 
simultaneously they often took proactive stances in modifying the 
conditions and forms of their art so as to attain a positive 
reception and concomitant recognition of their goals. 
Government control focused primarily on the political and 
social ideology conveyed by a production, and on artistic order 
only to the extent that it conflicted with or subverted the 
communication of the preferred ideology. These two efforts 
implied two major targets of control: artists and their 
productions and the critical evaluation of them, with the latter 
having as a key motivating factor the goal of controlling the 
workers' responses, and ensuring that they have the "correct" 
interpretative schema for the reception of art. Neither of these 
strategies was immutable, and government willingness to engage in 
them changed over time. Lunacharskii, for example, stated in 
1923 that the party and state neither wanted to nor were able to 
stand on the point of view of one or another trend in art; 
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instead, the role of the state should be that of inducing 
liveliness into the struggle with harmful influences.124 This 
position of neutrality did not last, however; by the end of the 
decade and the early 1930s, Lunacharskii was firmly advocating 
the approach of socialist realism. In other respects, government 
conceptualizations of order in art were codified quite early. 
This is especially apparent in immediate post-revolutionary 
conferences devoted to the creation of a worker-peasant theater. 
At these, a consistent theme was the proper relationship of 
peasant art forms to those of the workers; the prevailing view 
was that psychological similarities between workers and peasants 
could serve to unite their differences, and a common theater 
would benefit both by joining an urban culture with a folk 
culture, or a culture dominated by isolation from nature and the 
prevalence of the machine with a culture in which life is close 
to nature and ancient rituals. The key to success in such a 
union, however, would lie in giving the guiding role to the 
workers: the peasant theater could bring its closeness to nature 
and national cultures to the new theater, but only if done under 
the guidance of proletarian ideological influence.125 
Intrinsic to the above demand is the belief that the new 
124Lunacharskii, speaking at a session of the 
Khudozhestvennaia Sektsiia GUSa, 10-xii-23, in the Bol'shoi 
Theater fond, 648-2-205, p. 25. 
'^Narkompros materials on the First Ail-Russian Conference 
on a Workers-Peasant Theater, and lecture by Tikhonovich on this 
topic, presented to the Narkompros Theater Section, in 1920-the 
latter in fond 2306-24-612. 
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theater must be dominated by ideology, and that ideology must be 
of a particular type. By focusing on issues of repertoire, 
through censorship and approval committees and through 
government-issued lists of acceptable themes, and the cultivation 
of plays written by proletariat authors, the government made 
ideological control of the theater a crucial strategy for the 
reduction of chaos. But control of the text was more than 
ideological control; it also became a form of artistic control. 
This control might be manifested in such demands as the call for 
a stage set to reveal the social content of the play, to function 
as an efficacious and active influence on the spectator, through 
the play's material formulation. In a less direct way, it 
appeared in the rejection of certain productions—a rejection 
which, even if promoted by the unacceptability of the play's 
textual content, could extend to the rejection of all the 
strategies associated with the play's production. Further, as 
suggested earlier, the rejection of the text could in fact be 
secondary to a rejection of the artistic strategies. 
The rejection of artistic strategies culminated in the late 
20s in a combined form of artistic and government control—a 
"war" against meshchanstvo taste. The constructivists' 
participation in this "war," prefigured in many of their stage 
sets, was the search for a new type of object environment, based 
on an aesthetic of efficacy and the rationalization of daily 
life. To this end they offered an engineered, rationalized 
environment, bereft of knick-knacks, but one in which furniture 
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was transformable and built into the setting. At the same time, 
critics and government representatives attacked the "socially 
disorganizing role of the old," referring to objects like dishes 
and furniture which carried the imprint of a former and rejected 
lifestyle in their external look. By 1930, several exhibitions 
were being planned by both government cultural groups and 
organizations of artists to showcase the legacy of the 
meshchanstvo in mass art production and to demonstrate "evil 
taste."126 Thus, for ideological reasons, the government shared 
the utilitarian, aesthetic vision of the constructivists, at 
least temporarily, while in the process of cultivating its 
socialist realist alternative. 
The highlighting of meshchanstvo taste, of the rejection of 
peasant arts, and of a too strong predilection for machinism and 
urbanism were aspects of the government's attempt to control 
artistic order through negating strategies. In a more 
affirmative way, cultural organizations such as Proletkul't and 
Narkompros sponsored frequent debates on the desired order of 
art. These calls for order have been reviewed throughout this 
dissertation; in summary, the government prescription for order 
called for realism; the lowering of the artistic level in order 
to increase its comprehensibility by the masses; certain forms of 
reference to folk art traditions; an artistic contribution to the 
central meaning of work; characters in artworks who could serve 
126GAKhN Fond 941-3-173, 1930; see also, Khazanova, 
Sovetskaia Arkhitektura Pervoi Piatiletki (Moscow, 1980), pp. 
200-204. 
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as role models of people with passions and a worker's ideology; a 
union of peasant and urban forms subordinated to proletarian 
ideology; and a new artist—the "outsider" or non-professional, 
non-intelligentsia artist. These forms of order applied to 
painting and the graphic arts as well as to theater. 
The definition and delineation of order in artistic terms, 
and the belief that these ordered forms of art could alleviate 
social chaos, implied the converse belief, that art which does 
not conform to the call for order creates its own form of chaos. 
This belief in its turn adumbrated a revised role for criticism. 
Criticism, which traditionally exists to explain and deepen 
appreciation of aesthetic processes, in the 1920s was infiltrated 
by ideology and became a strategy for finding and promoting 
ideological closure in art. Initially, this strategy involved 
the assessment, rejection or critical assimilation of the forms 
of the past; thus, early post-revolutionary criticism focused 
primarily on artistic language as a source of chaos, and on 
social chaos as a by-product or as the meaning of the language. 
But as contemporary subject matter began to emerge, and as 
workers began to form a larger percentage of the audience, the 
issues for criticism changed to an evaluation of content, the 
extent to which form impaired the communication of content, and 
trends in the acceptance of the new repertoire. Finally, as more 
and more theaters aspired toward a new realism, the focus of 
criticism turned—or returned—to the issue of aesthetic 
appreciation, to enable the viewer to evaluate the degree of 
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success with which formal and sociopolitical issues had been 
synthesized in a production. Ideally, this, too, would be driven 
by ideology; as Pel'she, speaking at a 1925 conference on 
political enlightenment work noted, a unified artistic politics 
was lacking and needed. And what would this be, he asked: a 
unified model and method for the evaluation of artistic creation, 
unified means for the reembodiment in life of these general 
artistic principles, and above all, a scientific theory that 
would eliminate the tendency of critics to make idiosyncratic 
evaluations.'27 
Implicit in an early historical perspective on criticism 
offered by B. Vaks is the idea that the role of criticism really 
did change, and that only after it had achieved ideological 
closure could it return to its more usual role of aesthetic 
evaluation. Yet, Vaks' narrative is idealized—issues of content 
were never so clearly separated from those of form. What 
appeared to change was which was accorded dominance in the 
discussion. But given that the perceived loss of a relationship 
between form and content resulted in a devastating critique of an 
art work, awareness and discussion of such a relationship could 
not leave the domain of criticism. 
As we have already seen, certain clusters of desired and 
1270n the early postrevolutionary changes in criticism, B. 
Vaks, "0 Khudozhestvennoi Kritike Teatral'nogo Iskusstva," 
Sovetskoe Iskusstvo No. 2 (1920), pp. 5-8; and the call for a 
politics of art, Pel'she, "Osnovnye Zadachi Khudozhestvennoi 
Politiko-Prosvetitel'noi Rabote," Politprosvetrabote i Iskusstvo. 
(Moscow-Leningrad, 1926), pp. 15-16. 
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undesired attributes formed the themes of critical writing. 
Demonstrating the extent of the intermixture of content and form 
in criticism, these clusters reflect qualities which can be seen 
to be the inverse of order in art or the expression of chaos in 
social terms. Thus, one cluster focused on the predominance of a 
machine aesthetic, and the anti-human and anti-psychological 
implication of this fetishization of the machine. Another 
implication of an aesthetic of the machine and technology was 
seen as a rejection of aesthetics in traditional artistic terms. 
But this rejection was then equated with a rejection of the 
socialist realist aesthetic and the aesthetic of a people's art 
or folk art traditions. And this criticism led to a criticism of 
the artist's class as well as to a criticism of the art for being 
incomprehensible to the masses because it was not rooted in 
either folk art or reality. Another aesthetic-based criticism of 
the new art was that it was anti-monumentality, but this 
seemingly aesthetic evaluation derived from the belief that 
monumental ideas and content could only be expressed in 
monumental forms. Hence, the small forms of art, the forms 
derived from the fairgrounds, the estrada, the cafe, and even 
those of the living newspapers and the Blue Blouse groups, were 
also condemned for their inappropriateness to monumental themes, 
and their concomitant promotion of chance, spontaneity, 
disruption of hierarchy, and ultimately and most devastatingly, 
the absence of ideology and subject matter reflective of 
proletarian culture. This absence could also be the presence of 
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an incorrect ideology or an unacceptable vision of the future 
socialist culture. Finally, this last theme was the most potent 
of critical themes—art without content was an art which defied 
the hegemony of the word, and this defiance eventually was 
perceived as a stand-in for a defiance of the hegemony of the new 
person, the socialist hero. 
The anti-word, anti-idea criticism formed a substantial part 
of the criticism leveled at formalism, and as such, the 
association of constructivism with formalism was irrevocably 
detrimental to recognition of the life-building goals of 
constructivism. To paraphrase a presentation made at one of the 
formalist debates of 1936, formalism, the art of the 
imperialistic bourgeois and of the west, led to a complete 
rejection of subject matter. But the socialist revolution 
created the conditions for rejecting this development because it 
strengthened the "creative soul" of the workers, of the masses, 
and it revealed an art inspired by the naked pathos of 
revolutionary ideas. And whereas Tairov was praised for the 
eventual abandonment of his struggle against realism and his 
embrace of "concrete realism," an art close to the life of the 
proletariat, Meierkhol'd's experimental assimilations of folk 
creations were called an uncritical revival of ancient theatrical 
forms, and therefore no more than formalism in different dress. 
Finally, just as formalism was the absence of subject matter and 
an interest in ideas, constructivism, too, became a formalist 
device when it failed to serve the goal of conveying the idea and 
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political meaning of the play.128 And this criticism of 
constructivism became the chief criticism used to liquidate 
Meierkhol'd's theater in 1937. Depriving the word of meaning and 
using abstract constructivist decorations, Meierkhol'd's 
productions were politically alien acts: "The Theater of 
Meierkhol'd, in the course of its existence, was unable to 
liberate itself from bourgeois and formalist positions, positions 
that are foreign to soviet art." As a result of the leftist 
tricks, the formalist dislocations, the alienness of his means, 
every production appeared in a crooked, anti-artistic form, with 
a distorted ideological essence.129 
Although Meierkhol'd was unable to prevent the liquidation 
of his theater, he, along with other avant-garde artists, was not 
just a passive participant in the control process. Artists 
themselves made efforts at control. The presence in a production 
of a schema which could bring order to elements otherwise 
perceived as chaotic, the modification of the artistic language 
to increase its comprehensibility, attempts to educate the 
audience in the new art—these were all strategies aimed at 
limiting the range of interpretation of the art form, and in this 
way controlling the reception of ideology. The writing of 
artistic credos, engaging in debates with critics and spectators, 
128This discussion is based on a synthesis of articles 
related to the path of the Soviet theater and to the formalist 
debates, in fond 2030-1-223. 
129
"Chuzhoi Teatr," sbornik state! o teatre im. Meierkhol'da, 
in Zograf fond, 2723-1-526. 
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surveying audiences, structuring exhibitions, and scheduling 
post-production audience discussion sessions illuminate the 
process of authorial reception. The artist, conceiving of each 
work as a partial solution to a set of existing problems, took 
steps to assess the effects of the art work on the audience and 
to redirect the direction of those effects through audience 
education in a variety of formats and through changes in the 
chosen artistic language. 
Attempts to control artistic chaos are predicated on the 
belief—shared by the constructivists—that art can and should 
bring order to a disordered society. But when an art is 
perceived as inherently chaotic, and as the conjunction of a 
chaotic art with a chaotic society becomes increasingly 
unacceptable, strategies of control begin more emphatically to 
propound a particular vision of artistic order. Thus, while not 
the theme of this dissertation, the rise of socialist realism 
assumes importance because it occurred at this particular 
juncture in time, the early 1930s, as a response to the need for 
bringing order to a "chaotic artistic scene."'30 It is a 
multifaceted response, emerging in the critical arena before the 
art form has achieved hegemony, reinforced through government 
advocacy, and infusing the works of artists even as they continue 
to adhere to their avant-gardist beliefs. Socialist realism is 
therefore both a strategy of control and a sign of the acceptance 
130C.V. James, Soviet Socialist Realism: Origins and Theory, 
New York, 1973, p. 43. 
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of some degree of control. 
As Groys and Golomstock have recently suggested, socialist 
realism is not a complete inversion of constructivism."1 In 
emphasizing the continuities, however, they overlook an important 
and intriguing similarity—whereas constructivism emerged as an 
art of opposition, to traditional artistic ideology as well as to 
social chaos, socialist realism also emerged as an art of 
opposition—but, in its case, to constructivism and the 
constructivist vision of the future, likewise perceived as 
chaotic. 
The primary opposition of socialist realism is to the 
reality of constructivism and its strategies of representation. 
Several factors underlie this opposition. First, socialist 
realists believe that modernism, formalism, and by implication, 
constructivism, distort or inaccurately depict reality. Second, 
for the cultural period in which socialist realism achieves 
hegemony, the truth of reality is equated with what is sought in 
reality; consequently, representation must portray this perfected 
version, and not to do so threatens reality/32 Thus, the 
literal creation of reality, the creation of the new world, is 
the true creative act, while art becomes not a mirror but a 
hieroglyphic text, an icon, or a prescriptive "newspaper" 
131B. Groys, "The Birth of Socialist Realism from the Spirit 
of the Russian Avant-Garde," The Culture of the Stalin Period, 
ed. H. Gunther (New York, 1990); and I. Golomstock, Totalitarian 
Art, trans. R. Chandler (London, 1990). 
132Papernyi, Kul'tura Dva, chapter 3, part 12, "realism— 
truth." 
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article. We have observed that the constructivist goal was also 
the creation of a new world, but for the constructivists, the 
focus of change was the material environment, while for the 
socialist realists, it was psychology, the human soul. Hence, 
the perception of constructivist stage design as anti-humanistic 
and anti-psychological marked this art as oppositional to the 
impending order of socialist realism. 
Another, and fundamental, difference between the two art 
forms is the revelation of process. For constructivism and 
constructivist stage design, the revelation of process was 
integral to the artistic act, but for socialist realism it was 
antithetical. Given the socialist realist commitment to 
movement, its self-definition as the knowledge of reality as well 
as the knowledge of where reality is going,133 one would expect 
to find a commitment to process in the art. But process is no 
longer the issue—for the socialist realists, the future is the 
present; it is already clearly envisioned; the people just need 
to be shown it. In its rejection of process, socialist realism 
perceives chaos in the transformative and destabilizing 
strategies of constructivism. 
A further implication of the rejection of process is that 
socialist realism locates its defining characteristic in content, 
a content which includes the portrayal of the "heroes" of soviet 
'"Lunacharskii, "Sotsialisticheskii Realizm," (1933) Stat'i 
o Teatre i Dramaturgi (Moscow-Leningrad, 1938), pp. 11-34; Radek, 
at the Soviet Writers' Congress 1934, ed. H.G. Scott (1935; 
London, 1977), p. 157. 
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society. This attribute would clearly find itself in opposition 
to the perception that constructivist stage design subverted the 
text, and that subversion of the text was essentially a 
subversion of the socialist hero; in this respect, the criticism 
of constructivism as being anti-ideological, anti-word, anti-
text, and formalist also reflects the emerging critical presence 
of socialist realism before it has become concretized as an 
ideology of art. 
In its centralization of content as the defining issue of 
art, socialist realism thereby situated itself in direct 
opposition to formalist, and by extension, constructivist, 
concerns with the exterior form, rather than with the interior 
meaning of a creative work, and with constructivist approaches to 
forming and communicating meaning—methods that allowed for and 
encouraged multiplicity and multivalency in meaning. Another, 
and perhaps more potent, motive existed for the emphasis on 
content—the desire to depict as real and present the ideals of a 
socialist life. From this motivation, it follows that if society 
believes that order has been attained, and no longer wants to 
perceive itself as disordered, then an art form claiming to bring 
order, and claiming further to depict the stages out of which 
order has yet to emerge, becomes anachronistic. The goal of 
bringing order and the art that aligns itself with this goal must 
be replaced. Artistic control therefore changes from the 
elimination of chaos to an attempt to discredit arts with 
presumably anachronistic goals, and to impose new artistic goals-
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-the depiction and reinforcement of the achieved order through 
art. This change in the nature of artistic control especially 
characterized artists' own efforts at control, and created a 
scenario for the emergence of "pseudo" socialist realist work in 
the creative activity of the avant-garde. 
To the extent that the constructivist avant-garde and 
socialist realism recognized a lingering future orientation in 
the depiction of life, the potential existed for the 
constructivist engineer of daily life to come perilously close to 
the evolving socialist realist propagandizer for the new 
morality, a morality which ultimately represented a rejection of 
the presumed excesses of peasant life, of the hedonism and 
violence and the carnivalesque amorality of peasant rituals, 
along with a rejection in art of chance, spontaneity, and the 
absence of control. At the same time, the new morality was also 
a rejection of the carnivalistic urbanism of the west and of 
American detective movies. Thus, stage designers could no more 
easily continue to create futuristic cityscapes—if these implied 
the acceptance of western values—than they could the fairground 
and balagan. What remained, perhaps, was the austere course 
taken by Rodchenko in his set for Glebov's socialist realist play 
Inga, or the discovery and imposition of a production schema that 
facilitated the perception of order in an otherwise chaotic 
environment, or, finally, an ideologically eviscerated 
decorativism. Whereas these first two alternatives suggest a 
modification, but not the total abandonment, of avant-garde 
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strategies, and result in the convergence of socialist realism 
and the avant-garde, the third outcome suggests a fundamental 
revision of the defining concepts and strategies of the avant-
garde . 
Earth in Turmoil, a play which merged realism with allusions 
to folk theater, mass spectacles, cinema, and agit theater—a 
potentially chaotic liminal mixture—was positively appraised as 
an approach to a new realism, shorn of the excesses and 
incomprehensibilities of constructivism, and ultimately a new 
step toward the simultaneous destruction of old forms and the 
building of the new. One of Meierkhol'd's most popular 
productions, the staging was believed to answer fully to the 
agitational problems of the play—everything on stage contributed 
to the agit-military nature of the play: "On the stage, 
revolutionary-military action is given....bicycles and 
automobiles are moving...a military kitchen...Not props but a 
real military inventory."134 Further, the text was compressed 
and struck at the viewer, delivering agitational blows reinforced 
by the screened slogans. The successful reception of this 
production did not lie in the rejection of constructivism, but in 
the thematic schema which imposed an acceptable order on the 
union of constructivism with realism. There were two themes: the 
war on imperialism and praise of a military organization as a 
weapon in the liberation of the workers and as the means for 
134Review in 1923 Pravda by Fevral'skii, included in fond 
963-1-335, other reviews of this play are in fonds 2437-2-126 and 
998-1-3355. 
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achieving a harmonious, rationalized organization of human 
collectivity. 
The joint military themes—evoking past, present, and the 
still unknown future—incorporated the material-object 
environment in a way familiar to life, but unknown in theater— 
"as a condition and tool of action."135 And ultimately, the 
typically disparate parts of a production—speech, actions, and 
environment—fused here into a living unity. Thus, the 
introduction of realism in a constructivist framework, governed 
by a production schema which recreated and envisioned the 
militarization of life, facilitated a reception of this play 
which hailed the production as a model for a new and genuine 
people's, mass art, and as such, a model for the construction of 
the new world. 
Poema o Topore (Poem about an Axe) provides another example 
of a production which reframed constructivist premises in an 
ordered, socialist realist context. Previous discussion has 
revealed that central to this production was the idea of the set 
as a transforming machine, one which, in this case, 
reconceptualized the familiar—factory production—into an 
idealized but attainable future. What lent credence to this 
transformation, and removed it from the realm of unstable 
liminality, was a documentary schema of reportage and 
demonstration manifested in the style of the play as well as in 
135Sidorina, "Kontseptsia," p. 27—see ch. 3, fn. 219, for 
full quotation from this author. 
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the style of the production. Real, factory-produced objects and 
genuine work clothes formed aspects of the material environment 
of the production, but more significant to its schema as a 
documentary spectacle was an exhibition of factory products 
"staged" in the foyer of the theater, an "exhibition which gave 
special conviction to the occurrences on the stage."136 
Poema o Topore merges with socialist realism because of its 
emphasis on the presentation of recognizable images about whose 
meaning there could be no doubt. The goal was comprehensibility 
or the art work would not succeed in its mission of the 
"ideological refashioning and education of the labouring people 
in the spirit of socialism."137 Thus, in the creations of 
socialist realism no "puzzle" remains; objects have instead 
become models of identification, or thesis-statements. The 
contradictions of social life have been resolved and the artist 
need only present viewers with images of what they should 
emulate. 
This strategy dominated Rodchenko's adaptation of 
constructivism in his 1929 set for Inga.'38 Instead of the 
exquisitely exposed structures of his early spatial constructions 
and workers-club furniture, in which the emphasis on the 
revelation of structure served as a metaphor for actively 
136See chapter 3, fn. 246. 
137A. Zhdanov, quoted in Golomstock, Totalitarian Art, p. 86. 
138This passage is adapted from a more extensive discussion 
in my article "Inga: A Constructivist Enigma," Journal of Design 
History, Vol. 6, No. 4, 1993, pp. 262-281. 
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involving the viewer in making sense of the world, and instead of 
transformative processes emphasizing new and multiple ways of 
using the environment, Rodchenko's furniture for Inga revealed a 
readily assimilable and useable idea/product. The furniture here 
is unencumbered by artistic ideology. The idea (space-saving 
furniture) is presented nakedly to an audience that is no longer 
expected to have to work in order to understand what is being 
presented; nothing is interposed between the idea and its 
realization. All the same, Rodchenko remained true to his 
constructivist and production art principles (see chapter 3) and 
in this respect, the production epitomized the premises of 
constructivism within a socialist realist framework. 
Whereas these three productions demonstrate artist-initiated 
modifications that enabled the continuation of constructivism in 
an ideologically acceptable format, stylization, or decorativism, 
which probably made constructivist stage design more 
aesthetically acceptable in the new climate, signaled a form of 
artistic control that fundamentally denied its essence. 
Ironically, by claiming that their new forms would not imitate or 
represent existing forms, the constructivists found themselves 
having either to imitate their own work or to focus on aesthetic 
refinements, activities which could be cast as either formalist 
in nature, or as a hardening into style. With the infiltration 
of realism into constructivism, the appellation of formalism 
could be averted; but with the loss of dynamism, process, 
instability and transformation—with the loss of its chaotic 
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language—constructivism lost not only its metaphor of perpetual, 
mechanized change but also its rejection of stylization. 
But even as constructivist stage design was increasingly 
perceived as a stylistic alternative to traditional realism, it 
never truly embraced the monism and static monumentality of 
socialist realism. In its commitment to the destruction of 
unitary-ness, to the symbolization of a dialectic between a free 
will and the necessities of function or fate, in its refusal to 
relinquish the metaphor of the social condenser or turbine, 
constructivism remained an unstable art form in an unstable 
society, and as such, it may finally have angered or confounded 
critics by calling attention to the very instabilities that 
society itself could not tolerate. The eventual criticism of 
constructivist stage design as being a soulless machine, devoid 
of socialist ideology and heroes, may have both derived from and 
masked the realization not only that the "content" of 
constructivism was actually an uncomfortable reminder of the 
rural, dionysian, and chaotic sources of contemporary life, but 




a. Iukovkiu, stenogram is in fond 962-5-46, pp. 314-315: "Metod 
sotsialisticheskogo realizma utverzhdaet ne vobshche pravdivoe, 
ne voobshche prostoe iskusstvo, a iskusstvo. v kotorom khudozhnik 
vyrazhaet svoe aktivnoe otnoshenie k zhizni, svoe akntivnoe 
progressivnoe ponimanie zhizni, pri etom obiazatel'no v 
khudozhestvennykh obrazakh." (his italics) 
b. Matsa: "...proch' ot abstragirovaniia, ot individualizma v 
iskusstve i ot mekhanicheskoi tekhnizatsii ego; iskusstvo golzhno 
byt' aktivnym organizatorom nashikh psikhicheskikh otnoshenii. 
Eta odna storona. S drugoi storony—v tozhe vremia proch' ot 
trafaretnykh form, gal'she ot uzko-esteticheskoi 
izobrazitel'nosti, blizhe k zhiznennym obrazam, daiushchim 
otrazhenie psikhoideologicheskikh otnoshenii nashego peredobogo 
industrial'nogo proletariat." 
c. Pel'she, "Oshibkakh," pp. 17-18: "Slozhnosf polozheniia 
eshche usuglubliaetsia nalichiem stomillionnoi krest'ianskoi 
massy, v glubinakh kotoroi rezko usilivaiutsia tendentsii meldo-
burzhuaznoi ideologii. Poetomy, vse nashi iskusstva, na riadu s 
vysokoi khudozhestvennost'iu, dolzhny stremit'sia k maksimal'noi 
ideinosti." 
d. Tepalov: "20 minut ia smotrel na zanaves i khotel sebe 
ob'iasnit', chto eto znachit i ne mog. Dalee, ia smotrel na 
postanovku i khotel sebe ob'iasnit', chto znachit etot krug, eti 
visiashchie doski, ia khotel poniat', kakie idei voploshchaiutsia 
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